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Abstract 

Existence of outliers and structural breaks whose nature is mutually unknown, 

in time series data offer challenges to data analysts by causing problems in model 

identification, estimation and validation. Therefore, the detection of these outliers is 

an important area of interest in time series. We have investigated outlier detection in 

time series data using Chen and Liu (1993) and Kaiser and Maravall (2001) methods. 

We have focused on performance of  these procedures in the presence of AO, IO, LS, 

TC and explored the impact of SLS for the case of SARIMA(p,d,q)(P,D,Q) for p, 

q=0,1,2; d=0,1; P,Q,D=0,1. The study adds to the literature by critically analyzing the 

performance of various test statistics for outlier detection under different scenarios 

using simulation strategy (MCMC) and by collecting empirical evidence from time 

series data for Pakistan. The evidence is collected by analyzing empirical level of 

significance, empirical critical values and empirical rejection frequency. We have also 

explored the confusion between LS, AO and IO, and between SLS and IO, the 

magnitude of TC that can be ignored and the appropriate critical value (c) for AO, IO, 

LS, TC and SLS for different sample sizes in various time series models. We also 

explore the swamping and masking effects of outliers by comparing the Chen and Liu 

(CL) method with Kaiser and Maravall (2001) procedure for multiple outliers. 

Our results indicate that the existence of various types of outliers in different 

time series models generate bias of different nature and is affected by the factors like 

size of outliers, sample size and cut-off points, and non-normality of the sampling 

distribution. The simulated empirical critical values are found higher than the 

theoretical cut-off points, with the empirical level of significance affected by sample 

size, outlier size and the model parameter coefficients. The empirical power of the test 

statistics is generally not satisfactory for small sample size, large cut-off points and 



xix 

 

large model coefficient. The empirical analysis is carried out by running the outlier 

detection procedures on quarterly and monthly measured time series of Pakistan with 

five possible types of outliers i.e. AO, IO, LS, TC and SLS. The behavior observed 

for these variables supports our earlier findings. This study has shown that neglecting 

the SLS may lead to poor statistical analysis as other types of outliers may not fully 

grasp the impacts caused by SLS. Our simulation analysis does not support the 

argument of Kaiser and Maravall (2001) of replacing IO by SLS. 

Application of the method for detecting and removing outliers and structural 

breaks reduces the residual‟s excess kurtosis, skewness and JB test remarkably. A 

number of shocks in all series under observation are identified. Amongst which 

majority are supported by the graphical representation. Existing procedures of outlier 

detection may provide misspecified results leading to erroneous analysis. Therefore, 

these identified outliers require support from real world. Finding supportive evidence 

from real world is done by connecting the indicated discordant observations with 

historical evidences which may give better understanding. Several „no outlier‟ cases 

indicate the weakness of adopted procedures. It is concluded that all statistical 

analysis must include the exercise for outlier detection as it realizes the additional 

information contained by these aberrant observations, provide insight about policy 

implementation tools and enable better forecasts. The cut-off point may be set higher 

to reduce spurious detections. The test statistic for Transient Change should be 

revisited to have effective identification. Seasonal Level Shift may be included in the 

list of potential outliers.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background  

Time series data often have uncontrolled events or factors which suddenly 

cause short term or long term unusual change in their behavior. These events are 

commonly termed as outliers and structural breaks. Presence of outliers in time series 

data makes the task of data analysis difficult. Outlier detection plays an important role 

in analysis of time series data because outliers can lead to model misspecification, 

biased parameter estimation and poor forecasts (Tsay et al., 2000). The identification 

of outliers is often thought of as a means to eliminate observations from a data set to 

avoid disturbances in further analyses. However, outliers can give insight into certain 

structures of the data or into special events during the sampling period (Becker, 

2000).  

 Outlier detection has been well researched in different aspects and 

applications over decades. Many a times these outliers offer serious challenges to data 

analysts. These are considered as special features giving some extra information. 

Barnett and Lewis (1994) debated that outliers in times series data are not necessarily 

extreme values and they can be cloaked to some extent by the general structure of the 

process. Gounder, Shitan and Imon (2007) states,  

―Outliers may or may not be contaminants; contaminants may not be outliers‖. 

The existence of outliers may lead to biased estimators where the direction and size of 

bias is found to be highly dependent upon type, magnitude, location and number of 

outliers. In the presence of unknown type and timings of outliers, several approaches 
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for handling the estimation of time series models have been evolved. The presence of 

outliers and structural breaks badly affect the identification, estimation and inference 

of the model such as causing distortion in autocorrelation function and leading to 

misidentification in AR or MA or ARMA and their lags. It may lead to biased 

estimators; increase the confidence interval of the coefficient and results in 

misleading forecasts (Stock and Watson, 1996, 1999). The historical evidence of 

recurrent episodes of forecasting failure has forced the researchers to develop 

methods which avoid these mistakes. Analyzing without identifying outliers will not 

give meaningful review. The effect of these shifts and outliers can be controlled to a 

greater extent if the date and type of outlier is known. So, forecasting in time series 

data also suffer badly due to the presence of outliers. However, generally the 

interventions are unknown to investigator. The detection of outliers and structural 

breaks become an important area of interest in time series. 

There is extensive literature available on existence of structural breaks and its 

estimation in time series analysis. The basic idea is suggested by Fox (1972) who 

distinguished between two types of outliers and suggested a likelihood ratio (LR) test 

criterion for their identification. Guttmann and Tiao (1978), Chernick et al. (1982), 

Mills and Prasad (1992) and Chan (1995) have studied the effect of outliers in 

autocorrelation of the time series and their detection. Various methods for the 

detection of outliers and structural breaks have been devised by many researchers
1
 in 

the form of batch type detection methods, robust detection methods and sequential 

detection methods. Chang (1982), Tsay (1986) and Chang et al. (1988) have worked 

on identification of outliers using iterative procedure and have suggested effective and 

efficient tools for estimating the type, timing and number of outliers and structural 

                                                           
1 Muirhead (1986), Abraham and Yatawara (1988), Bruce and Martin (1989), Abraham and Chuang (1989, 1993), Deutsh et al. 

(1990), Pena and Maravall (1991), LeFrançois (1991), Wu et al. (1993), Peñna (1986, 1987, 1990), Lee and Wei (1995), Antieza 

et al. (1998), Zaharim et.al (2009, 2010), Kaya (2010) and Ljung (1982, 1989, 1993) etc. 
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breaks. Later on, the iterative procedures have been adopted for several modifications 

by Chen and Tiao (1990), Tsay (1988), Balke (1993), Balke and Fomby (1994) and 

Louni (2008). Chen and Liu (1993) have suggested iterative outlier detection and 

adjustment procedure which jointly detects outliers, adjusts and estimates parameters 

of the modified series and outlier effect. Application of the Chen and Liu (1993) joint 

estimation procedure, on one hand, helps us in identifying the discordant observations 

that may distort the analysis. On the other, it provides robust estimates for the model 

which enables effective policy making. Sanchez and Pena (2003) have suggested 

modifications in Chen and Liu (1993) procedure to reduce masking and swamping 

effects. Kaiser and Maravall (2001) have discussed the existence of seasonal outliers, 

its identification, estimation and the problems in interpretation, if outliers are not 

included in the model. 

Existing methods for estimating the type, timing and number of outliers and 

structural breaks are exposed to the problems like misidentification of outliers and 

masking of structural breaks and outliers, due to existence of the seasonal outliers, 

patches of outliers and multiple outliers. So, motivation for this study is to examine 

outliers and structural breaks in time series data. This leads to analyze the behavior of 

those time series which are disturbed due to these anomalies and identify the best 

possible model in the presence of various types of disturbances. Our objective is to 

assess the performance of existing methods for estimation of time series model in the 

presence of outliers and structural breaks, and their impact on estimates by using 

simulation analysis. Emphasis is also on identification of problems like incidence of 

misidentification, intensity of masking and swamping effect; and exploration of their 

best possible solution using application to a wide range of models. To establish our 
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case we use macroeconomic, financial and metrological data of Pakistan to assess the 

performance of the theoretically developed framework. 

1.2 Objective of the study 

 This research focuses on the behavior of time series data which suffers from 

outliers/structural breaks and identify the best possible model in the presence of 

various types of disturbances. Main objectives are listed as: 

 Evaluating the performance of various test statistics defined for outlier detection 

in terms of level of significance, power of test and their sampling distribution; 

 Assessing the performance of existing methods of estimation of linear time series 

model in the presence of outliers and structural breaks by observing sampling 

distribution of parameter estimates; 

 Identification of problems like incidence of misidentification, intensity of masking 

and swamping effect in the existing methods; 

In order to investigate the existence of outliers and structural breaks empirically, we 

consider some time series data of Pakistan and apply joint outlier detection procedure 

to serve the purpose. 

Significance of the study is correct identification of outliers by appropriate 

statistical test which increases the accuracy of estimates and forecasts. This highlights 

the importance of investigating the aspect „how do the commonly used test statistics 

for outlier detection correctly identify?‟ This objective is achieved by evaluating the 

performance of test statistics defined for detecting additive outlier (AO), innovative 

outlier (IO), level shift (LS), transient change (TC), and seasonal level shift (SLS) 

respectively. The study adds to the literature by critically analyzing the performance 

of these test statistics in different scenarios: (i) Using the simulation strategy 
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(MCMC), (ii) Collecting empirical evidence from the high frequency time series data 

for Pakistan. Our study focuses on identifying the performance of Tsay‟s (1988) and 

Chen and Liu (1993)(CL) procedure in the presence of AO, IO, LS, TC and exploring 

the impact of SLS as suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001) for the case of 

SARIMA(p,d,q)(P,D,Q) for p, q=0,1,2; d=0,1; P,Q,D=0,1. This purpose is achieved 

by having empirical evidence based on a thorough analysis of the behavior of these 

test statistics by considering various aspects like empirical level of significance, 

empirical critical values and empirical rejection frequency. We examine the nature 

and extent of confusion between LS, AO and IO, and between SLS and IO in various 

time series models. To check if the existence of SLS suggested by Kaiser and 

Maravall (2001) is really confused with IO in all patterns of time series data, we 

contribute new evidence based on in-depth analysis showing that the innovative 

outlier (IO) should not be discarded from the list of types of outliers when considering 

the automatic outlier detections. Further, the magnitude of TC that can be ignored and 

the appropriate critical value (c) for AO, IO, LS, TC and SLS for different sample 

sizes are determined. This study also explores the swamping and masking effects of 

outliers by comparing the Chen and Liu (1993) method with Kaiser and Maravall 

(2001) procedure for multiple outliers. 

 We have also carried out empirical investigation regarding outliers and 

structural breaks of above listed methods and modifications on data for various time 

series variables of Pakistan. This analysis is carried out using Chen and Liu (1993)‟s 

suggested iterative procedure for multiple outlier detection and joint estimation, and 

Kaiser and Maravall (2001)‟s suggested procedure. Analyzing the effect of these 

discontinuities, can give better insight and enables effective forecasting and policy 

analysis. It has been noted that the real variables tend to have fewer outliers than the 
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nominal variables, so studying the case of Pakistan in this perspective will make a 

useful addition in the existing literature. 

1.3 Methodological Framework 

The study focuses on the relative frequency of correctly detecting the location 

and the type of outliers to assess the power of likelihood ratio test for various types of 

outliers on the lines as described by Chang et al. (1988) and Battaglia and Orfei 

(2005). Least square parameters are inconsistent when a series contains outliers 

especially levels shift as identified by Chen and Tiao (1990), therefore, maximum 

likelihood estimation technique is applied for estimation of parameters. The adjusted 

value of the series at outlier appears to be the weighted sum of observed series where 

different weights are for different outlier types. Moreover, the estimates of magnitude 

of outliers and the various test statistics depend upon the estimate of   (standard 

deviation of residuals), which, when calculated from the contaminated series gives an 

inflated result. Therefore, we have used MAD (mean absolute deviation) for 

estimating   . Five different types of exogenous disturbance are discussed namely 

additive outliers (AO; one time change and of deterministic nature), innovative 

outliers (IO; dynamic change indicating an external cause), level shift (LS; permanent 

nature change), transient change (TC; disturbance which die out eventually at an 

exponential rate) and the seasonal level shift (SLS). 

The critical analysis of the behavior of test statistics for detecting various 

types of outliers is achieved by evaluating the performance of the test statistics based 

upon the outlier test criteria under null hypothesis. Vulnerability to spurious outlier is 

the first performance judgment tool which is tested by means of empirical level of 

significance. Empirical level of significance is generally desired to be below 0.05 for 
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any test statistics to be considered as good. The current study uses the results from 

simulation experiment in this regard. Seriousness of outliers is linked to how 

sensitively they are detected and it is directly associated to three cut-off points being 

usually used. Empirical critical values are calculated in order to evaluate the 

appropriateness of the cut-off points. Analysis under alternative hypothesis judges the 

test statistics on the basis of power of a test. The power of the test indicates the 

sensitivity of the statistical test in detecting changes that have occurred by measuring 

the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when in fact it is false and should be 

rejected. This analysis is supported by discovering the vulnerability to masking of 

outliers during detection process. It is done by following the misspecification 

frequencies. The efficiency of test statistics is observed on the basis of correct index 

detection. The sampling distribution of estimator for the parameter of contaminated 

series is explored, which is noted to be biased, skewed and away from normality in 

the presence of outlier of any type. The behavior of the decaying parameter in 

correctly detecting TC is critically evaluated. To check if the existence of SLS 

suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001) is really confused with IO in all patterns of 

time series data, our work contributes to this debate by providing new evidence based 

on a comprehensive analysis. This analysis shows the innovative outlier (IO) shall not 

be discarded from the list of types of outliers when considering the automatic outlier 

detections. However, careful in-depth analysis is required for identifying the true 

types of outliers present in any time series. 

To begin the analysis, the initial model is identified under the assumption of 

no breaks/ outliers using usual techniques e.g. Box and Jenkins (1976) etc., then the 

detection of outliers is done by searching through residuals. The magnitude of various 

outliers is estimated using usual techniques and the highest possible value of these 
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statistics is identified whose significance is tested via likelihood ratio test. After 

iterative detections, the series and the residuals are adjusted. The adjustment is done 

as suggested by Chen and Liu (1993) through a joint estimation procedure. Finally, 

intervention model is estimated incorporating all significant outliers. 

Application of the Chen and Liu (1993) joint estimation procedure on data 

consisting of variables of Pakistan, on one hand helps us in identifying the discordant 

observations that distorts the analysis and may lead to ineffective policy making. On 

other hand, it highlights the weaker areas of the procedure faced by such aberrant 

observations which are not supported by the historical evidence. This empirical 

analysis has to be supported by the modifications suggested through simulation 

analysis. The inclusion of SLS among the list of potential outliers as suggested by 

Kaiser and Maravall (2001) is judged empirically by applying their suggested method 

on data from Pakistan and comparing the results with those achieved earlier. The 

selected data comprises of annual, quarterly and monthly frequency in order to check 

the performance of the procedures under study for different scenario. 

1.4 Organization of the Study 

The structure of the study is: Chapter 2 presents overview of outliers and 

structural breaks. It discusses the theoretical framework for critically analyzing the 

efficiency of the test statistics defined for detection of various types of outliers. 

Functional forms of outliers for various time series models, their specification, and 

impact on autocorrelation function and impact on estimates of parameters of some 

commonly encountered time series models are also discussed in this chapter. Chapter 

3 provides a detailed literature review for various methods used to deal for outliers 

and structural breaks with special focus on iterative method of outlier detection. It 
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also discusses the outlier detection procedure as suggested by Tsay (1988), Chen and 

Liu (1993) and Kaiser and Maravall (2001) in section 3.3.1.1. This chapter also 

reviews the studies which have empirically observed and estimated outliers and their 

impacts on time series variables. Chapter 4 comprises of simulation experiments 

conducted to study the performance of various test statistics being defined and 

commonly used in literature for detecting different types of structural breaks and 

outliers. It initially describes the research operationalization explaining the simulation 

experiment in detail. Detailed discussion entails the patterns that are noted under 

calculations of empirical level of significance, empirical critical values, empirical 

power of test statistics, the sampling distribution of estimator of parameters of 

observed time series in the presence of one outlier and behavior of δ in detection of 

transient change. Chapter 5 evaluates the performance of seasonal level shifts (SLS) 

detection in seasonal time series. The analysis is supported by empirical analysis of 

the Kaiser and Maravall (2001) method with all five types of outliers on data of 

Pakistan. Chapter 6 includes the empirical results on the effects of outliers and 

structural breaks on several economic time series variable for Pakistan. These results 

are based on the empirical models identified under the assumption of no outliers, and 

then detection of outliers is conducted through the three stage iterative procedure as 

suggested by Chen and Liu (1993) and finally an intervention model is estimated. It 

also includes the comparison of Chen and Liu (1993) and Kaiser and Maravall (2001) 

based empirical analysis for the detection of seasonal level shift in macroeconomic 

time series of Pakistan. Chapter 7 is about conclusions, recommendation and future 

research, and some limitations of the study. 
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Chapter 2 

Outliers and Structural Breaks: Overview and Mathematical 

Evidence 

2.1 Introduction 

The main focus of time series modeling and analysis is to study the dynamic 

behavior of a single series and observe the feedback relationship between multivariate 

time series. A comprehensive knowledge about the dynamic structure enables 

accurate forecasts. The time series variables generally used for the purpose of policy 

making and forecasting by the economists, social scientists and researchers are 

subjected to continuous variation over time. However, sudden short term or long term 

happenings cause discordant observations or structural breaks of various types in time 

series data. The general model identification procedure for time series data are so 

designed that they grasp the long run memory pattern of time series. So these changes 

not only go unattended but also cause bias in identification and estimation of the time 

series, necessitating the need for techniques to handle these outliers. 

The chapter is a brief to basic definitions and theoretical analysis of outliers 

and structural breaks commonly identified in time series modeling. Mathematical 

overview of different types of outliers in various time series models is also a part of 

this chapter. 
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2.2 Outliers and Structural Breaks 

Outliers, structural breaks and discordant observations have been defined and 

discussed widely in literature
2
. The motivation for outlier detection in statistical 

analysis has been discussed extensively during past 150 years. Outliers are also 

referred as abnormalities, discordants, deviants, or anomalies in the data mining and 

statistics literature. To quote Peirce (1852), 

“In almost every true series of observations, some are found, 

which differ so much from the other as to indicate some abnormal 

source of error not contemplated in the theoretical discussions and the 

introductions of which in to the investigations can only serve …..To 

perplex and mislead the inquirer‖. 

The term outlier has been defined as 

“An observation in a data set which appears to be inconsistent 

with the remainder of that set of data‖. (Johnson, 1992) 

 ―An observation that deviates so much from other observations 

as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a different 

mechanism‖. (Hawkins, 1980) 

Barnett and Lewis (1994) state, 

“We shall define an outlier in a set of data to be an observation 

(or subset of observations) which appear to be inconsistent with the 

remainder of that set of data‖. 

According to Tsay et al. (1998), structural break may be defined as, 

                                                           
2
 Generally, the terms “discordant observations”, “extreme values”, “outliers” and “contaminants” have been used as synonyms. 
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―The level shift affecting all components of a vector time series is 

called structural breaks because they produce a permanent effect on 

the vector series. 

The variations caused by the extraneous sources can be classified into two 

major heads which can further be labeled in different categories on the basis of their 

effects as on the observed series. The following flow chart explains: 

 

Figure 2.1: Types of Outliers and Structural Breaks 

The two main types of extraneous sources are structural breaks and outliers as 

the flow chart show. These are classified as level shift (LS), transient level shift (TC), 

ramp shift (RS), transient ramp shift (TRS) and variance shifts (VS). The level shift 

(LS) casts a permanent effect; the transient change (TC) produces an effect which dies 

out over time. The changes in variability i.e. variance shifts has been studied by Tsay 

(1988) and several other researchers who have tried to capture it via ARCH/ GARCH 

models. Ramp shift and transient ramp shift are basically extended classifications of 

the level shift. The ramp shift (RS) is a level shift being summed up and the transient 

ramp shift (TRS) is the indicator of transitory change in slope of the time series 

process. 

The most frequent types of outliers are as follows: additive outlier (AO), 

innovative outlier (IO) and seasonal outlier (SO/ SLS). The effect of additive outlier 
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(AO) is for one time only while innovative outlier (IO) is the most important type of 

outlier as it produces an effect which depends upon the model identified. Seasonal 

outlier (SO/ SLS) mainly refers to the outlying observation or pattern in seasonal 

frequency. Several forms of seasonal outliers are discussed by Kaiser and Maravall 

(2001). 

2.3 Causes and Impacts of Outliers and Structural Breaks 

2.3.1 Causes of outliers and structural breaks 

Outliers in time series data can arise for a number of different reasons. These 

are the observations inconsistent with the remaining data. They may appear due to 

occasional unexpected happening in socio-economic scenario or natural deviations. 

They may arise due to some change in policies, due to missing values (in form of 

AO), because of human error or instrument error, due to changes is data collection, 

cleaning, base year fixation or formulae. 

2.3.2 Impact of outliers 

Impact of outliers on model identification is in form of misspecified model 

(Abraham and Chuang, 1989). Investigations have shown that the existence of outliers 

cause misidentification in form of wrong lag length or even falsely detecting AR or 

MA or ARMA leading to either under or over specification of the time series 

parameters (Vaage (2000), Deutsch et al. (1990)). 

Voluminous literature on unit root under structural break has identified 

confused behavior of both the unit root test and the structural break test i.e. in the 

presence of break, the unit root test indicates spurious unit root and; when unit root 

exists, the break test shows the presence of break. Existence of level shift may 

indicate nonstationarity erroneously. 
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Outliers may contribute toward evidence of nonlinearity in time series models 

as identified by Balke and Fomby (1994). Gounder et al. (2007) has suggested to 

model such a series using MA model with outlier dummies and ARCH (1) errors. 

The existence of outliers and structural breaks cause distortion in 

autocorrelation function (ACF) as identified by Miller (1980), Chang (1982), Mills 

and Prasad (1992), Chan (1995), Guttmann and Tiao (1978), Chang et al. (1988) etc. 

In addition, Chernick et al. (1982) have noted that outliers may cause severe effects 

on the estimation of correlation coefficient and spectral density. Giraudeau and 

Chastang (1999) have studied the effect of outliers on the estimates of intra-class 

correlation coefficient. Impact of outliers on parameter estimation is usually in form 

of biased, inconsistent and non-normal estimates even under different estimation 

techniques
3
. These biases depend upon the number, type, magnitude and location of 

outliers (Vaage, 2000). Further, outliers have also been found to distort the estimated 

spectra when a time series spectrum is analyzed (Kleiner et al., 1979). Least square 

parameters are inconsistent when a series contains a level shift (Chen and Tiao, 1990). 

Ljung (1993) advocates that the additive outliers can cause serious effects on the 

ARMA estimates as compared to the effects caused by innovative outliers. Outliers 

may also affect estimates of variance (Pena, 1990). 

Impact of outliers on inferential analysis and hypothesis testing is generally in 

form of reduced power of test statistics, high rate of type I and type II error and 

distorted P-value. Many tests based on the assumption of independence become 

invalid as the existence of outliers generate spurious correlation among observations 

or residuals (Franses et al., 2004). 

                                                           
3 Pena (1990), Chang and Tiao (1983), Ledoltar (1989), Chen and Liu (1993), Chang et al. (1988), Schwager and Margolin 

(1982), Rasmussen (1988) and Zimmerman (1994) etc. 
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The existence of any aberrant observation in near history leads to poor forecast 

and high prediction error. Trivez (1993) has found that LS and TC affect forecasting 

estimates by increasing the width of the prediction intervals. Hillmer (1984) noted 

that outlier occurring at last observation is treated as IO for forecasting purpose. Other 

studies exploring impact of outliers and structural breaks on forecasts include Chang 

et al. (1988), Chen and Liu (1993b), Ledolter (1989), Hotta (1993) etc. Outlying 

observations may also reflect non-additivity and heteroscedasticity. Outliers may 

distort the estimates of residuals and their variances. Abraham and Chuang (1989), 

Hogg (1979) and Martin (1980) study the impact of outliers on residuals among many 

others. Outliers may increase the residuals and may cause autocorrelation in residuals 

disturbing their independence assumption. Non-normality, skewness and increased 

error variance may also be observed in residuals due to the interference of aberrant 

observations (Franses et al., 2004). 

2.4 Importance of Detection of Outliers and Structural Breaks 

Identification of outliers can lead to the discovery of unexpected, interesting 

and implicit knowledge. For better understanding, in depth knowledge about the 

timing, nature, magnitude and impact of outliers is necessary. Analysis through 

intervention model for handling the effects of extraneous events works if the nature 

and timing of outlier is known. In case of unknown; several approaches have been 

evolved for outlier detection. Importance for outlier detection is in form of better 

understanding of the data behaviour. They provide insight about the fluctuations and 

external happenings of the real world. They enable discovering the aberrant and 

spurious observations affecting the analysis of the time series data. Parsimonious 

model can be identified after removing swamping and masking effect of outliers and 
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structural breaks. Effective policy designing can be achieved by incorporating the 

outliers and their impacts. 

Accurate calculations of various summary and inferential statistics can be 

achieved when knowledge about nature, type, timing and magnitude of outliers is 

gained. Improved forecasts may be attained by adjusting for the presence of outliers 

and structural breaks. 

The quality control standards for manufacturing and industrial production 

related time series require monitoring to assume that the output is in statistical control 

and this is quite effectively done using the outlier detection procedure (Alwan and 

Robects, 1988). 

The outlier detection techniques are useful for handling missing observations. 

Ljung (1989a, 1989b), Liu and Chen (1991) etc. have found that the natural 

characterization of missing observation is an AO. Outlier detection enables detection 

of faults in factors of production, safety related to critical security, network 

performance and environment related issues. Outlier detection may indicate 

fraudulent usage of electronic transfer of money or credit card, unauthorized usage of 

computer networks and illegal social benefit and loan applications etc. enabling 

efficient service sector by analyzing the time series of usage statistics. These 

techniques help in determining novel trends in stock market and shares indicating 

buying and selling opportunities. In medical sciences, outlier detection techniques 

help in identifying novel molecular structure leading to new medical developments 

and increased understanding related to rare disease. (For details see Hodge and 

Austin, 2004) 
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2.5 Issue in Outlier Detection 

Two major issues related to outlier detection namely swamping and masking 

effect are observed in literature. Swamping
4
 effect is the declaration of good 

observation as an outlier due to the presence of other outliers. It is faced when one 

outlier affects some of the other observations such that these appear to be outlier as 

well. It can occur when too many outliers are specified in a test where only single 

outlier is present. Swamping is a problem initiated due to the use of multiple outlier 

detection techniques. Acuna and Rodriguez (2004) states that, 

―It is said that an outlier swamps another instance if the latter 

can be considered outlier only under the presence of the first one‖. 

Masking effect refers to the situation where one outlier hides other outliers 

such that they appear a normal observation. It is the situation where an outlier goes 

undetected because of the presence of other adjacent ones. Masking occurs when 

there are two or more outliers in the model but the outlier detection procedure 

attempts to identify outliers one by one. Correlation between outliers may cause or 

influence the value of the test statistics such that either no outlier is detected or 

misidentification happens. Acuna and Rodriguez (2004) states that 

“It is said that an outlier masks a second one that is close by if 

the latter can be considered an outlier by itself, but not if it is 

considered along with the first one”. 

The masking and swamping effects are unavoidable under OLS method of 

estimation. However, several methods have been developed to study the susceptibility 

of swamping and masking effect. Acuna and Rodriguez (2004) have argued that the 

masking and swamping problem can be solved by using robust estimation techniques. 

                                                           
4
 Also called smearing effect  
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Chiang (2007) refers the use of recursive residuals with the adaptively-ordered 

observations to handle masking effect. 

2.6 Commonly Identified Types of Outliers 

The terms outlier, contaminant, and extreme value appears in literature to be 

synonymous with some exceptions. As indicated by Barnett and Lewis (1994) quoted 

in Palardy (2002), 

―A contaminant is an observation arising from some other 

distribution. An extreme value is simply one that is near the maximum 

or minimum of the sample. Outliers do not have to be contaminants, 

nor do contaminants have to be outliers. Likewise, extreme values do 

not have to be outliers, although all outliers are extreme values‖. 

Barnett and Lewis (1994) debated that outliers in times series data are not 

necessarily extreme values and they can be cloaked to some extent by the general 

structure of the process. Moreover, several different types of outliers and structural 

breaks have been identified based upon the differences in the nature and impact they 

cause to the time series and its parameters. 

In the following section, different types of outliers are discussed in detail 

namely additive Outlier (AO), innovative outliers (IO), level shift (LS), transitory 

change (TC), seasonal outliers (SO), ramp shift (RS), temporary ramp shift (TRS) and 

variance shift (VS). 

Consider an outliers free time series    such that 

             
                  (2.1) 

Where B is backshift lag operator as          . The other terms are defined as 

          
      

      
 ,            
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  with roots lying 

outside the unit circle,     
     is the stationary series and                     

  . We 

may define  

      
     

           

          
          

   . Such that equation (2.1) can be written 

as  
           

         
     

       or equivalently,              (2.2) 

Equation (2.2) forms an AR     process. It can also be written as 

             (2.3) 

where      
         

              
  

          
               

         

           
                                     

  

We consider the observed series that is contaminated with outliers as           

where            
   

,   
   

 is an indicator variable such that   
           

                                                            

                                                                (For 

convenience at some subscripts we have used A for AO, I for IO and L for LS) are the 

factors dealing with the effect of outliers. 

2.6.1 Additive outliers (AO) 

It is an external or exogenous change of the observed value of the time series 

at a particular time point. It may be a measurement error or an impulse effect due to 

some external factor such that it will affect the time series at the point of occurrence 

only. It is said that the effect of this outlier is independent of the model. In the 

presence of AO the model becomes 

            
   

       where             
         

              
 , 

                      and B is the lag operator. 
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The name additive outlier (AO) is given by Abraham and Box (1979) to the 

type of outlier which is declared as Type I outlier by Fox (1972). Ljung (1993) and 

Pena (2001) have identified that AO can seriously affect the ACF function, the 

estimated residuals and the parameter estimates. A large AO will result in downward 

bias in the estimated parameter and pushes the ACF toward zero. 

2.6.2 Innovative outliers (IO) 

It is an internal/ endogenous change measured as an impulse effect in noise 

term. The IO affects the noise term at one point in time but since the behavior of the 

noise term is determined by the behavior of MA (∞) so the impact of IO on time 

series is established by MA (∞) coefficients. It is noted that IO has less damaging 

effect on time series than AO. AO and IO are equivalent for a white noise process. In 

the presence of IO the model becomes 

              
   

          where                           
         

              
  as 

       
    ⁄  and               

    
     

           

          
 

The name innovative outlier (IO) is given by Abraham and Box (1979) to the 

type of outlier which is declared as Type II outlier by Fox (1972). The effect of an IO 

on a time series is complicated as it produces small effect on ACF and for a stationary 

series, it produces a temporary effect since       decays to zero exponentially. 

However, for a nonstationary series, an IO may produce a dynamic level shift or trend 

change effect. 

When an outlier is detected at the last observation of the data series, the type 

of that outlier is not possible to be identified. For forecasting purpose, commonly 

adopted approach is to treat such an observation as an ordinary and it is same as 

assuming that it is an IO (Ledolter (1989), Hillmer (1984), Chen and Liu (1993)). 
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Huber (1972) claims that IOs are very common, but Kleiner, et al. (1979) state that 

AOs are more common. 

2.6.3 Level shift (LS) 

It is a permanent nature change which modifies the levels or mean of a series. 

It can be seen as a sequence of AO of same size starting at some point but lasting till 

the end. The effect of level shift depends upon the identified model, stationarity 

condition and the distance between the LS and the last observation. LS results in 

biased estimates of parameters with the size of bias proportionate to the size of level 

shift    . It drags the first root in ACF toward 1 indicating a stationary process to be 

nonstationary. It can even appear as an IO in non-stationary time series. In the 

presence of LS the model becomes 

             
   

                                               
    

     
  

and      
         

              
   The name level change (LC) or level shift (LS) is given 

by Box and Tiao (1965). 

2.6.4 Transitory change (TC) 

TC is basically the modification on a level shift such that it is a level shift 

which dies out exponentially. If for any level shift we can assume that the effect of 

that level shift decreases with time and disappears, then such LS is called as transitory 

change or transient change. Tsay (1988) has introduced the concept of TC. In the 

presence of TC the model becomes 

               
   

                                            
    

      
 , 

     
         

              
  and   is the decaying parameter such that     . Theory 

about TC says that there exists a decaying parameter   such that if             
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   and if                making AO and LS are boundary cases of TC 

respectively. 

2.6.5 Seasonal outliers / Seasonal level shift (SLS) 

Seasonal outliers and seasonal level shift refers to outliers which may arise 

when the variability of seasonal component for some time periods are higher than for 

the other time periods. Kaiser and Maravall (2001) have introduced the concept of 

seasonal outliers with the motive to capture any possible break occurring in seasonal 

patterns (component) of a time series. Seasonal additive outlier is a surprisingly large 

or small value occurring repeatedly at regular intervals whose impact is studied as 

        
 

 
                while two forms of seasonal level shift (SLS) 

are defined as the occurrence of unexpectedly large or small observation whose effect 

carries over two time periods. First form is given by         
 

  
             

which affects the seasonal component for one month but carries the effect on trend as 

a step function. Second form is the pure seasonal effect given by         
 

  
 

 

  
            . In the Presence of SLS the model becomes 

                
   

                                           

         

              
  and         

 

  
 

 

  
                           as 

suggested in equation (2.7) by Kaiser and Maravall (2001)
5
. Seasonal outliers are 

suggested to be a solution to the undesirable features of IO. The importance of 

seasonal outlier in high frequency time series data requires it to be a part of iterative 

outlier detection process. 

                                                           
5 The outlier is introduced in the model by generating a variable 

         
   

 {

                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                

  

     
                                                     

} 
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2.6.6 Other types of outliers  

The other three types of outliers are generated as a function of above listed 

types. We discuss them briefly. Ramp shift as suggested by Chan and Tiao (1990) is 

defined as an integrated level shift. It is temporary LS over the first difference and 

produces a change in the slope of the series after the break point T. In the presence of 

RS the model becomes 

       
   

                       
   

                  
   

         

            and      
         

              
  

Temporary Ramp Shift (TRS) is a transitory change in slope of the process. In 

the presence of TRS the model becomes 

       
   

                         
   

                  
   

         

             and      
         

              
 . Ramp Shift and Temporary Ramp Shift 

(TRS) are useful in I(1) and I(2) processes. 

Wu et al. (1993) has modelled low observations followed by unusually high 

observations and vice versa by defining a multiple period outlier as Reallocation 

outlier (RO). It is a batch of AO, sum of whose effects is equal to zero. Occurrence of 

a block of unusually high or low values such that the sum of observations with in the 

block is the same as might have been expected for an undisturbed series then such a 

block is called Reallocation and the individual observations with in the blocks are 

called Reallocational outliers. An RO is defined as 

      ∑      [     ] 
    where      is the outlier magnitude with the 

restriction that ∑     
 
      for (K+1) additive outliers at the dates       

            . 
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2.7 Various Types of Outliers and Their Impact under Different Times Series 

Model
6
 

The existing literature indicates that various types of outliers have varying 

impact on different time series models. We attempt to study the impact of AO, IO, 

LS, TC and SLS on the residuals, parameter estimation and ACF of some most 

commonly encountered time series models i.e. AR(1), MA(1), ARMA(1,1) and 

SAR(1). 

2.7.1 Impact of AO on residuals, parameter estimates and ACF (i=A) 

Let an exogenous change or some measurement error occurs at point T such that 

       the observed series becomes    given by 

   {
                     

                   
 (2.4) 

It can be written as               
   

 (2.5) 

Or             
   

         where         

or           
   

 making equation (2.2) as     [       
   

]     

The AO affects the series at one point, say t=T, only but it has serious effects on (i) 

Residuals, (ii) Parameter estimates and (iii) Autocorrelation Function (ACF) 

(i) Residuals 

We initiate by assuming that the observed time series is   . Let either the parameters 

of the model are known or are estimated with same notations (assumed to be 

estimated accurately). Then the residuals say    will be for the time series in equation 

(2.4) and are defined as 

           (2.6) 

In the presence of AO at t=T equation (2.2) becomes            

                                                           
6
 Detail derivations of these mathematical proofs are not included due to space requirements and can be obtained from authors. 
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        [       
   

] which makes               
   

 

Or                
   

 

Such that    ,
                                         

           
   

           
  It can be expressed for various values 

of t as: 

t < T T T+1 T+2 ….. T+j 

      
   

 0 1         .....     

                         .....           

where j = 0, 1, 2,…, n-T  

a. For AR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series   , defined as              with 

               
     The observed series is           for        

   
 and the 

term           
  and        making            

  and hence equation 

(2.6) becomes 

   {
                                  
                 

 

Hence for AR(1) model, the AO affects the residual up to one lag with the magnitude 

equals to the size of AR(1) coefficient. 

b. For MA(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series which is   , defined as               with 

               
    and the observed series is           for        

   
 

The terms        and           
  making       

 

      
      

  

  
      

       and hence equation (2.6) becomes 

   ,
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So for MA (1) model, the AO affects the residuals up to few lags with the magnitude 

proportionate to the size of MA(1) coefficient. 

c. For ARMA(1,1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series which is    defined as              

        with                
    and the observed series is           for    

    
   

. The terms           
  and           

  making      

 
     

  

             
         

    
      

        equation (2.6) becomes 

   ,
                                                      

      (    
        )                            

 

                     For ARMA(1, 1) model, the AO affects the residuals up 

to few lags with the magnitude equals to the die down size of MA(1) coefficient with 

a constant value equals to the difference between AR(1) and MA(1) coefficients. 

d. For SAR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series    which is measured at quarterly frequency. It is 

defined as               with                
    and the observed series is 

          for        
   

. The terms       ,        and        

   
  make       

      
      

   
       

    and hence equation (2.6) becomes 

   {

                                  
                      
                                  

             

For SAR (1) model, the AO affects only one residual of fourth lag with the magnitude 

equals to the size of SAR (1) coefficient. 

(ii) Parameter Estimates 

a. For AR(1) model 
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Consider the uncontaminated series   , defined as              with 

               
   |  |             

  

(    
 )

            
| |     and the 

observed series is           for        
   

. In time series issues, the likelihood 

function is defined as the joint probability of conditional probabilities such that 

                 |   

     |       |          |             |                 

The likelihood function defined for the random variable    can be written as 

          
   

 
 ⁄      

  
 

 ⁄       
 

   
 
∑           

 

 

   

   (    
 )  

The log likelihood function 

         
 ⁄        

   
 

 
  (    

 )  
 

   
 
∑           

 

 

   

 
 

   
 
  

 (    
 ) 

Taking the condition of first observation   as fixed. The first order condition for the 

estimate of    is given by ∑        ̂∑    
    . The MLE for  ̂ for the 

uncontaminated series is  ̂  
∑      

∑    
  which is equivalent to the OLS estimator 

obtained by solving ∑   
  ∑     ̂  

 . 

In the presence of AO the observed series is    and the MLE for  ̂ becomes  ̂  

∑      

∑    
   where           for        

   
 

Simplifying  ̂  
∑(       

   
)            

   
  

∑            
   

   
  

 ̂  
∑           ∑  

   
       ∑      

   
   

 ∑  
   

    
   

 

∑           ∑        
   

   
 ∑    

      

Under the presence of AO, the estimator will reduce to  ̂  
∑                       

∑                
 ∑  
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Dividing numerator and denominator by n and by          , we get 

 ̂  
 ̂     ̃  ̃        ̃  ̃    

       ̃  ̃      ̃ 
 , 

where  ̃  
  

           
   ̃     

    

           
   ̃  

  

           
      ̃     

    

           
  

Note that as            ̂     
   

 ̂     ̃  ̃        ̃  ̃    

       ̃  ̃      ̃ 
    ̂ 

And for any fixed n, if         ̂   ̂ and  

if                ̂   
 ⁄                               

   
    

 ̂     
    

    ̃        ̃    

     ̃       ̃ 
   

b. For MA(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series   , defined as              with 

               
   then    |                 

   and the observed series is 

          for        
   

 

We start with the assumption that       and define a function        by using 

recursive equation                                     which results in  

         ,               ,                  
   , ...So on...        

            
          

      

The likelihood function is defined as  

          
   

 
 ⁄       

 

   
 
∑               

 

 

   

 

The log likelihood function as  

         
 ⁄        

   
 

   
 ∑                

  
    and the first order 

condition obtained by 
       

   
   gives the MLE for    which must satisfy the 

equation ∑               where         
       

   
. The maximization of the 
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exact log likelihood of an MA(1) process must be accomplished numerically as that 

forms nonlinear equation for   . However, under the results from Enders (2008) a 

simple estimator of   , using Yule Walker equations      (    
 )    

   
         

  

  
 

  

(    
 )

 which gives  ̂  
 

  ̂ 
 √

 

  ̂ 
    where  ̂  with  

                        is the 1
st
 order sample autocorrelation function. In the 

presence of AO the observed series is            
   

 and              which 

makes                   
   

 

Or                                           

                                        

The MLE for  ̂  will be affected in an inverse proportion to the effect on its 1
st
 order 

sample autocorrelation function. 

c. For ARMA(1,1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series     defined as                      with 

               
    and the observed series is                          

   
 

Or                                                  

                                               

For the parameter estimates of ARMA (1, 1) use of exact maximum likelihood or 

conditional likelihood is generally recommended on above equation, however, 

requires numerical optimization and will yield estimation of additional parameter due 

to AO. 

d. For SAR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series    which is measured on quarterly series. It is 

defined as               with                
    and the observed series is 
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Or                                           

                                        

The estimation of parameters of SAR (1) use of exact maximum likelihood or 

conditional likelihood is generally recommended, the equation requires numerical 

optimization and will yield estimation of additional parameter due to AO. 

(iii) ACF 

The ACF defined for the uncontaminated series is given by    
            

        
 while in 

case of presence of AO, the autocorrelation function of the observed series    is 

   
            

        
 . The sample auto correlation function is 

  
  

∑          ̅  ̅   

∑  
     ̅

  
 (2.7) 

Assuming zero mean reduces the equation (2.7) to   
  

∑      

∑  
  

 

Simplifying   
  

∑          
   

             
   

 

∑        
   

   
 

  
  

 ∑                         

 ∑         
       

 

Dividing numerator and denominator by n and           and using the notations 

defined in previous section, we get   
  

    ̃ [     ̃     ̃    ]

      ̃ 
       ̃  ̃ 

 and   
  

    ̃ [     ̃     ̃    ]

      ̃ 
       ̃  ̃ 

 

as             
     and for any fixed n, if          

     

and if                 
     

    
[
    ̃        ̃    

     ̃       ̃ 
]    

In the presence of large sized AO, the autocorrelation function is pushed toward zero. 

The impact of AO on model does not involve model parameters and its specification, 

so, this behavior is expected in all situations. 
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2.7.2 Impact of IO on residuals, parameter estimates and ACF (i =I) 

In the presence of IO, the series has an endogenous change in the noise process at 

some point T such that for       the observed series is given by 

   {
                     

                       
 (2.8) 

It can be written as        [       
   

] or 

             
   

                            
 

    
 and      

         

              
  and we get 

               
   

 (2.9) 

So equation (2.3) becomes               
   

 

Making equation (2.2) as     [           
   

]     

                   
   

]     

From equation (2.6)         
   

    as             

          
   

 (2.10) 

Equation (2.8) tells that the occurrence of IO affects the time series depending upon 

the weights      which makes an infinite series with magnitude of each term 

depending upon the terms included in      and      or we may say that the impact 

of IO is determined by the coefficients of MA (∞) series. Now we will consider the 

effects of IO on (i) Residuals, (ii) Parameter estimates and (iii) ACF 

(i) Residuals 

Let the actual uncontaminated time series    is affected by an IO of magnitude    

occurring at time t=T. The observed series be   . The residuals say    for the observed 

time series are defined in equation (2.10) as           
   

 which may be written as 
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   {
                         
                    

 

So, the IO will affect the residuals only at point „T‟ and all other residuals will remain 

unaffected. This behavior is noticed to be valid for all linear time series models. 

(ii) Parameter Estimates 

a. For AR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series   , defined as              with 

               
     and the observed series as suggested in equation (2.9) is    

           
   

where      
    

        
      

    
      

      

Simplifying         [
 

      ]  
   

 

        ∑   
     

    
                                 (2.11) 

Hence,     ,
                                                  

     ∑   
     

    
                

 

In the presence of IO the observed series is    and the MLE for   becomes 

 ̂  
∑      

∑    
   where               

   
, 

 ̂  
∑       

   
    ∑       

 
   

∑     
    

    ∑     
  

   

 

Simplifying for the values of    

 ̂  
∑       

   
    ∑       ∑   

     
    

            ∑   
       

    
     

   

∑     
    

    ∑         ∑   
  

     
    

      
   

  

 ̂  

∑       
   
    ∑       

 
      ∑     ∑   

     
    

   
 
      ∑   

 
   ∑   

       
    

   

   
 ∑  ∑   

     
    

     ∑   
       

    
     

   

∑     
    

    ∑     
  

      
 ∑  ∑   

  
     
    

      
       ∑      ∑   

  
     
    

     
   

  

On simplifying we get (few steps are skipped here)  

 ̂  

∑       
 
      ∑   

       
   
      ∑   

       
     
   

   
   

     
  

⁄

∑     
  

    
  

 

     
  

⁄     ∑   
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Dividing numerator and denominator by n, we get  

 ̂  

                 ∑   
       

   
         ∑   

       
     
         

   

     
  

⁄

                ∑   
     

   
         

 

     
  

⁄
  

On simplifying, then dividing numerator and denominator by          , we get (few 

steps are skipped here) 

 ̂  

 ̂     ̃ ∑   
  ̃     

   
        ̃ ∑   

  ̃     
     
        ̃ 

   

     
  

⁄  

       ̃ ∑   
  ̃   

   
        ̃ 

 

     
  

⁄
, 

where  ̃  
  

           
  ̃       

      

           
   

  ̃    
    

           
      ̃       

      

           
  

Finally,   ̂
 
 

  ̂     ̃ ∑   
   ̃     

   
     ̃           ̃ 

  
  

(    
 )

  

       ̃ ∑   
  ̃   

   
        ̃ 

 

     
  

 

As     

   
   

  ̂
 
    

   

 ̂      ̃ ∑   
   ̃     

   
     ̃           ̃ 

   

     
  

 

       ̃ ∑   
  ̃   

   
        ̃ 

 

     
  

 

   ̂ 

For large sample size, irrespective of the size of IO, the estimator   ̂
 
to   ̂ 

And for any fixed n, if          ̂
 
   ̂ 

and if                ̂     
    

   ∑   
   ̃     

   
     ̃            ̃ 

  

     
  

 

    ∑   
  ̃   

   
         ̃ 

     
 
 

 

    
    

   

 ̃ 
∑   

   ̃     
   
     ̃             

(    
 
)
 

 
   

 ̃ 
∑   

  ̃   
   
    

    

(    
 )

  

So as     ,          ̂
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i.e. in the presence of IO, the estimator  ̂  is a consistent estimator. 

b. For MA(1) model 

Continuing the discussion about MA (1) parameter estimator from previous section
7
 

we consider the uncontaminated series   , defined as              with 

               
   then   |                 

  . 

The observed series is 

              
   

 simplifying           
   

         
   

 (2.12) 

Hence,    

                                
                       

                       
                           

 

In the presence of IO the observed series is    and the MLE for  ̂  will be affected in 

an inverse proportion to the effect on its 1
st
 order sample autocorrelation function. 

c. For ARMA(1,1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series    defined as                      

with                
  . In the presence of IO the observed series is    as given in 

equation (2.9) is               
   

where      
     

 

       (        

    
    

         
    

         
   ) 

The observed series becomes 

        (            
    

         
    

         
   )  

   
    

      (    
   

                
   

     
            

   
     

     

       
   

  )  

          
   

          ∑   
     

      
    (2.13) 

                                                           
7
 See section (2.7.1 (ii-b)), 
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For the parameter estimates of ARMA (1,1) use of exact maximum likelihood or 

conditional likelihood is generally recommended, equation (2.13) requires numerical 

optimization and will yield estimation of additional parameter due to IO. 

d. For SAR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series   , measured on quarterly frequency, is defined as 

              with                
    In the presence of IO the observed series 

is    as given in equation (2.9) is 

              
   

 where       
 

      
      

    
      

       

So the observed series become  

               ∑   
      

         ⁄
          

Or           ∑   
      

         ⁄
    (2.14) 

For the parameter estimates of SAR (1) use of exact maximum likelihood or 

conditional likelihood is generally recommended, equation (2.14) requires numerical 

optimization and will yield estimation of additional parameter due to IO. 

(iii) ACF 

The ACF, in the presence of IO, for the observed series is    is    
            

        
 . The 

sample autocorrelation function is   
  

∑          ̅  ̅   

∑  
     ̅

  
  Assuming zero mean 

reduces to   
  

∑      

∑  
  

 

a. For AR(1) model 

The observed series is         ∑   
     

    
    Simplifying 

  
  

∑        ∑   
     

    
            ∑   

       
    

    

∑      ∑   
  

   
    

      
 

  
  

∑       
 
      ∑   

       
   
      ∑   

       
     
      

   

     
 
 

∑   
  

    
  

 

     
  

    ∑   
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Dividing numerator and denominator by n and         and using the notations 

defined in previous section, we 

get   
  

       ̃ ∑   
   ̃     

   
     ̃           ̃ 

   

     
  

 

       ̃ ∑   
  ̃     

   
        ̃ 

 

     
 
 

 

And    
  

       ̃ ∑   
   ̃     

   
     ̃           ̃ 

   

     
  

 

       ̃ ∑   
  ̃     

   
        ̃ 

 

     
  

 

It is observed that as              
     and for any fixed n, as 

          
    

  
    and if  

         
    

  
 

    
    

[

   ∑   
   ̃     

   
     ̃            ̃ 

  

     
  

 

      ∑   
  ̃     

   
         ̃ 

     
  

] 

    
    

[

      

     
  

 

    

     
  

] 

   
    

  
     

In the presence of IO, the ACF shows a consistent behavior and approaches toward 

the uncontaminated autocorrelation function for large sample size and large size of 

outlier. 

b. For MA(1) model 

Consider the MA (1) model defined as              with                
   and 

the observed series is           
   

         
   

. The sample autocorrelation 

function  

  
  

∑      

∑  
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Putting values and simplifying 

  
  

∑       
 
      ∑       

    
        ∑         

    
      ∑   

 
       

   
   

 ∑   
    

       
   

   
   ∑     

    
       

   
     ∑   

 
         

   
   

   ∑   
    

         
   

   
   

 ∑     
    

         
   

∑   
  

      
 ∑ (  

   
)
 

 
      

   
 ∑ (    

   
)
 

 
       ∑     

    
         ∑       

    
   

    
   ∑   

    
       

   

  

  
  

∑       
 
                                       

∑   
  

      
    

   
                 

 

Dividing above and below by n and         and using the notations defined in 

previous section, we get    
  

       ̃    ̃     ̃         ̃     ̃       ̃       

      ̃ 
      

         ̃  ̃      ̃    
 

And   
  

       ̃    ̃     ̃         ̃     ̃   ̃   

      ̃ 
      

         ̃  ̃      ̃    
 

as             
    and for any fixed n, 

if              
      

and if           
    

  
  

      ̃     ̃            ̃       ̃       

   ̃        
         ̃      ̃    

 

In the presence of very large IO, ACF is downward biased and approaches to zero, 

while in case of large sample size the impact of IO fades away from the ACF. 

c. For ARMA(1,1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series     defined as                     with 

               
    under the results from Enders (2008) using Yule-Walker 

equations we get      (    
       )

    
     

               

    
           

  

  
 

               

(    
       )

           thus the ACF for an ARMA(1,1) process is such that the 

magnitude of    depends on both         and Enders (2008) quote that the ACF of 

an ARMA(1,1) process looks like that of AR(1) process. If       , the 

convergence will be direct and if        , the ACF will oscillate. The observed 

series from equation (2.13) is           
   

          ∑   
     

      
    

And the sample autocorrelation function   
  

∑      

∑  
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∑        
   

          ∑   
     

      
                

   
          ∑   

       
      

    

∑        
   

          ∑   
  

   
      

      
  

  
  

∑                              ∑   
       

   
   

∑   
  

      
      

         
(    

        
)

(    
 )

      

                     
          

       

  

Dividing numerator and denominator by n and         and using the notations 

defined in previous section, we get 

   
  

       ̃   ̃     ̃         ̃        ∑   
  ̃     

   
   

      ̃ 
      

         
(    

        
)

(    
 
)

      ̃  ̃ 

      ̃            ̃      
  ̃        

    ̃   

 

as             
     and for any fixed n, if          

     

and if          
    

  
  

     ̃     ̃               ∑   
  ̃     

   
   

     ̃      
         

(    
        

)

(    
 )

      ̃ 

                ̃      
  ̃        

    ̃   

 

   
    

  
    

In the presence of very large IO, the ACF is downward biased and approaches to zero, 

while in case of large sample size the impact of IO fades away from the ACF. 

d. For SAR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series    which is measured on quarterly series. It is 

defined as               with                
    and the observed series from 

equation (2.14) 

         ∑   
      

         ⁄
   . The sample autocorrelation function is  

  
∑      

∑  
  

 

  
  

∑      ∑   
      

         ⁄
            ∑   

        
         ⁄

    

∑      ∑   
  

    
      

      
  

  
  

∑         ∑   
        

      ⁄
      ∑   

        
      ⁄
   

∑   
  

      
 ∑  ∑   

  
    
         ⁄

   
   

       ∑    ∑   
  

    
         ⁄
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∑       
 
      ∑   

        
      ⁄
      ∑   

        
      ⁄
   

∑   
  

      
 ∑  ∑   

  
    
         ⁄

   
   

       ∑   
      

      ⁄

   

  

  
  

∑       
 
      ∑   

        
      ⁄
      ∑   

        
      ⁄
   

∑   
  

      
   

      
 
     

 
 
 

     
  

    ∑   
      

      ⁄

   

  

Dividing numerator and denominator by n and          and using the notations 

defined in previous section, we get 

  
  

       ̃ ∑   
  ̃      

      ⁄
        ̃ ∑   

  ̃      
      ⁄
   

      ̃ 
   

      
 
     

 
 
 

     
  

      ̃ ∑   
  ̃    

      ⁄

   

  

As             
     and for any fixed n, if          

     

and if          
    

  
  

   ∑   
  ̃      

      ⁄
       ∑   

  ̃      
      ⁄
   

    ̃      
      

 
     

 
 
 

     
  

     ∑   
  ̃    

      ⁄

   

   

In the presence of very large IO, the ACF is downward biased and approaches to zero, 

while in case of large sample size the impact of IO fades away from the 

autocorrelation function. 

2.7.3 Impact of LS on residuals, parameter estimates and ACF (i=L) 

In the presence of LS, the series has a modification in its level or mean value at some 

point (T, such that for      , in time and this shift lasts till the end. The 

observed series is given by    {
                     

                   
 (2.15) 

Where    is the magnitude of level shift. It can be written as               
   

 

where   
   

 is a step function such that   
   

 {
                             
                          

     

or               
   

. This equation can be re-written in terms of the earlier 

introduced impulse function   
   

 ,
                           
                         

 

since   
   

 and   
   

 are related as   
   

 
 

   
  
   

 so the observed series become 
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   (2.16) 

Where 
 

   
              So equation (2.16) becomes         

      
   

     
   

     
   

     
   

    Making equation (2.2) as    [   

   
 

   
   

   
]                      

 

   
   

   
    

Or                 
   

     
   

     
   

     
   

       

From (2.16) we notice the occurrence of LS affects the time series till the end 

depending upon the magnitude   . Now we will consider the effects of LS on (i) 

Residuals, (ii) Parameter and (iii) ACF estimates. 

(i) Residuals 

For   be an actual uncontaminated time series and     be the observed series, the 

residuals say    are defined in equation (2.16) as              
 

   
   

   
 i.e. 

   {
                                 

                     
  

So, the Level Shift will affect the residuals at all points on and after „T‟. 

a. For AR(1) model 

In AR(1) model            so we may have  

For t < T,         

For.t   ,         [   
   

           
   

           
   

           
   

  ] 

Finally, we can declare 

   {
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Extending the case for AR (p) models show that the level shift up to P
th

 lag will have 

a varying effect however, after P
th

 lag the effect will be constant. Thus, the effects of 

LS strongly depend upon the ARMA process
8
. 

b. For MA(1) model 

In case of MA(1) process the value of      
 

     
 so we may have  

For t < T,         

For t   ,                   
          

             
  

  
         

   
 

Finally, we can declare 

   {

                                                                                     

        ∑  

 

   

                                 
 

c. For ARMA(1, 1) model 

In case of ARMA(1, 1) process the value of      
     

     
 so we may have  

For t < T,         

For t   ,                            
        

  
             

    
         

   
  

i.e. we have         [(  ∑   
  

   )       ∑   
     

   ]  
   

 

Finally, we can declare 

  

 

{
 

 
                                                                                     

     [ (  ∑  
 

 

   

)       ∑  
    

 

   

]                                
 

d. For SAR(1) model 

                                                           
8
 The derivation for AR (p) and non-stationary processes is not included due to space issues. 
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Consider the uncontaminated series    as               with 

               
   and    will be the residual of the observed time series as from 

equation (2.16) given by           
 

   
   

   
   . The terms        and 

       with           
 makes       

      
      

   
       

    and 

hence equation (2.16) becomes 

                    

For t     ,          ∑     
    

             ∑     
      

    

Finally, we can declare 

   {

                                                    
                                         

                                    
 

The residuals of SAR(1) model, due to the presence of LS show interesting 

pattern such that from the point of break up to the seasonal cycle the residuals have a 

constant effect i.e.    while after that the effect although remains constant but reduces 

to         . 

(ii) Parameter Estimates 

a. For AR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series   , defined as              with 

               
     and the observed series as suggested in equation (2.16) becomes 

           ∑     
    

    (2.17) 

Hence, for  t < T,     
   

    so        

and                  ∑     
    

          

The MLE for , in the presence of LS and the observed series is   , becomes 

  ̂
 
 

∑      

∑    
   where           ∑     

    
   , 
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  ̂
 
 

∑         ∑     
    

              ∑       
    

     
   

∑         ∑     
    

        
   

  

On simplifying (few steps are skipped here)  

 ̂  
∑       

 
      ∑       

     
      ∑     

   
      

        

∑     
  

      
            ∑       

     
   

  

After dividing numerator and denominator by n and           and using earlier 

defined notations, we get 

  ̂
 
 

 ̂      ̃ ∑  ̃     
     
        ̃ ∑  ̃   

   
        ̃ 

        

       ̃ ∑  ̃     
     
        ̃ 

        
  

as                   ̂
 
  

  ̂  ̃ 
 

   ̃ 
  

For large sample size the estimator of    is affected with respect to the size of LS. 

And for any fixed n, if         ̂    ̂  

and if                ̂   
 ⁄                               

         ̂
 
    

    

    ∑  ̃     
     
    ∑  ̃   

   
                   ̃

    ∑  ̃     
     
         ̃        

  

          ̂     
    

   

 ̃ 
 ∑  ̃     

     
    ∑  ̃   

   
                 

 
   

 ̃ 
∑  ̃     

     
               

  

So as     ,             ̂  
            

           
   

i.e. in the presence of large LS, the estimator   ̂
 
 is dragged toward unity and for this 

reason, the AR(1) process may seem non-stationary. 

b. For MA(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series   , defined as              with 

               
   then   |                 

  , and the observed series in the 

presence of LS becomes            ∑     
    

    

Hence    {
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In the presence of LS the observed series is    and the MLE for  ̂  will be affected by 

the size of LS. 

c. For ARMA(1,1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series    defined as                     with 

               
  . The observed series in the presence of LS is         

   ∑     
    

    

Hence,    {
                            
                   

 

For the parameter estimates of ARMA (1, 1) use of exact maximum likelihood or 

conditional likelihood is generally recommended that requires numerical optimization 

and will yield estimation of additional parameter due to LS. 

d. For SAR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series    as               with                
    

The observed series in the presence of LS as suggested in equation (2.16) becomes 

           ∑     
    

    

Hence   {
                            
                   

   

For the parameter estimates of SAR (1) use of exact maximum likelihood or 

conditional likelihood is generally recommended that requires numerical optimization 

and will yield estimation of additional parameter due to LS. 

(iii) ACF  

The ACF, in case of presence of LS, for the observed series is    becomes    

            

        
 with the sample autocorrelation function assuming zero mean reduces to 

  
  

∑      

∑  
  

 

a. For AR(1) model, MA(1) model, ARMA(1,1) model and SAR(1) model 
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The observed series is             
 

   
   

   
. Simplifying for   

  
∑      

∑  
  

 

  
  

∑          ∑     
    

            ∑       
    

    

∑      ∑     
    

      
  

  
  

         ̃ ∑  ̃     
     
    ∑  ̃   

   
         ̃ 

         

       ̃ ∑  ̃     
     
        ̃ 

        
  

And    
  

         ̃ ∑  ̃     
     
    ∑  ̃   

   
         ̃ 

         

       ̃ ∑  ̃     
     
        ̃ 

        
  

as             
     and for any fixed n, if          

     

and if       

          
     

    
[
   ∑  ̃     

     
    ∑  ̃   

   
           ̃        

    ∑  ̃     
     
          ̃       

]  

         
     

    
*
           

           
+     

In the presence of LS, the ACF is pushed toward unity for large size of outlier while 

for large sample size the ACF shows consistent behavior. 

2.7.4 Impact of TC on residuals, parameter estimates and ACF (i=TC) 

It is special kind of level shift which dies out exponentially. In the presence of TC, the 

series has a temporary modification in its level starting at some point T, such that 

     , in time and dies out gradually. The observed series is given by 

   ,
                                             

       
 

    
                        

 (2.18) 

It can be written as               
 

    
   

   
 

So for 
 

    
                   the observed series becomes 

             
 

    
   

   
 (2.19) 

So equation (2.19) becomes                  
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From equation (2.19) it can be noted that the occurrence of TC affects the time series 

for several lags depending upon the decay parameter   with the size of outlier 

depending upon the magnitude    . Now we will consider the effects of TC on (i) 

Residuals, (ii) ACF and (iii) Parameter estimates. 

(i) Residuals 

In the presence of TC, equation (2.19) yields residuals   such that following from 

equation (2.2), we have     [       
 

    
   

   
]     

             
   

      
   

       
   

       
   

       

              
 

    
   

   
 (2.20) 

We assume that        hence, the effect of TC depends upon the size of   i.e. 

closer is the   to 1, the slower will be the decay and the transient change gets closer to 

LS. While closer is the   to zero, the faster will be the decay and the TC gets closer to 

AO. 

a. For AR(1) model 

In AR(1) model            so we may have equation (2.20) as  

For t < T,         

For t   ,                                    
   

    

Or            
   

    ∑                
      

    

Finally, we can declare the residuals of AR(1) process in the presence of a TC as 

   {

                                                                                                       
                                                                                                

       
                                                 

 

b. For MA(1) model 

In case of MA(1) process the value of      
 

     
, so, we have equation (2.20) as 

For t < T,        
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For t   ,                
 

    
   

   
 

Or          
 

     
                      

   
    

Or             ∑       
      

    
    ∑       

      
    

    

∑       
      

    
       ∑       

      
    

      ∑       
      

    
    

Or           ∑ ∑       
      

    
   

   
     

Finally, we can declare 

   {

                                                                                                                           

      ∑      
  

 

   

                                               
 

c. For ARMA(1, 1) model 

In case of ARMA(1, 1) process the value of      
     

     
 so we may have 

For t < T,        

For t   ,                
 

    
   

   
 

Or         
     

     
                      

   
    

Or           (∑       
  

       
   

   ∑         
     

      
   )      

                  

Finally, we can declare 

  

 

{
 
 

 
 

                                                                                                       
                                                                                                

       ∑      
 

 

   

   ∑         
 

   

   

                     
                    

              

 

d. For SAR(1) model 

For the uncontaminated series               with                
        are the 

residuals of the observed time series    as            
 

    
   

   
   . The 
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terms       and        with           
  making         

   
   and so, we have equation (2.20) as  

                    

For t     ,                
 

    
   

   
 

Or               
                       

   
    

Or            ∑       
    

          
     ∑         

      
    

Finally, we can declare 

  

 {

                                                                                                       

       
                                                                          

        
      

                                             

 

The residuals of SAR(1) model, in the presence of TC, show interesting pattern such 

that from the point of break  till the seasonal cycle, they have an effect     which is a 

function of the decaying parameter   , while beyond that, the effect     becomes a 

function of          
   . 

(ii) Parameter Estimates 

a. For AR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series   , defined as              with 

               
    and the observed series    as 

            ∑       
      

    (2.21) 

We may write it as    ,
                                                                  

        ∑       
      

                              
 

The MLE for   , in the presence of TC and the observed series   , becomes 

  ̂
 
 

∑          ∑       
      

               ∑         
        

     
   

∑            ∑    
     
        

      
   

  

On simplifying we get (few steps are skipped here) 
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  ̂
 
 

∑       
 
       ∑           

     
       ∑         

   
       

 ∑          
   

∑     
  

       
 ∑         

        ∑       
     
   

  

Dividing above and below by n and           and using earlier defined notations, we 

get  

  ̂
 
 

  ̂     ̃  ∑      ̃     
     
        ̃  ∑      ̃   

   
        ̃  

 ∑          
   

       ̃  ∑    ̃   
     
        ̃  

 ∑         
   

  

  ̂
 
 

  ̂     ̃  ∑      ̃     
     
        ̃  ∑      ̃   

   
        ̃  

 ∑         
   

       ̃  ∑    ̃   
     
        ̃  

 ∑         
   

  

as             ̂
 
   ̂  

For large sample size the estimator of    is unaffected by the presence of TC. 

For any fixed n, if           ̂
 
   ̂and  

if                 ̂   
 ⁄                               

            ̂
 
    

     

   ∑      ̃     
     
       ∑      ̃   

   
         ̃  ∑         

   

    ∑    ̃   
     
         ̃  ∑         

   

  

      
     

   

 ̃  
 ∑      ̃     

     
       ∑      ̃   

   
         ∑         

    

 
   

 ̃  
∑    ̃   

     
        ∑         

   

  

   
     

  ̂
 
 

    ∑         
    

    ∑         
   

   

i.e. in the presence of large TC, the estimator   ̂
 
 is dragged toward the decay 

parameter   of TC and this may had earlier led to the identification of wrong model. 

b. For MA(1) model 

Continuing from the discussion about MA (1) parameter estimator, we consider the 

uncontaminated series   , as              with                
   then 

   |                 
   and the observed series in the presence of TC as suggested 

in equation (2.21) may be written as 
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   {

                                                                         

              ∑       
   

   

   

                                
 

In the presence of TC the observed series is    and the MLE for  ̂  will be affected 

due to the existence of the third term containing the outlier effect. 

c. For ARMA(1,1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series as                     with 

               
  . The observed series in the presence of TC as suggested in 

equation (2.21) as             ∑       
      

    may be written as 

   {

                                                        

        ∑       
   

   

   

               
 

For the parameter estimates of ARMA (1, 1) use of exact MLE or conditional 

likelihood is generally recommended that requires numerical optimization and will 

yield estimation of an additional parameter   due to TC. 

d. For SAR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series measured on quarterly frequency as    

          with                
  . The observed series in the presence of TC as 

suggested in equation (2.21) is             ∑       
      

    , may be written as 

   {

                                                        

        ∑       
   

   

   

               
  

For the parameter estimates of SAR (1), use of exact maximum likelihood or 

conditional likelihood is generally recommended that requires numerical optimization 

and will yield estimation of an additional parameter due to TC. 

(iii) ACF  
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The autocorrelation function, in case of presence of TC in the observed series    

becomes    
            

        
 with the sample autocorrelation function with assumption of 

mean equals to zero reduces to   
  

∑      

∑  
  

 

a. For AR(1) model, MA(1) model, ARMA(1,1) model and SAR(1) model 

The observed series   in simplified form becomes             ∑       
      

   . The 

sample ACF is given by   
  

∑      

∑  
  

 

    
  

∑           ∑       
      

                ∑         
      

    

∑          ∑       
      

      
 

    
  

∑       
 
       ∑             

   
       ∑             

   
       

 ∑          
   

∑   
  

       
 ∑         

        ∑       
     
   

  

Dividing numerator and denominator by n and         and using earlier defined 

notations, we get 

  
  

       ̃  ∑      ̃       
     
        ̃  ∑      ̃       

   
        ̃  

 ∑         
   

       ̃  ∑    ̃   
     
        ̃  

 ∑         
   

 

As             
      and for any fixed n, if           

    , 

If           

           
     

     

   ∑      ̃     
     
       ∑      ̃   

   
         ̃  ∑         

   

    ∑    ̃   
     
         ̃  ∑         

   

  

    
     

   

 ̃  
 ∑      ̃     

     
       ∑      ̃   

   
         ∑         

    

 
   

 ̃  
∑    ̃   

     
        ∑         

   

  

So as      ,            
  

    ∑         
    

    ∑         
   

   

In the presence of TC, the ACF is dragged toward the decay parameter   while for 

large sample size the ACF shows consistent behavior. 
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2.7.5 Impact of SLS on residuals, parameter estimates and ACF (i=SLS) 

Seasonal outliers are the interventions which affect only certain quarters or 

months of a year. These are identified as seasonal additive outliers and seasonal level 

shift. Seasonal additive outlier affects a particular observation appearing in same 

season every year. While seasonal level shift is special kind of level shift which 

occurs in SARIMA (p, d, q)(P, D, Q) at some point T for      , in time and re-

occur regularly every year at same season say S and its effect carries up to two 

subsequent seasons. For any uncontaminated series    which is measured on quarterly 

frequency defined as 
             

 

        
       or            with                

   . 

   is free of outlier series. The observed series with a seasonal level shift is given by 

   {
                                             
                                     

 (2.22) 

Where    *
 

     
 

      
+   

   
                     

   
 {

                 
                 

 

It can be written as              
   

 

Under the outlier form as suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001) equation 2.7, we 

have the observed series as 

           [
 

     
 

      
]  

   
 (2.23) 

Consider the basic seasonal level shift      
 

    . It has impacted the trend as well 

and this effect is to be removed by defining dynamic weights. The dynamic weights 

given by      
 

     
 

      
 generate a seasonal outlier which comprises of purely 

seasonal effect i.e. it‟s impact on trend is successfully removed from the basic 

seasonal level shift. As identified by Palate (2006), the dynamic factor 

     *                 
 

 
             +  
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     (  
 

 
)  

 

 
 

  

 
   (  

 

 
)   

  

 
 

    

 
   (  

 

 
)    

     

 
    

Does not contain        , so, we need to normalize the dynamic impact i.e. we 

multiply S(B) by the factor 
 

   
 

     
 

   
(

 

     
 

      
)  

Simplifying the above equation gives  

     
  

 

   
  

 

   
  

   
                                  

Therefore, equation (2.23) becomes 

           [
  

 

   
  

 

   
  

           
 ]  

   
 (2.24) 

This equation can be re-written using a special form of indicator variable    defined 

as 

   {

                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                         
  

     
           (      )    (        )                                 

   

for                                    

It gives the observed series as defined in equation (2.22). Equation (2.22) indicates 

that the occurrence of SLS affects the time series for several seasons at same quarter 

or month with the size of outlier     . Now we consider the effects of SLS on (i) 

Residuals, (ii) Parameter estimates And (iii) ACF. 

(i) Residuals 

In terms of residuals the equation (2.2) in the presence of SLS will be modified as 

     (         
   )    . The residuals for the time series from equation (2.24) 

are given by 
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    (2.25) 

The equation (2.25) can be written as 

                              , 

                                    and 

               (
  

     
 )            (      )    (        )   

           

a. For AR(1) model 

In AR(1) model            so we may have equation (2.25) as 

   {
                                                           

            
                      

 

Simplifying for values of T, the residual may be written as  

         
          

         

For S=4 (quarterly series), the residuals may be written as  

          ((  
  

     
 

  

     
 

  

     
   

  

     
 

  

     
 

  

     
 )  

  (  
  

     
 

  

     
 

  

     
   

  

     
 

  

     
 

  

     
 ))  

          (       
      

     
 

      

     
 

      

     
        

      

     
 

      

     
 

      

     
        

      

     
 

      

     
 

      

     
  )  

The residuals of AR(1) process in the presence of a SLS are given by 

   

{

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                  

       ( 
      

     
)             (      )    (        )             

  

b. For MA(1) model 
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In case of MA(1) process the value of      
 

     
 so we may have 

For t < T         

For  t   ,         
 

     
   

        

             
          

      
     

      
     

       

Let we have the data comprising of     , such that S=number of observations per 

year and k=the number of years. Let the break occurs at    
 

 
 

  

 
. We define S=4 

for quarterly series and S=12 for monthly series yielding          as integers. It 

makes the range for j as                . Now the residuals for t   can be split 

in to two parts as 

                                   
 

     
       

Or              
      

While       (      )    (        )           
 

 
  

        
    

 

     
          

Or       (
   

 

     
 )       

So,   

{
 
 

 
 

                                                                                      

     
 
                                                                                  

   (
   

 

     
 )     

                           (      )   (        )

                    

  

c. For ARMA(1,1) model 

In ARMA (1, 1) model        
     

     
  so we may have equation (2.25) as  

For  t < T,        

For  t   ,         
     

     
    

        

This can be split further in to two different set of value of t 
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{
 
 

 
 

                                                

       (   
        )                                                 

       (   
        ) (

  

     
 )   

      (      )    (        ) 

       

  

d. For SAR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series    as               with                
    

The terms       ,         and           
  for S=4 gives      

 
      

      

   
       

    and the observed time series    gives the residual form 

equation (2.25) as 

For  t < T,        

For t   ,              
    

        

Solving it, we get  

         
          

         

For S=4 (quarterly series), the residuals may be written as  

          ((  
  

     
 

  

     
 

  

     
   

  

     
 

  

     
 

  

     
 )  

  (  
  

     
 

  

     
 

  

     
   

  

     
 

  

     
 

  

     
 ))  

Finally, 

   

{
 
 

 
                                                                           

                                                                

              (
  

     
 )

                       (      )    (        )  

         

  

The residuals of SAR(1) model, in to the presence of SLS show varying pattern such 

that from the point of break till the seasonal cycle the residuals have an effect       as 
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a function of SAR(1) coefficient while between the seasonal cycles, the effect of SLS 

reduces by the factor 
  

     
 making it a pure seasonal effect. 

(ii) Parameter Estimates 

a. For AR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series as              with                
     

and the observed series as suggested in equation (2.23) 

           [
 

    
 

 

      
]  

   
 

It may be expressed as for t < T,      . For      the range for t is divided into two 

parts and    is observed separately i.e.             it is              

and       (      )    (        )          it becomes 

            
  

     
   

The MLE for   in the presence of SLS with the observed series is    becomes 

  ̂
 
 

∑            
   

                 
   

  
   

∑                
   

   
   

 

On simplifying we get (few steps are skipped here)  

  ̂
 
 

    (∑     
 
      

 (
 

   
)∑   

        

        )     (∑   ( 
 

   
) 

      
 ∑   

 
         ∑   ( 

 

   
)

        

        )

∑       
 
        

 (( 
 

   
)(

  

 
  ) 

  

 
( 

 

   
)(   ( 

 

   
)))

∑     
  

        
  

  

 
    

 

   
        ∑   

 
      

 
 

   
∑   

        

        

  

  ̂
 
 

    (∑     
 
      

 (
 

   
)∑   

        

        )     (∑   ( 
 

   
) 

      
 ∑   

 
         ∑   ( 

 

   
)

        

        )

∑       
 
        

 ( 
 

   
)(      

  

   
)

∑   
  

        
  

  

 
  

 

   
        ∑   

 
      

 
 

   
∑   
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Dividing the numerator and denominator by n and           and using earlier 

defined notations, we get  

  ̂
 
 

    ̃   (∑  ̃   
 
      

 (
 

   
)∑  ̃ 

        

        )     ̃   (∑  ̃ ( 
 

   
) 

      
 ∑  ̃ 

 
         ∑  ̃ ( 

 

   
)

        

        )

 ̂     ̃   
 ( 

 

   
)(      

  

   
)

      ̃   
  

  

 
  

 

   
       ̃    ∑  ̃ 

 
      

 
 

   
∑  ̃ 

        

         
  

as            ̂
 
  

  ̂     
 ( 

 

   
)(  

 

   
)

   ̃   
  

 

 
  

 

   
 

 

For large sample size the estimator of   is affected with respect to the size of SLS and 

the seasonal length.  

We have observed that for any fixed n, if            ̂
 
   ̂ 

and if           

           ̂
 
 

   
      

   (∑  ̃   
 
      

 (
 

   
)∑  ̃ 

        

        )    (∑  ̃ ( 
 

   
) 

      
 ∑  ̃ 

 
         ∑  ̃ ( 

 

   
)

        

        )

   ̃   ( 
 

   
)(       

 

   
)

  ̃    
 

 
  

 

   
       ∑  ̃ 

 
      

 
 

   
∑  ̃ 

        

         
  

          ̂
 
    

      

  (       
 

   
) 

 
  

i.e. in the presence of large SLS, the estimator   ̂
 
 is downward biased. 

b. For MA(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series   , as              with                
   

then   |                 
  . The observed series in the presence of SLS becomes 

           *
 

     
 

      
+   

   
  We may express it as  

For  t < T,         

And for      the range of   is divided into two parts  
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      (      )    (        )                       
  

     
   

In the presence of SLS the observed series is    which leads to and the MLE for    

affected by the presences of SLS. 

c. For ARMA(1,1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series    given by as                    with 

               
  . The observed series in the presence of SLS as suggested in (2.24) 

is              
   

 which is expressed as  

For  t < T,        

And for      the range of t is divided into two parts as 

                        

      (      )    (        )                       
  

     
   

For the parameter estimates of ARMA (1, 1) use of exact maximum likelihood or 

conditional likelihood is generally recommended that requires numerical optimization 

and will yield estimation of additional parameter due to SLS. 

d. For SAR(1) model 

Consider the uncontaminated series    following SAR (1) is given by           

  . The observed series in the presence of SLS is obtained as              
   

 

Or
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For the parameter estimates of SAR (1) use of exact maximum likelihood or 

conditional likelihood is generally recommended that requires numerical optimization 

and will result in an estimator having effect of SLS. 

(iii) ACF 

The sample autocorrelation function in case of presence of SLS, for the observed 

series is   , with zero mean assumption reduces to   
  

∑      

∑  
  

 

a. For AR(1) MA(1) , ARMA(1,1) and SAR(1) model 

The observed series    in the presence of SLS as suggested in (2.24) can be split for 

various values of    such that for t < T, it is      ,            it is        

     and       (      )    (        )          , it becomes 
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Thus the sample ACF becomes 
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Simplifying and using earlier defined notations, we get 
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For any fixed n, if            
     

and if                    
     

      

  (       
 

   
) 

 
 

In the presence of SLS, the ACF is upward biased for large sample size as well as for 

large size of outlier. 

In a gist, the current chapter highlights the due requirement of adopting outlier 

detection methods in regular time series analysis. We have defined different types of 

outliers and structural breaks and have attempted to observe their causes and impact. 

Noting the importance of outlier detection, we have studied the impact of AO, IO, LS, 

TC and SLS on the residuals, parameters estimates and ACF of some commonly used 

time series models. In following chapters we study the performance of various test 

statistics used for outlier detection under various time series models and for the case 

of Pakistan. 
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Chapter 3 

Review of Procedures for Outliers and Structural Breaks Detection 

3.1 Introduction 

The presence of outliers and structural breaks cause problems in identification 

and estimation of the Data Generating Process (DGP). It has been agreed upon that 

estimation of a model might be seriously affected depending upon the nature and the 

structure of outliers. If timing and type of outliers is known then effect of these shifts 

and outliers can be reduced remarkably by applying intervention analysis to estimate 

them. However, generally these are unknown and their detection becomes an 

important area of interest in time series. A general approach to handle these outliers 

and structural breaks is to identify the location and type of outliers by specifying the 

model containing the magnitude and the dynamic effect of outliers and then using an 

intervention model to accommodate the outliers in estimation. 

The motivation for outlier detection in statistical analysis has been discussed 

widely during past 150 years (Kruskal, 1960 and Anscombe, 1960). Initial references 

to the rejection of outliers as quoted in Anscombe (1960), dates back to 1852 when 

Peirce suggested some rejection criterion based on probability rules which were later 

supported by Chauvenet (1863) and then by Wright (1884). From 1925 onwards 

statisticians have paid much attention to the subject of outlier detection. An 

impressive survey of this literature is given by Grubbs (1950). Barnett and Lewis 

(1994) have cited more than 1000 research work related to outlier detection, however, 

this lacks the detailed evolution of outlier detection in time series data. 
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There have been huge efforts in designing effective and efficient tools for 

estimating the type, timing and number of outliers and structural breaks in time series 

data as well. Beckman and Cook (1983) have given a comprehensive account of the 

outlier literature developed for application in the physical sciences covering areas of 

normal random samples, linear models, generalized linear models, designed 

experiments, multivariate samples, time series etc. 

In time series data, outlier detection methods are designed for linear and 

nonlinear time series models. These are further classified as univariate methods and 

multivariate methods. These methods can be parametric, semi parametric and non-

parametric (Kovacs et al., 2004 and Papadimitriou et al., 2003). Parametric outlier 

detection methods are based on explicit models and consider the outliers as the 

deviations from the model assumptions. These methods are suitable for large data but 

are unrealistic in high dimensional data (Hodge. and Austin, 2004). This approach 

include methods suggested by Fox (1972), Chang and Tiao (1983), Chang et al. 

(1988), Tsay (1986, 1988), Chen and Liu (1993). Whenever, the data is in high 

dimension or underlying distribution is unknown, we refer toward the semi parametric 

and non-parametric methods. Semi-parametric methods apply local kernel models 

rather than a single global distribution model by combining the speed and complexity 

growth advantage of parametric methods with the model flexibility of non-parametric 

methods (Roberts and Tarassenko, 1995 and Bishop, 1994). Non-Parametric methods 

identify and determine the model from data based upon relationship between outliers 

and linear interpolator such as Bayesian method and discrete wavelet transform 

(DWT) (Ljung (1989a, 1989b, 1993), Pena (1990), Gomez (1994), Baragona & 

Battaglia (1989), Battaglia & Baragona (1992), Baragona et al. (2001) and Venturini 

(2011)). 
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Voluminous literature exists on outliers and structural breaks in time series 

data. The current chapter focuses on the evolution of procedures for detection of 

outliers and structural breaks. We present a survey of existing techniques for outlier 

detection by considering various approaches adopted for outlier detection in linear 

and nonlinear time series models. We identify their respective motivations and 

distinguish their advantages and disadvantages in a comparative review. The chapter 

also contains an overview of the existing empirical literature on outlier detection in 

macroeconomic time series. 

3.2 Approaches for Detection of Outliers in Time Series Models 

When economic systems are subject to structural breaks, conventional models 

may not perform satisfactori1y. The existence of outliers and structural breaks in the 

model badly affect the identification, estimation and inferences of the model, causing 

increased confidence interval of the coefficient and results in misleading forecasts. 

Stock and Watson (1996, 1999) have shown that instability affects a wide range of 

time series due to structural breaks causing failure of forecast. The historical evidence 

of recurrent episodes of the economic forecasting failure has forced the researchers to 

develop such methods which avoid these mistakes. The possibility of break or outlier 

in a time series model requires handling of four major issues: 

 Identification of initial model (Outliers / breaks may lead to inappropriate 

model); 

 Identification of location, type of outliers/ breaks and their magnitude;  

 Estimation of the model (Breaks may cause bias in the model parameter 

estimation); 
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 Dealing with the problems caused due to masking effect (some outliers 

may go unidentified) and swamping effect. 

The study of the nature and frequency of outliers leads to estimation methods 

and models that accommodate outliers and results in improved inferences. Issues 

related to outliers and structural break detection and their impact on modeling data in 

time series have been investigated under two major classes as linear time series and 

nonlinear time series. Main approaches to handle the issue of outliers in linear time 

series models include: Batch type, Robust and Sequential detection approach. As 

identified by Tsay (1988), the batch type methods are those which use all information 

contained in the sample by utilizing every observation. The Batch type methods are 

further classified in to diagnostic/ iterative approach, Bayesian approach and 

graphical approach
9
.  

Similar to the univariate case, an outlier in multivariate time series can 

introduce biases in parameter estimation and misspecification in model identification. 

Approaches handling outliers in multivariate and short time series are considered. 

Short time series may be the total information available when data are acquired by an 

infrequent survey due to experimental factors or high costs. This type of data is 

obviously under-sampled, and some important features of the temporal pattern can be 

obscured by the stochastic noise. Such time series data may also face the 

contamination due to outliers. Studies dealing with outlier detection in short time 

series have considered approaches like iterative method, Box plot analysis and 

Principal component analysis. 

Outliers may contribute to evidence of nonlinearity in time series models as 

identified by Balke and Fomby (1994). However, removing outliers may not eliminate 

                                                           
9 Pena and Guttman (1992) have identified only Diagnostic, Robust and Bayesian as three approaches serving the purpose. 
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the non-linearity completely. Gounder et al. (2007) suggest that for such a situation 

MA model with outlier dummies and ARCH (1) errors may be attempted. The study 

of outlier detection is later extended to class of nonlinear models. Among the 

commonly used nonlinear models two major classes of nonlinear models are bilinear 

models initiated by Granger and Anderson (1978) and Threshold models suggested by 

Tong (1978). The Threshold models are further extended to EAR, EGARCH, 

LSTAR, TAR, GAR, ARCH, ARCHMA and GARCH models. Commendable 

literature exists covering various aspects of outliers in nonlinear models. With citation 

of almost 100 articles, Tolvi (2000) has reviewed the evolution of outlier detection in 

time series. 

This study attempts to explore these methods in detail under following format. 

 
Figure 3.1: Flow Chart of Outlier Detection Methods in Different Time Series Models

10
 

 

In next section, we attempt to identify and distinguish these methods in a comparative 

review. 

                                                           
10 prepared by authors 
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3.3 Overview of Techniques for Outlier and Structural Break Detection in Time 

Series Models11 

The Basic idea as suggested by Fox (1972) in terms of two types of outliers to 

be detected by a likelihood ratio test has been followed by numerous researchers in 

different dimensions
12

. The effect of outliers on ACF, parameter estimates, inferential 

statistics and forecasts have remained in focus.  

3.3.1 Outlier detection in linear time series models 

In this section, proposed techniques of outlier detection for linear time series 

model are reviewed. The development of outlier detection procedures in linear time 

series models can be classified in to methods for univariate time series and 

multivariate time series. 

3.3.1.1  Methods for univariate time series 

In handling the univariate time series data sets with outliers, three major 

approaches commonly referred are as follows: 

 Batch type methods 

These consider full data set for detecting outliers. The Batch type procedure includes: 

a. Diagnostic/ Iterative procedures 

Diagnostic approach is most widely used technique in this regard and includes 

the iterative procedure for detection. The core of iterative outlier detection procedures 

is based upon the calculation of different types of outliers and structural breaks using 

likelihood ratio criteria iteratively on the residuals of the estimated model. The 

iterative procedure consists of specification-estimation-detection-removing cycles to 

                                                           
11Observations that, in the opinion of the investigator, stand apart from the bulk of the data have been called “outliers,” 

“discordant observations,” “rogue values,” “contaminants,” “surprising values, ” “mavericks,” and “dirty data,” to mention only a 
few of the terms that have been coined over the years (Beckman and cook ,1983). 
12

 Martin (1979), Chang (1982), Tsay(1986,1988) and Chang et.al (1988), Muirhead (1986), Abraham and Yatawara (1988),  

Bruce and Martin (1989), Abraham and Chuang (1989, 1993), Deutsh et al. (1990), Pena and Maravall (1991),  Wu et al. (1993), 

Peña (1986, 1987, 1990), Lee and Wei (1995), Ljung (1982, 1989a,1989b 1993) are often cited. 
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handle the most significant disturbances. The outliers and parameters are estimated 

jointly which not only gives the estimated outlier effects but also robust estimates of 

the parameters. Iterative procedure is simple conceptually and computationally, 

providing insight of the data and detecting outliers maintaining efficiency of model 

specification. Major contributors have studied AO, IO, LS and TC
13

 as common types 

of outliers. Studies including Fox (1972), Chang et al. (1983), Chen and Liu (1993) 

and Deutsch et al. (1990) have noted the widespread impacts of these outliers on 

ARIMA model in form of bias in parameters and false identification of the model. 

Anscombe (1960) has identified the difference between spurious observations 

and outliers as; large execution error is spurious observation while, some peculiarity 

of the inherent variability is an outlier. He has identified that the rejection criterion 

based on magnitude of residuals works better than criterion based on order statistics. 

Fox (1972) is a landmark in outlier detection methods in time series data. 

Considering the existence of correlation between the successive observations, he has 

emphasized on the analysis of outliers distinguishing between the types of outliers 

(namely Type I and Type II). Test statistics are developed using likelihood ratio 

criteria for stationary AR (p) models and approximate likelihood ratio criteria for 

mixed ARIMA (p, q). In case of unknown location of outliers the maximum of the 

test statistics calculated at each point in time is used. Suggested procedure is found 

powerful in comparison to the random sample procedure. Simulation analysis of 

power curve for both outlier types have shown that the level of significance is 

unaffected but the power of test depends upon the value of model parameters. A rule 

of thumb for decision about the type of outlier is suggested that if the effect of outliers 

                                                           
13

 AO: additive outlier, IO: Innovative outlier, LS: level shift, TC: transient shift 
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on its subsequent observations is detectable; declare Type II outlier otherwise Type I 

outlier shall be used. 

Extension in the outlier detection procedure of Fox (1972) has been suggested 

by Chang and Tiao (1983) through an iterative technique based on likelihood ratio test 

for outlier detection and estimation in ARIMA models considering two types of 

outliers i.e. AO and IO. Bell and Hillmer (1983) have studied modeling of time series 

data including calendar variations, trading day variation and Easter holiday variation 

using regression-type models. Muirhead (1986) has also suggested extension through 

a test of discordancy to distinguish between AO and IO in AR process. Schmid (1986) 

has developed a multiple outlier detection method for time series. 

The major intuition for using iterative procedure is the existence of multiple 

outliers at unknown points in time. Model identification in the presence of outliers 

may face bias which depends upon the data size, types of outliers and the locations of 

outliers. Tsay (1986) has suggested modification of Chang and Tiao (1983) method to 

resolve the issue of model identification in the presence of outliers. An iterative 

procedure, consisting three steps as identification, detection and removing cycles is 

suggested. The magnitude of outlier     and its standard error are estimated through 

least squares principle and are then used in the LR test statistics. In case of unknown 

time of break the maximum of test statistics (        ) calculated at all points is 

taken and compared with a critical value 3, 3.5 or 4. If       IO is declared, and if 

     , AO is identified
14

. The series is modified through the weights selected 

according to the type of outlier identified. The process is repeated until all outliers are 

removed. Search for cause of outliers enables appropriate handling of outliers, 

therefore, is declared as final step of iterative procedure. Finally, intervention model 

                                                           
14

 Notations are followed from the article under discussion. 
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is used to decide about the final model for the data. The efficacy of the proposed 

procedure is also shown using simulations and on annual consumption of spirits in 

UK (1870-1938). 

Chang et al. (1988) have considered two types of outliers AO and IO claiming 

that IO can be best estimated by the residual at T (break date) and AO is estimated by 

linear combination of residuals with weight derived from identified ARIMA. They 

have suggested separate test statistics using LR test for the null hypothesis of no 

breaks versus two local alternative hypotheses for IO and AO respectively. Another 

combination of hypothesis is considered for testing existence of AO vs. IO whose test 

statistic follows bivariate normal distribution. For unknown break time, the outliers 

and their types are iteratively detected by locating the maximum of test statistic if 

greater than critical value
15

. The power of suggested procedure studied in terms of the 

probability of correct detections of type and location of outliers indicates satisfactory 

performance for one outlier but not well for multiple outliers. Power increases as 

sample size increases while it decrease as cut-off value increases. The estimation from 

the proposed procedure give the smallest MSE when compared with six different 

estimation techniques i-e least square , M.H., M.B., G.M-H., G.M-B, and Huber type. 

Tsay (1988) has discussed modification to Tsay (1986) for multiple outlier 

detection for five different types of exogenous disturbances namely AO, IO, LS, TC 

and variance shift
16

. The variance change is tested using a ratio of sum of squares of 

residuals before and after break. Initiating with stationary ARIMA model, estimating 

using MLE then using residuals, calculating and locating maximum of the test 

statistics, comparing with critical value and adjusting the series for the identified 

outlier makes the inner iteration. Repeating the process until no significant breaks 

                                                           
15 They suggest critical value 3 for higher sensitivity, 3.5 for medium and 4 for low sensitivity (at n < 200). 
16 Iterative procedure is extended as two sub-procedures. Procedure V modifies the observed series after locating the variance 

shift.  For outliers, process M is devised in which iterations are organized in inner and outer loops. 
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found, then, second outer iteration is run by using the adjusted series, re-specifying 

the ARIMA and performing inner iterations till all exogenous interventions are 

removed. Intervention model combining the estimated model and the disturbances is 

estimated, retaining significant disturbances and ARIMA lags for further analysis. 

The suggested procedure is found satisfactory except some misclassifications between 

IO and TC, and between IO and AO noted. The empirical study shows that the „prior 

to break‟ series or „post break‟ series may be used as standard series for analysis. 

Ignoring the variance change detection, may lead to detection of spurious outliers 

under procedure M. Therefore, process V shall be applied prior to process M. 

Schmidt (1989) has discussed the test of discordancy to identify an outlier of 

type-I in AR process with known parameters and also discussed its asymptotic 

properties. 

Chen and Tiao (1990) have introduced the concept of random level shift in 

stationary time series models which may lead to varying models
17

. The effect and 

time point of occasional level shift may be handled under some probability rules for 

improved analysis. For non-stationary errors, the two models considering random 

linear trend shift and random level shift are suggested. Similarly, for stationary errors, 

the two models indicating random level shift and random point are considered. In case 

of very infrequent level shift the performance of RLARMA and the fixed effect 

intervention model is not much different. 

Peña (1990) has studied the sensitivity of the parameters to the presence of 

AO or IO and analyzed influence statistics based on the Mahalanobis distance. Peña 

and Tiao (1991) have argued that the missing values in time series can be treated as 

unknown parameters and estimated by MLE or as random variables and predicted by 

                                                           
17

 Random level shift ARIMA process (RLARMA) is defined as the sum of a level process and a stationary ARMA process. 
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the expectation of the unknown values given the data. Chan (1992) has investigated 

and noted that AO disturbs while IO causes no harm to the specification power of 

sample autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations in model specification for 

contaminated time series. Mcaleer and Tse (1992) have noted the lack of robustness 

of maximum internally studentized residual and the RESET test in the presence of 

outliers. 

Ljung (1982, 1989a, 1989b and 1993) has developed a relation of missing 

values with outlier analysis specially AO using likelihood function. Estimation of 

missing values is found equivalent to estimation of AO. Likelihood ratio statistic and 

score test is suggested for AO in case of AR (P) and ARMA (p, q) model with 

known/unknown break location. For unknown break location, a recursive process for 

estimation is suggested yielding exact estimates for all possible locations of AO and 

unknown parameters. 

The benchmark procedure for multiple outlier detection by Tsay (1988) faces 

two major problems as noted by Balke (1993); incorrect model identification in the 

presence of LS and Small LS are entirely missed by Tsay‟s procedure while large LS 

are mislabelled as IO. Balke (1993) has suggested the modification that combining a 

white noise model search with the ARIMA model search for outliers. The white noise 

model is incapable of differentiating between AO and IO but has higher power of LS 

detection reducing the possibility of misidentification. The suggested procedure 

correctly identifies level shifts with high power and gives better results. However, 

spurious level shifts detection is noted under Balke‟s suggested procedure when AR 

(1) coefficient is high. 

Chen and Liu (1993) have attempted designing a joint procedure for multiple 

outlier detection and model estimation which minimizes the masking effect. The 
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proposed procedure is a modification to Tsay (1988)‟s procedure and is claimed to be 

suitable for seasonal as well as non-seasonal ARIMA. It is a three stage iterative 

procedure where Stage-I comprises of iterations locating maximum of the test statistic 

for outliers adjusting the actual series. 2
nd

 stage involves estimating a multiple 

regression model for significant outliers. Stage 3 verifies earlier stages. Four different 

types of outliers are considered with the emphasis on IO being the most important 

type as it produces effect depending upon the identified model. The magnitudes of 

various outliers estimated using least squares principle are found smaller in case of 

estimated break dates and parameters, than for known break dates and parameters. 

Moreover, these estimates depend upon the estimate of error variance. The error 

variance is estimated using omit one method to reduce the effect of contamination. 

The adjusted value of the observation at outlier appears to be the weighted sum of 

observed series where different weights are for different outlier types. The suggested 

joint estimation procedure for handling multiple outliers is claimed to be effective in 

reducing masking and swamping effect and spurious identifications. 

In order to identify the masking breakdown point of a univariate outlier, 

Davies and Gather (1993) has suggested the smallest proportion of outliers in a 

sample needed to create a breakdown of the procedure. 

One may face block of unusually low observations followed by a block of 

unusually high observations. Wu et al. (1993) have noted that in business and 

economic data like supply constraint and sales promotion such patches of outliers may 

occur. They have labeled such behavior as reallocation outliers (RO). These are 

defined as a block of (k+1) additive outliers with magnitude represented by a set of K 

parameters such that the sum of these disturbances to the series is equal to zero and it 

is this constraint which differentiates the RO from sequence of additive outliers. The 
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MLE of the (k+1) vector of magnitude of RO is determined maintaining the 

constraint. The LR test for detecting RO is designed for known and unknown 

parameters of ARIMA models. For the case when the location of RO is unknown, an 

iterative procedure similar to Chang et al. (1988) and Tsay (1988) is suggested. The 

situation when the length of RO is unknown is suggested to be handled by comparison 

for nested models. Impact of ROs on forecast is close to those of AO and wider 

prediction interval with inflated residual variance is noted.  

In order to check the importance of large interventions in macroeconomic time 

series Balke and Fomby (1994) have applied modified outlier identification procedure 

suggested by Balke (1993) on 15 quarterly macroeconomic series over (1947Q1-

1992Q4) including real and nominal time series. All series in the analysis are found 

contaminated with outliers. Important finding are that seasonally adjusted data hides 

the outliers; LS inflates serial correlation and is confused with IO; removing the 

outliers resolves the issue of excess kurtosis; outliers tend to cluster with in a series 

and across series; in comparison with nominal series, outliers in real series are more 

associated with business cycles and are temporary in nature i-e no level shifts. The 

outlier detection is supported with historical events. Series measured on high 

frequency yield more outliers. However, the timings and types match with those 

detected under low frequency. The presence of outliers in linear models may lead to 

false detection of nonlinearity. Majority of the series indicate either weak or no 

nonlinearity when they are controlled for outliers. The GARCH model may show 

excess kurtosis and skewness in the presence of large shocks making outliers‟ model a 

better option. In order to address the clustering of outliers ARCH variance process, 

and to capture business cycles and nonlinearity in data, TAR models and Markov 

switching models are suggested. 
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Inclan and Tiao (1994) proposed an iterative procedure to detect variance 

change based on a centered version of the cumulative sums of squares presented by 

Brown et al. (1975). Chan (1992), Chan (1995) and Trivez & Nievas (1996) have 

studied the behavior of sample autocorrelation function (SACF) and sample partial 

autocorrelation function (SPACF) in the presence of various outliers. It is noted that 

as the magnitude of the outlier tends to infinity; the SACF tends towards 1. Multiple 

outliers create spurious autocorrelations leading to erroneous ARCH identification. 

Identifying that earlier suggested methods face confusion between LS and IO, 

between LS and patches of AO and wrong indication of unit root in presence of LS; 

Sanchez and Pena (2003) have claimed to provide a powerful method for detecting 

multiple outliers. When a time series has LS & AO at two successive points, the lack 

of efficiency of Chen and Liu (1993) procedure in form of misclassification of type of 

structural break, downward biased estimates and false small magnitude of the 

structural breaks are noted. The size of bias depends upon the size of patches. Sanchez 

and Pena (2003) have suggested that the test shall be carried out for a moderate 

significance level and the search for patches of outliers should be the part of the 

process. They have suggested a three stage procedure, where 1st stage comprises of 

detection, estimation and removal of LS and AO successively. In 2
nd

 stage, search for 

AO, LS, IO is being carried out iteratively using LR test on the adjusted series from 

stage-1. In stage three, a 2-step process is adopted for the verification and joint 

estimation of outliers and parameters. The proposed modification are claimed to 

provide better initial estimates and better significance level, reducing masking effect 

and confusion between IO and LS, enabling improved dealing of multiple outliers. 

Trivez and Nievas (1998) have attempted to determine the magnitude of LS 

and TC that will affect the SACF/PACF. It is identified that the presence of 
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sufficiently large sized TC makes the coefficient of AR (1) process equals to the 

dampening factor ( ). In case of asymptotic and large sized LS the AR (1) process 

behaves like nonstationary process. It is noted that the effect of TC on SACF and 

SPACF is independent of the time of its occurrence. While, in case of LS, the SACF 

will tend to unity rapidly if LS appears near the center of time series. 

The assumption of independence in process control charts violates due to 

existence of any aberrant value causing autocorrelation and poor performance. 

Atienza et al. (1998) have utilized the outlier detection iterative procedure suggested 

by Tsay (1988) to capture the autocorrelation structure and for improved sensitivity of 

process control charts. In statistical process control, breaks occurring in initial stage of 

process leads to erroneous identification of ARIMA model. Unlike Special Cause 

Chart (SCC), the average of  ̂   chart constructed using the test statistics under Tsay‟s 

suggested procedure has identified large as well as small LS close to actual break 

point and effectively attain desirable properties of SCC and CUSUM charts
18

. 

Vaage (2000) has noted that Tsay‟s iterative procedure has problem of 

misidentification of outlier types, especially the LS are marked as IO frequently. 

Major flaw of Balke (1993) procedure as noted by Vaage (2000) is the concept of TC 

being left out of the process forcing this type to be called AO, IO and LS. In practice, 

this type of change will be labeled as LS if  , the decay parameter of TC, is large, and 

AO if   is small. Identification of outliers using white noise model discards the 

presence of IO or TC causing erroneous identification. The empirical application has 

shown that ignoring TC results in identification of more data points as outliers 

labeling them as AO and LS, making filtered series totally different. The modification 

                                                           
18

 Notations are followed from the article under discussion. 
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suggested in Balke‟s method is the detection of TC under white noise search. Balke‟s 

method is more restrictive and contaminated as compared to Tsay procedure. 

Kaiser and Maravall (2001) have argued that the standard approach of 

specification of outliers is inadequate to capture any possible breaks in seasonal 

components. Three different types of seasonal outliers (SO) which occurs in same 

season every year are suggested. First one is based on annual aggregation operator, 

having an effect over two months; the second type is seasonal level shift affecting the 

seasonal component for one month but also have effect on trend as step function and 

the third form is purely the seasonal effect. These outliers imply that the variability in 

one or few months is greater than other months. Ignoring SLS leads to 

misidentification of model and bias in estimation of parameters. An extended 

procedure is suggested as the modification to the iterative detection procedure 

suggested by Chen and Liu (1993) and Gomez and Maravall (1994). The modification 

suggests estimation of types and timing of outliers including SO among other types of 

outliers using Kalman filter and QR algorithm for Joint estimation and filtrations. 

Moreover, considering that IO is complex and leads to misidentification frequently 

therefore, replacing it by SLS is suggested. 

Bianco et al. (2001) have suggested a diagnostic procedure for detecting AO, 

IO and LS in regression model with ARIMA errors. The procedure is based on a 

robust estimate of the model parameters and on innovation residuals computed by 

means of robust filtering. Penzer (2002) has studied the issue of correlated statistics 

while detecting outliers. Using Bonferroni inequalities modified critical values are 

suggested for better statistics for outlier detection. Carnero et al. (2003) have showed 

that the LR test for LS does not work well for financial time series and proposed using 

a more powerful CUSUM test. The CUSUM statistic has the asymptotic distribution 
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which needs neither the Gaussian error assumption nor the model specification and is 

robust to the presence of other outliers. 

Wright and HU (2003) have studied via simulations, the performance of joint 

estimation technique and Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) method 

in statistical process control when the outlier is the last observation in small sample. 

Behavior for various sample sizes, effect sizes, critical values and choices of 

parameters in AR (1) and MA (1) model is studied. Ratio of correct detection and 

ratio of false alarm is used as measure. In terms of ratio of correct detection, under 

AR (1) both methods work equally well while under MA (1) model EWMA performs 

better. Under ratio of false detections for both models, EWMA performs better. Hill et 

al. (2007) has argued that process control may be monitored by using a combination 

of Moving Difference charts and a chart to monitor changes in the average value. 

These charts are adopted as tests for Significance for quantifiable rules for identifying 

outliers even when the data is markedly non-Normal. 

Chen (2008) has extended the approach of Chang et al. (1988) to the spectral 

domain through the Whittle MLE of the panel data approach for the detection of AO 

and IO in ARFIMA model. Sutradhar and Oyet (2010) have developed a unified 

maximum studentized type test for identifying AO, IO and variance shifts that may or 

may not affect the autocorrelation structure of the outlier free time series. P-values for 

these tests are simulated through a Satterthwaite (1946) type approximation. 

Zaharim et al. (2009 a) have focused on the behavior of AO in ARMA (1, 1) 

model. The graphical analysis show that AO only affects the observation where it 

occurs, however, it not only affects the T
th

 residual but also the residual of (T+1)
th

 

residual of ARMA (1, 1). In Zaharim, et al. (2009 b) the Fox (1972) method is 

adopted to study the behavior of test statistics for AO in ARMA (1, 1). Different 
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choices of parameters show that the test statistics is an increasing function of sample 

size but does not show any dependence on ARMA coefficient. In order to capture 

discrete shifts, Chow et al. (2009) has extended De Jong and Penzer (1998) approach 

for representing individualized discrete shifts to a group-based framework enabling 

predictions. Kaya (2010) debates that when an outlier is detected, one shall check for 

out of control process, wrong identified model, patches of outliers and need for 

transformation. Following Fox (1972)‟s defined two types of outliers, kaya has noted 

that the probability of correct detection forms a function of the AR (1) coefficient, 

size of series, critical value and type of outliers and it makes the observed series a 

multi factored (3
2 

4 2) experiment. It is also identified from the simulation experiment 

that presence of AO in the data causes loss of autocorrelation making its identification 

difficult than IO but eliminating AO is a must while eliminating IO is optional. The 

author has also suggested that before applying any hypothesis testing on dataset, 

outlier analysis must be done. 

Panichkitkosolkul (2011) has studied estimators for a Gaussian AR (1) process 

with AO. A recursive weighted symmetric estimator using adjusted recursive median 

based on the α-trimmed mean is suggested and found better when compared with the 

recursive-mean-adjusted weighted symmetric estimator. Janhavi and Ramaiah (2011) 

have argued that the existence of AO affects a number of residuals depending upon 

the values of model parameters. In an AR (1) model AO affects the residuals at the 

occurrence and the subsequent point. In MA (1) and ARMA (1, 1) model, all the 

residuals from the occurrence of AO get affected. 

Urooj and Asghar (2015) have evaluated the performance of AO, IO, LS and 

TC as vulnerability to spurious outliers by means of empirical level of significance, 

power of the test indicating the sensitivity of the statistical tests in detecting changes 
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and the vulnerability to masking of outliers in terms of misspecification frequencies 

for an AR (1) process. Empirical critical values are found to be higher than those 

generally used. The test statistics for transient change (TC) needs to be revisited as it 

is eclipsed by those for other outliers. 

b. Bayesian methods 

Under this approach the outlier detection procedure is updated using a 

Bayesian model approach which considers that the outliers are random variables 

having some distribution which can be used to update sample information and then by 

incorporating the posterior probabilities outliers may be detected. Using Gibbs 

sampling algorithm location of outliers in linear and bilinear models have been of 

keen interest of researchers recently. Abraham and Box (1979) have initially used 

Bayesian approach for handling time series models having outliers. Using normal 

contaminated model as the basic setup, they have referred to models containing Fox‟s 

Type I and Type II outliers as the aberrant-observation and aberrant innovation 

models respectively. Martin and Yohai (1986) have defined influence functional for 

time series and related them to the influence curve due to Hampel (1974). They have 

treated outliers as contamination generated from a given probability distribution. Diaz 

(1991) has discussed the case of multiple outliers in ARMA models and suggested 

Bayesian approach based on conditional posterior distributions. Yatawara et al. 

(1991) have derived a robust-to-outlier algorithm consisting of two parallel Kalman 

Filters having different gains. These filters are estimated using posterior probabilities. 

Harrison and West (1991) and Harrison and Weerapen (1993) have extended the 

Kohn and Ashley (1989)‟s technique for Bayesian and non-Bayesian deletion 

diagnostics. They have also obtained a version of Cook‟s distance by relaxing the 

assumption of known variance, however, assumed that the signal to noise ratio is 
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known. McCulloch and Tsay (1993) have extended the random mean-shift model 

suggested by Chernoff and Zacks (1964) to random variance-shift model with LS and 

variance shift analysis using Gibbs sampler. A method for predicting when a shift is 

about to occur involving the Probit model for the probability that a shift occurs given 

a chosen set of explanatory variables is suggested. Barry and Hartigan (1992, 1993) 

have proposed a product partition model as the prior distribution for the sequence of 

the piecewise constant parameters and used the Gibbs sampler to approximate the 

posterior means of the parameters. 

Mc Culloch and Tsay (1994) have used Bayesian analysis via Gibbs sampling 

as an effective method for outlier detection and parameters estimation in AR 

processes. In the presence of AO, level shift, variance shifts and missing observations, 

conjugate prior distribution for the parameter estimation and conditional posterior 

distribution of AR parameter is used to determine the posterior marginal of outliers 

through Gibbs sampler. However, stationarity condition, simultaneous occurrences of 

outliers and order selection are not being handled. Justel and Pena (1996) have 

criticized that the Gibbs sampler technique under Bayesian approach for outlier 

detection when applied to patches of outliers encounters swamping and masking 

problems. It converges slowly due to high correlation among parameters and 

establishes false posterior probabilities. The weakness of Gibbs sampling is 

highlighted by using scale contaminated model, mean shift models and non-

parametric hierarchal models. Atkinson and Shephard (1996) have used Harrison and 

West (1991)‟s results and calculated deletion t-statistics for testing the influence of 

individual observations. They have focused on constructed variables and discussed 

the power transformation of the time series. 
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Bradlow et al. (1998) have considered the problem of identifying examinees 

with aberrant response patterns in a computerized adaptive test (CAT). A class of 

outlier statistics to identify different types of outliers based on a control chart-type 

methodology is adopted. 

Jong and Penzer (1998) using Kalman filter analogous to usual t-statistics and 

quadratic form have found that discrete jumps in level can be readily accommodated 

in a linear dynamic model through the addition of outliers. Subsequent developments 

of the Bayesian approach make use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), or Gibbs 

sampling as in Albert and Chib (1993), Chib (1998), Liu and Lawrence (1999), Wang 

and Zivot (2000), Chib et al. (2002) and Chib et al. (2006). In particular, the MCMC 

has been extended to include jumps between parameters. 

Arguing that existence of multiple outliers cause swamping and masking 

effect leading to loss of effectiveness of existing outlier detection methods, Justel et 

al. (2001) have criticized that Gibbs sampler detects individual AO but fails to detect 

the patches of AOs and their inner points. It also misspecifies the good data point as 

outliers and underestimates the magnitude of outliers. An adaptive Gibbs sampling 

technique for identification of patches of AO in AR process is suggested consisting of 

two runs covering the usual procedure for outlier detection and treating identified 

outliers in block interpolation. Specification of patch size through posterior 

probabilities is also suggested. 

Sjoerd et al. (2011) have proposed dynamic stochastic specification for the 

model parameters describing potential breaks. The suggested simulator allows for 

potential out-of-sample breaks where the number of breaks is stochastic, free of 

restrictions and can be applied to any combination of model and baseline prior 

distribution. The closely related methods for accommodating structural breaks include 
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Carlin et al. (1992), Pesaran et al. (2006), Geweke and Jiang (2011) and Maheu and 

Gordon (2008). The simulator of Geweke and Jiang (2011) requires that the regime 

parameters can be marginalized analytically restricting the combinations of model and 

baseline prior distribution. Maheu and Gordon (2008) restrict their analysis to models 

in which the posterior distribution is of known form, requiring computationally 

intensive marginal likelihood evaluations and continuously updating of posterior 

model probabilities over time for estimation. In order to analyze multiple time-series 

with the aim of detecting abnormal regions, Bardwell and Fearnhead (2014) present a 

novel Bayesian approach, based upon recursions that enable independent sampling 

from the posterior distribution. 

c  Graphical methods 

Devlin et al. (1975), Chernick (1982) and Chernick et al. (1982) have referred 

using Influence functions as a tool for outlier detection in multivariate and univariate 

time series data sets as they focus attention on the types of outliers. They have 

proposed a visual procedure for detecting outliers. Herzberg and Hickie (1978) have 

examined the changes over time in the parameters of a time series model using 

Andrews' plots. Herzberg (1982) has extended this method to show how outlying 

observations in data concerning time series might be detected. Chernick and Murthy 

(1983) have used the influence function to determine observational values for 

replacing outliers or for replacing missing observations. Embrechts et al. (1986) have 

used Andrews (1972) method of plotting high-dimensional data as a graphical 

technique for the detection of outliers in time series data. Khattree and Naik (1987) 

have explored a graphical technique for outlier detection in multivariate time series 

which is the multivariate analog of the graphical method of Chernick et al. (1982). 

Tong (1990) has suggested a method for detecting outliers in stationary Gaussian 
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autoregressive time series by utilizing properties of the hat matrix. The suggested test 

requires a model to be estimated and cannot distinguish between AO and IO. 

Hui and Lee (1992) have suggested a leave-one-out procedure in spectral 

density estimation to identify influential observations on the spectrum of a stationary 

stochastic process. Lee and Hui (1993) have used the graphical display of sample 

leverage with an envelope derived from simulation to assess the magnitude of 

outliers. Clustering based approaches for anomaly detection have also been extended 

to time-series data by Blender et al. (1997). They have used cluster cyclone paths to 

detect certain novel behavior in the cyclones. Cai and Davies (2003) assuming 

Gaussian stochastic processes, develop a test statistic to detect the presence of outliers 

by combining both statistical inference and graphical analysis. Ferdousi and Maeda 

(2006) have found outliers in financial time series using Peer Group Analysis (PGA), 

by characterizing expected pattern of behavior around the target sequence, and 

detecting differences between expected and target patterns. The tool is usually applied 

for stock fraud detections. 

 Robust approach/ Deletion statistics 

The second approach is robust approach, in which the estimation method is modified 

so that the estimates are not affected by the presence of outliers. After estimation, the 

outliers are identified and tested. Robust methods based on idea of generalized M-

estimators are suggested by Denby and Martin (1979) who showed that the loss of 

efficiency in estimating the parameter of AR(1) process by least squares is expected 

to be much larger for AO than for IO. 

Kitagawa (1979) has proposed two classes of models for detection of outliers 

which determine the number of outliers comparing AIC. Martin (1980) has studied 

robust estimators in the presence of an AO or IO by presenting a class of bounded-
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influence estimates for p
th

-order AR model. Cook et al. (1982) have considered a 

fixed effect linear model affected by a single outlier existed as an error term with 

inflated variance but may or may not have largest absolute studentized residual. 

Comparison of mean slippage single outlier model with the variance slippage single 

outlier model identifies differences in estimated prediction of outliers making these 

models two different approaches for treatment of outliers. Martin et al. (1983) 

proposed robust M-estimators for ARIMA models using the state-space 

representation. Simonoff (1984) has derived a computer routine for calculation of 

multiple outlier detection using „k most extreme‟, „extreme studentized deviates‟, 

„kurtoses‟ and „R-robust‟ statistics and are evaluated using backward stepping 

iterative procedure. The application of robust estimators has been extended by Martin 

and Yohai (1985), Rousseau and Leroy (1987), and Barnett and Lewis (1994) to 

ARMA models. Brillinger (1986) applied a missing-value technique, together with 

Principal component analysis to identify influential observations. Harvey and Durbin 

(1986) have provided a practical example of intervention analysis using structural 

models. Intervention analysis in regression is typically carried out using deletion 

diagnostics. Masarotto (1987) has suggested consistent estimators for ARMA 

parameters using robust version of MLE of order „r‟ which reduces to a special case 

of generalized M-estimates for purely autoregressive models. Abraham and Chuang 

(1989) have considered deletion statistics based on the influence measures in 

regression for outlier detection in time series and to distinguish an AO from IO by 

using deletion of a certain number of observations through a function of cook‟s 

statistics (Q) decomposed into two parts. The proposed procedure consists of four 

steps; identification of model, outlier detection, cleaning and specification, and works 

well even when the models are over fitted. 
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Bruce and Martin (1989) have defined two step diagnostic method based on 

deleting K observations and plotting test statistics for detecting outlier patches in 

ARIMA models. Kohn and Ashley (1989) have obtained studentized residuals and 

leverage measure for outlier detection. Pena (1986, 1987, and 1990) has used missing 

value approach for studying influence of outliers in time series. Pena (1990) has used 

Cook‟s distance (Cook, 1977) to devise a statistic for indicating the observations that 

have strong influence on the estimated parameter values. It has been shown that the 

measure of influence for AO leads to procedure based on interpolating the suspicious 

observation given the rest of the data. It depends on the size of outlier relative to its 

standard derivation and the size of the observations before and after the outlier. 

While, the IO leads to a deleting approach with test statistic as the product of 

standardized residual at the point of the intervention and the distance of observation 

from the origin. Pena and Guttman (1988, 1989) have developed robust Kalman filter 

to estimate the time series parameters in the presence of outliers. Atkinson (1994) has 

attempted to provide robust parameter estimates to reveal masked multiple outliers by 

using least median of squares for regression and the minimum volume ellipsoid for 

multivariate outliers. Lee and Wei (1995) have proposed a model- independent outlier 

detection procedure. Atkinson et al. (1997) have used score statistics to approximate 

the changes in hyper parameters in the presence of interventions. Lucenio (1998) has 

examined nonconsecutive outliers in industrial time series. Choy (2001) has obtained 

a spectrum-based outlier detection algorithm to assess and identify outliers. 

Various procedures for estimation of missing observation in stationary ARMA 

models have been suggested in literature. However, in case of non-stationary ARMA 

model these methods face problems related to initial value specification for Kalman 

filter and likelihood. Modified methods have been suggested amongst which there 
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exist “marginalizing the likelihood approach” also referred as “skipping approach” 

which uses Kalman filter for likelihood evaluation by skipping in the missing values. 

Gomez et al. (1999) have suggested an “additive outlier approach to missing 

observation estimation” by filling the missing values with some arbitrary data then 

estimating using MLE for ARIMA model with additive outlier. The study also 

provides a ‟corrected AO‟ approach by using Kalman filter computation for missing 

observation estimation in non- stationary ARIMA models. When the number of 

missing observation is small the “AO approach” is easier and faster but for large 

number of missing observations “skipping approach” outperforms. 

De Luna and Genton (2001) have applied the indirect inference method 

introduced by Gourieroux et al. (1993) to obtain a robust simulation-based estimator. 

Cai and Davies (2003) have proposed a combination of methods suggested by 

Chernick et al. (1982) and Abraham and Chuang (1989) for outlier detection in form 

of a „model free‟ robust method to detect outliers using auto correlation structure of 

time series and a diagnostic method to distinguish between AO and IO is proposed. 

The statistic is based upon the square (product) of observations and is calculated in a 

loop by adding observations successively. In case of long time series the suggested 

procedure may be applied to the subsets efficiently. 

McQuarrie and Tsai (2003) have suggested an assumption free method for 

outlier detection by incororating Rousseau‟s least trimmed square (LTS) approach as 

it yields a high break down point in regression, with Bruce and Martin (1989)‟s 

"leave-k-out" concept to obtain the Block-LTS estimators. Using simulation results, 

the proposed method is shown to perform better than the Chang et al. (1988)‟s 

method especially when the outlier size is large. 
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Perron and Rodríguez (2003) have addressed detection of AO for non-

stationary processes by suggesting a procedure using the first difference of time 

series, which implies that if the non-stationary process has a unit root with an AO, 

then the first difference will be stationary with two AOs that follows in terms of the 

same magnitude but opposite signs. 

Carrion-i-Silvestre (2005) has proposed a test statistic following Cai and 

Davies (2003) to detect AO for stationary time series or LS for non-stationary time 

series which does not require the estimation of a parametric model and allows 

detecting all potential outliers at once. The suggested procedure is useful for short 

time series as well. 

Yamanishi and Takeuchi (2002) have followed the outlier detection in non-

stationary time series, on the basis of online learning. A probabilistic model of data 

source is considered which tracks the changing data source adaptively by forgetting 

the effect of past data gradually. A score is then applied to measure the deviation of 

data points. The proposed framework consists of data modelling and scoring. The 

validity of proposed work is shown through simulations and is applied on stock 

market data. Basu and Meckesheimer (2007) have suggested two variations of a 

median based method for detecting outliers arguing the high correlation between 

neighboring observations. The method uses a threshold value to compare the 

difference between the median and the observed data value. But the proposed 

methods are sensitive to the selection of an appropriate threshold value. 

Olmo (2009) has used extreme value theory to detect anomalies by discarding 

only those which fail the hypothesis test. It estimates effects and permits to filter for 

influential observations masking the occurrence of outliers. Venturini (2011) has 

suggested a robust non-parametric outlier detection technique “washer” using simple 
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descriptive statistics like median and MAD
19

 and is noted to be efficient and 

adaptable for high frequency short time series requiring high quality statistics. Aiming 

to handle the problem of multiple change-point estimation in the mean of a Gaussian 

AR (1) process, Chakar et al. (2014) have proposed a robust estimator of the 

autocorrelation parameter providing modified BIC
20

 and improved performance. 

 Sequential detection methods 

These methods assume probabilistic models for outlier detection. The purpose of 

sequential testing procedure is to obtain a consistent estimate of the entire break 

fraction as well as to obtain consistent number of the true number of breaks. Harrison 

and Stevens (1976), Smith and West (1983), West et al. (1985) and West (1986) have 

considered sequential detecting methods for handling outliers. Durbin and Cordero 

(1993) have presented a treatment for outliers in the context of general state space 

models. 

Atkinson and Riani (1997) have presented a „forward‟ procedure to search 

through multivariate data using bivariate box plots and robust methods to identify a 

small outlier-free subset of the observations which agrees with the model being fitted. 

The subset then grows by the sequential selection of observations closest to the model 

and their graphs are mentioned for the identification of outliers. 

Abraham and Yatawara (1988) have suggested a sequential method using 

score test for outlier detection under the assumption of known parameters. The 

position of outliers is located using the maximum of the statistic. The difference of 

size of the statistics is used to distinguish the types of outliers as AO and IO. 

Altissimo and Corradi (2003) have proposed a sequential approach for detecting 

number of multiple structural breaks in time series by forming a ratio of sum of 

                                                           
19 MAD = Mean Absolute Deviation  
20 BIC = Bayesian Information criteria  
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difference of observations from the mean of (1,..,T) values to the standard error. The 

suggested procedure faces downward bias due to positive correlation and a loss of 

power due to an upward bias in variance. A modified test statistic based on local 

estimator of small mean is suggested for permanent mean shift and temporal mean 

shift and is found better than Bai and Peron (1998) method, in case of dependent 

observations. 

Aston and Koopman (2006) have discussed the role and treatment of outliers 

in seasonal adjustment. A method relying on state space and importance sampling 

methods using heavy tailed distributions to account for outliers within seasonal 

adjustment procedures is investigated. Petris (2012) has reviewed sequential methods 

for state space models for on line detection of outliers and structural breaks. Aue et al. 

(2006) have derived limit distribution of a sequential test to detect online LS. The 

procedure based on CUSUM type detectors, uses Wald test and aims at detecting 

possible changes in the mean of the underlying process governing the random 

behavior. 

Louni (2008) has suggested an extension to Abraham and Yatawara (1988) 

sequential test for outlier detection calling it „modified sequential test‟ by locating 

maximum of two score test statistics. The case is extended for unknown parameters of 

AR and ARMA process. Although manages strong performance as compared to the 

existing sequential test but the suggested test appears to be less powerful for medium 

sized AO. Hsiao et al. (2008) have analyzed the nature of outliers and develop relative 

deviation degree (RDD) algorithm to identify outliers by converting outlier problem 

to pattern and degree problem introducing a longest k-turn subsequence. Hsiao and 

Tian (2011) have proposed Pe-algorithm for outlier detection in time series data as a 

combination of RDD algorithm and IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) algorithm. The 
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outlier detection in time series is claimed to be converted in to order searching 

problem where the algorithm detects patterns by introducing „K-turn longest 

subsequence‟. Campano and Barrios (2011) have suggested block bootstrap or AR 

sieve procedure to be applied to a series with temporary structural change, to obtain 

estimates through a modified forward search (FS) algorithm in overlapping and 

independent blocks of time points. Langsrud (2012) highlights the problem of 

automatically dealing with outliers when using X-12 ARIMA for seasonal adjustment. 

Three algorithms are suggested namely “Jump in”, “jump out”, “Jump in and Jump 

out” for detecting AO and LS where the time spent is used to decide if an outlier is 

permanent outlier. In practice, these algorithms are applied prior to the seasonal 

adjustment of the series and application of these algorithms to historical data of 52 

countries shows that performance of algorithm depends upon the behavior of the 

series. 

3.3.1.2  Methods for multivariate time series models 

The class of outlier handling multivariate time series models includes methods 

based upon extension of univariate outlier detection techniques to multivariate time 

series data as well as methods considering series jointly for outlier detection. An 

outlier in multivariate time series may cause bias in parameter estimation, 

misspecification in model identification and poor inferential analysis. Multivariate 

outlier detection is understandably more difficult and time consuming due to the 

variation in size and nature of components of the dataset involved. However, 

multivariate outlier detection is an important and focused area since past decade. 

Studies covering multivariate time series include Khatree and Naik (1987), Baragona 

and Battaglia (2007), Tsay et al. (1998), Galeano et al. (2006), Cucina et al. (2008) 

etc. 
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Khattree and Naik (1987) have explored a graphical technique for outlier 

detection in multivariate time series. Barbieri (1991) has used a Bayesian method for 

outlier detection in multivariate time series. Franses and Haldrup (1994) have showed 

that additive outliers can seriously affect empirical cointegration analysis. Franses and 

Lucas (1998) have used outlier-robust estimation technique to examine the impact of 

outliers on cointegration analysis. The estimator assigns smaller weights to aberrant 

data point. Tsay et al. (1998) have proposed a simple and efficient iterative procedure 

for detection of multiple outliers in multivariate time series. Assuming that the time 

series model is known, two test statistics are suggested for each of the four (AO, IO, 

LS, TC) types of outliers. Using the estimated outlier parameters these test statistics 

are calculated. The first statistics following    distribution, combines the information 

across all the time series components while the second test statistics following t-

distribution, is based on information of individual time series component. The 

suggested test statistics are then used in an iterative procedure for outlier detection. In 

presence of multiple outliers, the procedure may face masking and swamping issues. 

Baragona et al. (2001) have suggested an outlier detection procedure using a 

genetic algorithm. Peña and Prieto (2001) have suggested a robust multivariate 

outlier-detection procedure and estimator for the covariance matrix based on the use 

of information obtained from projections onto the directions that maximize and 

minimize the kurtosis coefficient of the projected data. Galeano et al. (2004) have 

presented the idea of projection direction that maximizes or minimizes the kurtosis of 

the projected series and gives a powerful technique of outlier detection in multivariate 

series without requiring specification of the multivariate model. An outlier detection 

iterative algorithm based on these projections is suggested for multivariate AO, LS 

and TC. While the multivariate IO is calculated through the direction of maximum 
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discrimination of the residual series. The suggested procedure firstly identifies and 

adjusts for LS then uses the adjusted series for other outlier detection. CUSUM test is 

used for analyzing the series. Galeano et al. (2006) have developed an outlier 

detection procedure in multivariate time series which forms a linear combination that 

maximizes the objective function under projection pursuit technique. Baragona and 

Battaglia (2007) use the technique of independent component analysis (ICT) for 

outlier detection in multivariate time series. Weng and Shen (2008) propose an 

algorithm „outlier score‟ based on solving set, using extended Frobenius Norm for 

computing between-sample distance. The test is defined as the sum of the distance 

from its K nearest neighbors. The suggested test is applied on stock market data set 

and Brain computer data set to show its efficiency and effectiveness. 

Cucina et al. (2008) have suggested three Meta-heuristic methods for 

detection of AO in multivariate time series models. They refer to „simulated 

annealing‟ which is a random search technique that leads to an optimal solution 

minimizing the objective function. The second technique „threshold accepting‟ 

algorithm is a modification of simulated annealing and uses a sequence of thresholds 

for detection. Both methods are local search methods. The third technique is genetic 

algorithm also called „evolutionary algorithm‟ or „population based system‟. These 

methods do not rely on strong model based assumptions and simultaneously consider 

all suspected observations. The efficiency of the proposed procedure is highly 

dependent upon the choice of control parametric values. The application of proposed 

procedure on artificial and real data set yield results close to those obtained under 

Tsay et al. (2000) and is claimed to be better than procedure based on vector ARIMA. 

Becker and Gather (1999) have suggested one-step outlier identification rules for 

multivariate data by investigating the finite-sample breakdown points of estimators. 
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Helbling and Cleroux (2009) have suggested an outlier detection method using 

influence function of coefficients of vector autocorrelation and their distribution. 

 Methods for short time series 

Short time series may be all there available when data are acquired by an 

irregular or special survey due to experimental factors or high costs. The situation 

may be resulted when variables yielding short history of coverage in time or sensitive 

in nature are part of the study. This type of data is obviously under-sampled and some 

important features of the temporal pattern can be obscured by the stochastic noise. 

Such time series data may also face the contamination due to outliers. Studies dealing 

with outlier detection in short time series have considered approaches like iterative 

method, Box plot analysis and Principal component analysis and Geographically 

Weighted Principal Components Analysis (GWPCA). 

Caroni et al. (2005) have proposed a method for the detection of outlying 

series rather than outlying points in a set of times series. Two sets of hypotheses are 

suggested to identify outliers considering a number of series with AR (1) model 

having an AO or IO occurred at the same time in each series. The case of random IO, 

random AO and equal AO are estimated by means of Two-Stage-MLE while the case 

of equal IO is dealt by estimating through generalized least square technique. 

Karioti and Caroni (2002) have observed behaviour of usual outlier detection 

tests on some sets of short time series having outlier in mean of series (level shift) by 

simulating critical values and power of test. Chik (2002) has suggested robust order 

selection criteria when short time series are affected by IO and on comparison 

modified AIC and BIC are found best. Caroni and Karioti (2004) have worked upon 

occurrence of IO in AR (p) model for the independent and correlated structures in the 

set of short time series. A likelihood ratio test statistics for IO detection using two-
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stage MLE principle to be solved iteratively is considered. For correlated series, 

heteroscedasticity; unspecified correlations; and equal correlations cases are studied 

and estimated through generalized least squares. Karioti and Caroni (2004) have 

examined the performance of standard normal outlier tests for a set of small unequal 

sized time series following AR (1) process. Carrion-i-Silvestre (2005) has proposed a 

test statistic to detect AO for stationary time series or LS for non-stationary time 

series without requiring earlier parameter estimation. The test allows detecting all 

potential outliers at once and shows good properties even for short time series. El-

Shagi and Giesen (2013) have analysed the size and power properties of frequently 

used endogenous structural break tests applied to small samples. They find that the 

Nyblom test is powerful in small samples but power decreases if the structural break 

occurs close to the margin of the sample. 

3.3.2 Outlier detection in nonlinear time series models 

The study of outlier detection is later extended to class of nonlinear models. 

Detection of outliers is a complex process for nonlinear models. It may be difficult to 

distinguish between a nonlinear model, a linear model with some outliers and a linear 

model with non-Gaussian error terms requires further investigations (Balke and 

Fomby, 1994). Gounder et al. (2007) state that outliers are more critical in nonlinear 

time series than in linear time series models, as their effect is much longer persistent 

and serious for parameter estimation. In case of large outliers, the methods based on 

linear ARMA model are relatively successful but they are not when the anomalies are 

not much evident. Outliers may contribute to evidence of nonlinearity in time series 

models. However, removing outliers may not eliminate the non-linearity completely, 

so fitting MA model with outlier dummies and ARCH (1) errors may be attempted. 

Gounder et al. (2007) provides a detailed review of techniques for outlier detection 
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considering two major classes of nonlinear models; Threshold models and bilinear 

models. 

The Bilinear model is suggested by Granger and Anderson (1978) as the 

nonlinear extension of ARIMA models. They contain a cross product term of lagged 

values of AR and MA components. The general bilinear model, denoted by BL (p, q, 

r, and s) is given by 

   ∑        
 
    ∑        

 
    ∑ ∑                

 
   

 
   , where           are 

constants and            ⁄  . 

In general, nonlinear models do not lead to better forecast but they give better 

estimates of variance and better assessment of risk. Therefore, they are popular in 

modelling financial time series. 

3.3.2.1  Methods for outlier detection in bilinear time series 

Few studies can be found on the detection of outliers in bilinear models. 

Zaharim (1996) has used the least squares method for simple bilinear model to detect 

four types of outliers (AO, IO, LS, TC). Chen (1997) has used Gibbs sampling 

method to detect AO in a general bilinear model. Gabr (1998) has studied outlier 

detection in bilinear models using modified techniques of outlier detection in linear 

models. Ibrahim (2005) has studied outlier detection in bilinear models of type BIL 

(1, 0, 1, 1) and BIL (1, 1, 1, 1), while Zaharim et al. (2006) have used the least 

squares method to detect both AO and IO in the two simplest orders of bilinear 

models. The magnitude of outliers is calculated as the estimate of variance using 

bootstrapping. Mohamed et al. (2006) have extended the investigation of outlier 

detection in bilinear models namely BL (1, 1, 1, 1) earlier done by Zaharim (1996). 

Nonlinear least squares method of estimation is used then maximum of LR test for 

four types of outliers is used to locate outliers. Later, Ismail et al. (2008) have 
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proposed improved versions of the AO detection procedure by utilizing the Mean 

Absolute Deviance (MAD) formula and by trimming the bootstrap samples 

considered in the calculation of variance. Chen et al. (2010) have used Gibbs 

sampling algorithm to detect AO and patches of outliers in bilinear time series 

models. Mohamed et al. (2011) have suggested an improvement in the outlier 

detection procedure for bilinear models originally suggested by Zaharim et al. (2006) 

by calculating the magnitude of IO using median Absolute Deviation (MAD) to 

overcome the problem of overestimation of standard deviation. Chen et al. (2013) 

have proposed a procedure based on Bayesian framework for detection of outliers in 

bilinear time series models. The conditional posterior distribution of the change point 

is used to estimate the position of the change point and to detect the outliers. 

3.3.2.2  Methods for outlier detection in nonlinear time series 

Overview of few studies contributes to knowledge by noting the behavior of 

nonlinear time series in the presence of outliers and their detection. Gourieroux 

(1997) has shown that ARIMA models are inappropriate for financial data. A general 

procedure to handle the financial data showing excess of kurtosis and volatility 

clustering is by using GARCH model or more effectively by t-distributed GARCH 

model as suggested by Ballerslevr (1987). However, standardized residuals of the 

estimated GARCH model still exhibit excess kurtosis due to existence of additive 

outliers as examined by Baillie and Ballerslevr (1989). The additive outliers in 

volatility models can be additive level outliers (ALO) and additive volatility outliers 

(AVO) with the effects on level or the conditional variance (Hotta and Tsay, 1998; 

Sakata and White, 1998). These outliers lead to biased parameter estimates (Fox, 

1972; Van Dijk et al., 1996), undesirable effects on the tests of conditional 

homoscedasticity (Carnero et al., 2007) and biased out-of-sample forecasts (Ledolter, 
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1989; Chen and Liu, 1993; Franses and Ghijsel, 1999). Balke and Fomby (1994) have 

explained that GARCH models are not able to capture the presence of outliers. 

Rousseau (1984) has suggested Least Median of Squares technique for outlier 

detection in ARCH and GARCH models. Rousseau and Leroy (1987) have proposed 

Least Trimmed Squares; a robust technique for multiple outlier detection and model 

fitting technique in ARCH models. Chan and Cheung (1994) have examined the 

outlier detection in TAR models by using a modification of generalized M-estimates 

for outlier detection in threshold models. 

Le et al. (1996) have extended the class of mixture transition distribution 

(MTD) time series models to general non-Gaussian time series to capture non-

Gaussian and non-linear features including outliers. Raftery (1994) has shown earlier 

that these can represent change point-like behavior. 

Van Dijk et al. (1996) have investigated the properties of the Lagrange 

Multiplier (LM) test for ARCH and GARCH models in the presence of AO. Sakata 

and White (1998) have identified the impact of outliers on ARCH in form of over 

estimation of volatility and under estimation of persistence of volatility. Langford and 

Lewis (1998) have studied outlier detection in multi-level models using batch type 

procedure. Franses and Van Dijk (1999) have analyzed the effects of denying AO in 

form of imprecise estimation of GARCH (1, 1) model for distinct values of the 

parameters, various outlier sizes and sample sizes. Dijk et al. (1999) by considering 

AO in an AR (1) with ARCH (1) errors, have shown that the existence of outliers 

produce spurious detection of ARCH and misleading LM test results. They have also 

studied the presence of outliers in LSTAR models. Franses and Ghijsel (1999) and 

Franses and Van Dijk (2000) have proposed modification in the Chen and Liu (1993) 
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method to correct for AO in stock market returns, when GARCH models are used for 

forecasting volatility. 

Verhoeven and McAleer (2000) have empirically studied the effects of outliers 

on the AR (1)–GARCH (1,1) process and found that the outliers usually appear in 

clusters and are correlated, giving biased and spurious ARCH, GARCH and AR (1) - 

ARCH estimation. 

Tolvi (2000) has considered the effects of four types of outliers AO, IO, TC 

and RO of size             on the LM test for both ARCH and bilinear models in 

terms of power of the test. Doornik and Ooms (2003) have studied the impact of 

adding a dummy variable for an outlier to the mean equation of a GARCH (p, q) 

model. Bimodality may arise in such situations and by adding the corresponding 

dummy with a lag of one period in the variance equation solves the problem of 

bimodality. Kim and White (2004) have noted that empirical higher-order moments 

are mostly subject to biases due to potential outliers. Charles and Darne (2004) have 

proposed an outlier detection technique for GARCH (1, 1) model by modifying Tsay 

(1986) procedure when AO and IO detection for initial residuals is taken from 

GARCH (1, 1) model. Charles and Darne (2005) have extended the procedure of 

Franses and Ghijsel (1999) by taking into account IO which has been considered as 

most detected outlier by Balke and Fomby (1994). Following the classification of 

Hotta and Tsay (1998) and inspiring by Chen & Liu (1993), Doornik and Ooms 

(2005) have distinguished between outliers that only affect level and those which also 

affect conditional variance. They have introduced a likelihood-based detection 

procedure for detecting two types of outliers as level and volatility in GARCH (1,1) 

model with errors following a normal or a Student‟s t-distribution. 
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Carnero et al. (2007) have analyzed the effects of additive outliers on a 

GARCH (1, 1) model by accounting the position of the outliers and distinguishing 

between consecutive and isolated outliers and have found over estimated parameters. 

Outlier issues have also been explored using GARCH models by Charles and 

Darne (2006), and Muler and Yohai (2008). Schluter and Trede (2008) have worked 

for detecting multiple outliers in financial time Series. Charles (2008) has investigated 

the effects of AO in several French stocks returns in GARCH models using method 

developed by Franses and Ghijsel (1999) and extended for IO by Charles and Darne 

(2005). They have shown that when the data are cleaned of outliers, bias in the 

parameters of volatility dynamics reduces and the several-step-ahead volatility 

forecast gets better. Darne and Charles (2008) have investigated the effects of outliers 

on Nelson-Plosser macroeconomic data in terms of high impact of outliers on 

variance of trend, transitory and cyclical components. Zaharim et al. (2008) have 

determined critical region for testing the presence of AOs in GARCH (1, 1) model 

using simulation experiment for extending the joint estimation technique by Chen and 

Liu (1993). 

Shi and Chen (2008) have suggested a test statistic for multiple outlier 

detection in multi-level data, overcoming the issues of random parameter estimation. 

Hwang and Pereira (2008) have shown that persistence of conditional volatility in 

large samples is exaggerated by the existence of structural breaks in the ARCH and 

GARCH parameters and extreme persistence observed in index volatility does not 

necessarily indicate the same level of persistence over the sample period. 

Mailleta and Merlinb (2009) have extended the earlier work by Franses and 

Ghijsel (1999) and Charles and Darne (2005) on outlier corrections and evaluated the 
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economic impact of abnormal returns on asset allocations considering the GARCH 

family models and their higher-order moments. 

Grane and Veiga (2009) focusing on the issues due to AO in financial data, 

have proposed a modification in method by Bilen and Hazurbazar (2002) for detection 

and correction of outliers based on wavelets i.e. ALO and AVO, by computing the 

threshold limits as 95
th

 percentile of the distribution of maximum of the estimated 

standardized residuals of different volatility models. 

In order to detect level shifts in the context of conditional hetroscedastic 

models, Trivez and Catalan (2009) have proposed a method using LM test to detect 

outliers in GARCH (1, 1) models. Zainol et al. (2010a) and Zainol et al. (2010b) have 

attempted to extend the standard outlier detection procedure in GARCH (1, 1) model 

based upon the assumption that GARCH (1, 1) is equivalent to ARMA (1, 1) for the 

squares of residuals. The suggested test statistics for various types of outliers are 

estimated using least squares, along with simulated critical values and is applied on 

the daily data. Barczy et al. (2010) have considered AR (1) model contaminated with 

innovational outliers at known time points and obtained consistent estimators using 

Conditional Least Squares (CLS). Zainol et al. (2010c) have addressed the existence 

of AO and IO in GARCH (1, 1) process for two choices of parameters and found that 

the outlier effect is dependent upon parameters, sample size, magnitude of outlier and 

cut-off point C. Empirical analysis is done using daily return data of KLCI (Kuala-

Lumpur Composite Index). 

Agostinelli and Bisaglia (2010) have checked for robust estimation of the 

fractional parameter in long memory autoregressive fractionally integrated moving 

average processes (ARFIMA) in the presence of AO and IO. Weighted likelihood 

estimation (WLE) approach is the proposed method and is found efficient on 
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comparison with approximated maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and the robust 

M-estimator. Trivez and Catalan (2010) have analyzed the effects of level shift 

outliers and volatility outliers
21

 on GARCH models using Monte Carlo simulation 

experiments in form of misspecification of models. 

Hotta and Tsay (2012) have devised a procedure of detection and modeling of 

outliers in GARCH models by proposing two test statistics to distinguish between 

additive outlier that affect the level, labeling the first type „ALO‟, and the second 

additive outlier that affect the volatility, labeling it as „AVO‟. Barczy et al. (2012) 

have studied the integer-valued AR (1) model with AO. Conditional least squares 

(CLS) estimators for parameter estimation are found consistent but not for outlier 

sizes. However, joint CLS estimators for various parameters and sizes of the outliers 

are asymptotically normal. 

Chiang and Wang (2012) have investigated the influences of AO on 

logarithmic Autoregressive Conditional Duration (Log-ACD) model by proposing 

robust outlier detection procedure to detect and estimate outlier effects. Chen et al. 

(2013) have proposed test statistics for detection of AO and IO in adaptive functional-

coefficient autoregressive (AFAR) models based on extreme value theory and 

likelihood ratio tests following asymptotic Gumbel distribution. 

3.4 Empirical Literature Review on Outliers Detection in Macro Economics Data 

Blanchard and Watson (1986) have demonstrated the existence of outliers in 

GNP data. Balke and Fomby (1994), and Scheinkman and LeBaron (1992) have 

reported weak evidence against linearity in US real GNP data once outliers are taken 

into account. 

                                                           
21 They call level shift outliers as LO and volatility outliers as VO. 
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Liu (1991) has demonstrated the issues in time-series modeling in the presence 

of outliers to study the dynamic relationships between monthly US crude oil prices, 

gasoline prices and the stock of gasoline with transfer function models. An iterative 

procedure by Chen and Liu (1993) for the joint estimation is employed for the model 

with outlier adjustment and the results are compared with „without outlier‟ models for 

forecasting purpose. 

Bruce and Jurke (1996) have compared two seasonal adjustment methods (X-

12-ARIMA and MING) to handle outliers and structural changes in time series using 

graphical tools. The procedures are compared using 29 macroeconomic time series 

having both outliers and structural changes. X-12-ARIMA leads to smoother seasonal 

factors while MING is more stable in handling outliers and level shifts. 

Imhoff et al. (1997) have employed intervention analysis to assess the effects 

of therapeutic interventions at known points within short time series of pulmonary 

target variables. They only considered level shifts describing relevant, long-term 

therapeutic effects measuring the change in mean level, enabling separation of 

effective from non-effective interventions and allowing reconsidering therapeutic 

strategies. 

Chan and Wang (1998) have considered retail price inflation for 

accommodating outliers within the model by applying Chen and Liu (1993)‟s 

suggested procedure. Skewed, leptokurtic and non-normal behavior is noted. Five 

outliers corresponding to World War I, II, oil crises etc. have been identified and 

removed. The adjusted series indicate neither non-normality nor non-independence. It 

is noted that usual ARCH tests are not robust under presence of outliers even under 

AR (1)-ARCH (1) model due to the spurious correlation generated by outliers. 
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Kocenda (1999) has enquired the existence of structural breaks in exchange 

rates of European transition economies. The relation of time of break with 

government policies and the link of break between nominal and real series are 

explored using Vogelsang (1997) suggested test and construction of Sup F test. The 

less stable economies face the adopted monetary measures as structural break in 

exchange rate behavior while stable economies tend to stabilize the adopted monetary 

steps. 

Yeung and Chiu (2000) have applied the joint estimation procedure of Chen 

and Liu (1993) on daily Hong Kong stock market Index data and noted that post 

outlier detection the estimated error variance has reduced by 42% (approx.), with 

increased significance of MA coefficients, insignificance of AR coefficients and 

better performance for one step ahead forecast. However, the occurrence of IO on 

consecutive time points requires some action. The 14 detected outliers are caused by 

economic events. 

Chan and Liu (2002) have attempted to determine the importance of large 

shocks for the stock markets in New Zealand, Australia and ASEAN-5 of South East 

Asia by applying the Chen and Liu (1993) procedure to weekly time series data. 

Detailed analysis indicated positive skewness of majority of series with a number of 

outliers of various types but no LS. Indonesia and Malaysia yield heavy tailed return 

distribution with Indonesia having most unstable and Australia having most stable 

stock market. All shocks are linked with historical events related to economies and 

their political movements. 

Koop and Potter (2000, 2001) have employed Bayesian methods to examine 

whether some macroeconomic time series containing structural changes and outliers, 

are better characterized by nonlinear models. 
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Liu et al. (2001) have used fast-food restaurant franchise data to illustrate 

automatic time series model identification, automatic outlier detection and adjustment 

procedures as tools of data mining to be applied on highly periodic time series for 

forecasting and other analyses. 

Ng and McAleer (2003) have applied recursive estimation for testing and 

forecasting of the volatility of daily returns in the presence of outliers and model 

misspecification in ARCH (1) and GARCH (1, 1) process. 

Charles (2004) has studied the impact of the events on portfolio optimization 

of daily closing prices of the various French stocks index using the method developed 

by Gomez and Maravall (1996, 2000) to deal risk estimation. Zinai and Jian (2005) 

have applied the Chen and Liu (1993) technique for analyzing 36 Chinese 

macroeconomic time series. Majority of the series show non-normal behavior yielding 

high skewness and kurtosis with majority of outliers found are in cluster form. 

Waheed et al. (2006) have studied eleven macroeconomic time series of Pakistan for 

observing the impact of outliers on stationarity. Conventional unit root tests indicated 

non stationarity of almost all series, while, Zivot and Andrews (1992) test indicated 

structural breaks requiring extensive analysis related to outliers and structural breaks. 

Studies comprising detailed investigation of outliers and structural breaks in 

univariate time series related to macroeconomic and financial data of Pakistan are 

needed. 

Shitan et al. (2006) have discussed the existence of outliers in tourist arrival 

monthly data by fitting a REGARIMA model, then applying Chang et al. (1988) 

method for detection of three types of outliers (AO, IO, LS). The empirical analysis 

identifies 11 outliers which are historically linked as well. 
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Alves and Nascimento (2007) have analyzed Isoprene Production Unit of 

BRASKEM, the largest Brazilian petrochemical plant, industrial process data to 

detect outliers and systematic errors using a neural network based approach. Eiweck 

et al. (2010) have proposed outlier detection on voice traffic time-series obtained 

from telecommunication networks under the approach, “OutLier Detection in NEar 

Real time” (OLDNERT) using IQR and Six Sigma. 

Fried et al. (2002) present a review of various time series approaches used for 

detection of important pattern of changes like LS etc. in the clinical data. The possible 

usage of iterative outlier detection methods as suggested by Chang et al. (1998), Tsay 

(1988) and Chen and Liu (1993) are highlighted for their potential use in online 

monitoring in intensive care. Källman et al. (2011) have used exposure index values 

from patient‟s radiography for automated detection of sustained level shifts. The 

method combined handling of outliers, filtering and estimation of variation in 

combination with two different statistical rank tests for level shift detection. 

Lin et al. (2011) have studied Taiwan‟s international tourist arrivals on 

monthly basis data to identify major recurring and non-recurring factors. Moving 

holidays and trading effects are examined under recurring factors but only Chinese 

New Year is found significant. For the analysis of non-recurring events, automatic 

outlier detection method by Chen and Liu (1993) is applied. Huge number of AO, TC 

and LS are detected occurring around major energy crises, wars of Middle East, 

September 1 terror attack, SARS epidemic and Taiwan‟s presidential election. The 

effects of exchange rates are studied on Taiwan‟s tourist arrivals using yearly time 

series and transfer function modeling via the Chen and Liu (1993) joint estimation 

technique. For Japan and Hong Kong the impact of exchange rate is found to be 

significant. 
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Fuquene et al. (2013) have discussed Robust Bayesian Dynamic Model 

(RBDM) to study the Consumer Price Index and the Economic Activity Index of 

Puerto Rico using RBDM variances to model the outliers and structural breaks in both 

time series and found them related to the economy‟s recession period. 

Krishnarani (2013) has identified outliers (AO and IO) using method 

suggested by Louni (2008) for the auction price of tea in three regions- North India, 

South India and all India. The reasons for these types of identified outliers in the tea 

price are attributed to a decrease in production, decrease in rain, drought conditions, 

pest attacks and weather conditions. 

Fang and Miller (2014) have applied the Franses and Ghijsel (1999) method to 

correct additive outliers in GARCH models by examining the relationship between 

U.S. output growth and its volatility over the period 1875:Q1 to 2008:Q2. 

The existing literature suggests that structural breaks and outliers affect 

identification, estimation, inferences and forecasting. However, there is lack of 

literature identifying the performance of test statistics for various types of outliers in 

commonly used time series models responding to different parameters. It would be 

interesting to investigate the causes, role and impact of various outliers in time series 

data from Pakistan with reference to historical events. 
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Chapter 4 

Evaluation of Outlier Detection in Linear Time Series Models 

4.1 Introduction
22

 

Outliers appearing in various time series may differ in types, having different 

magnitude and impact. This chapter focuses on the performance of various test 

statistics being defined and commonly used in literature for detecting different types 

of structural breaks and outliers. Our objective is to critically analyze the performance 

of test statistics for detecting additive outlier (AO), innovative outlier (IO), level shift 

(LS) and transient change (TC). We study the properties of these test statistics under 

finite sample. We study this claim in a simulated AR(1), AR(2), MA(1) and 

ARMA(1,1) processes in detail by estimating the impact on parameter and calculating 

the type, index, magnitude of outliers. Their level of significance and critical values, 

power of the test statistics are the tools being used to serve the purpose and to have a 

better insight of these test statistics. 

The sampling distribution of estimated parameters of the contaminated series 

is explored in detail in terms of bias, scatter, skewness and shape of distribution. The 

important aspect „how do the commonly used test statistics for outlier detection 

correctly identify?‟ is explored by evaluating the performance of these test statistics 

under null hypothesis. Vulnerability to spurious outlier, the first performance 

judgment tool, is tested by means of empirical level of significance. Seriousness of 

outliers is linked to how sensitively they are detected and it is directly associated to 

                                                           
22

 Article titled as “Analysis of the performance of test statistics for detection of Outliers (Additive, Innovative, Transient and 

Level Shift) in AR (1) processes‖ based on this chapter has been published in Communications in Statistics - Simulation and 

Computation, (2015) DOI: 10.1080/03610918.2014.985383 
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three cut-off points (C: 3, 3.5, 4)
23

 normally used. Empirical critical values are 

calculated in order to evaluate the appropriateness of the cut-off points. 

Analysis under alternative hypothesis comprises of the study of performance 

of the test statistics on the basis of power of a test. The power of a test indicates the 

sensitivity of the statistical test in detecting changes that have occurred by measuring 

the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when in fact it is false and should be 

rejected. The analysis is supported by discovering the vulnerability to masking of 

outliers during detection process. This is done by following the misspecification 

frequencies. The efficiency of test statistics is observed on the basis of correct index 

detection. Finally, the behavior of the decaying parameter   in correctly detecting TC 

is evaluated. 

The current chapter comprises of the analysis of the simulation study designed 

for studying the performance of the test statistics for the detection of outliers and 

structural breaks of various types in usually encountered time series models. We 

present the procedure adopted for performance analysis in section 4.2. Section 4.3 

provides a detailed discussion on performance of various test statistics for outlier 

detection in AR(1) model. In section 4.4, we identify the performance of a number of 

test statistics under AR(2) model. A detailed account of performance analysis under 

MA(1) model is presented in section 4.5. The chapter also contains analysis of test 

statistics for detection of AO, IO, LS and TC under ARMA(1,1) model. 

The simulation analysis conducted for studying the performance of test 

statistics for above mentioned outliers has indicated interesting results. In case of 

AR(1) model, the sampling distribution of estimator   ̂ , where  ̂ estimates the first 

order autoregressive coefficient    , in the presence of one outlier shows that 

                                                           
23

 Chang et al. (1988) used Monte Carlo simulation to determine suitable critical values for the cut-off point C. 
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downward bias is faced in case of AO and IO and upward bias in case of LS and TC. 

The size of bias in all cases is associated with sample size, outliers size and parameter 

values. In case of AO and IO, correct index detection shows increasing trend for 

parameter values while LS and TC show cyclical behavior. For all types of outliers, 

the correct index detection, show positive association with outlier size and sample 

size, while negative association for cut-off points. The performance of sampling 

distribution of   ̂  is better under IO than AO. In terms of correct index detection, 

performance of the test statistic for TC i.e.     is poor and unstable than     and     

but better than    . The empirical level of significance shows positive association 

with sample size and negative association for cut-off points. With the increase in 

model parameter values     shows downward pattern while    ,    show rising and 

    has stable patterns of false detection.     has highest erroneous detections. The 

empirical critical values are higher than theoretically used cut-off points. Moreover, 

the Parameter values, sample sizes and outlier sizes are negatively associated with 

cut-off points. IO in most cases remains undetected with small sized outliers. AO is 

mostly confused with IO. The power of AO and IO show oscillating pattern over 

various parametric values. Similar simulation analysis has been conducted for AR (2), 

MA (1) and ARMA (1, 1) model. The behavior under AR (2) is similar to that noted 

under AR (1). In MA (1) model,     attains higher power for the case of large series, 

large outliers and sensitive detections only. For small sized outliers     give average 

performance while other test statistic show poor performance. The TC is confused 

with IO requiring their test statistics to be revisited. In MA (1) model, it is noted that 

the decaying parameter should be used as high as 0.85 or 0.9 for satisfactory 

performance of test statistics of TC. Lastly in ARMA (1, 1) model, biased sampling 
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distributions of estimators; higher critical values; and poor empirical power for small 

sized outlier are observed. 

4.2. Procedure adopted for performance analysis
24

 

For the sake of investigation of effects of outliers on stationary time series and 

the performance of test statistics defined for detection of outliers we have used the 

basic time series models i-e AR(1), AR(2), MA (1) and ARMA(1,1) process. 

The observed time series    is contaminated time series which is affected by 

the presence of outliers. We may say that          where    is the free of outlier 

series with the form    
         

              
   , for                      

   and     

         
   

. We define   
   

 as an indicator variable such that   
           

                                               is the magnitude of i
th

 

outlier,       determines the dynamics of outliers which is generally unknown. The 

estimation of        and     is based upon iterative calculation of the test statistics    

(explained below).   

The analysis comprises of the following steps: 

1. Compute the maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters based on the 

original series and obtain the residuals. 

2. The four main types of outliers considered in this study are Additive outlier, 

Innovative outlier, Level shift and Transient shift. 

3. For            , compute the test statistics  ̂       ̂       ̂           ̂      

such that   ̂     
 ̂ 

    
                                  where    

  

                                                           
24

 The simulation analysis is conducted by formulating code in R-CRAN. The code can be obtained from authors on request. 
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   25 

4.  Using the residuals from step 1, calculate        | ̂    |             26, 

                                       then there is a possibility of a type 

( ) outlier at t. 

5. If there is no outlier found, then „no outlier‟ is declared and goes to next iteration. 

6. The process is repeated for a total of 1000 iterations over all possible 

combinations of the length of series n: {50, 100, 150}, the cut-off point     : {3, 3.5, 

4} where C is the critical value used27, the outlier size           and the AR (1) 

parameter                            , the values of parameter in AR (2) model are 

taken as (                             and the MA parameters  = {0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 

0.6, 0.8, 0.9}
28

. For ARMA(1,1) the values of parameters are used in combinations as 

(            , (            , (             and (            . 

7. The analysis of performance is based upon cases under H1 and H0. Under the 

alternative hypothesis (H1) that the outlier/ structural break is present in the series, the 

analysis is conducted for each different type of break. The calculations of empirical 

power of test statistics which is the empirical rejection frequencies i.e. the relative 

frequency of correct detections is done. The estimated upper percentiles in form of 

90
th

, 95
th

 and 99
th

 percentile of the sampling distribution of test statistic     provide 

the insight of the patterns and behavior of the test statistics being applied. The 

simulation experiment generates a sampling distribution of estimator of parameters 

which tells the impact of outliers on the time series. The correct index detection tells 

                                                           
25               

    
    

    
,                   

    
    

   
,               

    
    

    
 

                                            . For details of test statistics and their estimation see Tsay (1988). 
26 C is pre- determined critical value, chosen at 3, 3.5 or 4 in literature. See Tsay (1988), Chen and Liu (1993) for details.  
27 For all series under study, the cut-off point (C) is adopted as proposed in Tsay (1988) and Chen et al. (1993).  
28 The parameters are used only in their respective simulation experiments. 
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us the strength of the test statistics being suggested. Under the null hypothesis that no 

outlier is present in the model the analysis is based on two major sets of information. 

Empirical level of significance (ELS) i.e. relative frequency of false outlier detection 

when actually no outliers were present at various cut-off points and sample sizes. 

Calculation of the empirical critical values enabling us to determine if the three 

critical cut-off points used are empirically valid. 

8. For the simulation study we have formulated code in CRAN-R using multiple 

libraries especially including the TSA library making necessary changes. It has been 

noted that the pre-defined „detectIO‟ and „detectAO‟ functions use the Bonferroni rule 

of family wise error correction rate. The Bonferroni rule is based on the adjustment 

made to the level of significance when several independent or dependent statistical 

hypotheses are performed on single data set. This adjustment made to type-I error 

probability is not valid here since the detection of outliers is based upon the extreme 

valued test statistics given by            | ̂    |                         

and only single hypothesis of no outlier versus outlier is run. Therefore, based upon 

sufficient literature (Tsay, 1988; Chang et al., 1988; Chen, 1993), we have run the 

experiment for outlier detection using suggested cut-off points and later their 

performance is examined. 

4.3 Performance of Test Statistics for Detection of Outliers in AR (1) Processes 

The most commonly used model for time series data is the AR process. Our 

objective is to study the performance of these statistics in correctly identifying 

outliers. We evaluate the performance of AO, IO, LS and TC as vulnerability to 

spurious outliers by means of empirical level of significance. Power of the test 

indicating the sensitivity of the statistical tests in detecting changes and the 
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vulnerability to masking of outliers in terms of misspecification frequencies are 

determined. We have observed that the sampling distribution of test statistic        

            in case of AR (1) and AR (2) model is connected with the values of n 

and  . The sampling distribution of     is less concentrated than the sampling 

distribution of    ,     and    . In AR(1) process, empirical critical values for 1%, 

5% and 10% upper percentiles are found to be higher than those generally used. We 

have also found the evidence that the test statistics for transient change (TC) needs to 

be revisited as the test statistics     is found to be eclipsed by         and     at 

different   values. TC keeps on confusing with IO and AO, and at extreme   values it 

just gets equal to AO and LS. 

4.3.1 Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of one outlier 

The outlier free series is defined as                 where 

                     and the contaminated series is            . We examine the 

impact of presence of outliers on estimation of parameters by observing sampling 

distribution of estimated parameter  ̂  The choice of AR(1) process is based upon the 

fact that in practice most of the observed time series are identified to have an AR(1) 

process. 

a. Case of AO 

An AO of size ω=5σ when inserted in the simulation experiment generates a 

sampling distribution of  ̂ which has mean E ( ̂) with a downward bias at all φ 

values, for all n. The size of bias is quite small when ω=3σ size of outlier is inserted. 

As the sample size increases from n=50 to n =100 and n= 150 the bias reduces. From 

table 4.3.1(a) to table 4.3.1(c), we can see that the size of bias has no relation with the 

cut-off point (whether c= 3 or c= 3.5 or c=4). For large value of φ and for large n 

values, S.E ( ̂  reduces while RMSE shows an opposite behavior. The RMSE 
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increases with the increase in values of φ. This spread is being less concentrated with 

the increase in sample size irrespective of the cut-off point and size of outlier. Similar 

patterns are noted in case of small outlier size i-e      with smaller size of bias in 

parameter estimate, smaller S.E ( ̂  and larger RMSE are observed. Finally, the 

frequency of correct index detection is very high in case of      (large sized) 

outlier which reduces nominally with the increase in cut-off point. In case of      

(small sized) outlier, the correct index detection is quite low for smaller values of φ at 

all sample sizes and it rises substantially as φ values increases, however, at cut-off 

point c=3 with      sized outlier the correct index detection frequency reduces so 

much that the performance of test statistics becomes seemingly unsatisfactory. 

Table 4.3.1(a-1):Sampling Distribution of  ̂̂ (Phi-hat) in the presence of AO, 

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

0.1 924 0.066 0.131 0.147 960 0.080 0.102 0.129 961 0.080 0.081 0.114 

0.2 939 0.123 0.133 0.182 961 0.162 0.099 0.189 970 0.172 0.081 0.190 

0.4 952 0.263 0.135 0.296 975 0.319 0.093 0.333 975 0.348 0.078 0.357 

0.6 971 0.435 0.132 0.454 985 0.507 0.094 0.515 989 0.535 0.073 0.540 

0.8 994 0.636 0.124 0.648 998 0.716 0.077 0.720 998 0.742 0.061 0.744 

0.9 993 0.776 0.110 0.784 999 0.835 0.067 0.838 998 0.861 0.046 0.862 

CID= correct Index detection 

 

Table 4.3.1 (a-2): Sampling Distribution of  ̂̂ (Phi-hat) in the presence of AO 

w=5sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

φ=0.1 853 0.070 0.135 0.152 914 0.075 0.101 0.126 900 0.080 0.080 0.113 

φ=0.2 843 0.132 0.130 0.185 899 0.159 0.098 0.187 916 0.166 0.081 0.184 

φ=0.4 868 0.268 0.132 0.298 941 0.323 0.095 0.336 940 0.349 0.075 0.357 

φ=0.6 922 0.430 0.129 0.448 969 0.502 0.094 0.511 968 0.534 0.073 0.539 

φ=0.8 964 0.641 0.123 0.652 989 0.716 0.078 0.720 993 0.739 0.057 0.742 

φ=0.9 982 0.779 0.108 0.787 999 0.839 0.063 0.842 998 0.861 0.045 0.862 

CID= correct Index detection 

 

Table 4.3.1 (a-3): Sampling Distribution of  ̂̂ (Phi-hat) in the presence of AO 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

φ=0.1 699 0.061 0.133 0.146 743 0.079 0.099 0.127 802 0.085 0.080 0.117 

φ=0.2 711 0.131 0.130 0.185 772 0.159 0.095 0.185 830 0.168 0.081 0.187 

φ=0.4 695 0.270 0.135 0.299 826 0.325 0.094 0.338 892 0.344 0.077 0.352 

φ=0.6 780 0.432 0.138 0.454 902 0.504 0.092 0.512 931 0.539 0.071 0.544 

φ=0.8 877 0.636 0.123 0.648 967 0.716 0.077 0.720 978 0.745 0.058 0.747 

φ=0.9 929 0.773 0.112 0.781 984 0.840 0.064 0.843 991 0.859 0.049 0.860 

CID= correct Index detection 
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b. Case of IO 

Table 4.3.1(b-1) to Table 4.3.1 (b-2) shows that the number of times correctly 

index (time of occurrence of outlier) detected is highly associated with the size of 

outlier. For small sized outlier       , correct index detection for    is less than 

50% and this further drops down as the cut-off point is raised to c=3.5 and c=4. 

However, for IO of size      at c=3,     performs well. With increase in C this 

performance reduces but remains reasonable especially for large n. The sampling 

distribution of  ̂ from the series affected by IO is much more centered at true   as 

compared to the sampling distribution of  ̂ from the series affected by AO. There is 

negative bias noted in the sampling distribution of  ̂ from the IO contaminated series 

but this bias is smaller than that of previous case. Moreover,    ̂  is more close to   

for large n.      ̂  reduces marginally with the increase in the values of  . However, 

from the results of RMSE, an increase in scatterness is evident as   increases. No 

significant effect of increase in n, size of outlier (   and the cut-off point (more to 

less sensitivity movement) in outlier detection is noted on sampling distribution of  ̂. 

Table 4.3.1 (b-1): Sampling Distribution of  ̂̂ (Phi-hat) in the presence of IO 

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

φ=0.1 961 0.091 0.131 0.159 963 0.097 0.097 0.137 961 0.096 0.084 0.127 

φ=0.2 975 0.187 0.132 0.229 976 0.198 0.098 0.220 967 0.200 0.079 0.215 

φ=0.4 961 0.381 0.120 0.399 964 0.394 0.088 0.403 966 0.394 0.075 0.401 

φ=0.6 966 0.577 0.106 0.586 961 0.586 0.082 0.592 969 0.588 0.065 0.592 

φ=0.8 963 0.770 0.085 0.774 972 0.786 0.059 0.788 960 0.787 0.051 0.789 

φ=0.9 964 0.864 0.072 0.867 965 0.884 0.048 0.885 972 0.887 0.038 0.888 

CID= correct Index detection 

 

Table 4.3.1 (b-2): Sampling Distribution of  ̂ (Phi-hat) in the presence of IO 

w=5sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

φ=0.1 889 0.096 0.129 0.160 921 0.096 0.095 0.135 925 0.097 0.081 0.126 

φ=0.2 889 0.199 0.129 0.237 923 0.193 0.095 0.215 914 0.197 0.080 0.212 

φ=0.4 882 0.381 0.124 0.401 917 0.388 0.093 0.399 910 0.391 0.075 0.398 

φ=0.6 889 0.573 0.110 0.583 923 0.584 0.080 0.589 928 0.590 0.063 0.593 

φ=0.8 861 0.769 0.086 0.774 925 0.783 0.063 0.785 939 0.787 0.048 0.789 

φ=0.9 889 0.867 0.066 0.870 417 0.882 0.051 0.884 938 0.889 0.036 0.890 

CID= correct Index detection 
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Table 4. 3.1(b-3): Sampling Distribution of  ̂ (Phi-hat) in the presence of IO 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

φ=0.1 700 0.093 0.137 0.165 787 0.096 0.096 0.136 816 0.102 0.079 0.129 

φ=0.2 711 0.197 0.129 0.235 792 0.197 0.097 0.219 793 0.199 0.080 0.214 

φ=0.4 714 0.384 0.123 0.403 824 0.388 0.089 0.398 829 0.393 0.076 0.400 

φ=0.6 726 0.576 0.113 0.587 817 0.586 0.078 0.591 799 0.588 0.068 0.592 

φ=0.8 716 0.767 0.089 0.772 774 0.785 0.059 0.787 820 0.790 0.050 0.792 

φ=0.9 739 0.863 0.073 0.866 814 0.883 0.047 0.884 820 0.889 0.038 0.890 

CID= correct Index detection 

c. Case of LS 

From the sampling distribution of  ̂, estimated AR (1) parameter from 

contaminated series, it is observed from Table 4.3.1 (c-1) to Table 4.3.1 (c-3) that the 

LS when inserted in the AR (1) process generates an upward bias of almost constant 

nature. This bias is not very clearly associated with the sample size. The amount of 

bias increases nominally with the increase in AR (1) parameter  . No impact of cut-

off point is witnessed. It is only the size of outlier   which has a positive association 

with bias. That is for large sized outlier the bias is large and vice versa. The standard 

error of  ̂ remains a small quantity throughout and reduces further for large outlier 

size        . It reduces with increase in sample size, however, shows no relation 

with values of   and cut-off points. On the contrary, RMSE is higher for      and 

shows positive association with values of   and n, and is unaffected from change in 

cut-off points. 

On correct index detection criteria, performance of     is poorer than those of 

    and    . Here the performance is quite varied over the values of  . Unlike     

and     here the behavior of     is unstable. The number of correct detections initially 

rises as   values increases then the performance deteriorates and it falls for higher 

values of  . Very few correct index detections are observed at small sample size but 

as the sample size increases i-e for n=100 and n=150 there are large number of , 
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correct index detections (Table 4.3.1 (c-1) to Table 4.3.1 (c-3).Although there is not 

much difference between the performance at n=100 and n=150, but there is a sharp 

impact of the outlier size ( ) and cut-off point (c). For small sized level shift (  

  ) there are few numbers of correct index detections whereas for large sized level 

shift (     ) there are several iterations with correctly detected index. This effect 

of size of outlier is stronger at large series and with higher cut-off points. Considering 

the behavior of the cut-off point on correct index detection, it is evident that the 

performance of     gets worse at higher values of cut-off point. At c=3, there are on 

average more than 60% of correct index detections for      and on average more 

than 80% of correct index detection for     . But as the cut-off point is raised to 

c=3.5 and c=4, the performance falls sharply. At c=4 with      only less than 30% 

iterations are able to identify correct index. Even for      the situation is not too 

good. On average less than 70% correct index detections are witnessed. This 

performance, however, gets marginally better for large series. It must be noted here 

that the AR(1) estimation technique adopted in all of these iterations are by using 

maximum likelihood approach which avoids the cases of nonstationarity even 

forcefully if needed. However, the case of large sized level shift when entered in 

small and medium sized time series have faced the failure of iteration process at large 

values of   specially      . This may be the situation due to the roots of equation/ 

series with break falling outside the unit circle. 

Table 4.3.1 (c-1): Sampling Distribution of  ̂ (Phi-hat) in the presence of LS 

w=5sigma,  c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

φ=0.1 804 0.911 0.025 0.911 872 0.9229 0.016 0.923 872 0.925 0.013 0.926 

φ=0.2 858 0.917 0.023 0.917 882 0.928 0.014 0.928 885 0.932 0.012 0.932 

φ=0.4 878 0.9264 0.021 0.927 922 0.937 0.013 0.937 930 0.941 0.0097 0.941 

φ=0.6 930 0.935 0.019 0.935 945 0.945 0.012 0.945 954 0.948 0.0098 0.949 

φ=0.8 826 0.942 0.023 0.942 960 0.953 0.014 0.953 970 0.956 0.010 0.9557 

φ=0.9 * * * * 658 0.957 0.022 0.958 974 0.962 0.014 0.962 

CID: correct Index detection, *: Failed to converge 
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Table 4.3.1(c-2): Sampling Distribution of  ̂̂ (Phi-hat) in the presence of LS 

w=5sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

φ=0.1 655 0.914 0.025 0.912 756 0.922 0.016 0.9219 836 0.9252 0.0126 0.9253 

φ=0.2 695 0.917 0.023 0.917 773 0.928 0.015 0.9284 858 0.9322 0.0109 0.9323 

φ=0.4 688 0.927 0.020 0.927 852 0.938 0.012 0.9377 889 0.9411 0.0098 0.9412 

φ=0.6 * * * * 888 0.946 0.011 0.9460 922 0.9495 0.0092 0.9495 

φ=0.8 * * * * 927 0.952 0.015 0.9524 947 0.9571 0.0104 0.9572 

φ=0.9 * * * * 505 0.958 0.019 0.9577 194 0.9631 0.0139 0.9632 

CID= correct Index detection, *: Failed to converge 

 

Table 4.3.1(c-3): Sampling Distribution of  ̂̂ (Phi-hat)  in the presence of LS 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

φ=0.1 441 0.9109 0.0253 0.9113 565 0.922 0.016 0.922 677 0.926 0.0128 0.926 

φ=0.2 504 0.9178 0.0228 0.9181 638 0.928 0.014 0.928 705 0.932 0.0115 0.932 

φ=0.4 569 0.9274 0.0213 0.9276 699 0.938 0.013 0.938 721 0.941 0.0099 0.9411 

φ=0.6 652 0.9342 0.0197 0.9345 733 0.945 0.012 0.945 811 0.948 0.0093 0.948 

φ=0.8 479 0.9434 0.0217 0.9437 642 0.953 0.014 0.953 844 0.957 0.0101 0.957.9570 

φ=0.9 * * * * * * * * 842 0.961 0.0141 0.9615 

CID= correct Index detection, *: Failed to converge 

d. Case of TC 

Table 4.3.1 (d-1) to Table 4.3.1 (d-3) shows biased estimates of AR (1) 

parameter both at outlier size      and     . There is an upward bias until 

      and bias gets downward for  >.4. The size of bias reduces for longer series. 

This behavior is stronger for large outlier size cases; however, there is no effect of the 

cut-off point c. The SE( ̂) reduces with increase in   and sample size. The SE( ̂) is 

smaller at      sized TC. While, it is almost same at cut-off points c=3, 3.5 and 4. 

The RMSE indicates that the sampling distribution of  ̂ has more scatter for series 

generated using higher values of  . This scatter reduces for longer series. It is almost 

same over C but shows less scatter for      sized TC. It is noted that as   

increases the number of correct index detection falls until       and increases 

afterwards. For n=50 the correct index detection frequency is low as compared to 

large „n‟. For n=100 to n=150 when value of   varies, no particular pattern is 
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observable about of correct index detection frequency. In general, as „n‟, the sample 

size, increases high correct index detection is achieved. This performance reduces 

with increase in cut-off point and at c=4 quite weak performance of     is noted. 

specially with      sized outlier the performance of     in terms of correct index 

detection is quite weak and it gets worse at higher cut-off points where in less than 30 

percent of iterations the index of outlier is correctly detected at all sample sizes.  The 

situation is better for      sized TC. The performance of     in terms of correct 

index detection is lower than that of     and     but is better than      

Table 4.3.1(d-1): Sampling Distribution of  ̂̂ (Phi-hat)  in the presence of in the presence of TC 

w=5sigma,  c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

φ=0.1 956 0.309 0.127 0.334 986 0.243 0.093 0.26 981 0.200 0.078 0.215 

φ=0.2 947 0.356 0.124 0.377 966 0.297 0.093 0.311 977 0.271 0.078 0.282 

φ=0.4 948 0.463 0.112 0.476 969 0.438 0.088 0.447 960 0.428 0.073 0.434 

φ=0.6 934 0.574 0.111 0.585 962 0.588 0.079 0.594 963 0.593 0.065 0.597 

φ=0.8 942 0.719 0.097 0.726 979 0.756 0.069 0.759 974 0.773 0.056 0.775 

φ=0.9 971 0.827 0.085 0.832 983 0.8599 0.054 0.862 979 0.873 0.041 0.874 

CID= correct Index detection 

 

Table 4.3.1 (d-2): Sampling Distribution of  ̂̂ (Phi-hat)  in the presence of in the presence of TC 

w=5sigma,  c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

φ=0.1 869 0.307 0.125 0.332 952 0.235 0.093 0.253 971 0.198 0.076 0.211 

φ=0.2 873 0.363 0.122 0.383 950 0.303 0.093 0.31 962 0.272 0.079 0.283 

φ=0.4 851 0.463 0.116 0.477 923 0.438 0.085 0.45 930 0.432 0.070 0.437 

φ=0.6 859 0.572 0.109 0.582 904 0.589 0.077 0.594 910 0.593 0.064 0.596 

φ=0.8 870 0.723 0.097 0.73 920 0.755 0.066 0.758 941 0.772 0.053 0.774 

φ=0.9 896 0.819 0.089 0.824 938 0.861 0.0543 0.862 953 0.871 0.044 0.872 

CID= correct Index detection 

 

Table 4.3.1 (d-3): Sampling Distribution of  ̂̂ (Phi-hat)  in the presence of in the presence of TC 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR(1) CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂) SE RMSE 

φ=0.1 724 0.316 0.123 0.339 884 0.230 0.097 0.25 934 0.201 0.079 0.216 

φ=0.2 735 0.360 0.119 0.379 860 0.304 0.095 0.319 886 0.277 0.075 0.287 

φ=0.4 703 0.465 0.116 0.479 801 0.439 0.089 0.448 839 0.430 0.073 0.436 

φ=0.6 684 0.576 0.103 0.585 752 0.584 0.077 0.589 806 0.590 0.064 0.594 

φ=0.8 730 0.721 0.102 0.729 813 0.759 0.066 0.762 837 0.773 0.053 0.775 

φ=0.9 764 0.826 0.087 0.830 840 0.860 0.053 0.862 887 0.872 0.043 0.873 

CID= correct Index detection 
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4.3.2 Empirical level of significance; case of no outliers 

Calculating the empirical level of significance (ELS) i.e. relative frequency of 

false outlier detection when actually no outliers were present at various cut-off points 

and sample sizes, it is observed that as the sample size increases the false detection 

ratio also increases. When the cut-off point is set at c=3 i.e. sensitive detections; at 

n=50 the ratio of false detection is approximately 10% at   =0.1 which rises up to 

only 15.4% when   reaches to 0.9. So, although the impact carried to next lag gets 

stronger but the proportion of false detection is not affected by large extent. In the 

current simulations, as n increases to 100 and to 150 (later on) it is observed that the 

ratio of false detection increases over all   values (Table 4.3.2) i.e. at n=100,  =0.8, 

there are 23.5% false detections while at same  , when n=150, there are 37% false 

detections. As the cut-off point is raised to moderate detections (c=3.5) and to c=4, 

the empirical values of significance reduces remarkably. Table 4.3.2 shows that at 

c=3.5, n=50 and  =0.1 the empirical level of significance is 0.028 which fluctuates 

around approximately 0.02 over all values of  . For the same cut-off when n=100, the 

false detection or empirical level of significance is 0.034 at  =0.1 which is observed 

as 0.04 at  = 0.9. Similarly, at n=150, it raises from 0.056 at  =0.1 to 0.086 at 

 =0.9. Finally at less sensitive critical cut-off point c=4, the empirical level of 

significance varies over very low values e.g. it is zero at  =0.1, n=50 and adds up to 

only 0.009 at  =0.9, n=150. 

For sensitive detections c=3, we can see that as n increases although the 

absolute number of detections in each type increases but when we follow over the 

range of AR(1) parameter   we can see that the test statistic of Transient Change 

(TC) has a diminishing pattern of false detections i.e. at n=50 it has a relative 

frequency of false detection equals to 0.041 at  =0.1 and it moves downward to 0.022 
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at  =0.9. Similarly at n=100, it is 0.084 at  =0.1 drops to 0.056 at  =0.9 and for 

n=150 it is 0.107 at  =0.1 which approaches to 0.075 at  =0.9. The test statistic for 

TC is more sensitive than any other as its erroneous detection is more at all values of 

  and n at the cut-off point C=3. The other three types of structural breaks being 

studied here namely Additive outlier (AO), Innovative outlier (IO) and Level shift 

(LS) show almost similar pattern. For smaller values of   they attain higher false 

detections but as   parameter increases up to  =0.4 and  =0.6, false detections of 

AO and IO are lowest but increase as   rises up to 0.8 or 0.9. In general LS shows a 

stable pattern over all n at c=3. When the cut-off point is set at c=3.5 and c=4 for less 

sensitive detections, we can see a major drop in absolute number of false detections 

indicating the good performance of all four test statistics. However, the behavior is 

almost similar to that noted at sensitive detection case. 

Table 4.3.2: Empirical level of significance under AR(1) model 

under H0, Relative frequency of detection of (AO+IO+LS+TC)/1000 all outliers everywhere 

C=3 C=3.5 C=4  

  n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR(1) T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 

φ=0.1 0.1 0.219 0.317 0.028 0.034 0.056 0 0.007 0.009 

φ=0.2 0.13 0.235 0.312 0.023 0.056 0.077 0.003 0.005 0.011 

φ=0.4 0.13 0.227 0.342 0.029 0.051 0.064 0.004 0.008 0.012 

φ=0.6 0.112 0.209 0.117 0.02 0.054 0.068 0.002 0.008 0.011 

φ=0.8 0.128 0.235 0.37 0.027 0.049 0.072 0.003 0.004 0.008 

φ=0.9 0.154 0.303 0.383 0.019 0.04 0.086 0.001 0.006 0.009 

Comparing the results obtained with those of Tsay (1988) and Chen and Liu 

(1993), we can see that in Tsay (1988) the empirical frequencies of detected 

disturbances for an AR(1) process with n=100, c=3.5 listed in table 4.3.2 under no 

exogenous disturbances can be used to calculate empirical level of significance. For 

example, for       it appears to be 0.057 which is very close to the one we have 

obtained in our simulation experiment at this value of   i.e. 0.054. At        it is 

0.081 and in our case it observed to be more concentrated i.e. 0.04. Chen and Liu 

(1993) have calculated the average number of misidentified outliers in 500 
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replications for AR (1) model with      , when actually a particular type of outlier 

exist. This is different from empirical level of significance that we are observing, as 

we have considered the situation when no outliers are present, so the results may not 

be directly comparable. However, looking at table 3, page 291(Chen and Liu, 1993) 

for the case of AR (1) model with      , n=100 at c=3, the empirical level of 

significance appears to be around 0.4 while we have observed it as 0.209. In case of 

c=3.5, Chen and Liu (1993) have observed it around 0.1 which is quite close to our 

results i.e. 0.054. 

4.3.3 Empirical critical values; case of no outliers 

Mostly there is composite hypothesis, meaning that H0 does not completely 

specify the DGP. It specifies only that the DGP belongs to a given set. As a 

consequence, the sampling distribution of the test statistic under H0 is unknown 

except in special cases because it depends on where the true DGP is in the set 

specified by H0. One way of solving this problem is through the concept of the size of 

the test. The size is the supremum of the tests rejection probability over all DGP‟s 

contained in H0. The  -level size-corrected critical value is the critical value that 

makes the size equal to   (Horowitz and Savin, 2000). In principle, the exact size 

corrected critical value can be calculated if it exists, but this is rarely done in 

applications, possibly because doing so typically entails very difficult computations. 

Under the current simulation study we are testing a null hypothesis of no outlier 

against the alternative of existence of any (AO/IO/LS/TC) of outliers/structural 

breaks. Calculating the empirical critical values enables us to determine if the three 

critical cut-off points used are empirically valid. A simulation experiment is 

conducted of AR (1) model with different   values with three different sample sizes 

n=50, 100, 150 to test the test statistics as            | ̂    |              
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           . In this way we obtain a sampling distribution of the    statistic under 

the null hypothesis of no outliers. The percentiles of this distribution are calculated for 

several   values. It is seen that c=3,3.5 and 4 results in sampling distribution having 

different sampling distributions with some interesting features. 

On observing the upper quantiles for false detection of outliers of any type, 

few features have been identified. There is no significant direct linkage observed 

between the values of   and 90%, 95% or 99% percentiles. Over all the variations, 

the empirical critical values as noted in this study are linked with the changes in n. 

For instance, in case of c=3 the 10% upper percentile at n=50 varies from 3.60 to 

3.69, at n=100 it ranges over 3.58 to 3.72 while at n=150 it is from 3.64 to 3.65. It is 

noted that on average, 5% upper percentile lies around 3.9 for small length series i.e. 

n=50. For the moderate length series i.e. n=100 and large length series i.e. n=150, it is 

4.2 and in case of 1% upper percentile at n=50, the critical value ranges around 4.27 

to 4.38, at n=100 it is between the range 4.03 to 4.30 and at n=150 it is 4.32 to 4.59. 

Table 4.3.3(a): Empirical Critical Values 

c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR(1) T=26 T=51 T=76 

  90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 

φ=0.1 3.604 3.792 4.271 3.576 3.693 4.036 3.642 3.887 4.323 

φ=0.2 3.629 3.929 4.364 3.707 3.847 4.141 3.615 3.921 4.273 

φ=0.4 3.758 3.960 4.168 3.636 3.818 4.410 3.679 3.932 4.286 

φ=0.6 3.692 3.853 4.400 3.624 3.770 4.078 3.621 3.758 4.191 

φ=0.8 3.616 3.774 4.198 3.646 3.825 4.407 3.613 3.832 4.056 

φ=0.9 3.689 3.946 4.378 3.719 3.859 4.298 3.635 3.807 4.592 

 
Table 4.3.3(b): Empirical Critical Values 

c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR(1) T=26 T=51 T=76 

  90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 

φ=0.1 4.117 4.536 4.814 4.116 4.324 4.944 4.168 4.365 4.663 

φ=0.2 3.966 4.119 4.171 3.946 4.062 4.567 4.089 4.233 4.954 

φ=0.4 3.954 4.176 4.250 4.155 4.285 4.428 4.190 4.412 4.661 

φ=0.6 4.339 4.471 4.590 4.098 4.161 4.835 4.036 4.217 4.480 

φ=0.8 4.018 4.179 4.219 4.091 4.166 4.442 4.034 4.513 4.987 

φ=0.9 3.954 4.214 4.275 4.196 4.431 4.576 4.202 4.352 4.775 
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Table 4.3.3(c): Empirical Critical Values
29

 

c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR(1) T=26 T=51 T=76 

  90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 

φ=0.1 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.62 4.62 4.62 4.50 4.52 4.52 

φ=0.2 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.36 4.38 4.38 4.52 4.58 4.58 

φ=0.4 4.51 4.51 4.51 4.30 4.33 4.33 4.75 5.15 5.15 

φ=0.6 4.92 4.92 4.92 4.31 4.31 4.31 4.70 4.71 4.71 

φ=0.8 4.27 4.27 4.27 4.32 4.34 4.34 4.56 4.59 4.60 

φ=0.9 4.39 4.39 4.39 4.14 4.14 4.14 4.80 5.00 5.00 

However, these ranges are quite different in case when the cut-off point is set 

at c=3.5 or c=4. When the cut-off point is set to be a bit higher value say at 3.5 the 

empirical critical value on average lies around 4.32  and at c=4 it lies around 4.5 for 

90
th

 percentile, 4.7 for 95
th

 percentile and approximately around 4.8 for 99
th

 percentile 

irrespective of the length of series. We have simulated the experiment for three 

different values of n over a large variation of  ; it is observed that the 1%, 5% and 

10% upper percentiles are a bit higher than those suggested in literature for in the case 

of AR(1) process irrespective of the strength of the parameter   ( ). It has been noted 

that irrespective of the length of series the three critical values are: at 90% is 3.921, at 

95% is 4.32 and at 99% it seems to be 4.66. However, if the length of series is also 

considered then the suggested empirical critical values are listed below. In its light the 

three empirical critical values estimated on average i.e. at 10%         4.9, at 5% 

        4.3 while at 1%         4.7 shall be used. 

Table 4.3.3(d): Average empirical Critical Values 

 

90% 95% 99% 

n=50 4.088 4.270 4.454 

n=100 4.095 4.238 4.554 

n=150 4.077 4.276 4.654 

4.3.4 Power of test statistics                     with one outlier 

a. Case of AO 

Studying the performance of the test statistic via the empirical rejection 

frequencies i.e. the relative frequency of correct detections, provides us with the 

                                                           
29

 The results of 5000 iterations are not much different from it (see table 4.3.3(c-1)) in appendix 
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empirical power of the test statistics. First of all considering the case of AO, it is 

noted that for all three sample sizes and for all three cut-off values the relative 

frequency of correctly detecting AO increases with the increase in AR (1) parameter 

( ). In performance analysis via the relative rejection frequency, it is noted that as the 

impact carried to the next lag gets stronger i.e. as the   value increases, the 

performance of test statistics improves. When moving from stationary toward non-

stationary series, the change           while           is observed. It means that 

due to large φ values the impact of AO carried is stronger. 

For n=50 (small series) the proportion of correct detections over φ=0.1 to 

ϕ=0.9 remains almost same at c=3 and c=3.5 i.e. at ϕ=0.1 it is about 42.8% which 

rises up to 92.5% at ϕ=0.9 for both cut-off points. However, at c=4 it is relatively low 

i.e. 32.1% at ϕ=0.1 which increases up to 88.7% at ϕ=0.9. Similar patterns are not 

observed for smaller outlier size i.e. ω=3σ. When small sized outlier is introduced in 

the current simulation experiment, it has been correctly identified only 18% of time 

for ϕ=0.1 and as ϕ increases up to 0.9 it improves to 63.5%. This has been the case 

when the series of small length has been used for sensitive detections. With the same 

detection scheme, the large length series show only a nominal increase in empirical 

power of the AO test statistic. As the sample size increases from small (n=50) to large 

(n=150) at all three detection schemes (c=3, c=3.5 or c=5) the empirical detection 

frequency improves. This behavior is weak in outliers of size ω=5σ i.e.            

     ,                    (here the change in empirical rejection frequency over 

sample size is large at smaller values of   and reduces for higher values of  ) and 

                 while for ω=3σ these are relatively high i.e.            

     ,                     and                 This relative correct detection 

frequency, in aggregate sense, reduce over the cut-off point C i-e when c is small, it is 
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large because of high sensitivity and reduces at c= 4 because of low sensitivity in 

outlier detection the frequency reduces of about             and in            . 

The behavior is sharper in small outlier size i-e 3 . 

Among the false detections IO is significantly high in number for all n and 

cut-off (c). But as ϕ increases the number of IO falls. However, number of TC which 

remains nominal throughout but shows an increasing trend over ϕ values. As n 

increases the number of misspecification in form of TC increases while the cases of 

declaration as LS are generally very few and there is no evidence of their association 

with ϕ or cut-off point. However, for large series few more LS are noticed. 

The number of cases when no outliers are detected although there is AO 

present in the series, is very high when small sized outlier (ω=3σ) is inserted in the 

series. This number is reduced if the outlier size increases to ω=5σ. Similarly, as 

sample size increases this situation of no outlier detection reduces. Moreover, similar 

pattern in missing of AO detection is evident with the increase in ϕ i.e. as AR (1) 

process tends toward non stationarity the no outlier detection cases reduce. However, 

if AO are detected with low sensitivity (for high c) then more cases of no outlier 

detected are noticed. 

The sampling distribution of test statistic     in case of AR (1) model is 

connected with the values of n and ϕ but are consistent for the values of the cut-off 

point (c=3 and c=3.5). However, the behavior is linked to the size of outlier i.e. 

whether in case of 3  or 5    even the 90% percentile generates values lying over the 

range of 4.5 to 7.5 and reduces the chances of misclassification of AO in AR(1) 

process. For ω=5σ the sampling distribution show much wider scatter with longer 

right tail as compared to those under ω=3σ. The behavior of percentiles clearly 

explains that the test statistic    is affected by the data generating process i.e. here by 
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the values of ϕ parameter of AR (1) process. (See Appendix Table 4.3.4(a-1): Table 

4.3.4(a-6). 

b. Case of IO 

The test statistics of IO has performed very smartly in this simulation study, as 

it captured the IO at the correct index in most of iterations. Considering the effect of ϕ 

on the performance of    , it can be noted that as the ϕ values increases the relative 

frequency of correct detection also increases. At n=50, c=3,      we get      

   . It increases to 60% at n=150, c=3 with     . Similar behavior is observed at 

c=3.5 and c=4. For      this performance is similar except at c=3.5 with n=100 

where             i.e. as the ϕ values increases, the performance for right outlier 

detection falls. The effect of sample size is also positive on the IO detection test 

statistics. As n, the sample size, increases, the correct detection relative frequency 

improves. This rate of increase is low at large sized outlier as              

for    , c=3.5 while is high at small sized outlier i.e.                 for   

  , c=3.5. Similarly,                for     , c=4 and              for 

    , c=4 is noted. The size of outlier has a huge impact on the performance of 

correct IO detection. The relative frequency of correct IO detection increases many 

folds as the outlier size increases from      to     . The simulation results 

        for n=50, c=3, and          for n=100, c=3 and         for 

n=150, c=3 which increases as the cut-off point is raised to c=3.5 and to c=4. 

Table 4.3.4(b-7): Percentage change in Empirical Power of     Due to Size of Outlier 

                                    

                                        

                                        

Finally, the effect of cut-off point is negative on the performance of IO 

detection. As the cut-off point C is set to detect innovative outlier with higher 
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sensitivity more IOs are captured but as the cut-off point increases to c=3.5 and c=4 

i.e. IO are detected with moderate or less sensitivity fewer IOs are captured. For small 

sized outlier (    )               and               for n=50 while for 

n=150 these appear as               and                . For large sized 

outliers it appears to be very low i.e. the effect of change in cut-off point is very 

nominal in case of                    and               for n=50 while 

for n=150 these appear as                and               . 

Considering the erroneous detection when actually IO is present, number of 

wrongly detected AO is large among all other types. This number reduces as ϕ 

increases and increases as the sample size (n) increases. TC (transient change) 

initially increases, reaches up to a maximum at about ϕ=0.4 and ϕ =0.6 then starts 

diminishing as ϕ keeps increasing to 0.9 (near non- stationarity). Number of TC 

falsely detected is low at small sample size but increases as n, the sample size, gets 

large. Amongst all false detections, the detection of LS is very small but it increases 

with increase in n (the sample size) and increase in ϕ. At small values of ϕ, there are 

almost zero LS detections and at higher values of ϕ, when process is close to non-

stationary few LS are detected. As the cut-off point is raised from highly sensitive to 

less sensitive detections, the confusion in detecting IO is reduced, however, case of 

not detecting any outlier increases. When the cut-off point increases from c=3 to c=4 

the number of AO and number of LS decreases and this reduction in misidentification 

is much sharper as either ϕ increases and/or n increases. TC also has similar false 

detection pattern i.e. number of false TC detection reduces as cut-off C increases from 

c=3 to c=4. Moreover, it shows a wavering pattern over the values of ϕ. Except at 

n=100 where from c=3 to c=3.5, the number of TC and number of LS increases only a 

bit but this may be just due to random simulation variation. 
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Interestingly as the cut-off increases from c=3 to c=3.5 and to c=4 the number 

of non-detections of any outliers (cases of no outlier detected) increases. Number of 

no outliers identified when actually IO is present in the series is quite high and it is 

very high for small series (n is small), large cut-off point and small sized outlier. 

More than 50% of simulations with n=50, c=3 and       no outlier is detected. It 

leads to very poor performance of test statistics for IO as c increases to c=4 for 

     at n=50. The number of non-detections reduces as „n‟ increases and the 

number of these no outliers identified cases are far too less when the outlier size is 

increased to     . In the case of large outlier, the number of false detections 

identified as AO and as TC is huge while number of detections as LS small. 

Comparing the performance of    with      it is noted that AO is more confused with 

IO when actually AO is present in the series as compared to the situation when 

actually IO is present in the AR(1) series. Although in general AO performs better 

than IO especially when      (the small sized outlier) is witnessed. However, IO 

is more confused with TC, LS and faces more „no outlier‟ detected cases. It is noticed 

that the sampling distribution of    is much more concentrated than that obtained for 

     The sampling distribution of     is clearly not associated with the data generating 

process i.e. AR (1) parameter ϕ and with sample size n. It is only the outlier size 

which has caused the sampling distribution of    to shift toward right on x-axis but 

only to a marginal extent (See Appendix Table 4.3.4(b-1)- 4.3.4(b-6)). 

c. Case of LS 

In order to study the performance of the test statistics for level shift    an 

experiment consisting of AR (1) process of size n suffering from LS of size   at time 

T is simulated. Based upon the relative frequency distribution of correct detections of 

LS at index T, empirical power of the test statistics is calculated (See Appendix Table 
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4.3.4(c-1) - 4.3.4(c-4)). We have calculated empirical power of     at cut-off points 

c=3, 3.5, 4 with sample size n=50, 100, and 150 for AR (1) process for different 

choices of                            . It is noted that in case of large sized outlier 

(LS) when inserted in AR (1) process with       there occurs a situation when the 

simulation fails with zero iterations. This is the case when the LS might have caused 

the observed series to appear as non-stationary. 

The empirical power of    when judged over the values of ϕ, it is noted that 

initially the number of correct detections is small for lower values of ϕ but as ϕ 

increases the empirical power increases up till                and falls after 

increase in ϕ. This pattern is quite sharp with the increase in sample size. For 

example, the rate of change over ϕ is                      with no iterations 

at     . It is                         and                      . Similarly, 

for small sized outlier (                             which is quite sharp at 

n=100, c=3 and                and at n=150, c=3 and      it is    

     . It is observed that as the cut-off point increases, the rate of decline in 

empirical power over ϕ is same at small n but reduces at large n. however, in case of 

     the rate of decline in empirical power is quite high irrespective of the values 

of φ, when we consider the effects of variation in sample size on empirical power of 

     power of rightly detecting LS increases. Initially                    

           rises up to                             . As the cut-off 

point increases to c=3.5 and c=4 this effect of sample size is much more evident i.e. 

                                                    

   and                           . In case of small sized outlier   

  , the effect of increase in sample size is very strong.                    

           increases to                             . As the cut-off 
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point increases to c=3.5 in small outlier case we get               

                         which further increases to              

                                  . The effect of cut-off point is negative 

on relative frequency of correct detection of LS at index T. When the outliers are 

detected with higher sensitivity LS is detected more accurately but as the sensitivity is 

reduced by raising the cut-off point, the empirical power of     reduces. This decline 

is much larger when the outlier size is small as compared to     . Moreover this 

decline in empirical power due to raised cut-off point is sharper at small n. 

Table 4.3.4(c-7): Percentage Change In Empirical Power Of    Due To Cut-off Point 

                                

n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

0.1 -46.1% -54.1% -22.3% -83% -57% -16.4% 

0.9 -49.4% -34.4% -16% -98.7% -37.1% -62.2% 

Finally, positive relationship is noted when studying the effect of size of 

outlier on empirical rejection frequency. As the size of outlier increases, the empirical 

rejection frequency increases. This behavior is sharper as the cut-off point is raised 

and for higher values of ϕ. 

Table 4.3.4(c-8): Percentage Change In Empirical Power Of    Due To Size Of Outlier 

Cut-off 

points (c) 

                        

n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

3 79% 45.3% 46% 126.6% 263% 111% 

3.5 214% 34% 43% 179% 86.2% 41.3% 

4 459% 119% 32% 454% 272.6% 381.4% 

Talking about the erroneous detection when actually LS is present in series, it 

is noted that these detections are linked with  , n, cut-off point and  . In case of large 

sized outlier (    ) AO (falsely detected) shows an interesting pattern. The 

number of detected AO‟s initially increases as sample size increases from n=50 

(small) to n= 100 (moderate) then decreases as n moves to 150. Similar pattern is 

noted for     . As the values of   increases initially from       to       the 
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number of false detections of AO increases then decreases for higher values of ϕ. As 

the cut-off point increases the number of falsely detected AO‟s decreases. In case of 

small outliers (    ), the number of falsely detected AO‟s is much more than those 

in case of large sized outlier (    ). 

The number of false detected IO at lower value of ϕ (     ) is very few 

which increases as the AR (1) parameter gets large. The effect of sample size on false 

detections is obvious too, i.e. as the sample size increases; the number of false 

detections reduces remarkably even at some places approaches to zero. As the cut-off 

point increases from 3 to 3.5 and to 4, the number of IO remains low not showing a 

clear impact of cut-off point. The high cut-off point may have been deceptive for a 

level shift to be judged as IO but only in few cases. The cases of TC identified in 

place of LS are few in all trials. It is noted that these misidentifications are affected by 

values of ϕ. As ϕ parameter increases in magnitude, number of TC increases. The 

sample size and cut-off points are not showing any significant impact on the number 

of TC falsely detected. Finally, the size of outlier has inverse impact on these false 

detections as IO and TC. For      there are more false detections in form of IO 

and TC which reduces later in case of large sized level shift. 

The cases of no outlier detected at all when actually LS is present in AR (1) 

process is affected by outlier size. In case of      these are much less than those 

observed for     . As the ϕ parameter increases the number of no outliers 

identified decreases in case of      while for small sized outlier, the increase in ϕ 

parameters has led to more cases of no outlier detected at all. Increase in sample size 

has helped in making the situation clear and the number of no outlier found reduces 

irrespective of outlier size. Use of c=3.5 and c=4 has done no good in LS detection. 

Huge number of no outlier found is noted specially at c=4. It is observed that the 
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sampling distribution of     is more concentrated than the sampling distribution of 

    but less concentrated than the sampling distribution of      However, this 

distribution lies a bit more towards left hand side on x-axis. The distribution of     

has more spread for      as compared to     . In case of sensitive detections 

i.e. at c=3 it shows slightly more scatter. The impact of ϕ parameter is seemingly 

positive on the location and spread of the sampling distribution of    . 

d. Case of TC 

The performance of    is checked by performing 1000 iterations for all 

combinations of n=50, 100 and 150 with cut-off points c=3, 3.5, 4 for      and 

     in the AR (1) process with parameter   varying over 

                           . The performance of test statistics is seemingly having 

effects of              As the value of ϕ increases the performance of test statistics 

deteriorates. At all levels of c, for all lengths of series and at both sizes of outliers, it 

is noted that size of impact taken to next lag has negative association with 

performance of test statistics for transient change detection. The rate of correct 

detection of TC over ϕ values remain almost same for various lengths of series 

specially for      sized outlier and also remains invariant for c=3 and c=3.5, 

however, falls a bit for c=4 i.e. for                         and at n=150 it is 

                  . As c increases to 3.5 it is                         

and                          . However, at c=4                        

and                      . In case of     , the empirical power of     as 

compared to that under      case is quite low. Moreover, it deteriorates as ϕ 

increases. With the increase in n, the sample size, this gets better only marginally. 

                        is the rate of decline in empirical power noted during the 

simulation experiment.                          is the increased rate of decline 
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in empirical power over ϕ values in large series. As the cut-off point is raised the 

empirical power of     reduces and the rate of decline in power over ϕ values also 

decreases                          and                          is noted. 

The size of series (n) has effects on empirical power of    . As the sample 

size increases the empirical power of     increases. As the cut-off point is raised, the 

relative correct detection frequency decreases. This impact is weaker for large sized 

outlier while is stronger for small sized outlier Case. For example 

                                and reduces to               

                 . As the cut-off point is raised to c=4               

         and                       . The effect of increased sample 

size on empirical power of     for large outlier size is observed as              

                 almost same at       and                     

       with                           . The impact of change in 

cut-off point is different on outlier sizes. For      as we move from c=3 to c=3.5 

and c=4 the empirical power of     decreases but at a weaker rate. Moreover, this rate 

declines as sample size increases. While, in case of      sized outlier, as the cut-

off point is raised from c=3 to 3.5 and to 4, empirical relative rejection frequency or 

empirical power of     declines very sharply. This decline reduces nominally as 

sample size increases. 

Table 4.3.4(d-7)Percentage Change In Empirical Power Of    Due To Cut-off Point 

             

n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

      -74.6% -68.5% 62.5% -36.6% -12% -4.3% 

      -70.3% -66.3% -5.1% -21.8% -2.9% -2.3% 

The impact of size of outlier is positive and quite strong. As   moves from 

     to     , the empirical rejection frequency increases. This increase is vast 

for small sized series and decreases as sample size increases. The impact of   is small 
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at c=3, large at c=3.5 and again small at c=4. Interestingly, the impact of change in   

with respect of n is increasing at ϕ=0.1 and decreasing at   =0.9. 

Table 4.3.4(d-8): Percentage Change In Empirical Power Of     Due To Size Of Outlier 

 

C 

   

            

n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

3 108.4% 81.4% 78.5% 128.2% 129.3% 130.6% 

3.5 255.3% 173.8% 134.3% 242.4% 281.1% 202.6% 

4 83% 80.5% 78.3% 83.6% 83.4% 8.2% 

Now considering the erroneous detections i.e. when the AR(1) process is 

actually affected by TC but the identification process detected it some outlier or 

structural break of type other than TC. In case of false detection of AO it is noted that 

for lower values of ϕ, as n increases number of AO decreases but later for higher 

values of ϕ as n increases the number of AO increases i.e. oscillating pattern is noted. 

When      size TC is present in series more AO are falsely detected while when 

TC of size      is present in AR (1) process less AO are falsely detected. As ϕ 

parameter increases, the number of false AO detections also increases. As the cut-off 

point is raised to c=3.5 and c=4 the number of falsely detected AO reduces. TC is 

most confused with AO at ϕ=0.8, n=100,       and      for all c. In case of IO 

being wrongly detected in place of actually present TC in an AR (1) process, it is 

noted that initially as ϕ increases, the number of IO also increases up till      , for 

further increase in ϕ the number of falsely detected IO falls. There is no perfect or 

clear association between the sample size and the false detections as IO. Sometimes as 

„n‟ increases IO increases as well for the case of c=3 and      but at other times 

with increase in „n‟ the number of IO decreases. Initially increase then decrease in the 

number of misidentification as IO is also noted with increase in the sample size (n) 

and vice versa. In case of      sized TC actually present in the series, more 

erroneous detections as IO are noted. Moreover, there is wide scatter in these 
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erroneous detections over the values of ϕ and sample sizes in case of       sized 

TC. As usual with the increase in cut-off point whether for      and      fewer 

misidentifications as IO are noted. Now cases of level shift, interestingly no clear 

relation of ϕ and „n‟ are identified for false LS detections. There are few level shifts 

detected instead of actually existing TC in AR (1) process over all iterations. At c=3 

with      sized TC none or few LS are noticed but a small number of LS are 

identified at      sized TC when inserted in large series. At c=3.5 only very few 

LS at higher values of ϕ are noted while no LS are noted at lower values of ϕ at all „n‟  

are identified. At c=4 again very few LS are noted irrespective of n and   (the size of 

TC in series). Finally, we discuss the cases where „no outliers‟ is identified when 

actually TC is present in series. These cases are clearly linked with the size of TC 

inserted in AR (1) process. When       sized TC is actually present, there is less 

number of cases when outlier gets unidentified as compared to the situation of 

     sized TC in data generating process. This „no outlier‟ identification is faced 

more than 70% of iterations when cut-off point is raised to 3.5 and 4 with      

sized TC. As ϕ values increases initially the number on „no outliers‟ cases increases 

but after       as ϕ keeps increasing this number starts decreasing. As „n‟ increases 

the number of „no outliers‟ identified decreases except at c=3 with      sized TC 

in series where it shows random pattern as „n‟ increases. Lastly, as the cut-off point is 

raised to c=3.5 and c=4, the cases of „no outlier‟ identified are observed very large 

number of times specially when the series is affected by small sized TC. 

The sampling distribution of     is less concentrated than the sampling 

distribution of    ,     and     but not at all phi values. There are some individual ϕ 

where the sampling distribution of     is more concentrated than those of    ,     

and    . However, there is no visible effect of ϕ on the scatter and location of 
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sampling distribution of    . It is noted that increased sample size leads to more 

concentration of sampling distribution of    . The size of outlier   has no significant 

impact on scatter of the sampling distribution. (See Appendix Table 4.3.4(d-1)- 

4.3.4(d-6)) 

4.3.5 Behavior of   in Transient Change 

As we move over the values of delta ( ), besides the behavior as identified in 

literature, we have noticed some different characteristics of transient change as well. 

At      no TC has been identified at all combinations of c, n  . Here the majority 

cases are being identified as “no outliers”. In case of      this number is small 

while in case of      huge number of “no outlier” cases are observed. This 

appearance become very large at c=4. Increasing tendency has been noticed in this 

figure as ϕ increases. Unlike as quoted in literature, when searched using the usual 

defined procedure there are no AO detected at     in all combinations of n, c and ϕ 

for both sizes of outliers. Other than “no outlier” cases, at    , IO are being 

identified. These are in large number at small values of ϕ in the series with small 

sample size and     . As sample size increases, cut-off point increases, ϕ increases 

and size of outlier decreases the number of IO identified erroneously decreases 

remarkably. Only few LS are mistakenly identified when actually a TC with     

and      is present in the data. This number falls further for      sized outlier 

present in the series. Moreover, when the detection is conducted with less sensitivity 

this number approaches to zero. The parameter estimates show downward bias 

especially for small series and      sized outlier. The correct index detection is not 

at all good. As the sample size increases, ϕ increases and the cut-off point increases 

the number of correctly detected index decreases dramatically. The situation gets 

worse as the outlier size reduces to     . When searched in depth, it is identified 
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that a large number of „no outliers‟ being detected at     are basically faced due to 

the situation where the statistics of AO is found to be exactly equal to that of TC. This 

situation is faced on average 80% or more times for large series and 74% or more 

times in small series. As the delta values increases, the confusion created due to the 

equality of numerically calculated statistics of TC and AO vanishes off but the 

confusion of mistakenly identifying IO remains there. 

The correct index detection improves by many folds as the delta takes the 

value of       and higher. Interestingly, as soon as delta rises above     AO are 

in substantial number being mistakenly identified instead of TC. The confusion is 

high in large series. In case of       the number of AO keeps increasing as ϕ 

increases till       afterwards the number of AO declines marginally. The behavior 

of occurrence of AO is more consistent for small sized outlier i.e. although the 

absolute number of AO identified in small sized outlier is less than that of large size 

outlier but they keep on increasing for larger ϕ values. The confusion between AO 

and actually present TC remains there till       after which these are small in 

number but still remain in double digit. For lower values of delta the number of IO 

has a declining pattern over ϕ i.e. as ϕ increases the number of IO mistakenly 

identified falls. However, beyond       the IOs show a swinging pattern with the 

increase in ϕ these increases initially then decreases for large ϕ values. The confusion 

between TC and IO is quite strong for      than in case of small sized outlier. 

However, they keep on reducing as delta rises till       where they approximately 

approach to zero. The number of “no outlier” cases and the size of downward bias in 

 ̂ also reduce remarkably as   takes value of 0.1 and higher. At  =0.9 with      

(large sized outliers) and with large series the performance of TC statistics is amazing 

but falls badly as ϕ gets too large. As we get     the number of detected TC 
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(correctly) falls to zero this happens even at      and at this point of delta 

numerical equivalence between LS and TC is evident. For small values of ϕ this 

equality of computed LS and TC is observed large number of times. However, this 

number reduces for large ϕ values and for small series. On average 37% equivalence 

is noted between TC and LS which increases to 77% in large series. For      this 

appears to be higher and for large series there are almost 89% cases when TC and LS 

are numerically equally maximized at    . This point has to be noticed that in usual 

detection procedure we define the technique of         | ̂    |              for 

t; i may be IO, AO, LS, or TC and in this case these entire equality situations are 

declared as no outliers and hence correct detections are missed out. The test statistics 

of TC performs better over the range of                but only for large series 

and large outlier size. It is obvious that the performance of TC test statistics is not at 

all satisfactory over the extreme values of  . Moreover, even for the literature 

suggested range of  , the performance of TC test statistic is not so good. Especially 

for the case of      up to       over all the values of ϕ and n, on average less 

than 40% times TC is correctly detected. This performance rises up to approximately 

67% at     ,       and n=150. Between             TC keeps on 

confusing with IO and AO, and at extreme   values it just gets equal to AO and LS 

respectively. Hence TC undoubtedly requires to be revisited. (See Appendix Table 

4.3.5(a), 4.3.5(b)) 

4.4 Performance of    Under Higher Order AR Process: Case of AR (2) 

In order to observe the performance of                          in higher 

order AR processes, we have considered AR (2) process with two different set of 

parameters i.e.                               . The results led to analysis similar as 
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obtained under AR (1) process. The sampling distribution of   , in the presence of 

AO, IO and TC is negatively biased while in case of LS it is positively biased. The 

size of bias is marginally affected by size of outlier, sample size and cut-off point. 

With few exceptions, the sampling distribution of   is non-Gaussian with negatively 

skewed for cases of AO, IO, TC and positively skewed under the presence of LS. 

Similar behavior is noted in the case of sampling distribution of   . (Detailed results 

in tabular form can be provided). The empirical critical values show patterns like 

those noted under AR (1) process. Critical values are not much affected 

by          . In general, the empirical critical values under AR(2) process are higher 

than those suggested in literature. (See Appendix table 4.4(a)) 

The empirical level of significance for the statistics                      

when calculated for AR (2) process indicate no strong association with the choice of 

parameters          . It increases with the increase in sample size and decreases 

sharply as the cut-off point is set higher. This behavior is in confirmation with the one 

observed for empirical level of significance under AR (1) process. In AR (2) process 

the empirical level of significance is only marginally higher than that noted in AR (1) 

process. (See Appendix Table 4.4(b)) 

In terms of power of   , for all cases i.e. AO, IO, LS and TC approximately 

show behavior like that observed in case of AR(1) process. The sample size has 

positive impact on power. As the sample size n increases from n=50 to n=150, the 

empirical power increases. Empirical power in the presence of AO suffers with 

erroneous detection in form of IO and no outliers.  In case of existence of IO the 

empirical power is not much affected by the movements of n and cut-off point but 

falls as size of outlier reduces. However, in general the performance of IO under AR 

(2) is better than under AR (1). For large sized outlier the confusion with AO and TC 
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is frequent while in small sized outlier majority of cases are skipped as „no outliers‟. 

The empirical power in case of LS is much better under AR (2) process as compared 

to under AR (1) process. The power increases as sample size increases and reduces as 

cut-off point increases. For small sized outlier the empirical power is poor in AR (2). 

The power of     for LS suffers from erroneously detected IO and incidence of „no 

outliers‟. In case of TC the empirical power is found to be much better than AR (1) 

case for model 1 under AR (2) and almost similar to AR (1) for model 2 under AR(2). 

Interestingly its performance is same even for small sized outlier. Erroneous 

detections in form of IO and no outliers is noted which are huge in small sample size. 

In gist, the detailed analysis of AR (1) may be considered as an indicator of the 

performance of test statistics for higher order autoregressive process. (See Appendix 

Table 4.4(c-1)-4.4(c-44)) 

4.5 Performance of the Test Statistics    ,         And     in MA (1) Model 

The current section focuses on the performance of test statistics applied for 

detecting the earlier mentioned four different types of outliers and structural breaks 

for different choices of parameters in MA (1) model, studied through simulations. 

Moving average (MA) model is one of the simplest and parsimonious forms of time 

series model constructed by linear combination of lagged elements of a pure random 

process. MA (1) model is argued to be easier than AR representation, it provides 

parsimonious representation of data, makes easier to spot trend and removes short 

term noise and is mostly used in financial data. MA(1) model is specifically applied 

for studying behavior of asset returns often occur as a result of no-trading effect and 

bid-ask bounce effects (Campbell et al., 1997). Firstly, the impact of these outliers 

and structural breaks on sampling distribution of  ̂ is noted. The sampling distribution 
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of  ̂ (estimator for the parameter of contaminated series) is noted to be biased, skewed 

and away from normality. Secondly, under null of no outliers, the vulnerability to 

spurious outliers is judged by means of empirical level of significance and empirical 

critical values. These empirical critical values are used to evaluate the appropriateness 

of the cut-off points. Thirdly, sensitivity of the statistical tests is analyzed under 

alternative hypothesis on the basis of power of a test. Count for misspecification 

frequencies, discovers the vulnerability to masking of outliers during detection 

process. Finally, the behavior of the decaying parameter ( ) in correctly detecting TC 

is evaluated. From the results of simulation experiments, it is identified that for 

sensitive detections (i.e. c=3), the empirical level of significance is higher than the 

nominal level of significance It has been diagnosed that selection of slightly higher 

cut-off point(c) may help, generally, in reducing the chances of false detections. We 

have also observed that the outliers need to be very large for the method to have any 

decent power. 

The outlier free series    is defined as              with 

               
   and the observed series is           which is contaminated 

with outliers. Consider simulated MA(1) process containing outliers of the possible 

types            . The graphical view from Figure-4.1 indicates the impact of the 

outliers on the model under study. These outliers and their impacts are located, 

identified and estimated through the test statistics which are defined in terms of 

likelihood ratio test criteria. In the following section we evaluate the performance of 

these four statistics under different scenarios. 
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Figure 4.1: Time Series having MA(1) Model With and Without Outliers 

4.5.1 Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of one outlier 

a. Case of AO 

The existence of AO in an observed time series with MA (1) model has caused 

a downward bias in the E ( ̂). The bias increases at higher values of θ indicating that 

when MA (1) parameter has stronger impact to be carried to next lag; the AO has 

greater adverse effect. In the presence of AO, the sampling distribution of  ̂ has a 

RMSE which rises with the increase in θ values. The sampling distribution of  ̂ is no 

more a Gaussian distribution in majority of cases as indicated by the Jarque Bera test. 

It is leptokurtic and positively skewed except a few places with small   and small   

values where the sampling distribution of  ̂ is negatively skewed. Changes in sample 

size and cut-off point have not much impact on sampling distribution of  ̂. The 

efficiency of test statistics is observed on the basis of correct index detection and for 

different θ, n, C values. The correct index detection does not mean the correct 

identification of AO at T only, rather, any outlier being captured at index T is counted 

toward correct index detection. The existence of outlier at T in time is correctly 

detected more than 91% times for     , n = {50, 100) and c = {3, 3.5}. However, 

for      the performance in terms of correctly detecting the index (point in time) is 
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less than 50% in all situations and become further small when we increase for large 

values of θ (See Table 4.5.1(a)- Page 146 and appendix) 

b. Case of IO  

In the presence of IO of size      and       the sampling distribution of 

 ̂ does not show any bias till θ=0.6 but for higher values of θ an upward bias is noted. 

Even    ̂  >1 is observed at           for all combinations of n, c and  . For these 

cases huge scatter is also noted. The degree of scatter-ness in the sampling 

distribution of  ̂ having IO of size      is greater than the degree of scatter-ness in 

the sampling distribution of  ̂ having IO of size     . This behaviour holds for all 

n and C values. The Jarque Bera (JB) test for several combinations of        , yields 

significant results indicating a non-normality of the sampling distribution of  ̂ with an 

exception for θ>0.6 and n>100. The efficiency of test statistics in terms of correct 

index detection is noted to have satisfactory performance for      but very poor 

performance for      (See Table 4.5.1 (b) - Page 146 and appendix) 

c. Case of LS 

E (  ̂) in the presence of level shift has a constant bias irrespective of θ, n and 

C. For level shift of size      in MA (1) process    ̂       and in case      

we get   ̂      . RMSE almost remains around 0.93 in case of      and 

around 0.84 for     . The sampling distribution is negatively skewed in all cases 

with approximately mesokurtic and significant JB test indicating non-normality. The 

correct index detection for n=150, C=3 and C=3.5 in case of      is detected 65% 

on average. But no good performance noted for      case at all (See Table 4.5.1 

(c)- Page 146 and appendix). 
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Table 4.5.1(a-1) Sampling Distribution of  ̂ (theta-hat) in the presence of AO 

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

Θ  CID    ̂  SE RMSE kurt SK   JB-P CID    ̂  SE RMSE kurt SK   JB-P CID    ̂  SE RMSE kurt SK  JB-P 

0.1 926 0.07 0.14 0.16 3.45 -0.06 0.01 955 0.08 0.10 0.13 3.32 -0.05 0.10 963 0.09 0.08 0.12 3.11 0.12 0.22 

0.2 935 0.13 0.15 0.20 14.04 1.22 0.00 951 0.16 0.10 0.19 3.34 0.04 0.08 959 0.18 0.08 0.19 3.25 0.14 0.05 

0.4 949 0.25 0.14 0.29 16.66 1.06 0.00 972 0.31 0.09 0.32 3.23 -0.03 0.32 981 0.34 0.08 0.35 2.89 -0.09 0.37 

0.6 955 0.36 0.15 0.39 62.78 4.34 0.00 989 0.45 0.09 0.46 3.31 -0.12 0.04 989 0.49 0.07 0.49 3.17 -0.13 0.14 

0.8 953 0.44 0.15 0.46 38.80 4.27 0.00 987 0.55 0.09 0.55 58.12 4.85 0.00 986 0.61 0.10 0.61 50.88 5.67 0.00 

0.9 951 0.47 0.14 0.49 44.75 4.61 0.00 987 0.58 0.11 0.59 50.2 5.81 0.00 979 0.66 0.15 0.68 24.56 4.55 0.00 

Table 4.5.1 (b-1): Sampling Distribution of  ̂ (theta-hat) in the presence of IO 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

Θ  CID    ̂  SE RMSE kurt SK  JB-P CID    ̂  SE  RMSE kurt SK   JB-P CID    ̂  SE RMSE kurt SK  JB-P 

0.1 959 0.10 0.15 0.18 3.58 -0.19 0.00 957 0.10 0.10 0.14 3.18 0.10 0.21 970 0.10 0.08 0.13 3.16 0.04 0.51 

0.2 973 0.20 0.15 0.24 11.12 1.07 0.00 977 0.20 0.10 0.23 3.21 -0.06 0.30 974 0.21 0.08 0.22 3.22 -0.11 0.14 

0.4 974 0.42 0.17 0.45 16.82 2.38 0.00 972 0.40 0.10 0.41 3.17 -0.07 0.37 973 0.40 0.08 0.41 3.13 0.03 0.63 

0.6 960 0.68 0.27 0.73 5.83 1.83 0.00 969 0.63 0.18 0.66 15.35 3.26 0.00 970 0.62 0.12 0.63 28.90 4.39 0.00 

0.8 952 1.01 0.23 1.04 1.97 -0.14 0.00 968 1.06 0.23 1.08 1.68 -0.50 0.00 975 1.08 0.22 1.11 1.86 -0.74 0.00 

0.9 968 1.03 0.16 1.04 110.59 5.71 0.00 963 1.06 0.10 1.06 2.96 -0.60 0.00 956 1.08 0.09 1.08 3.51 -0.95 0.00 

Table 4.5.1 (c-1): Sampling Distribution of  ̂ (theta-hat) in the presence of LS 

 

n=50 n=100 n=150 

Θ  CID    ̂  SE RMSE kurt SK JB-P CID    ̂  SE RMSE kurt SK  JB-P CID    ̂  SE RMSE kurt SK     JB-P 

0.1 813 0.91 0.02 0.91 3.52 -0.56 0.00 867 0.92 0.02 0.92 4.26 -0.73 0.00 871 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.39 -0.49 0.00 

0.2 823 0.92 0.02 0.92 3.90 -0.79 0.00 891 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.80 -0.57 0.00 884 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.46 -0.52 0.00 

0.4 864 0.92 0.02 0.92 3.80 -0.67 0.00 900 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.41 -0.51 0.00 925 0.94 0.01 0.94 3.19 -0.40 0.00 

0.6 905 0.92 0.02 0.92 5.18 -1.00 0.00 900 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.66 -0.65 0.00 925 0.94 0.01 0.94 3.51 -0.47 0.00 

0.8 819 0.92 0.02 0.92 3.72 -0.60 0.00 887 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.31 -0.54 0.00 879 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.16 -0.45 0.00 

0.9 809 0.91 0.02 0.92 4.34 -0.79 0.00 874 0.93 0.02 0.93 3.19 -0.56 0.00 864 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.90 -0.52 0.00 

Table 4.5.1 (d-1): Sampling Distribution of  ̂ (theta-hat) in the presence of TC 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

Θ  CID    ̂  SE RMSE kurt SK s     JB-P CID    ̂  SE RMSE kurt SK JB-P CID    ̂  SE RMSE kurt SK     JB-P 

0.1 967 0.30 0.12 0.33 3.12 -0.25 0.00 987 0.24 0.10 0.26 2.85 -0.19 0.03 986 0.20 0.08 0.22 2.98 -0.17 0.08 

0.2 948 0.36 0.12 0.38 3.11 -0.49 0.00 978 0.29 0.09 0.31 2.79 -0.19 0.02 987 0.27 0.08 0.28 3.23 -0.15 0.05 

0.4 942 0.43 0.11 0.44 2.84 -0.27 0.00 975 0.40 0.08 0.41 2.75 -0.22 0.00 966 0.39 0.07 0.39 3.13 -0.29 0.00 

0.6 919 0.49 0.10 0.50 3.02 -0.39 0.00 933 0.47 0.07 0.47 3.15 -0.19 0.03 949 0.46 0.06 0.47 3.21 -0.22 0.01 

0.8 861 0.50 0.10 0.51 2.98 -0.31 0.00 904 0.50 0.07 0.51 2.92 -0.25 0.00 911 0.50 0.06 0.50 2.90 -0.16 0.09 

0.9 834 0.51 0.10 0.52 3.18 -0.34 0.00 861 0.51 0.07 0.51 2.98 -0.15 0.16 870 0.51 0.06 0.51 3.03 -0.10 0.42 

CID= correct Index detection, JB-P= JB test p value, SK=Skewness, Kurt= Kurtosis 
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d. Case of TC 

Lastly, the impact of TC on the sampling distribution of  ̂ is in form of a bias 

of varying nature. At small values of     the size of bias are small and positive while 

for large values of   the bias is negative and large in size. In case of      all    ̂  

are around 0.2 to 0.5.    ̂  remains below 0.4 for small values of   and for        

it revolves around 0.5. The scatter of sampling distribution of  ̂ seems to be an 

increasing function of θ and is not much affected by the sample size (n). The sampling 

distribution of  ̂ is found to be negatively skewed, mesokurtic and non-normal at all 

C, n, θ and ω. Correct index detection is fairly well in case of      at C=3, 3.5 for 

all n and θ. However, in case of      it is below average indicating the weakness 

of the test statistics in use (See Table 4.5.1(d)- Page 146 and appendix). 

4.5.2 Empirical level of significance 

Empirical level of significance is calculated as relative frequency of detection 

of any false outlier in an outlier free series. Considering in detail, it is noted that the 

empirical significance level falls as θ (the MA (1) parameter) values increases from 

θ=0.1 to θ=0.9. This quantity also shows relation with sample size and cut-off points 

(C). As the sample size increases from small to large, the empirical level of 

significance increases (See Figure- 4.2-page 148). Similarly with less sensitive 

detection of outliers, the empirical level of significance falls. We have noted, as 

evident from Table 4.5.2, that the increase in sample size has caused more erroneous 

detections when θ and C are small. The rate of change in level of significance due to a 

change in the sample size (n) keeping c and θ as fixed is very sharp. At lower levels 

of C and θ, with the increase in sample size, the empirical level of significance 

increases by more than 220% or 0.22. For large values of c and θ, increase in sample 

size leads to about 400% (or 0.4 unit) increase in empirical level of significance. This 
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indicates that the performance of test statistics for outlier detection is highly 

negatively associated with sample size. Moving across θ, we have seen that empirical 

level of significance falls for large values of θ. This behaviour is not very strongly 

correlated with n and C. However, a fall of approximately 25% in empirical level of 

significance is noted at small n and sensitive cut-off. While at less sensitive detection 

and for all n, no major variation in level of significance can be attributed due to θ. In 

absolute terms as C is raised to a less sensitive point the empirical level of 

significance falls remarkably and indicates better performance. 

Table 4.5.2: Empirical level of significance 

C=3 C=3.5 C=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA(1) T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 

Θ=0.1 0.104 0.21 0.335 0.015 0.034 0.056 0.001 0.007 0.005 

Θ=0.2 0.128 0.225 0.3 0.021 0.038 0.066 0.003 0.004 0.007 

Θ=0.4 0.084 0.224 0.316 0.017 0.036 0.048 0.006 0.004 0.008 

Θ=0.6 0.105 0.207 0.304 0.015 0.036 0.055 0.003 0.002 0.002 

Θ=0.8 0.076 0.177 0.255 0.013 0.03 0.042 0.004 0.004 0.008 

Θ=0.9 0.08 0.191 0.271 0.007 0.021 0.043 0.002 0.004 0.008 

In comparison with the nominal significance level (α), the empirical level of 

significance is higher and unsatisfactory at all θ and n values when the outliers are 

detected at the cut-off  point (c=3). However, in less sensitive detection of outliers, 

the empirical level of significance reduces sharply and even falls below the nominal 

level of significance i.e. α=0.05. 

 
Figure 4.2: Empirical level of significance 
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4.5.3 Empirical critical values 

From the observed statistics it is noted that the sampling distribution of false 

detection is much more concentrated as compared to the one obtained in AR (1) case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On comparing the theoretical cut-off point with empirical critical values, it is 

noted that the cut-off point can be raised a little to get less false detections. However, 

the empirical critical values are not much influenced by the change in the magnitude 

of the parameter θ but are linked with theoretical cut-off points (See Table 4.5.3 (b) 

on page 149 and Table 4.5.3(c) in appendix). 

Table 4.5.3 (b): Range of Empirical Critical Values w.r.t Cut-off Point and Sample Size 

 c=3 c=3.5 c=4 

n 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 

50 3.45--3.64 3.62--3.79 4.07--4.28 3.91--4.22 4.07--4.44 4.07--4.47 4.2--4.72 4.2--4.72 4.2--4.72 

100 3.44--3.58 3.60--3.74 3.98--4.27 3.74--4.19 3.82--4.35 3.94--4.92 3.44--4.77 4.21-4.75 4.21-4.75 

150 3.52--3.64 3.71--3.85 4.05--4.4 3.86--4.14 4.02--4.34 4.09--5.07 4.33--5.67 4.39--5.67 4.39--5.67 

4.5.4 Power of test statistics                     

Empirical power of the test statistics in the presence of a single outlier is 

studied as the yard stick of performance. The empirical power of the test statistics 

indicates the sensitivity of the statistical test in detecting changes (outliers) that have 

occurred. Empirical power or the empirical rejection frequency is measured in terms 

of relative frequency of rejecting the null of no outliers when in fact it is false. 

a. Case of AO 

In case of AO of size      in the observed series, the empirical rejection 

frequency for AO detections is not very good at all levels of θ, n and C. At c=3 with 

small θ                            which remarkably increases with the increase 

Table 4.5.3 (a): Average Empirical Critical Values 

 

90% 95% 99% 

n=50 3.97 4.0706 4.2172 

n=100 3.9178 4.0889 4.355 

n=150 4.0833 4.245 4.505 

average 3.9904 4.1348 4.3591 

Detailed tables of Empirical Critical values can be obtained on demand. 
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in θ values. Moreover, as the sample size increases the power of test statistic        

shows very small improvement only at n=100 and falls at n=150. However, the 

performance is not good at all for AO of size     . Correct detection is less than 

50% by and large. Moreover, the impact of change in sample size is positive on 

empirical rejection frequency and the fluctuation in empirical power is much higher in 

case of small sized outlier i.e. it ranges over 32% to 90%. 

While measuring the impact of masking of outliers during detection process in 

terms of misspecification frequencies, AO is found to be very strongly confused with 

IO even at large sized outlier and large sample size. This confusion reduces 

remarkably as θ increases. AO is also being confounded with TC however; these 

cases are not too many at all levels of θ, n and C. For small sized outlier     , the 

confusion in AO being wrongly declared as IO, TC and “no outliers” cases have been 

noticed in large number. The cases of “no outliers” are extremely high at C=3.5 and 

C=4 making the performance of      questionable. (See table 4.5.4 (a), page 152) 

b. Case of IO 

The performance of     is relatively better than     in terms of empirical 

power but only for an IO of size     . Here, the empirical power of    varies over 

53% to 97% at C=3, for all values of sample size but as the cut-off point is set to less 

sensitive detections i.e. c=4, the power reduces. In the case of IO of size     , the 

empirical power of     is very poor, a situation not much different from that of    . 

Here the negative impact of the increase in cut-off (C) on empirical power of    is 

very strong. A rise in MA (1) parameter has a positive impact on empirical power 

of   . The impact of increase in sample size is almost negligible on the power of 

    for     , while for IO of size      a fall in the empirical power of     is 

noted, as the sample size increases (See Table 4.5.4 (b), page 152). 
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In large number of iterations AO is found to be confused with actually present 

IO of size     . This number increases as θ reduces and sample size increases. In 

case of small sized outlier this confusion is immense, however, as sample size, cut-off 

point and the MA (1) parameter θ increases in size, the perplexity between AO and 

true IO almost gets removed completely. Despite of the presence of IO of small size 

i.e.     , there is huge number of iterations where no outlier has been detected. In 

case of      sized IO, the number of “No Outlier” is large for small sample size, 

high cut-off points but with no impact of size of θ except for n=150 where with the 

increase in θ the number of “No Outlier” increases. Few numbers of TC have also 

been observed erroneously detected instead of IO. 

c. Case of LS 

Performance of     is very strong in terms of empirical rejection frequency. It 

attains higher empirical power than     and    . With the increase in θ values the 

empirical power of     rises but for        it declines although still remains high. 

The performance is not much affected by the sample size and cut-off points except for 

C=4 where the empirical power of     reduces to approx. 65%. The performance of 

    in small sized outlier is not remarkable moreover, it gets worse at n=50 and C=4. 

(See table 4.5.4 (c), page 152)  

The Level shift detection is mostly confused with “no outliers” i.e. neither     

nor any other test statistics passes the criteria for outlier. For any sized LS, as soon as 

sample size (n) increases, the ambiguity in detecting Level shift as “no outliers” fades 

away especially in sensitive detections (C=3). There are only few instances when LS 

is misidentified as TC, IO and AO. 

d.  Case of TC 
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The empirical power of      is found to be a function of sample size, θ, the 

cut-off point and the size of outlier. Detail analysis led to the conclusion that at   

          ,      performs well for large series and at lower values of θ, however, 

as θ increases the empirical power of      depreciates. As the outliers are detected 

less sensitively the power of      reduces. In case of small sized outlier i.e.    , 

the performance of     is not at all impressive at all combinations of n, c and θ. 

Rather, the empirical power of      drops to very poor for θ >0.6 and C = (3.5, 4). On 

average a rise in θ values, increase in cut-off point values and a fall in size of outlier 

drops the empirical power. (See table 4.5.4 (d), page 153) 

Table 4.5.4 (a): Rate of Change in Empirical Power for a Change in Sample Size and Outlier Size in the 

Presence of AO 

   
     * 

 C=3 C=3.5 C=4 n/C 3 3.5 4 

50 -53.92% -70.86% -86.16% 

θ=0.1 21% 29% 32% 100 -58.55% -68.82% -83.46% 

θ=0.9 9% 16% 53% 150 -55.41% -76.10% -85.68% 

* 
(
       

  
⁄ ) 

 *    
(
       

  
⁄ ) 

 

 

Table 4.5.4 (b): Rate of Change in Empirical Power for a Change in Sample Size and Cut-off Point in the 

Presence of IO 

 

  
  

  
  

C   
             

θ C=3 
C=3.

5 
C=4 

n θ=0.1 θ=0.9 θ=0.1 θ=0.9 

50 -82% -72% -20% -26% 3 -61.2% 

θ=0.1 -10% 18% 25% 100 -73% -74% -23% -22% 3.5 -74% 

θ=0.9 12% 25% 26% 150 -75% -69% -17% -16% 4 -89% 

*  
(
       

  
⁄ ) 

 *     
(
       

  
⁄ ) 

 *    

 
(
       

  
⁄ ) 

 

 

Table 4.5.4 (c): Rate of Change in Empirical Power for a Change in Outlier Size, Sample Size and Cut-

off Point in the Presence of LS 

  
    

    
  

n C=3 C=3.5 C=4 n           Cut-off            

 50 -44% -70% -82%  50 -49% -84% C=3 8% 40% 

100 -36% -32% -60% 100 -35% -61% C=3.5 26% 174% 

150 -30% -29% -22% 150 -26% -17% C=4 48% 459% 

*     
(
       

  
⁄ ) 

 *     
(
       

  
⁄ ) 

 *  
(
       

  
⁄ ) 
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Table 4.5.4 (d): Rate of Change in Empirical Power for a Change in Outlier Size, Sample Size and Cut-

off Point in the Presence of TC 

  
    

    
  

n C=3 C=3.5 C=4 
n           

Cut-off           
 θ=0.1 θ=0.9 θ=0.1 θ=0.9 

 50 -51% -72% -83%  50 -26% -41% -73% -37% C=3 -49% -70% 

100 -45% -64% -78% 100 -2.4% -30% -38% -46% C=3.5 -55% -72% 

150 -44% -59% -74% 150 -5% -27% -28% -48% C=4 -60% -81% 

*     
(
       

  
⁄ )

  *     
(
       

  
⁄ )

  *  
(
       

  
⁄ )

  

4.5.5 Behavior of   in Transient Change
30

 

The performance of     with respect to various choices of δ has also been 

studied for an MA (1) process. It is observed that at the extreme values of δ, the test 

statistics     performs very poor. At      a number of weaknesses of the test 

statistics     are visible. Firstly,     and     yield exactly same values in almost 

30% of iterations. Secondly, instead of detection of TC, IO has been detected. 

Thirdly, there are some cases of “no outliers” identified at all combinations of 

parameters. Unlike the confusion between     and    , the erroneous detections as 

IO and “no outliers”, seems to have negative association with sample size and θ 

values. As soon as the   value is raised to some non-zero number, the confusion in 

form of equality of     and     vanishes off but there is no major decline in the 

number of erroneously detected IO and “no outlier” cases. The percentage of correct 

detections of TC increases gradually with an increase in δ. At      , in small series 

for     , and in large series for           only,     attains an empirical rejection 

frequency of about 80% or more. Beyond these values of θ, the empirical power of 

     falls very sharply even less than 50% is noted. For sensitive detections, the 

performance of     is better at       just for the small values of θ and large n, and 

at       for all values of θ and n. However, at δ=1, the power of     drops to zero 

with large number of cases of        . Here “No outlier” cases are also too many. 

                                                           
30

 Here the term confusion with TC refers to cases where                       numerically. This situation is different 

from cases where the process identifies either AO or LS or IO instead of actually existing TC. 
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Finally we can conclude that the test statistics of     for detecting TC performs 

satisfactory only for the choices of       and      . The confusion between     

and    here must also be taken into account whenever an outlier detection procedure 

is applied in practice. (See table 4.5.5 in appendix) 

4.6 Performance of the Test Statistics    ,         And     in ARMA (1, 1) 

Model 

Now we study the performance of test statistics for detecting four different 

types of outliers and structural breaks for different choices of parameters in ARMA 

(1, 1) model. It may also be treated as a parsimonious description of either an AR or a 

MA process. Firstly, the impact of these outliers and structural breaks on sampling 

distribution of   ̂     ̂ is investigated and we find parameter of contaminated series 

to be biased, skewed and away from normality. Simulation results show that for 

sensitive detections (i.e. c=3), the empirical level of significance is higher than the 

nominal level of significance (α= 0.5). It has been diagnosed that selection of slightly 

higher cut-off point(c) may help, generally, in reducing the chances of false 

detections. We have also observed that for large sized outliers the test statistics attain 

decent power which deteriorates badly in case of small sized outlier. 

The outlier free series   having ARMA (1, 1) process is defined as    

                                      
    and the observed series which is 

contaminated with outliers is          . The simulated ARMA (1, 1) process 

contains outliers of the possible types            . Figure-4.3 indicates the impact 

of the outliers on the model under study. These outliers and their impacts are located, 

identified and estimated through a variety of test statistics defined earlier. We now 

evaluate the performance of these four statistics under different scenarios. 
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Figure 4.3: Time Series having ARMA (1, 1) Model With and Without Outliers 

4.6.1 Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of one outlier 

The existence of AO in an observed time series with ARMA (1, 1) model has 

caused a downward bias in the E ( ̂). The size and direction of bias is not much 

affected by the cut-off points. However, the bias reduces as the size of sample 

increases. In the presence of AO, the sampling distribution of  ̂ has the RMSE and 

standard error which are not affected by sample size „n‟, cut of point „c‟ and size of 

outlier „ ‟. The sampling distribution of  ̂ is no more a Gaussian distribution in 

majority of cases as indicated by the JB test. It is leptokurtic and negatively skewed. 

Change in sample size and cut-off point have not much impact on sampling 

distribution of  ̂. Similar behaviour is noted for      sized AO. The efficiency of 

test statistics, observed on the basis of correct index detection for different θ, n, C 

values, shows good performance for      sized AO. The existence of outlier at T 

in time is correctly detected more than 93% times for     , at all n and c. 

However, for      the performance in terms of correctly detecting the index (point 

in time) is not very impressive. It stay above 72% at c= 3 for n= 100 and 150 but is 
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less than 60% in all other situations except for               which attains a 

higher correct index detection (see Table 4.6.1(a) and Table 4.6.1(b), page 159). 

In the presence of IO of size      and       the sampling distribution of 

 ̂ shows almost no bias for all combinations of n, c and  . The scatter of sampling 

distribution, noted in terms of RMSE and SE is not affected by cut-off point but 

reduce as „n‟ increases. The degree of scatterness in the sampling distribution of  ̂ 

having IO of size      is similar to the degree of scatterness in the sampling 

distribution of  ̂ having IO of size     . The JB test for several combinations 

of        , yields significant results indicating a non-normality of the sampling 

distribution of  ̂ with an exception for               at n= 150, c=3,      

and               at                   . The efficiency of test statistics 

in terms of correct index detection is noted very high for      but poor 

performance for      which improves marginally as sample size increases. 

    ̂  in the presence of level shift has a huge downward bias not much 

affected by n and C. The size of bias varies with choices of parameter. Low standard 

error but high RMSE are noted here. The sampling distribution is positively skewed in 

many cases with approximately leptokurtic and significant Jarque Bera test indicating 

non-normality. Occasional insignificant JB test is also noted. The correct index 

detection show satisfactory performance in case of      on average, but no good 

performance is noted for      case at all. Lastly, the impact of TC on the sampling 

distribution of  ̂ is in form of large downward bias. The size of bias increases with 

increase in sample size but no effect of cut-off point is noted. The scatter of sampling 

distribution of  ̂ i.e. standard error seems to be a decreasing function of n while 

RMSE forms an increasing function of n but these are not much affected by the cut-

off size. The sampling distribution of  ̂ is found to be negatively skewed, leptokurtic 
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and non-normal at all C, n and ω. Correct index detection is well behaved in case of 

     for all n, c and θ. However, in case of      it is below average indicating 

the weakness of the test statistics in use. 

4.6.2 Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of one outlier 

Existence of AO in a time series with ARIMA (1,1) causes a downward bias in 

sampling distribution of  ̂ which clearly reduces as sample size increases but is 

unaffected by the cut-off point and outlier size. The size of bias is almost same as 

noticed in case of large AO even at (small sized AO      . The sampling 

distribution of  ̂ is non-normal with leptokurtic and negative skewness at all 

combination of n, c, and  . The degree of scatterness of the sampling distribution is 

not affected by sample size, cut-off points and size of outliers. (See Table 4.6.2(a) and 

Table 4.6.2(b), page 159) 

The case of existent of IO results in only minor downward bias in the 

sampling distribution of  ̂ in an ARIMA (1, 1) process. This bias remains unaffected 

by the changes in sample size, cut-off point and size of outliers. The SE and RMSE 

reduce with the increase in sample size and increase slightly as cut-off point increases. 

In case of small sized IO, there is no effect of cut-off point on standard error and 

RMSE; however, these quantities reduce as sample size increases. The sampling 

distribution of  ̂ is non-normal with negative skewness and high kurtosis for all 

combinations of n, c, and   except at (            , n= 150, c= 3 with      

where the sampling distribution does not yield significant Jarque Bera results. 

Existence of LS results in upward bias of constant nature in the sampling 

distribution of  ̂ in an ARIMA (1, 1) process. The size of bias is large and is not 

much affected by the changes in sample size and cut-off point. The SE and RMSE are 

almost of same size. The sampling distribution of   ̂ is non-normal with negative 
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skewness and high kurtosis for all combinations of n, c, and    The sampling 

distribution of   ̂is non-normal with negative skewness and high kurtosis for all 

combinations of n, c, and    

The existence of TC causes almost negligible upward bias in the sampling 

distribution of  ̂ in an ARIMA (1, 1) process. This bias is unaffected by the changes 

in cut-off point while it reduces as the sample size increases. The scatter of sampling 

distribution including SE and RMSE declines with the increase in sample size. The 

sampling distribution of   ̂ is non-normal with negative skewness and almost 

mesokurtic for all combinations of n, c and  . 

4.6.3 Empirical level of significance 

Empirical level of significance, calculated as relative frequency of detection of 

any false outlier in an outlier free series, show interesting behaviour under ARIMA 

(1, 1) model. The empirical significance level falls as n increases for two parameter 

combination i-e (             and (             while it decrease with 

increase in n for (             and (            . This quantity also shows 

relation with cut-off points (C). With less sensitive detection of outliers, the empirical 

level of significance rises. We have noted, from Table 4.6.3 (page 160), that the 

increase in sample size causes more variation when C is small. The empirical level of 

significance attains less than 0.05 level at several combinations of c and sample size 

especially at c=3.5. This indicates that the performance of test statistics for outlier 

detection is efficient for large cut-off points. The varying behaviour of empirical level 

of significance for different values of θ and ϕ show the dependency on model 

parameters. 
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Table 4.6.1 (a): Sampling Distribution of  ̂ (theta-hat) in the presence of AO in ARMA(1,1) model 

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

ARMA(1,1) CID    ̂  SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-p CID    ̂  SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-p CID    ̂  SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-p 

Θ=0.4,ϕ=0.4 960 0.127 0.283 0.310 3.608 -0.271 0.000 994 0.210 0.172 0.272 3.827 -0.409 0.000 993 0.264 0.136 0.297 3.533 -0.234 0.000 

Θ=0.7,ϕ=0.7 993 0.154 0.165 0.225 3.699 -0.693 0.000 998 0.313 0.096 0.328 3.250 -0.241 0.002 1000 0.385 0.077 0.393 3.356 -0.178 0.005 

Θ=0.2,ϕ=0.8 993 -0.097 0.189 0.213 4.243 -0.144 0.000 999 0.004 0.128 0.128 3.543 -0.190 0.000 999 0.054 0.098 0.112 2.886 -0.128 0.196 

Θ=0.8,ϕ=0.2 950 0.329 0.225 0.398 4.777 -0.989 0.000 984 0.472 0.119 0.486 4.204 -0.773 0.000 989 0.541 0.088 0.548 4.182 -0.634 0.000 

 

Table 4.6.1 (b): Sampling Distribution of  ̂ (theta-hat) in the presence of AO in ARMA(1,1) model 

w=5sigma,c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

ARMA(1,1) CID    ̂  SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-p CID    ̂  SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-p CID    ̂    RMSE Kurt SK JB-p 

Θ=0.4,ϕ=0.4 928 0.133 0.288 0.317 3.882 -0.159 0.000 984 0.212 0.181 0.278 3.971 -0.442 0.000 989 0.273 0.134 0.304 3.445 -0.254 0.000 

Θ=0.7,ϕ=0.7 972 0.155 0.162 0.224 4.334 -0.676 0.000 998 0.310 0.095 0.325 3.952 -0.482 0.000 996 0.381 0.075 0.388 2.939 -0.241 0.007 

Θ=0.2,ϕ=0.8 564 -0.104 0.195 0.221 5.268 0.150 0.000 997 0.057 0.097 0.113 3.066 -0.144 0.164 999 0.054 0.098 0.112 2.886 -0.128 0.196 

Θ=0.8,ϕ=0.2 895 0.317 0.227 0.390 5.760 -1.220 0.000 985 0.477 0.124 0.493 4.898 -0.840 0.000 994 0.544 0.089 0.552 3.263 -0.565 0.000 

 

Table 4.6.2 (a): Sampling Distribution of  ̂ (phi-hat) in the presence of AO in ARMA(1,1) model 

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

ARMA(1,1)    ̂  SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-p    ̂  SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-p    ̂ s SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-p 

Θ=0.4,ϕ=0.4 0.368 0.273 0.458 3.946 -0.706 0 0.393 0.163 0.425 3.391 -0.403 0.000 0.392 0.132 0.413 3.733 -0.440 0.000 

Θ=0.7,ϕ=0.7 0.673 0.140 0.687 4.612 -0.957 0 0.685 0.087 0.691 5.223 -0.951 0.000 0.689 0.071 0.693 3.645 -0.566 0.000 

Θ=0.2,ϕ=0.8 0.764 0.134 0.776 7.800 -1.622 0 0.781 0.086 0.785 4.574 -1.011 0.000 0.787 0.063 0.790 4.435 -0.807 0.000 

Θ=0.8,ϕ=0.2 0.217 0.252 0.333 3.013 -0.177 0.073 0.205 0.149 0.254 2.809 -0.096 0.216 0.208 0.114 0.237 2.791 -0.106 0.158 
 

Table 4.6.2 (b): Sampling Distribution of  ̂ (phi-hat) in the presence of AO in ARMA(1,1) model 

w=5sigma,c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

ARMA(1,1)    ̂  SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-p    ̂  SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-p    ̂  SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-p 

Θ=0.4,ϕ=0.4 0.363 0.284 0.460 3.702 -0.682 0.000 0.397 0.171 0.432 3.496 -0.382 0.000 0.384 0.129 0.406 2.940 -0.186 0.052 

Θ=0.7,ϕ=0.7 0.672 0.133 0.685 4.491 -0.971 0.000 0.681 0.089 0.687 3.470 -0.552 0.000 0.691 0.070 0.695 3.497 -0.634 0.000 

Θ=0.2,ϕ=0.8 0.764 0.134 0.776 7.800 -1.622 0.000 0.776 0.082 0.781 4.590 -0.966 0.000 0.787 0.063 0.789 3.834 -0.778 0.000 

Θ=0.8,ϕ=0.2 0.221 0.246 0.331 2.963 0.017 0.950 0.204 0.159 0.259 3.059 -0.074 0.591 0.204 0.116 0.235 3.043 -0.062 0.695 
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Table 4.6.3: Empirical level of significance 

 

C=3 C=3.5 C=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

ARMA(1,1) T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 

THETA=0.4, phi=0.4 0.120 0.018 0.003 0.225 0.044 0.005 0.335 0.072 0.010 

THETA=0.7, phi=0.7 0.076 0.213 0.330 0.015 0.041 0.061 0.002 0.006 0.008 

THETA=0.2, phi=0.8 0.126 0.265 0.358 0.024 0.049 0.044 0.003 0.006 0.008 

THETA=0.8, phi=0.2 0.090 0.184 0.282 0.013 0.030 0.057 0.002 0.003 0.008 

4.6.4 Empirical critical values 

While comparing the theoretical cut-off point with empirical critical values, 

we have observed that the cut-off point can be raised a little to get less false 

detections. These empirical critical values are influenced by the change in the 

theoretical cut-off (C), sample size and choices of the parameter θ and ϕ. The three 

empirical critical values, as suggested under simulation experiment, are higher than 3. 

For c=3; the empirical critical value on average lies around 3.8, for c=3.5 it is around 

4.32 while at c=4, it is noted to be, on average, more than 4.5(approx.). (See Table 

4.6.4(a), Table 4.6.4 (b) and Table 4.6.4(c)). 

Table 4.6.4(a): Empirical Critical Values 

Upper quantiles for false detection, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

ARMA(1,1) T=26 T=51 T=76 

  0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 

THETA=0.4,phi=0.4 3.016 3.220 3.674 3.242 3.422 3.830 3.367 3.536 3.930 

THETA=0.7,phi=0.7 0.000 3.084 3.446 3.594 3.760 4.127 3.651 3.802 4.195 

THETA=0.2,phi=0.8 3.661 3.834 4.228 3.654 3.938 4.312 3.653 3.802 3.875 

THETA=0.8,phi=0.2 3.590 3.740 4.060 3.652 3.840 4.150 3.674 3.813 4.183 
 

Table 4.6.4(b): Empirical Critical Values 

Upper quantiles for false detection, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

ARMA(1,1) T=26 T=51 T=76 

  0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 

THETA=0.4,phi=0.4 4.121 4.332 4.610 4.153 4.323 4.584 4.115 4.265 4.655 

THETA=0.7,phi=0.7 4.169 4.321 4.658 4.147 4.272 4.515 4.118 4.305 4.615 

THETA=0.2,phi=0.8 4.506 4.506 4.506 3.937 4.092 4.463 4.145 4.213 4.240 

THETA=0.8,phi=0.2 4.164 4.279 4.341 4.122 4.292 5.162 4.015 4.145 4.520 
 

Table 4.6.4(c): Empirical Critical Values 

Upper quantiles for false detection, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

ARMA(1,1) T=26 T=51 T=76 

  0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 

THETA=0.4,phi=0.4 4.495 4.818 4.858 4.555 4.562 4.563 5.035 5.140 5.148 

THETA=0.7,phi=0.7 5.074 5.382 5.382 4.442 4.468 4.470 4.564 4.844 4.947 

THETA=0.2,phi=0.8 5.052 5.052 5.052 4.453 4.462 4.462 4.574 4.833 4.908 

THETA=0.8,phi=0.2 4.531 4.635 4.635 4.289 4.799 4.917 4.410 4.479 5.005 
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4.6.5 Power of test statistics                     

Empirical power of the test statistics in the presence of a single outlier in 

ARMA (1, 1) model indicates that in case of AO of size      in the observed 

series, the empirical rejection frequency for AO detections shows satisfactory 

performance for large n at c =3 only. At c=3 with small n the power of             

which increases further with the increase in n values. This performance is not very 

good at higher values of C. As the cut-off point increases, the empirical power of 

     drops sharply but shows improvement as n increases. However, the performance 

is not good at all for AO of size     . The fluctuation in empirical power is much 

higher in case of small sized outlier i.e. it is less than 78% by and large. The impact of 

change in sample size is positive on empirical rejection frequency  

While measuring the impact of masking of outliers during detection process in 

terms of misspecification frequencies, AO gets mostly confused with IO, TC and is 

marked as „no outlier‟ even at large sized outlier and large sample size. The confusion 

with IO reduces remarkably as c and n increases. The confusion with TC increases as 

c increases but no impact of n is noted. Cases marked as „no outliers‟ are only few at 

c=3 but increases as c rises. For small sized outlier     , the confusion in AO 

being wrongly declared as IO, TC and “no outliers” cases have been noticed in large 

number. The cases of “no outliers” rise at higher C but declines for large series. Cases 

of wrongly detected IO falls for large cut-off but show no impact of sample size. The 

erroneous detected TC remains fixed at 138 for all n and c under the ARMA (1, 1) 

model with parameters (            . However, at other choices of parameter, 

no clear relation between wrong detections and values of n and c is noted. 

The performance of    is not very good in terms of empirical power. It is only 

satisfactory for an IO of size      at c=3 and is very poor for IO of size      as 
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it falls as low as 7% which is undesirable Here the negative impact of the increase in 

cut-off (C) on empirical power of     is very strong. The impact of increase in sample 

size is very small on the power of     for all outlier sizes. The actually present IO is 

found to be regularly confused with TC or is missed out as „no outliers. This 

confusion increases as c and sample size increase. In case of small sized outlier there 

is greater confusion. Performance of     is not very strong in terms of empirical 

rejection frequency at all sample sizes. It is not much affected by the sample size and 

cut-off points. The LS detection is mostly confused with “no outliers”. There are only 

few instances when LS is misidentified as TC, IO and AO. The empirical power of 

     is found to be a function of sample size. Detail analysis show that      performs 

well for large series. High confusion with IO even at large outlier is observed. TC is 

also confused with AO. In case of small sized outlier i.e.    , the performance 

of     is not at all impressive at all combinations of n and c. 

4.7 Summary and Conclusion 

From the simulation experiments designed to study the performance of 

    ,         and     in AR(1), AR(2), MA(1) and ARMA(1,1) models, the 

important finding are 

 The simulations experiment advocates that the size of outlier needs to be very 

large for all four test statistics to perform well; 

 The empirical Power, empirical level of significance and empirical critical values 

show sensitivity to choices of theoretical cut-off, model parameters and sample 

sizes in all models, however, the extent of adverse effect varies; 

 Less false detections of AO, IO, and LS are noted at large sample sizes and higher 

cut-off points; 
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 The empirical critical values appear to be larger than the theoretically suggested 

cut-off points indicating the use of higher empirical critical values to reduce 

spurious detections; 

 Large cut-offs as suggested under null hypothesis are not much supported under 

power of the test; 

 Misspecifications and confusions among AO, IO and TC are also observed. IO in 

most of the cases remains undetected particularly with small sized outlier; 

 Huge number of cases of “no outliers” indicates the weakness of test statistics at 

large cut-off point and for small sized outliers (i.e. ω=3σ); 

 From the simulation study the sampling distributions of   ̂     ̂ are biased and 

non-normal in all models. The direction and size of bias varies under different 

models corresponding to type of outliers; 

 Power criteria performance of test statistics for TC is very poor while on correct 

index detection test statistics for IO shows not very encouraging results; 

 The behaviour under AR (2) is similar to that noted under AR (1); 

 Finally, observing the behaviour of      in connection to δ, either δ shall be 

estimated using some nonlinear estimation technique or shall be used as high as 

0.8 or 0.9. However, at δ=1, the test statistics      is exactly equal to that of LS; 

 It is suggested that the test statistics of IO and TC may be revisited in order to get 

these outliers detected more effectively and efficiently. 

Further research would entail the performance of these statistics in higher order of AR 

process, MA process and ARMA process for outlier detection, their magnitude, 

patterns and impact on parameter and inferences. 
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Chapter 5 

Analysis of Seasonal Level Shift (SLS) detection in SARIMA Models 

5.1 Introduction 

The well-established study of discordant observations in terms of 

identification of outliers, estimation of their behavior and impact on analysis up till 

very long included AO, IO, TC, LS and variance shift as major types of outliers and 

structural breaks. Kaiser and Maravall (2001) have identified another type of outlier 

which may arise in seasonal time series and is called as seasonal level shift (SLS). 

Considering various specification of the seasonal outlier, they have debated the 

importance of seasonal outlier in high frequency time series data. Focusing on some 

undesirable features of IO, they have suggested that instead of adding an additional 

outlier in form of SLS to the automatic outlier detection procedure (the one suggested 

by Chen and Liu, 1993), the procedure shall be modified by replacing IO with SLS. 

This suggestion requires some further investigation. 

In the current chapter, we have focused on the above stated conclusion of 

Kaiser and Maravall (2001) and have tried to study the behavior of the test statistic as 

suggested in equation (2.7) of the said article where it is named as seasonal level shift 

(SLS). The authors have considered only SARIMA(0,0,1)(0,0,1)12 for establishing 

their argument therefore, it is necessary to examine if the existence of SLS is really 

confused with that of IO in all patterns of time series data. We contribute to this 

debate by providing new evidence based on a thorough analysis of the behavior of test 

statistics for SLS i.e.      by considering various aspects under H0 and H1 like 

empirical level of significance, empirical critical values and empirical rejection 
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frequency. The chapter also notices the impact of SLS on the sampling distribution of 

 ̂  (the estimator of SAR (1) parameter). We have considered quarterly time series 

data and values of                               in a SARIMA (0, 0, 0) (1, 0, 0)4 

model. Along with it, we have considered SARIMA (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 1)4 model with the 

values of                             . We conclude that the innovative outlier (IO) 

shall not be discarded from the list of types of outliers when considering the automatic 

outlier detections. However, careful in-depth analysis is required for identifying the 

true types of outliers present in any time series. 

The chapter also includes empirical study for Pakistan using a number of 

variables measured on quarterly and monthly frequency. We have run the outlier 

detection procedure suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001) on these series with five 

possible types of outliers i.e. AO, IO, LS, TC and SLS. 

5.2 The Test Statistics and Research Operationalization 

Seasonal outliers are the interventions which affect only certain quarters or 

months of a year. These are identified as seasonal additive outliers and seasonal level 

shift. SLS is a special kind of level shift which occurs in SARIMA (p, d, q)(P, D, Q) 

at some point T such that for       , in time and re-occur regularly every year at 

same season say S and its effect carries up to subsequent seasons. 

The observed time series    is contaminated by the presence of outliers such 

that           where     
         

             
  , such that                

  ,    is 

free of outlier series and B is the lag operator with            
  

    
              

      
                  

       

         
                        where    is the white noise error 

term   is free of outlier series            
   

;   
   

 is an indicator variable such 
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that   
                                                             is 

the magnitude of i
th

 outlier and       determines the dynamics of outliers. In the 

current simulation analysis we have consider a seasonal autoregressive model of order 

1 observed over quarterly frequency i.e. s=4. The observed time series is supposed to 

be affected by a seasonal level shift of the type.       
 

  
 

 

  
           

                as suggested in equation (2.7) by Kaiser and Maravall (2001)
31

. 

The basic SLS suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001) is      

 

    
 causes an impact on trend which is removed by defining dynamic weights 

as      
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   does not yield        , so, we need to normalize the dynamic impact 

which is done as suggested by Palate (2006) i.e. we multiply S(B) by the factor 
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Therefore,            *
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 (5.1) 

Equation (5.1) is the observed series indicating that the occurrence of SLS affects the 

time series for several seasons at same quarter or month with the size of outlier     . 

                                                           
31 The outlier is introduced in the model by generating a variable 

       
   

 {

                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                

  

     
                                                     

} , here s = 4 refers to seasonal cycle 

and    refers to jth cycle. 
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To check whether the test statistics as suggested performs well for a SAR(1) 

model and SMA(1) model, we use Monte Carlo simulations to examine the impact of 

presence of seasonal level shift (SLS) on estimation of parameter by observing 

sampling distribution of estimator (i.e.  ̂  and  ̂ ). Then the performance of 

suggested test statistics is studied via empirical rejection frequency, empirical level of 

significance and empirical critical values. We conduct the simulations in the 

following steps: 

Step 1 constitutes of randomly generating a sequence of random variable    of 

size                 from N (0, 1). In first experiment, we simulate a seasonal 

autoregressive model of order (1) (SARIMA (0,0,0)(1,0,0)4) with parameter    

                          given by       
       . While in second experiment, 

we simulate a seasonal moving average model of order (1) (SARIMA(0,0,0)(0,0,1)4) 

with parameter                              given by          
    . The 

simulated series is affected by a seasonal level shift introduced at T= (n/2)+1, of 

magnitude         and the observed series is now   . At step 2, we generate the 

contaminated series for all possible combination of             or           and 

repeat each combination for about N=5000 iteration. At step 3, we estimate the 

parameters by fitting a seasonal AR(1) model and SMA(1) model respectively using 

Kalman filter and draw their sampling distribution. At step 4, for every series, in each 

iteration we have identified    
 ̂ 

    ̂  
                          where   ̂  is 

estimated as suggested by Chang et al. (1988), then        | ̂ | as per suggested by 

Kaiser and Maravall (2001). Using the information from iterations we have calculated 

empirical level of significance for the null hypothesis H0: No outlier is present. The 

information is further used for calculation of critical values at            . 

Later, under H1: Seasonal Level Shift is present, empirical rejection frequencies is 
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calculated and is used analyzing the power of       For the calculation of empirical 

power, empirical level of significance and empirical critical values, we have used a 

pre-decided cut-off point                 and observed the behavior of the test 

statistics      for more sensitive, medium sensitive and less sensitive detection. 

Since the time series observed for the simulation exercise is drawn under 

theoretical assumption (i.e. random error term follows             ). The coefficient 

( ̂  for SAR(1) model and  ̂ for SMA(1) model) is expected to have a distribution 

which is normally distributed and centered at    and   respectively, if the impact of 

SLS is ignorable. However, we expect that the introduction of SLS of magnitude 

        would have caused some absolute bias as compared to that by SLS of 

magnitude        . But note that since it is a special form of level shift so we 

expect unidirectional bias. From the calculations under step 4 we expect that the 

existence of SLS shall (must) lead to a very high empirical rejection frequency and 

lower empirical level of significance, along with empirical critical values lying close 

to the theoretically used cut-off points. Moreover, these statistics are expected to be 

independent of size of sample (n), size of outlier (   and values of cut-off point (c) 

any relationship or dependence of these on the performance of test statistics suggest 

that the higher degree of explanatory power (good performance) is purely a statistical 

phenomenon. Note that we only expect      to be affected by the value of parameters 

(coefficient of SAR (1) and SMA(1) model) due to the nature of SLS. 

5.3 Performance of Test Statistics for Detection of SLS in SAR (1) Model 

We now provide a detailed discussion of the behavior of sampling distribution 

of  ̂ , in the presence of SLS along with the performance of the test statistics for SLS 
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in terms of empirical level of significance, empirical critical values and empirical 

rejection frequency based upon the simulation experiment. 

5.3.1 Sampling distribution of  ̂  in the presence of seasonal outlier 

From the table 5.3.1 (See Tables 5.3.1(a)-5.3.1(e) on page 170 and appendix) 

we observe that the existence of SLS of size         generates a bias of constant 

nature in the sampling distribution of  ̂ . The size of bias is found to be not affected 

by values of SAR(1) coefficient, sample size and the cut-off point. For all 

combinations of n, c and   , E (  ̂ ) lies in the range [0.73, 0.9] with a very small but 

constant standard error and RMSE, however, as the size of SLS reduces to      

  , the variation in size of bias increases and E (  ̂ ) then lies in range of [0.55, 0.9]. 

The S.E (  ̂ ) and the RMSE at small SLS shows similar patterns as for large SLS. 

The direction of bias is positive i.e. upward bias throughout all    values is noticed 

but the size of bias reduces slightly for large    values. The skewness, kurtosis and 

normality in terms of Jarque Berra (JB) test for these situations are noted to be away 

from normality. For the case of small SLS i.e.        , even at large sample size 

the sampling distribution of  ̂  is positively skewed with leptokurtic patterns. While 

in case of large sized SLS        , the sampling distribution of  ̂  appears to be 

negatively skewed with high degree of leptokurtic patterns. Moreover, at all these 

situations the results of JB test indicate non-normality of sampling distribution of  ̂ . 

Talking about the performance of correct index detection (See Tables 5.3.1(a)-

5.3.1(e) on page 170 and appendix) it has been noted that it seems to be a function of 

sample size (n), the cut-off point (c), the values of SAR(1) coefficient and most 

importantly the size of outlier. At         with sensitive detection c=3 the ability 

of      in correctly capturing the time point of actual occurrence of SLS is very good 

especially at large n (n=150) where it approaches up to 96% for higher values of    
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but at        it falls worse. Moreover, this performance remains bad for all 

situations at       32. The performance is satisfactory for the combination of n=50, 

100, 150 for c=3, 3.5 at        . It falls sharply at c=4 with          and n=50, 

100. The performance when noted for index detection at n=150 is very good and 

satisfactory. 

Table 5.3.1 (a): Sampling distribution of sar1-hat  ̂  in the presence of SLS  

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

SAR(1) CID E (  ̂ ) SE RMSE CID E (  ̂ ) SE RMSE CID E (  ̂ ) SE RMSE 

   0.1 4545 0.73 0.07 0.73 4681 0.75 0.05 0.76 4649 0.76 0.04 0.76 

   0.2 4598 0.75 0.06 0.75 4687 0.77 0.04 0.77 4712 0.78 0.04 0.78 

   0.4 4654 0.78 0.06 0.78 4735 0.81 0.04 0.81 4772 0.81 0.03 0.82 

  0.6 4747 0.81 0.06 0.81 4788 0.84 0.04 0.84 4803 0.85 0.03 0.85 

  0.8 4740 0.85 0.06 0.85 2797 0.88 0.04 0.88 4805 0.89 0.03 0.89 

  0.9 361 0.89 0.05 0.89  * *   *  * 1321 0.92 0.03 0.92 

*: Failed to converge, CID: correct Index detection 

 
33Table 5.3.1 (b): Sampling distribution of sar1-hat  ̂  in the presence of SLS  

w=5sigma, c=3.5  

SAR(1) 

n=50 n=100 n=150 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

CID E (  ̂ ) SE RMSE CID E (  ̂ ) SE RMSE CID E (  ̂ ) SE RMSE 

   0.1 3982 0.73 0.07 0.73 4551 0.75 0.05 0.76 4680 0.76 0.04 0.76 

   0.2 4049 0.75 0.06 0.75 4580 0.77 0.04 0.77 4733 0.78 0.04 0.78 

   0.4 4235 0.78 0.06 0.78 4617 0.81 0.04 0.81 4779 0.81 0.03 0.82 

  0.6 4348 0.81 0.06 0.81 4663 0.84 0.04 0.84 4770 0.85 0.03 0.85 

  0.8 4320 0.85 0.06 0.85 4560 0.88 0.04 0.88 4701 0.89 0.03 0.89 

  0.9 2395 0.89 0.05 0.89 1354 0.91 0.04 0.91 1744 0.92 0.03 0.92 

 *: Failed to converge , CID: correct Index detection 

5.3.2 Empirical level of significance and empirical critical values for 

SLS in SAR (1) model 

Now we consider the two situations i.e. under H0 in terms of empirical critical 

values (See Table 5.3.2(a) on next page and Table 5.3.2(b) in appendix) and empirical 

level of significance (See Table 5.3.2(c) on next page). Observing the empirical level 

of significance, at sensitive detections (c=3) with small sample size, the empirical 

level of significance is found to be high especially at smaller values of SAR (1). It 

indicates when there is less dependency from previous season (forming small SAR (1) 

coefficient) there are more chances of capturing false evidence of seasonal level shift. 

This behavior reduces remarkably when we try to detect SLS with less sensitive cut-

                                                           
32 Large to small n, cut-off point c=3 to c=4 and         or         
33 Remaining Tables are in appendix 
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off. At c=4 even for smallest SAR (1) coefficient  ̂ appears to be very small (0.0016 

at n=50 and 0.0088 at n=150). The empirical level of significance is inversely related 

with sample size at all cut-off points. As n increases the proportion of false SLS 

detection, when there is actually no outlier present in the series, increases 

substantially. 

Following the empirical critical values over all three cut-off points, sample 

size (n) and    coefficients, we have noted that at pre-selected cut-off point c=3, for 

all    and n, the empirical critical values at all   levels 10%, 5% and 1% are far away 

from 3 i.e. higher than 3. For c=3.5, the empirical cut-off point on average lies around 

4 while at c = 4 this empirical critical value, on average, is noted to be more than 4.2. 

Interestingly, there is no major impact of size of series on empirical critical values and 

at all   levels 10%, 5% and 1% these critical values revolve around more or less same 

ranges. 

Table 5.3.2(a):Empirical Critical Values of Test Statistics for SLS 

Upper quantiles for correct detection of SLS (empirical critical values) 

c=3 c=3.5  

SAR(1) 

n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 

90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 

0.1 3.57 3.73 4.07 3.53 3.67 4.09 3.71 3.87 4.14 3.74 3.74 3.74 3.94 3.98 3.99 3.94 3.98 3.99 

0.2 3.44 3.48 3.73 3.3 3.48 3.48 3.69 3.94 4.06 3.97 3.98 3.98 4.07 4.19 4.21 4.07 4.19 4.21 

0.4 3.42 3.6 3.78 3.58 3.74 3.88 3.5 3.76 4.28 3.91 4.1 4.1 3.89 4.07 4.27 3.89 4.07 4.27 

0.6 3.48 3.65 4.11 3.53 3.6 3.85 3.51 3.71 3.79 3.94 4.04 4.05 4.02 4.09 4.17 4.02 4.09 4.17 

0.8 3.57 3.78 3.83 3.69 3.76 4.33 3.54 3.6 3.67 3.97 3.97 3.98 3.88 3.97 4.07 3.88 3.97 4.07 

0.9 3.6 3.91 4.09 3.62 3.64 3.64 3.66 3.74 4.05 3.93 4.02 4.03 4.21 4.39 4.44 4.21 4.39 4.44 

 

Table 5.3.2 (c):Empirical Level of Significance of Test Statistics For SLS 

Relative frequency of detection of LS (or Empirical level of significance)=(AO+IO+LS+TC)/5000 everywhere 

C=3 C=3.5 C=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

SAR(1) T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 

0.1 0.133 0.248 0.361 0.025 0.046 0.080 0.002 0.007 0.009 

0.2 0.136 0.038 0.083 0.021 0.048 0.072 0.002 0.007 0.010 

0.4 0.142 0.083 0.091 0.021 0.056 0.081 0.002 0.007 0.011 

0.6 0.046 0.095 0.032 0.024 0.064 0.090 0.003 0.008 0.014 

0.8 0.018 0.080 0.038 0.027 0.065 0.099 0.001 0.009 0.011 

0.9 0.056 0.017 0.304 0.022 0.012 0.093 0.001 0.012 0.006 

5.3.3 Power of test statistics      in SAR(1) model 

The performance of test statistics for SLS is now evaluated under H1 in terms 

of power of     .Considering the performance of test statistics for SLS i.e.     , in 
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terms of empirical rejection frequency, it is noted that     seems to be a function of 

the size of outlier, sample size and the cut-off point. At small sample size (n=50), for 

all cut-off points, the performance is not satisfactory. At small sample size (n=50), the 

performance is not satisfactory but as the sample size increases, empirical rejection 

frequency of     improves remarkably. In terms of values of   ; as the dependence 

on the previous year‟s season gets stronger, the indication of existence of SLS become 

ambiguous, hence, less correct detections of SLS are noted. The choice of cut-off 

points i.e. c=4, the empirical power of     falls. For large sized        SLS, 

effective performance of      is noted which falls sharply for the small sized outlier. 

(See Table 5.3.3(a)- Table5.3.3(f) on next page and appendix) 

While calculating the confusion between the SLS and other types of outliers, 

we run the simulation process for detection of outliers when the series actually has 

SLS (See Table 5.3.3(a)- Table5.3.3(f) on next page and appendix). The      gets 

confused with innovative outlier. The issue of wrongly detecting IO is frequent for 

small n and is enhanced as    increases. This pattern remains unaffected over various 

cut-off points. However, as n increases these wrong detections diminish sharply. At 

small sized        SLS the number of wrongly detecting IOs decreases noticeably 

but it does not contribute toward increase in power of     , rather, there is a huge 

increase in „no outlier‟ cases identified even in the presence of SLS. 
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Table 5.3.3(a): Empirical Power or Empirical Rejection Frequency of Test Statistics for SLS 

Relative frequency of correct detection of SLS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma,c=3 

 

n=50 n=100 n=150 

SAR(1) T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T at EW erroneous detection at T at EW erroneous detection at T at EW erroneous detection 

0.1 0.699 0.730 
AO:23,AO&IO:0,IO:1059,LS:24,LS&TC:0,NO 
Outlier:198,SLS&LS:1,TC:46 0.930 0.930 

AO:25,AO&IO:0,IO:284,LS:12,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:
0,NO Outlier:3,SLS&LS:1,TC:26 0.917 0.984 

AO:8,AO&IO:1,IO:60,LS:3,LS&TC:0,NO 
Outlier:0,SLS&LS:0,SLS&TC:0,TC:8 

0.2 0.670 0.693 

AO:30,AO&IO:0,IO:1260,LS:26,LS&TC:1,NO 

Outlier:179,SLS&LS:0,TC:37 0.893 0.893 

AO:20,AO&IO:1,IO:465,LS:14,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:

0,NO Outlier:11,SLS&LS:0,TC:24 0.917 0.970 

AO:12,AO&IO:0,IO:125,LS:4,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outlier:0,SLS&LS:0,SLS&TC:0,TC:7 

0.4 0.572 0.587 
AO:21,AO&IO:1,IO:1791,LS:28,LS&TC:1,NO 
Outlier:200,SLS&LS:1,TC:23 0.796 0.796 

AO:28,AO&IO:1,IO:916,LS:23,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:
1,NO Outlier:29,SLS&LS:0,TC:23 0.873 0.91 

AO:16,AO&IO:0,IO:401,LS:11,LS&TC:0,NO 
Outlier:1,SLS&LS:0,SLS&TC:0,TC:21 

0.6 0.495 0.503 

AO:24,AO&IO:0,IO:2255,LS:29,LS&TC:2,NO 

Outlier:153,SLS&LS:1,TC:20 0.660 0.660 

AO:24,AO&IO:0,IO:1574,LS:35,LS&IO:0,LS&T

C:0,NO Outlier:44,SLS&LS:0,TC:25 0.754 0.781 

AO:25,AO&IO:1,IO:1015,LS:23,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outlier:4,SLS&LS:1,SLS&TC:0,TC:27 

0.8 0.372 0.374 
AO:30,AO&IO:0,IO:2864,LS:38,LS&TC:3,NO 
Outlier:178,SLS&LS:1,TC:16 0.273 0.273 

AO:22,AO&IO:0,IO:1445,LS:22,LS&IO:1,LS&T
C:1,NO Outlier:28,SLS&LS:0,TC:12 0.524 0.534 

AO:37,AO&IO:0,IO:2169,LS:62,LS&TC:1,NO 
Outlier:29,SLS&LS:1,SLS&TC:1,TC:30 

0.9 0.024 0.024 

AO:4,AO&IO:0,IO:235,LS:4,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outlier:15,SLS&LS:0,TC:1 
 *  * 

 * 0.097 0.099 

AO:18,AO&IO:0,IO:825,LS:9,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outlier:17,SLS&LS:1,SLS&TC:0,TC:12 

*: Failed to converge, EW=Everywhere 

 
Table 5.3.3(b): Empirical Power or Empirical Rejection Frequency of Test Statistics for SLS 

Relative frequency of correct detection of SLS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma,c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100  n=150  

SAR(1) T=26 T=51 T=76  

  at T at EW erroneous detection at T at EW erroneous detection at T at EW erroneous detection 

0.1 0.60 0.61 

AO:17,AO&IO:1,IO:983,LS:7,NO Outlier:906, 

SLS&LS:0,TC:19 0.85 0.90 

AO:22,AO&IO:1,IO:291,LS:5,LS&TC:0,NO Outlier:151, 

TC:25 0.92 0.98 AO:13,AO&IO:0,IO:80,LS:4,NO Outlier:6,TC:15 

0.2 0.57 0.58 
AO:8,AO&IO:0,IO:1205,LS:14,NO Outlier:854, 
SLS&LS:1,TC:15 0.83 0.86 

AO:20,AO&IO:0,IO:422,LS:16,LS&TC:0,NO Outlier:197, 
TC:22 0.92 0.96 AO:6,AO&IO:0,IO:143,LS:3,NO Outlier:19,TC:14 

0.4 0.52 0.52 

AO:11,AO&IO:0,IO:1639,LS:14,NO 

Outlier:708, SLS&LS:0,TC:14 0.74 0.76 

AO:21,AO&IO:2,IO:895,LS:11,LS&TC:0,NO Outlier:235, 

TC:17 0.88 0.91 

AO:12,AO&IO:0,IO:385,LS:6,NO Outlier:51, 

TC:13 

0.6 0.45 0.45 

AO:18,AO&IO:0,IO:2074,LS:20,NO 

Outlier:605, SLS&LS:1,TC:12 0.62 0.63 

AO:22,AO&IO:2,IO:1537,LS:22,LS&TC:0,NO Outlier:249, 

TC:24 0.75 0.77 

AO:20,AO&IO:1,IO:1016,LS:24,NO Outlier:107, 

TC:7 

0.8 0.33 0.33 

AO:10,AO&IO:1,IO:2684,LS:23,NO 

Outlier:641, SLS&LS:0,TC:10 0.43 0.44 

AO:30,AO&IO:0,IO:2364,LS:32,LS&TC:0,NO Outlier:370, 

TC:13 0.50 0.51 

AO:25,AO&IO:0,IO:2157,LS:38,NO Outlier:202, 

TC:29 

0.9 0.15 0.15 
AO:27,AO&IO:0,IO:1606,LS:18,NO 
Outlier:385, SLS&LS:0,TC:4 0.09 0.09 

AO:14,AO&IO:0,IO:901,LS:11,LS&TC:1,NO Outlier:93, 
TC:5 0.13 0.13 

AO:16,AO&IO:0,IO:1080,LS:20,NO Outlier:124, 
TC:8 
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In order to address any possible confusion between IO and SLS we run 

experiment for the case when IO is actually present in the data. It is observed that 

there are only few cases when an IO is observed as a SLS. The frequency of such 

cases reaches in double digit only for small sized outlier occurring in large series. It 

can be addressed safely that forming any detection procedure by ignoring either IO or 

SLS may not cover or righty detach the type of outlier actually present and hence 

optimal performance of outlier detection procedure may not be achieved. (See Table 

5.3.4(a) - Table 5.3.4(d), in appendix) 

5.4 Performance of Test Statistics for Detection of SLS in SMA (1) Model 

5.4.1 Sampling distribution of  ̂  in the presence of seasonal outlier 

From the Table 5.4.1 (See Table 5.4.1(a)- Table 5.4.1(f) on next page and 

appendix) we observe that the existence of SLS causes an upward bias in the sampling 

distribution of  ̂ . The size of bias is not much affected by values of SMA(1) 

coefficient, sample size and the cut-off point. For all values of n, c and   , E ( ̂ ) lie 

in range of [0.6, 0.9]. However, as the size of SLS reduces to        , the size of 

bias reduces. The S.E ( ̂ ) and the RMSE at all sizes of SLS show similar patterns as 

for large SLS. The direction of bias, at all outlier sizes, is positive i.e. upward bias 

throughout all    values is noticed but the size of bias reduces slightly for large    

values. The standard deviation is almost same at         and increases marginally 

at        . RMSE is an increasing function for all outlier sizes. The skewness, 

kurtosis and normality in terms of Jarque Berra (JB) test for these situations are noted 

to be away from normality. 

Talking about the performance of correct index detection (See Table 5.4.1(a)- 

Table 5.4.1(f) on next page and appendix) it has been noted that it seems to be not 
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affected by n at c=3 but is function of n at later cut-offs. It is also a function of the 

cut-off points (c), the values of SMA (1) coefficients and most importantly the size of 

outlier. At         with sensitive detection c=3 the correct index detection of SLS 

is very high especially at small n (n=50) where it varies over 96% to 93% over 

different values of   . This performance remains satisfactory for all situations at 

       . However, it falls sharply at c=4 with         and        . 

Table 5.4.1 (a): Sampling distribution of sma1-hat  ̂  

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

SMA1 CID E ( ̂ ) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂ ) SE RMSE CID E ( ̂ ) SE RMSE 

θ=0.1 0.926 0.571 0.114 0.582 0.938 0.555 0.072 0.560 0.939 0.551 0.056 0.554 

θ=0.2 0.927 0.610 0.119 0.621 0.941 0.595 0.070 0.60 0.951 0.589 0.055 0.592 

θ=0.4 0.953 0.675 0.119 0.686 0.956 0.676 0.071 0.680 0.964 0.674 0.053 0.676 

θ=0.6 0.97 0.740 0.118 0.750 0.963 0.762 0.086 0.767 0.969 0.764 0.062 0.767 

θ=0.8 0.966 0.798 0.131 0.808 0.930 0.857 0.127 0.867 0.874 0.887 0.129 0.897 

θ=0.9 0.961 0.819 0.141 0.831 0.881 0.909 0.149 0.921 0.724 0.983 0.151 0.995 

*CID: correct Index detection 

5.4.2 Empirical level of significance and empirical critical values for 

SLS in SMA(1) model 

Considering performance of test statistics for SLS in the two situations i.e. 

under H0 in terms of empirical critical values (See Table 5.4.2(a) and Table 5.4.2(b) 

on next page and appendix) and empirical level of significance (See Table 5.4.2 (c) on 

next page), show strong attributes. We have observed that the empirical level of 

significance, at sensitive detections (c=3) with all sample sizes is high but falls 

sharply at higher cut-offs especially at smaller values of SMA (1). This behavior is 

similar to that noted under SAR(1) model i.e. at higher cut-offs the empirical level of 

significance is very low. For smallest SMA(1) coefficient  ̂ appears to be very small 

(0.0032 at n=50 and 0.0088 at n=150). The empirical level of significance is directly 

related with sample size at all cut-off points. As n increases the proportion of false 

SLS detection, when there is actually no outlier present in the series, increases 

marginally. 
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The empirical critical values over all three cut-off points, sample size (n) and 

   coefficients are noted to be higher than the pre-selected cut-off points for all    

and n, the empirical critical values at   levels 10%, 5% and 1% lie away from 3 

(i.e.3.6 to 3.95). For c=3.5, the empirical cut-off point lies around 3.9 to 4.9 while at c 

= 4 this empirical critical value is noted to be around 3.4 to 4.5. Interestingly, there is 

no major impact of size of series on empirical critical values. 

Table 5.4.2(a): Empirical Critical Values of Test Statistics for SLS in SMA(1) model 

Upper quantiles for correct detection of SLS (empirical critical values) 

c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 
T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 

θ=0.1 3.618 3.810 3.857 3.798 3.901 4.127 3.661 3.861 3.975 

θ=0.2 3.614 3.713 3.787 3.722 3.859 4.195 3.590 3.710 4.370 

θ=0.4 3.683 3.903 4.071 3.253 3.253 3.253 3.989 4.023 4.023 

θ=0.6 3.318 3.318 3.318 3.858 3.941 4.222 3.680 3.790 4.260 

θ=0.8 3.740 3.790 4.030 3.583 3.742 3.908 3.571 3.658 3.795 

θ=0.9 3.385 3.556 3.566 3.858 3.941 4.222 3.739 3.863 3.956 

 

Table 5.4.2 (c): Empirical Level of Significance of Test Statistics for SLS in SMA(1) model 

Relative frequency of detection of AO (or Empirical level of significance)=(AO+IO+LS+TC)/1000 everywhere 

C=3 C=3.5 C=4 

 MA1 n=50 n=100 n=150  MA1 n=50 n=100 n=150  MA1 n=50 n=100 n=150 

θ T=26 T=51 T=76 θ T=26 T=51 T=76 θ T=26 T=51 T=76 

0.1 0.121 0.222 0.285 0.1 0.019 0.047 0.074 0.1 0.003 0.008 0.011 

0.2 0.118 0.228 0.331 0.2 0.023 0.050 0.071 0.2 0.003 0.007 0.008 

0.4 0.129 0.302 0.370 0.4 0.022 0.052 0.082 0.4 0.003 0.008 0.012 

0.6 0.173 0.273 0.350 0.6 0.018 0.053 0.081 0.6 0.002 0.008 0.011 

0.8 0.100 0.250 0.268 0.8 0.020 0.036 0.056 0.8 0.002 0.005 0.008 

0.9 0.095 0.155 0.224 0.9 0.020 0.033 0.047 0.9 0.002 0.005 0.007 

5.4.3 Power of test statistics      in SMA (1) model 

Considering the performance of test statistics for SLS i.e.    , under H1 in 

terms of empirical rejection frequency, gives the power of test.      is noted as a 

function of the size of outlier, sample size, parameter    and cut-off point. In case of 

    , with large sample size (n=150) at        and for all cut-off points, the 

performance is not satisfactory. The test statistics correctly identifies the outlier only 

54% times. This diminishes sharply for small outlier size       . In case of small 

sized        seasonal level shift the empirical power falls sharply as the parameter 

   rises. The performance gets unacceptable and unreliable at                for 

all sample size and cut-off points. As the sample size increases, the performance of 
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    in terms of empirical rejection frequency improves but only for small values of 

  . Lesser correct detections of SLS are noted at high    values. The choice of cut-

off points also shows strong impact on empirical power of     , and at high cut-off 

points, the empirical power falls. For large sized        seasonal level shift, 

effective performance of      is noted which falls sharply for the small sized outlier. 

(See appendix for Table 5.4.3(a)-Table 5.4.3(d)) 

Discussing the confusion between the SLS and other types of outliers included 

in the study, we have in general, the      does not get confused with any other type of 

outlier except IO. But some interesting patterns of erroneous detections are noted. The 

issue of wrongly detecting IO is visible for the case of small n, small outlier size and 

high    values. The pattern does not change over various cut-off points. However, at 

small    and large n these wrong detections vanish off. At higher values of   , 

instead of detecting actually present SLS, a large number of „no outlier‟ cases are 

identified and it does not contribute toward increase in power of     . As n increases, 

the number of these „no outlier‟ cases reduces and finally, as the cut-off point is raised 

to low sensitivity i.e. c=4, the number of „no outlier‟ increases but remains low for 

    . 

5.5 Empirical Study with SLS 

The empirical study is based on the outlier detection procedure as undertaken 

by Kaiser and Maravall (2001). The method suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001) 

is basically an extension of Chen and Liu (1993) by including SLS in the analysis. 

The procedure is based upon the argument of replacing IO by SLS. However these 

procedures may suffer due to smearing effect as identified by Sanchez and Pena 

(2003). We have applied the outlier detection procedure on a number of quarterly and 
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monthly measured series of Pakistan using the method suggested by Kaiser and 

Maravall (2001) with five possible types of outliers i.e. AO, IO, LS, TC and SLS. 

5.5.1  Analytical Framework 

The observed series which is contaminated with outliers has model given 

as            where             
   

 and yt be outliers free series given by 

    
         

             
  , such that            

      
           

   
      

   ,               
                

 and 

                         the error term assumed to be white noise. It can be 

written as              
   

     where   
   

is the dummy variable as   
   

 

             
              

,                           ,        are the dynamic weights 

determining the pattern of outliers and their impact and     is the size of outlier 

generally unknown. These are estimated using the iterative procedure as suggested by 

Kaiser and Maravall (2001). The procedure starts with initially identifying and 

estimating usual SARIMA (p, d, q)(P, D, Q)s model using maximum likelihood 

estimation and residual are obtained using Kalman filter. The residuals are given as 

 ̂        . The estimation of      and    is based upon iterative procedure. The 

procedure starts by running the inner loops by computing         | ̂    |        

               , if     34 adjusting the residuals by        ̂ for the 

respective outlier and repeating the process till no outlier is found. In joint estimation 

stage, multiple regressions are run including all identified outliers with regressors, 

using Kalman filter and QR algorithm. Consider the t statistic for each estimated 

effect and check if |  |  | |. Also check for the validity of initial specification of 

ARIMA model. Delete any insignificant effects and re-estimate the model. Repeat the 

                                                           
34 C is pre- determined critical value, chosen at 3, 3.5 or 4 in literature. See Tsay (1988), Chen and Liu (1993).  
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process until no outliers are detected. Finally, run an intervention model with 

estimated parameters and significant outliers
35

. For details please refer Kaiser and 

Maravall (2001). 

5.5.2 Data 

The empirical study is conducted for Pakistan using variables measured on 

quarterly and monthly frequency. We examine 4 quarterly measured time series 

namely Reserve money 
36

(Q1 1972- Q4 2010), growth rates of M1
37

(Q2 1977- Q1 

2011),  growth rates of M2
38

(Q2 1977- Q1 2011) and Inflation
39

(Q1 1972- Q4 2010) 

to check whether outliers are present. 

We have also examined 13 monthly measured time series for outliers. 

Amongst which five series namely price of barley, price index of non-fuel CPI, prices 

of rapeseed oil, poultry price and price of urea span over (1995 M2- 2015M2). While 

prices of soybean are over (1985M2-2015M2), CBR Tax collection (in Billion RS)( 

2002 M1 – 2014 M1), precipitation in Gilgit city (1961M1-2008M12), precipitation in 

Chitral city (1970M1-2008M12), precipitation in Drosh city (1971M1-2008M12), 

wholesale prices of potato in Lahore city (1994M7-2011M4)and whole sale prices of 

onion in Lahore city (1994M7-2011M4). The data are taken from IFS, World Bank, 

SBP annual reports and metrological department. 

5.6 Descriptive Statistics 

Table 5.6.1 reports descriptive statistics for the variables measured over 

quarterly frequency. The growth rate of M1 experiences a mean growth rate of 14.9 

                                                           
35 The estimate of ω and the various test statistics depends upon the estimate of   , MAD (mean absolute deviation) is used for 

estimating   to avoid inflated result. See Chen and Liu (1993). 
36

Reserve Money (M0) is an indicator used to measure the most liquid assets which can be spent most easily or the money supply 

in the economy and includes currency in circulation (held with Public), other deposits with State Bank of Pakistan; currency in 

tills of schedules bank‟s and bank deposits with SBP. 
37

M1 is the narrow money and is defined as: M1= Notes in Circulation outside Depository Corporation + Transferable Deposits 

with outside depository corporations (ODCs) + Transferable Deposits with SBP other than Reserve Deposits. 
38

M2 is the Broad Money, composed of: M2= M1 + Other Deposits with ODCs + Short Term Securities Issued by ODCs + Coin 

in Circulation. 
39

Inflation calculated as the rate of change in consumer price index (2005=100). 
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percent for the full 136-quarter sample with the highest rate of 48.36 percent in 

2007.1 and the lowest rate is 15.1 percent decline in 1998.3.The volatility, represented 

by the standard deviation, equals 10.1 percent. A positively skewed asymmetric 

distribution is noted. The kurtosis statistic exhibits non-Gaussian behavior. The 

Jarque-Bera test rejects normality with Ljung-Box Q statistics test for autocorrelation 

up to 24 lags indicating existence of autocorrelation. Similarly, the series of growth 

rate of M2 and inflation show positive skewness and growth rate of reserve money 

yields negative skewness with only inflation showing significant Jarque Bera test. 

Table 5.6.1: Summary Statistics of Quarterly Series having SLS 
S.NO Variable n Time period Mean SD Skewness EK JB test* 

1 Growth rate of m1 136 1977Q2-2011Q1 0.149 0.066 2.651 10.31 0.000 

2 Growth rate of m2 136 1977Q2-2011Q1 0.142 0.032 0.210 0.789 0.085 

3 Growth rate of Reserve money 156 1972Q1-2010Q4 0.132 0.054 -0.263 0.390 0.229 

4 inflation 156 1972Q1-2010Q4 0.091 0.020 1.687 3.546 0.000 

SD= standard deviation, EK=Excess kurtosis=K-3=kurtosis-3 

*The p value s for JB test are reported. 

Table 5.6.2 reports the descriptive statistics for the variables measured over 

monthly frequency. The price index of beverages attains an average of 119.04 for the 

full 361 months sample, with the maximum price of 221.99 in 2011.03 and the 

Minimum price of 60.62 in 2001.10. The skewness statistic displays positive 

skewness along with negative excess kurtosis yielding significant Jarque Bera test 

hence indicating a non-Gaussian distribution. All of the series under study yield 

significant Jarque Bera test indicating non-Gaussian behavior. Similarly, all of these 

series indicate annual unit root except CBR tax collections which require for seasonal 

differencing. 

Table 5.6.2: Summary Statistics of Monthly Series having SLS 
S.No series time period Mean SD skewness EK JB* 

1 Price of barley 241, 1995: 2, 12 121 69.715 0.000 -1.215 0.001 

2 CBR Tax Collection Billion RS 144, 2002: 1, 12 91.08 0.572 1.024 0.913 0.000 

3 gold Prices 168, 2000: 12, 12 83.11 0.940 -0.052 -1.220 0.006 

4 Price index of non-fuel CPI 241, 1995: 2, 12 118.16 37.871 0.507 -1.142 0.000 

5 poultry Price 241, 1995: 2 ,12 52.22 0.510 0.875 -0.309 0.000 
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6 Price of rapeseed 241, 1995: 2, 12 121 0.960 0.000 -1.215 0.001 

7 Price of soybean 361,1985:2,12 281.1 0.353 1.219 0.318 0.000 

8 price of urea 241, 1995: 2, 12 119.7 0.956 0.011 -1.207 0.001 

9 Wholesale.potato.Prices.Lahore 202, 1994: 7, 12 373.2 0.611 1.981 5.540 0.000 

10 Wholesale.prices.of.onion.lahore 202, 1994: 7, 12 395.8 0.600 2.802 11.960 0.000 

11 precipitation of Gilgit 576, 1961: 1, 12 11.08 16.185 3.015 11.764 0.000 

12 Precipitation in Drosh 456, 1971: 1, 12 48.6 47.381 1.366 1.650 0.000 

13 Precipitation in Chitral 468, 1970: 1, 12 37.61 45.329 1.780 3.720 0.000 

SD= standard deviation, EK=Excess kurtosis=K-3=kurtosis-3 

*p-values of JB test are reported. 

5.6.1 Graphical analysis of time series having SLS 

a. Graphical analysis for quarterly time series 

 
Figure 5.1: Quarterly Time Series Data with Seasonal Outliers 

Looking at the graph of growth rate of M1, an AO at 1998.3 and 2006.3 is 

clearly visible. In graph of inflation SLS at 1972.4 is identifiable as it keeps occurring 

at the same frequency for several successive years. Following the patterns of growth 

rate of M2, a SLS at the second quarter 1980 which keeps on repeating its behavior 

for many successive years in same quarter is noted. Similarly, a SLS at 1979.4 is 

readable in the graph of growth rate of reserve money. 

b. Graphical analysis for monthly time series 

The graphical representation of monthly time series also highlights variations 

in the patterns of data. Several outliers are also visible, although the location of exact 
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time of occurrence and determination of type of outlier may require mathematical 

calculations but rough judgments can be made. The graph of Barley prices indicates 

LS around the end of year in 1995. A SLS is visible in April 2004 which runs down 

till 2010. CBR tax collections data depict seasonality with a couple of SLS. One sharp 

SLS is readable at 2004 06 and other one is noted around November 2006. Similarly, 

July 2002 is also tending as a SLS but requires mathematical exploration. 

From the graph of Gold prices an outlier is indicated around end of 2010, 

however, its type is to be determined mathematically. The graphical representation of 

non-fuel- CPI (price index) indicates an outlier around index 159 (early 2008) whose 

type needs to be determined. Later, LS around August 2009 and an AO around March 

2011 are also clearly visible. An outlier in early 2005 is noted in the graph of urea 

prices. This graph also indicates an SLS around mid of 2007. Similarly, in Poultry 

prices, the clearest outlier is around index 160 (making it mid of 2005) whose type 

requires mathematical exploration. The graph of Rapeseed oil prices indicates the 

existence of a couple of outliers. Amongst which a SLS around early 2007 (which 

may end up to an AO under mathematical analysis) and an AO at 2010.10 is readable. 

However, the patterns noted in this graph are quite deceivable so require statistical 

exploration. 

 
Figure 5.2 (a): Monthly Time Series Data with Seasonal Outliers 
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Figure 5.2 (b): Monthly Time Series Data with Seasonal Outliers 
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Figure 5.2 (c): Monthly Time Series Data with Seasonal Outliers 

The wholesale prices of potato (LHR) and wholesale prices of onion (LHR) 

indicate strong seasonality in their graphs. The wholesale prices of potato (LHR) may 

have experienced a SLS at the end of year 1994 and a sharp AO at 2000.01. While, 

the wholesale prices of onion (LHR) may have a SLS at April 1994. 

The precipitation level in Drosh, Chitral and Gilgit show strong seasonality in 

their graphical representations. In all of these series SLS is clearly visible in early 

years in the month of February, March or April. Few more outliers are also indicated 

which may be the AO or SLS but their type and exact date of occurrence are needed 

to be explored mathematically. 

It must be noted that we have identified these outliers just by looking at the 

raw data series, so, chances of these being matched with mathematical analysis may 

vary. 
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5.7 Empirical Analysis 

The initial SARIMA (p, d, q) (P, D, Q)s model identification is done by 

extended use of the Box and Jenkins (1976) technique for ARIMA (p,d,q) model. The 

results from the estimation of the selected model i.e. parameter estimates, their 

standard errors, residual‟s standard errors, skewness and kurtosis of residuals are 

listed in Table 5.7.1 for quarterly series and Table 5.7.2 for monthly series. 

Almost all of the series show significant evidence of high kurtosis and 

skewness with Jarque Berra (JB) test indicating that the initial model estimation 

(without detecting outliers) leads to non-Gaussian residuals. However, post outlier 

detection and intervention model, most of the series obtain remarkably low Jarque 

Berra statistic and our assumption of Gaussian error term seems plausible. 

From the Table 5.7.1, (page 187) and Table 5.7.2 (page 187-188), comparing 

the results of initial identified model with those obtained involving the outliers via 

Kaiser and Marvell (2001) procedure; show that the residual standard errors of 

intervention model are smaller. The values of the estimated parameters and their 

standard errors change as soon as outliers are incorporated. Ignoring outliers and 

structural breaks leads to highs kurtosis, skewness of residuals and significant JB test 

results. For example, from the Table 5.7.2 the results of the price index of non-fuel 

CPI yield a JB statistics of 248.12 which clearly shows non-Gaussian residuals. 

However, after the „with-outlier‟ analysis this statistic reduces to 55.50, which is 

remarkably low. Similarly from the Table 5.7.1 the JB statistics under initial model, 

for the growth rate of M2, yield low P-value which increases remarkably under the 

model with outliers. In all of these series under study, JB statistics fall in „with-

outlier‟ analysis enabling us to generalize that in the presence of outliers, the observed 

time series may suffer from high kurtosis. 
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The method by Kaiser and Marvell (2001) is based upon the argument that 

along with other types of outliers, a time series may suffer from seasonal outlier 

namely seasonal level shift (SLS). The procedure also suggests replacing IO by SLS 

under the Chen and Liu (1993) joint estimation procedure. However, we have 

considered all five types of outlier i-e AO, IO, LS, TC and SLS for the outlier 

detection on a number of quarterly and monthly measured time series. The application 

of outlier detection procedure by Kaiser and Marvell (2001) give significant evidence 

of outliers and structural breaks in all series
40

. 

The last column of the Table 5.7.1 and the Table 5.7.2 give the proportion of 

variation explained by outliers. It is evident that the outliers for a series may have 

explained as low as 0.08% of total variation and for some other series may have 

explained as high as 100% of the total variation. In case of growth rate of M1 series, 

the proportion of variation explained due to outliers is about 48.8%, similarly, in case 

of Barley prices 21.93% of variation is explained by outliers. This points out the 

importance of outliers/ breaks in capturing and explaining the dynamics of the time 

series under consideration. Thus the identification and estimation of possible outliers 

along with other features of time series are very important and necessary. 

 

                                                           
40 These outliers are identified at a critical value of 3.5. The outliers thus identified, explain a substantial proportion of volatility, 

as suggested by Balke and Fomby (1994) is calculated as:                                                *
     ̂ 

      
+ 

Where  ̂ is the fitted value of y obtained from the model without any outlier and y is the raw series. 
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Table 5.7.1: MODEL WITH and WITHOUT OUTLIERS/ STRUCTURAL BREAKS on Quarterly Data 
  Using Kaiser and Maravall Method of Outlier Detection  

Prop 

variation 

by 

outliers 

  

 
Diagnostics without outlier model Diagnostics with outlier model 

variable Model identified Estimates S.E Residual S.E 

Excess 

Kurtosis, 

Skewness and 

JB of residual 

Box-Ljung 

and Box-

Pierce of 

residuals 

Diagnostics Estimates S.E 
Residual 

S.E 

Excess Kurtosis, 

Skewness and 

JB of residual 

Box-Ljung 

and Box-

Pierce of 

residuals 

Diagno

stics 

(AIC) 

Growth rate 

of Reserve 
Money 

(1,0,0)(0,0,1)+C 

ar1: -0.299 

sma1: 0.329 
intercept:0.033 

0.076 

0.060 
0.004 

Var: 0.002 

RMSE:0.046 

SK:-0.126 

EK: -0.574 
JB:0.311 

BL:2.2e-16 

BP: 2.2e-16 

AIC=-506.45 

AICc=-506.18 
BIC=-494.25 

ar1:-0.242 

sma1:0.175 
intercept:0.031 

0.078 

0.067 
0.004 

Var:0.002 

RMSE:0.040 

SK:-0.303 

EK:0.348 
JB:0.180 

BL:0.033 

BP:0.049 
-548.62 0.199 

Growth 
rate of 

m1 

(0,0,1)(1,0,1)+C 

ma1: -0.168 

sar1: 0.931 

sma1: -0.767 
intercept:0.039 

0.079 

0.064 

0.124 
0.011 

Var:0.003 

RMSE:0.057  

SK:4.082 
EK:32.24 

JB:2.2e-16 

BL:0.577 

BP:0.626  

AIC=-379.24 
AICc=-378.78 

BIC=-364.72 

ma1:-0.273 

sar1:0.799 

sma1:-0.491 
intercept:0.017 

0.071 

0.091 

0.128 
0.007 

Var:0.001 

RMSE:0.034 

SK: 0.029 
EK:2.508 

JB: 6.315E-09 

BL: 0.245 

BP: 0.287 
-516.98 0.488 

Growth 

rate of 

m2 

(1,0,1)(0,0,1)+c 

ar1:-1e+00 

ma1:0.993 
sma1:0.286 

intercept: 0.036 

1e-04 

0.013 
0.071 

0.002 

Var:0.001 
RMSE:0.025 

SK:0.374 

EK:0.523 

JB:0.079 

BL:3.093e-

06 
BP:3.725e-

05 

AIC=-663.79 

AICc=-663.32 

BIC=-649.26 

ar1:-1 

ma1:0.9945 
sma1:0.2860 

intercept:0.04 

0.083 

0.008 
0.082 

0.003  

Var:0.001 
RMSE:0.017 

SK:0.065 

EK: 0.398 

JB:0.540 

BL:0.076 
BP:0.101 

-697.15 0.103 

Inflation (2,0,1)(1,0,1) 

ar1:1.189 
ar2:-0.262 

ma1:-0.771 

sar1: 0.989 

sma1:-0.867 

0.225 
0.151 

0.201 

0.011 

0.055 

var:0.001 
RMSE:0.016 

SK:0.935 

EK:8.631 

JB:2.2e-16 

BL:0.336 
BP:0.456 

AIC=-826.44 

AICc=-825.88 

BIC=-808.14 

ar1: 1.142 
ar2:-0.178 

ma1:-0.838 

sar1:0.999 

sma1:-0.987 

0.115 
0.098 

0.078 

0.002 

0.025  

Var:0.001 
RMSE:0.015 

SK:0.536 

EK:3.887 

JB:2.20E-16 

BL:0.213 
BP:0.255  

-853.03 0.215 

*Diagnostics without outliers refer to diagnostics of contaminated series; diagnostics with outliers refer to diagnostics of series after removing outliers, p-values of JB test are listed 

Table 5.7.2: MODEL WITH and WITHOUT OUTLIERS/ STRUCTURAL BREAKS on MONTHLY SERIES 
      Diagnostics of without outlier model Diagnostics of with outlier model Prop 

variation by 

outliers 
S.No variable n Model Estimates S.E RV EK SK JB p-value Estimates S.E RV EK SK JB p-value 

1 Price.of.barley 241 (1,1,2) 
ar1: -0.828 
ma1:0.474 

ma2:-0.467 

0.115 
0.121 

0.066 

1357 24.012 -0.951 2.2e-16 
ar1: 0.049 
ma1: 0.469 

ma2: -0.531 

0.156 
0.132 

0.132 

291.3 26.882 -3.315 2.2e-16 
0.219 

2 
CBR Tax 
Collection 

Billion RS 

144 (5,1,0) 

ar1:-0.910 

ar2:-0.916 
ar3:-0.623 

ar4: -0.639 

ar5: -0.575 

0.068 

0.088 
0.106 

0.088 

0.068 

0.033 0.449 0.181 0.319 

ar1:-0.805 

ar2:-0.849 
ar3:-0.537 

ar4:-0.697 

ar5:-0.569 

0.071 

0.081 
0.104 

0.084 

0.074 

0.017 0.152 0.105 0.778 
0.050 

3 gold Prices  168 (3,1,4) 

ar1 :-0.965 

ar2: -0.743 

ar3: -0.300 
ma1: 1.182 

ma2: 0.753 

ma3 : 0.067 
ma4:-0.478 

0.150 

0.195 

0.131 
0.153 

0.270 

 0.244 
 0.124 

0.111 
119.44

5 
-10.159 2.2e-16 

ar1:-0.210 

ar2:-0.403 

ar3:0.294 
ma1:1.050 

ma2:0.362 

ma3:-0.386 
ma4:-0.698 

0.141 

0.131 

0.149 
0.102 

0.181 

0.171 
0.111  

0.078 85.547 -7.971 2.2e-16 
0.038 
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4 
Price.index.of.no

n.fuel CPI 
241 (1,1,3) 

ar1:0.607 

ma1:-0.193 
ma2:-0.003 

ma3:-0.064 

0.223 

0.229 
0.105 

0.090 

11.55 4.585 -0.875 2.2e-16 

ar1:0.651 

ma1:0.007 
ma2:0.040 

ma3:-0.190 

0.195 

0.205 
0.138 

0.108 

7.373 2.259 -0.235 8.871e-13 
0.003 

5 poultry.Price  241 (1,1,1)(1,0,0) 

ar1:0.529 

ma1:0.039 
sar1:0.259 

 0.101 

 0.120 
0.068 

0.001 6.104 0.761 2.2e-16 

ar1:0.588 

ma1:0.357 
 sar1:0.164 

0.069 

0.087 
0.068  

0.001 1.013 0.230 0.0014 
0.001 

6 Price.of.rapseed 241 (5,1,3) 

 ar1:-1.122 

ar2:-1.183 
ar3:-1.176 

ar4:-0.566 

ar5:-0.229 
ma1:0.614 

ma2:0.884 

ma3:0.766 

0.195 

0.105 
0.172 

 0.117 

0.064 
0.193 

0.039 

0.194 

0.326 27.663 -1.633 2.2e-16 

ar1:-0.952 

ar2:0.413 
ar3:0.985 

ar4:0.209 

ar5:-0.097 
ma1: 0.726 

ma2:-0.726 

ma3:-1.000 

0.068 

0.091 
0.069 

0.094 

0.068 
0.025 

0.023 

0.027 

0.218 17.052 -0.377 2.2e-16 
0.118 

7 
Price.of.soyabea

n 
361 (1,1,2) 

ar1:-0.578 
ma1:0.891 

ma2:0.282 

0.186 
0.184 

0.067 

0.003 2.819 -0.304 2.2e-16 
ar1:-0.541 
ma1:1.022 

ma2:0.355 

0.222 
0.218 

0.099 

0.002 2.326 -0.55 2.2e-16 
0.006 

8 price of urea 241 (3,1,1) 

ar1:0.137 

ar2:-0.190 

ar3:-0.193 
ma1:-0.230 

0.188 

0.063 

0.076 
0.186 

0.165 46.906 -3.729 2.2e-16 

ar1:-0.573 

ar2 :-0.203 

ar3:-0.329 
ma1:1.000  

0.062 

0.070 

0.062 
0.011  

0.098 41.015 -3.968 2.2e-16 
0.073 

9 
wholesale potato. 

Prices lhr  
202 (1,1,0)(1,0,0) 

ar1:-0.029 

sar1:0.532 

0.076 

0.065 
0.062 2.047 -0.474 1.949e-10 

 ar1:0.256 

 sar1:0.450 

0.080 

0.077 
0.038 -0.163 0.082 0.825 

0.065 

10 
wholesale.prices.

of.onion.lhr 
202 (1,1,0) ar1: 0.253 0.069 0.061 -0.147 -0.142 0.669 ar1:0.281 0.069 0.057 0.0309 -0.085 0.871 

0.010 

11 
Precipitation in 

Chitral 
576 (2,0,1)(1,0,1) 

ar1:0.834 

ar2:0.007 

ma1:-0.767 
sar1:0.999 

sma1:-0.976 

 0.110 

0.077 

0.082 
0.001 

0.017 

1194 7.674 1.810 2.2e-16 

ar1:-0.093 

ar2:-0.005 

ma1:0.070 
sar1:0.999 

sma1:-0.989  

1.804 

0.054 

1.805 
0.001 

0.009  

922 3.696 1.113 2.2e-16 0.643 

12 
Precipitation in 

Drosh  
456 (2,0,1)(1,0,0) 

ar1:1.191 
ar2:-0.191 

ma1:-0.995 

sar1:0.312 

0.052 
0.052 

0.004 

0.051 

1864 2.334 1.325 2.2e-16 

ar1:1.136 
ar2: -0.136 

ma1:-0.997 

sar1:0.159  

0.051 
0.051 

0.002 

0.049 

1258 0.835 0.806 1.721e-14 0.265 

13 
precipitation of 

Gilgit 
468 (2,0,1)(1,0,1) 

ar1:-0.647 
ar2:0.061 

ma1: 0.689 

sar1:0.999 
sma1:-0.990 

0.240 
0.042 

0.237 

0.001 
0.008 

215.4 12.471 2.785 2.2e-16 

 ar1:0.420 
ar2:-0.024 

ma1:-0.462 

sar1:0.999 
sma1:-0.991  

0.545 
0.055 

0.544 

0.001 
0.008 

138.80 7.287 1.872 2.2e-16 1.402 

*Diagnostics without outliers refer to diagnostics of contaminated series; diagnostics with outliers refer to diagnostics of series after removing outliers, p-values of JB test are listed in parenthesis 

EK= Excess Kurtosis of residual, SK= Skewness of residuals, RV= Residual variance, Proportion of variation explained by outliers=((ESS(full)-ESS(reduced))/TSS),  
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Table 5.7.3 and Table 5.7.4 (page190) present the details of outliers identified 

in some quarterly and monthly measured time series of Pakistan respectively. These 

tables include the outliers found in each series, their types, size and time of 

occurrences. This on one hand gives better insight of data characteristics and on the 

other, enables improvement in detection process by highlighting the weaknesses. 

Table 5.7.3: Outlier Dates and Magnitude by Variables for Quarterly Measured Data 

Details of outliers using Kaiser and Maravall of Quarterly data 

S.NO Variable Type index Date Size t-value 

2 Growth rate of M1 

SLS 2 1977,04 0.068 3.928 

AO 85 1998,03 0.149 4.863 

AO 117 2006,03 0.462 15.027 

3 Growth rate of RM 
SLS 10 1974,03 -0.040 -4.281 

SLS 31 1979,04 0.056 5.701 

5 inflation 

SLS 3 1972,04 0.027 3.83 

TC 5 1973,02 0.061 4.747 

SLS 67 1988,04 -0.019 -3.884 

9 Growth rate of M2 
SLS 12 1980,02 -0.025 -4.638 

TC 59 1992,01 0.052 4.35 

RM: Reserve Money, FE: Foreign exchange,  MP: manufacturing production 

All of the series under consideration have seasonal level shift (SLS) at various 

points in time. From Table 5.7.4, AO is the most frequently identified type of outlier 

for monthly measured time series, while SLS is the most frequently identified type of 

outlier from Table 5.7.3 i.e. for quarterly data. These quarterly series do not show 

existence of any LS or IO but suffers from two AO and two TC. From Table 5.7.4, the 

existence of only few IO and a large number of SLS indicates that including SLS in 

the set of potential outliers, although necessary, but does not replace the outlying 

behavior studied through IO. So, IO must not be discarded from the set of potential 

outliers. Moreover, the points identified as SLS are also supported by the exploratory 

data analysis in form of graphical presentation. There are a large number of AO 

identified in monthly data analysis. Some TC and few LS are also noticed.
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Table 5.7.4 Outlier Dates and Magnitude of Variables for Monthly Time Series 
Details of outliers 

S.NO Variable Type index Date Size t-value S.NO Variable Type index Date Size t-value 

1 Price.of.barley     

LS 10 1995,11 58.731 7.167 

8 poultry.Price    

SLS 8 1995,09 0.005 3.863 

SLS 111 2004,04 -4.335 -6.005 LS 10 1995,11 0.105 10.718 

AO 147 2007,4 -71.948 -9.875 TC 22 1996,11 0.040 4.531 

AO 151 2007,8 189.739 25.573 LS 42 1998,07 0.046 4.666 

TC 167 2008,12 201.215 15.326 TC 53 1999,06 0.087 9.491 

AO 170 2009,03 85.667 5.112 LS 70 2000,11 0.045 4.774 

AO 171 2009,04 180.756 10.998 AO 160 2008,05 0.035 6.673 

AO 176 2009,09 228.143 36.222 TC 230 2014,03 -0.035 -3.996 

2 CBR Tax Collection Billion RS 

SLS 7 2002,07 -0.201 -6.244 

9 Price.of.rapseed 

SLS 146 2007,03 -0.933 -2.847 

SLS 30 2004,06 0.281 8.027 IO 158 2008,03 -1.413 -3.894 

SLS 59 2006,11 -0.149 -3.646 SLS 170 2009,03 0.536 1.56 

3 gold Prices 

IO 62 2006,01 -0.908 -13.446 AO 189 2010,10 1.687 4.952 

AO 67 2006,06 -1.109 -14.267 TC 228 2014,01 -2.766 -6.177 

SLS 122 2011,01 0.021 1.674 

10 wholesale potato. Prices Lahore  

SLS 5 1994,11 0.274 5.417 

4 Price.index.of.non.fuel CPI 

AO 136 2006,05 6.662 5.044 TC 60 1999,06 0.721 4.508 

AO 164 2008,09 6.871 5.068 AO 67 2000,01 0.968 8.835 

LS 168 2009,01 9.482 4.2 TC 145 2006,07 -0.808 -5.058 

AO 175 2009,08 6.287 4.821 11 wholesale.prices.of.onion.lahore SLS 34 1997,04 0.141 3.688 

AO 183 2010,04 7.267 5.345 

12 Precipitation in Drosh  

SLS 3 1971,03 60.47 8.198 

SLS 185 2010,06 -2.555 -4.253 AO 16 1972,04 127.67 3.669 

AO 194 2011,03 -5.976 -4.497 AO 72 1976,12 131.68 3.785 

5 price of urea 

AO 35 1997,12 0.414 4.569 SLS 86 1978,02 74.66 9.197 

IO 114 2004,7 -0.896 -13.375 AO 252 1991,12 143.15 4.123 

AO 121 2005,2 -2.103 -15.858 AO 405 2004,09 196.61 5.667 

SLS 149 2007,6 -0.109 -6.653 AO 434 2007,02 157.76 4.419 

6 Precipitation in Chitral 

LS 1 1970,01 31.22 4.588 

13 precipitation of Gilgit 

LS 3 1961,03 7.975 5.989 

TC 25 1972,01 82.38 4.501 SLS 52 1965,04 15.36 3.615 

SLS 98 0978,02 43.8 3.733 AO 88 1968,04 44.883 3.774 

TC 251 1990,11 84.12 4.663 AO 146 1973,02 67.321 5.666 

AO 278 1993,02 120.57 3.911 TC 218 1979,02 36.57 5.414 

AO 370 2000,10 216.56 7.075 TC 242 1981,02 33.76 4.949 

TC 416 2004,08 86.17 4.753 AO 321 1987,09 97.112 8.188 

7 Price.of.soyabean 

TC 41 1988,06 0.229 6.133 AO 340 1989,04 45.859 3.845 

SLS 93 1992,10 -0.021 -4 AO 380 1992,08 53.136 4.442 

TC 102 1993,07 0.153 4.086 TC 422 1996,02 34.341 5.152 

LS 242 2005,03 0.017 4.173 AO 439 1997,07 73.789 6.196 

IO 285 2008,10 -0.039 -2.723 AO 459 1999,03 71.404 6.008 

LS 288 2009,01 0.153 3.745 TC 505 2003,01 26.999 4.083 

AO 295 2009,08 0.117 4.808 
       

TC 330 2012,07 0.134 3.69 
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The clustering of outliers across series is witnessed at some places in time 

during the analysis indicating that there may be common sources for these grouped 

outliers. At 1995.11, LS is noticed in Barley prices as well as in poultry prices. In 

March 2009, an AO is identified in Barley prices and SLS in rapeseed prices. An AO 

is detected in non-fuel CPI and Soybean prices at 2009.08. In 1996, June is identified 

as TC for wholesale potato prices and poultry prices. A SLS is observed at February 

1978 in precipitation level of Drosh and precipitation level of Chitral. Exploring the 

outlier identified at March 2009 in Barley and Rapeseed prices indicate similar pattern 

but is detected as AO for Barley prices while SLS for Rapeseed prices. This brings 

attention to the confusion among SLS and other types of outliers. 

The analysis, in general, does not yield cluster of outliers across time. 

However, another confusion between SLS and other types of outliers is noted across 

time such that in the series of Barley prices SLS is identified at April 2004, later, in 

April 2007 an AO is detected while in literature a long lasting behavior of SLS is 

claimed. Similar issue has been observed in the series of Rapeseed prices where SLS 

is detected at 2007.03 and is followed by an IO identified in March 2008 and another 

SLS identified in March 2009. Another such case is noted in the series of precipitation 

level of Gilgit where SLS detected at April 1965 is followed by an AO detected at 

April 1968. These confusions require that the test statistics of SLS may be revisited. 

The Kaiser and Maravall (2001) outlier detection procedure when applied to 

the quarterly data under observation results in a number of outliers including SLS. 

Say, for the series of growth rate of Reserve Money two SLS have been identified at 

1974. 3 and 1979. 4 respectively. The intervention model for the quarterly growth rate 

of Reserve Money data with the initial SARIMA model (1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 1)4 with 

constant can be written as 
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)   

       (5.2) 

Similarly, the intervention model for the monthly measured gold prices with 

initial SARIMA model (3, 1, 0) (0, 0, 0)12 is written as 

                              (               )             

                                    
                    

        

       (
 

     
 

      
)   

        (5.3) 

Using Kaiser and Maravall (2001) outlier detection procedure, an IO at 

2006.01, an AO at 2006.06 and a SLS at 2011.01 has been detected explaining about 

3.76% variation in data. 

In the same manner the intervention model for all other series can be 

examined for the results from Table 5.7.3 and Table 5.7.4 respectively. All of these 

intervention models qualify the portmanteau test for no auto correlation in residuals 

with some even qualifying the Gaussian residuals. Hence, this empirical exercise for 

outlier detection not only captures the additional information in form of outliers but 

also yield better estimates with reduced and uncorrelated residual standard error. This 

strongly supports the argument that seasonal level shift (SLS) should be included in 

the list of potential outliers along with AO, IO, LS and TC. 

5.8 Conclusion 

From the simulation study, some common but interesting features are noted in 

seasonal AR (1) and seasonal MA(1) models due to the existence of SLS. The SLS 

generates a bias of constant nature which is only affected by the size of SLS in 

SAR(1) model. While, in SMA (1) model, an upward bias is noted which is also only 

affected by the size of SLS. The presence of SLS results in the non-normality of the 
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sampling distributions of  ̂  and  ̂  respectively The empirical critical values in both 

models are noted to be higher than the cut-off points, with the empirical level of 

significance inversely related to sample size and the model coefficients i.e. with   in 

case of SAR (1) and    in case of SMA(1) model. In various SAR (1) models 

considered in the simulation exercise show that the empirical power of the test 

statistics is not satisfactory for small sample size and large SAR (1) coefficient. The 

empirical power of the test statistics shows similar behavior as in case of SAR (1) 

model. In both specifications of models, the test statistics for SLS gets confused with 

that of IO. But the extent of confusion in SMA(1) model is lower than that of SAR(1) 

model. We strongly recommend that both the outlier types, usually identified as IO 

and Seasonal Level Shift (SLS), shall be a part of Chen and Liu (1993) and Kaiser 

and Maravall (2001)‟s suggested procedure to have most efficient outlier detection 

procedure. 

This study has shown that neglecting the seasonal level shift (SLS) from the 

list of potential outliers for seasonal data may lead to poor analysis as other types of 

outliers may not fully grasp the impacts caused by SLS and lead to poor statistical 

analysis. We apply the method suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001) with five 

possible types of outliers i.e. AO, IO, LS, TC and SLS to a number of quarterly and 

monthly measured time series data. The method suggested by Kaiser and Maravall 

(2001) is basically an extension of Chen and Liu (1993) by including SLS in the 

analysis. The procedure is based upon the argument of replacing IO by SLS. However 

these procedures may suffer due to smearing effect as identified by Sanchez and Pena 

(2003).  

The application of the method for detecting and removing outliers and 

structural breaks reduces the residual‟s excess kurtosis, skewness and JB test 
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remarkably. The analysis has identified a number of shocks in all series under 

observation. The graphical representation of these quarterly measured series supports 

majority of the outliers including SLS as identified by the Kaiser and Maravall (2001) 

method. The consecutive or nearby occurrence of SLS and AO as noted in the current 

analysis may be due to masking
41

 and swamping
42

 effects. The differences in type 

identification of outlier across series like SLS identified at 2009 03 in Rapeseed oil 

prices but identified as AO in Barley prices may be a result of incidence of 

misidentification or requires revisiting of the test statistics for these outliers. 

The recommendations for retaining IO and the Seasonal Level Shift (SLS) 

both as a part of list of potential outlier type is endorsed again to have most efficient 

outlier detection procedure. 

Connecting the indicated discordant observations with historical evidences 

may give better understanding and enable effective policy building. In the 

forthcoming chapter we apply the Chen and Liu (1993) method of outlier detection 

and joint estimation to a number of macroeconomic time series variables. We also 

compare the outliers detected under Chen and Liu (1993) method with outliers 

detected under Kaiser and Maravall (2001) to discriminate between the two methods. 

Hence, it is concluded that all statistical analysis should include the exercise for 

outlier detection as it realizes the additional information contained by these aberrant 

observations which affects estimates and forecasting.   

                                                           
41 Masking refers to the situation of failure to detection of an outlier due to presence of other outlier. 
42 Swamping refers to the case when a clean observation is classified as an outlier under the presence of another outlier. See Ben-

Gal (2005)  
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Chapter 6 

Modelling Outliers and Structural Breaks: A Case of Pakistan 

6.1 Introduction 

There is no denying of the fact that time series variables not only study 

aggregate fluctuations but also various important characteristics of the economy as a 

whole. Getting to know the causes of aggregate fluctuations in economy shall be a 

priority of policy makers. The time series variables generally used for the purpose of 

policy making and forecasting are subject to continuous variation over time. 

However, such events may occur in realities which suddenly cause short and long 

term changes in variables resulting in outliers or discordant observations
43

 and 

structural breaks. On one hand, application of Chen and Liu (1993) joint estimation 

procedure helps us in identifying the discordant observations that may distort the 

analysis. On the other hand, it provides robust estimates for the model which enables 

effective policy making. Kaiser and Maravall (2001) and Sanchez and Pena (2003) 

have discussed the existence of seasonal outliers, its identification, estimation and the 

problems in interpretation if not included in the model. There is no profound work 

done for outlier detection in case of Pakistan. This motivates us to detect outliers in 

time series data for Pakistan. This chapter contributes to the existing literature in this 

area in several ways. It analyses outliers in a large number of time series of Pakistan 

which are expected to be more sensitive to macroeconomic, social, political and 

environmental uncertainty yielding high variance and more outliers. Analysis of large 

                                                           
43We have used the term outliers and discordant observations interchangeably for indicating the anomalous observations. 
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set data is undertaken i.e. Thirteen quarterly series and thirty monthly time series are 

used capturing various aspects of the country. The outlier detection is carried on the 

high frequency data i.e. quarterly and monthly series. Lastly this chapter uses various 

techniques of outlier detection. Considering the effect of these discontinuities, 

studying and analyzing these variables gives better insight and enables effective 

forecasting and policy analysis. 

Main objective of this chapter is to analyze the behavior of time series data as 

it may have structural breaks and outliers, and identifying the best possible model in 

the presence of various types of disturbances. We shall use Chen and Liu (1993)‟s 

suggested iterative procedure for multiple outlier detection and joint estimation for the 

case of Pakistan. For the assessment of performance and empirical investigation of 

existing methods in terms of identification of problems like incidence of 

misidentification, intensity of masking and swamping effect with reference to various 

time series data, relevant to Pakistan is also considered. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 discusses the 

economic and social situation of Pakistan and significance of structural break 

analysis. Section 6.3 presents methodology and variables for empirical analysis 

regarding outlier detection and estimation. Section 6.4 consists of empirical analysis 

of quarterly and monthly data for several macro-economic, financial and metrological 

variables of Pakistan. It comprises of descriptive statistics, outlier identification, and 

estimation of their type, time and dynamic impact. We have also compared the 

outliers detected using Chen and Liu (1993) method with outliers detected using 

Kaiser and Maravall (2001) procedure. Statistically identified outliers are linked with 

possible events history. Reconciling findings with the existing literature are also 

discussed. Finally, section 6.5 concludes our findings. 
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6.2 Economic, Social and Ecological Situation of Pakistan and Structural breaks 

During the last several decades, modeling fluctuations and instability of 

growth process have drawn considerable attention of policy makers, researchers and 

academicians. The policy-makers may face failure in decision making if they do not 

understand the effect of the stability of various macroeconomic components 

contributing in productivity, output and its growth. Therefore, it has become an 

important issue to study the effect of the structural changes or breaks. Macro-

economic instability threatened several countries. Pakistan represents an ideal case 

study in terms of frequent structural changes on socio-economic and political fronts as 

Pakistan economy had witnessed macro-economic imbalances, poverty, 

unemployment, political instability and had to face terrorism. Macroeconomic 

imbalances, to some extent, are due to shocks which include a devastating earthquake 

in 2005, heavy floods each year, epidemics, high international oil and food prices, 

fluctuations in exchange rate, power shortages and large scale energy crisis. It has 

been noted in several studies (Zia and Mahmood, 2013; Sokolski (Ed.), 2009; Janjua, 

2005; Mahmood et al., 2008; and Amjad et al., 2011) that macroeconomic indicators 

have deteriorated very sharply over the last few years. A number of shocks are 

possible impact of constrained long term growth and instable policies related to 

growth, monetary, fiscal and financial matters. This may have also a factor toward the 

in-competitiveness of the country‟s dominant exports and manufacturing sector as 

identified in Burki (2009) and Zia and Mahmood (2013). Studies have identified 

possible consequences of the 1973 oil price shock, State Bank of Pakistan‟s policy 

shift in interest rate management, large nationalization program undertaken by 

government and energy crises in form of shocks in macroeconomic history of 

Pakistan (Ebinger, 2011; Malik, 2007; Siddiqui, 2004; and Chua, 1995). For most of 
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the time series break points are found to be statistically significant across series and 

clusters mostly around important events like, draught (2000), economic sanctions 

(1979, 1990, 1998 see Malik, 2012) and flood (2010). The analysis with structural 

breaks, thus, proves useful for the macroeconomic time series of Pakistan. Our results 

also show that the year 2008, 2009 and 2010 emerges as the most significant break-

years for end of period market rate, trade balance and growth rate of WPI. The 

outliers in call money rates and end of period money markets can be associated to 

frequent and deliberate policy shifts for the management of interest rate by the SBP 

with an objective to control the monetary expansion (Janjua, 2003). It is found that 

almost all the macro indicators exhibits structural breaks during 2000‟s; clustering 

around 2007 to 2010. The break in M2 and reserve money may be a result of large 

increase in government budgetary borrowing during that period to finance a large 

increase in public sector investment, excess liquidity of interbank market of Pakistan 

and a nationalization program (Mohammad et al., 2014: Bilquees and Shehnaz, 1994; 

Moinuddin, 2009). The outlier in call money rate and foreign exchange may be 

attributed to a strong behavioral change in Pak Rupee exchange rate during Pre 9/11 

and post  9/11 period Kemal and Haider (2004). Thus the experience of Pakistan 

provides a good illustration of the issue at hand. 

It has been identified a principal challenge for governments to promote growth 

in a country while safeguarding natural resources. The natural resources in the 

ecosystem of Pakistan face numerous challenges and the most critical is the aridity 

system. There are a number of factors acting as driving force for environmental 

problems in Pakistan. Amongst these many have emerged due to resource misuse and 

short term interests. In a report from UNEP (2013), it has been identified that during 

last century Pakistan has witnessed average annual temperature increase where this 
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increase is higher in northern Pakistan as compared to other regions. The variability of 

precipitation and temperature influences variability and productivity of agriculture. It 

also has impact significant on rural livelihood at local and regime level. Archer and 

Fowler (2004) have investigated the trends and fluctuations in the seasonal rainfall in 

UIB (upper Indus basin) and identified a number of factors subject to climate change. 

The study has identified that the changes in amount and distribution of precipitation 

may cause serious implications for glaciological and hydrological regimes. Despite of 

the significant correlations, the study did not find any long term trends and seasonal 

patterns. However, they have not searched for any outliers or structural breaks. 

Fowler and Archer (2005) have noted that the variability in temperature and 

precipitation induced by climate change will have significant impacts on water 

availability, productivity and human security. However, these impacts will not be 

uniform across various parts of the upper Indus Basin and the Western Himalayas. 

The UNEP (2013) report identifies that high temperature and unfavorable rainfall (the 

precipitation) have emerged as the key determinants from climate change causing 

adverse climatic impact on agriculture of developing countries. Lea et al. (2012) 

found that higher temperature and precipitation during summer increases agricultural 

production in tropical Asian countries, while warming up of fall season reduces 

production making the net effect negative in Asia. A major challenge for our country 

is to build a resilient and interrelated socio economic and ecological system. A study 

covering climatic variations and precipitation of areas from UIB will provide better 

insight. 

The above discussion draws attention towards importance of structural breaks 

detection and estimation in case of Pakistan‟s major macro indicator series. As a 

result, structural breaks detection provide evidence for the presence of variations in 
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several social, environmental, geographical and economic aspects which needs to be 

taken into consideration when modeling the macro-economic, socio and ecological 

growth nexus for policy makers. 

6.3 Empirical Study with AO, IO, TC and LS 

The selected macro variables play important role in determining the financial 

and fiscal structure of any economy and are vital for economic growth of any country. 

While the selected ecological indicators help analyzing the environmental situation of 

the region The empirical study conducted on quarterly and monthly time series for 

Pakistan is done by using outlier detection procedure suggested by Chen and Liu 

(1993) and is compared with the procedure suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001). 

6.3.1  Methodology 

Outlier detection procedure is linked with the time series modeling in order to 

capture the dynamics of observed times series.
44

We are restricting ourselves in this 

study to the diagnostic approach as it is most widely used technique. The diagnostic 

approach uses the residuals of the estimated model to identify outliers, incorporates 

them in an intervention model where the outliers and the parameters are jointly 

estimated which gives the estimated outlier effects and the robust estimates of the 

parameters. The iterative testing procedure provides consistent estimates of the entire 

breaks fraction as well as consistent estimates of the true number of breaks. 

The detailed procedure of joint outlier detection and parameter estimation as 

suggested by Chen and Liu (1993) is outlined as follows: 

Let yt be outliers free series for which    
         

              
   , where B is the 

backshift operator such that                
 ,               

 , 

                                                           
44There are three major approaches for handling the estimation of SARIMA/p,d,q)(P,D,Q)s with outliers of unknown type and 
location: Diagnostic approach, Robust approach and Bayesian approach. The Iterative procedure for outlier detection is included 

in diagnostic approach. 
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  and      

           . But we have an observed series which is the contaminated model 

as           where             
   

. These terms stand as   
   

is the dummy 

variable defined as   
   

 
             
              

,                           is the size 

of outlier generally unknown and is estimated from the observed data set using usual 

techniques. The term                              indicates the dynamic 

weights determining the pattern of outlier and their impact. Here the initial model is 

identified under the assumption of no breaks/ outliers. Maximum likelihood estimates 

of the model parameters based on the original (in 1
st
 iteration) or the adjusted series 

(in subsequent iterations) are computed and obtain the residuals. Inner loop of outlier 

detection is run by computing the statistics that  ̂     
 ̂ 

    
            ; 

and              where    
       

        
       

       
    

    
         

       
        

        
   45.and then using these for 

identifying         | ̂    |             46,                    , then there is 

a possibility of a type ( ) outlier at t. If there is no outlier found, then stop and 

conclude that series is free of outliers. Otherwise, remove the effect of this outlier 

from the residuals and the observations, according to its type, then repeat to check if 

an additional outlier can be found till no new outlier is found in current iteration. Now 

run a multiple regression model for joint estimation of outlier effects      by 

computing the test statistics  ̂ , where  ̂   ̂       ̂   , j=1,…m (m is the number 

of outliers identified) and i=1,2,3....n. If     | ̂ |   ̂   , then delete the outlier at 

time point t, from the set of the identified outliers and again run the multiple 

                                                           
45               

    
    

    
,                   

    
    

   
, 

              
    

    

    
                                           

For details of test statistics and their estimation see Tsay (1988). 
46 C is pre- determined critical value, chosen at 3, 3.5 or 4 in literature. See Tsay (1988), Chen and Liu (1993) for details. 
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regression with the remaining (m – 1) outliers till no outliers fall less than C. Obtain 

the adjusted series by removing the outlier effects of significant outliers and estimate 

the model parameters using MLE. If the relative change of the residual standard error 

from the previous estimate is greater than   47  repeat the whole process for further 

iterations; otherwise, run an intervention model with estimated parameters and 

significant outliers. The estimates of ω and the various test statistics depends upon the 

estimate of  , where, ̂ , is calculated from the contaminated series so to avoid 

inflated result. MAD (mean absolute deviation) is used for estimating     Finally, run 

an intervention model with estimated parameters and significant outliers
48

. 

6.3.2 Data 

We examine 13 macroeconomic time series, measured quarterly, to check 

whether outliers are present in these series. Seven of these series span over Quarter I- 

1972 to Quarter IV- 2010 while few other series included in the study are covered 

over different span due to the availability of data. End of period market rate 
49

( 

1972.1- 2010.4), Nominal effective exchange rate
50

 (1975.1- 2010.4), Real effective 

exchange rate 
51

(1980.1- 2010.4), Foreign exchange (1972.1- 2010.4), Reserve money 

52
(1972.1- 2010.4), M1

53
(1977.2- 2011.1), M2

54
(1977.2- 2011.1), Call money rate 

55
(CMR)(1972.1- 2010.4), Inflation

56
(1972.1- 2010.4), 6 month government treasury 

                                                           
47 The tolerance   is a pre- determined constant chosen by the user as a means to control the accuracy of parameter estimates. An 

appropriate tolerance value, for example, could be .001. 
48 The estimate of ω and the various test statistics depends upon the estimate of   , MAD (mean absolute deviation) is used for 

estimating   to avoid inflated result. For details please refer Chen and Liu (1993). 
49End of period market rate is the Free Interbank Exchange rate, as determined in the interbank foreign exchange market. 
50Nominal Effective Exchange Rate is an index of the bilateral nominal exchange rates of one country relative to its major 

trading partners. The bilateral nominal exchange rate index with each trading partner is weighted by that country’s 
share in imports, exports, or total foreign trade. 

51Real effective exchange rate is the nominal effective exchange rate divided by a price deflator or index of costs. 
52Reserve Money (M0) is an indicator used to measure the most liquid assets which can be spent most easily or the money supply 

in the economy and includes currency in circulation (held with Public), other deposits with State Bank of Pakistan; 

currency in tills of schedules bank‟s and bank deposits with SBP. 
53M1 is the narrow money and is defined as: M1= Notes in Circulation outside Depository Corporation + Transferable Deposits 

with outside depository corporations (ODCs) + Transferable Deposits with SBP other than Reserve Deposits. 
54M2 is the Broad Money, composed of: M2= M1 + Other Deposits with ODCs + Short Term Securities Issued by ODCs + Coin 

in Circulation. 
55Call Money Rates are the interbank clean (without collateral) lending/borrowing rates.  
56Inflation as measured by the consumer price index reflects the periodical percentage change in the cost to the average consumer 

of acquiring a basket of goods and services that may be fixed or changed at specified intervals. 
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bill rate 
57

(1991.2- 2010.4), Growth rate of manufacturing production 
58

( 1972.1- 

2010.4),Wholesale price index 
59

(2005=100)( 1972.1- 2010.4) and Trade balance 
60

( 

1976.1- 2010.4) are the variables in study. The data on these variables are obtained 

from IFS. We use growth rates (log fourth difference) for foreign exchange, M1, M2, 

wholesale price index (2005=100) and inflation calculated as the rate of change in 

consumer price index (2005=100). While the series nominal effective exchange rate, 

market rate, real effective exchange rate, call money rate and 6 month T-bill rates are 

already given as rates. Share prices, and manufacturing production are used as 

published. 

We have also examined 30 monthly measured time series for outliers. 

Amongst which fifteen series namely prices of banana, price of barley, CPI(food), 

price of gasoline, price of lead, price of wheat, price of jet fuel, Price of natural gas, 

price index of non-fuel CPI, poultry prices, prices of rapeseed, price of sugar, price of 

urea and price of tea span over (1995.02 M2- 2015.02). Three series including price 

index of beverages, prices index of metal and prices of soybean are over (1985.02-

2015.02). While price of aluminum (2002.11– 2015.02), CBR Tax collection (in 

Billion RS)( 2002.01– 2014.01), gold prices (2000.12– 2015.02), KSE 100 point 

index (1991.11-2012.02), manufactures of leather prices (1999.02-2013.02), Net 

Effective Exchange Rate (1980.01-2013.11), share prices (2000.01-2015.02), 3 month 

T-bill rate (2001.01-2014.04), precipitation in Gilgit (1961.01-2008.12), precipitation 

in Chitral (1970.01-2008.12), precipitation in Drosh (1971.01-2008.12), wholesale 

                                                           
576 month government Treasury bill rate are the instruments created when Government borrows from the State Bank. They are 

six month T-bill and their rates are determined on the basis of weighted average arrived in last six month Market Treasury 

Bill auction. They are also called as „Market Replenishment Treasury Bills‟.  
58Large scale manufacturing production index is the non-seasonally adjusted quantum index numbers of large-scale 

manufacturing which measures changes in physical output volumes (quantity) of a fixed set of products for large scale 

manufacturing industries. An index of overall manufacturing and individual indices by 91 selected items. The selected 
items indices are for vegetable products, blended tea, cigarettes, cotton yarn, cotton cloth, jute goods, paper and board, 

fertilizers, cement, and automobiles. 
59The Wholesale Price Index (WPI) measures the directional movement of prices for a set of selected items, offered in lots by 

producers/manufacturers, in the primary and wholesale markets. 
60The balance of trade is the difference between the monetary value of exports and imports for an economy over a certain period 

of time. 
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prices of potato in Lahore (1994.07-2011.04)and whole sale prices of onion in Lahore 

(1994.07-2011.04). The data are taken from IFS and World Bank. 

6.3.3 Descriptive Statistics 
61

 

Table 6.3.3.1 reports descriptive statistics for the variables measured over 

quarterly frequency. The end of period market rate experiences a mean growth rate of 

45.7 percent for the full 156-quarter sample with the highest rate of 134.3in 2010.3 

and the lowest rate of 5.2 in 1972.1.Output volatility, represented by the standard 

deviation, equals 35.7. The skewness statistic displays an asymmetric distribution 

characterized by positive skewness, meaning that in the sample period, a greater 

probability exists of large increases in market rate than large decreases. The kurtosis 

statistic exhibits non-Gaussian behavior. The simplest construction in regard to 

normality of residuals is found with the Jarque–Bera (JB) test. The Jarque-Bera test 

rejects normality, while Ljung-Box Q statistics test for autocorrelation up to 24 lags 

indicates existence of autocorrelation in the market rates. 

Table 6.3.3.1: Descriptive Statistics for Quarterly Time Series 

Variable n Time period Mean SD SK EK JB-p-value 

Market rate 156 1972Q1-2010Q4 45.74 35.72 0.811 -0.49 9.71E-05 

Growth rate of m1 136 1977Q2-2011Q1 0.149 0.101 2.651 10.31 2E-166 

Growth rate of m2 136 1977Q2-2011Q1 0.142 0.044 0.21 0.789 0.085 

NEER 144 1975Q1-2010Q4 202.95 100.37 0.564 -0.84 0.003 

REER 124 1980Q1-2010Q4 132.69 41.5 1.217 0.046 1.51E-07 

Growth rate of FE 156 1972Q1-2010Q4 0.113 0.597 0.301 2.211 2.23E-08 

Growth rate of RM 156 1972Q1-2010Q4 0.132 0.056 -0.263 0.39 0.229 

Call money rate 156 1972Q1-2010Q4 8.582 2.676 -0.143 0.242 0.592 

inflation 156 1972Q1-2010Q4 0.091 0.054 1.687 3.546 1.59E-34 

Growth rate of WPI  156 1972Q1-2010Q4 0.098 0.059 1.247 1.609 4.11E-13 

T-bill rate 79 1991Q2-2010Q4 10.26 3.752 -0.776 0.023 0.019 

Growth rate of MP 156 1972Q1-2010Q4 0.059 0.067 0.045 0.507 0.369 

Trade balances 140 1976Q1-2010Q4 -946.61 930.24 -2.071 3.939 4.06E-43 
SD= standard Deviation, SK= Skewness, JB= Jarque-Bera, EK= Excess Kurtosis, SD= Standard deviation, FE=foreign 

Exchange, MP= manufacturing production, RM=Reserve Money,  

Among other series like growth rate of M1, NEER, REER, foreign exchange, 

growth rate of foreign exchange, inflation, growth rate of WPI, T-bill rate and trade 

                                                           
61Application of the Chen and Liu (1993) joint estimation procedure, on one hand, helps us in identifying the discordant 

observations that distorts the analysis and may lead to ineffective policy making. On the other hand, it highlights the weaker 

areas of the procedure itself. 
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balances show significant Jarque Bera while the series growth rate of M2, growth rate 

of reserve money, call money rate and growth rate of manufacturing production show 

insignificant Jarque-Bera test. Similarly, the correlogram of majority of these series 

not only show the existence of autocorrelation but also nonstationarity is indicated. 

Hence, on observing the correlogram, an ARIMA process to capture the dynamic 

structure and to generate white-noise residuals is suggested. 

Table 6.3.3.2 reports the descriptive statistics for the variable measured over 

monthly frequency. The price index of beverages attains an average of 119.04 for the 

full 361 months sample with the maximum price of 221.99 in 2011.03 and the 

Minimum price of 60.62 in 2001.10. The skewness statistic displays positive 

skewness along with negative excess kurtosis which results in significant Jarque Bera 

test hence indicating a non-Gaussian distribution. All of the series except 3 months T-

bill rate yield significant Jarque Bera test indicating non-Gaussian behavior. 

Similarly, all of these series indicate annual unit, however, no evidence for seasonal 

differencing is observed.  
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Table 6.3.3.2: Descriptive Statistics for Monthly Time Series 

  

S.No. 

 

Series 

  

Time Period 

Summary Normality/Skewness/Kurtosis Annual 

Unit Root 

Seasonal 

Unit Root Min.     1st Qu.          Median      Mean          3rd Qu.           Max. skewness EK JB (p-value) 

1 Price.index.of.beverages 361, 1985: 2, 12 60.65 84.91 114.28 119.04 146.53 221.99 0.5 -0.666 0.000 1 0 

2 aluminum  148, 2002: 11, 12 1334 1746 1965 2056 2404 3067 0.373 -0.755 0.034 1 0 

3 Price.of.banana 241, 1995 :2, 12 1 61 121 121 181 241 0.000 -1.215 0.001 1 0 

4 Price.of.barley 241, 1995: 2, 12 1 61 121 121 181 241 0.000 -1.215 0.001 1 0 

5 CBR Tax Collection  144, 2002: 1, 12 23.6 46.12 78.55 91.08 123.6 275.1 1.024 0.913 0.000 0 1 

6 Price.index.metal 361, 1985: 2, 12 44.17 58.51 71.72 100.3 156.4 256.24 0.998 -0.440 0.000 1 0 

7 CPI food 241, 1995: 2, 12 75.65 87.83 107.17 120.51 153.28 192.35 0.570 -1.113 0.000 1 0 

8 Price.of.gasoline 241, 1995: 2, 12 14.16 35.59 77.47 112.81 170.77 309.5 0.737 -0.874 0.000 1 0 

9 gold (pk) 168, 2000: 12, 12 1 42.75 84.5 83.11 123 163 -0.052 -1.220 0.006 1 0 

10 KSE 100 Index. Points 244, 1991: 11, 12 1 61.75 122.50 122.22 182.25 243 -0.008 -1.214 0.001 1 0 

11 Price. Lead  241, 1995:2, 12 1 61 121 121 181 241 0.000 -1.215 0.001 1 0 

12 Price.of.wheat  241, 1995: 2, 12 2.2 141.8 183.5 204.2 264.4 439.7 0.701 -0.579 0.000 1 0 

13 Price.of.jet.fuel 241, 1995: 2 ,12 13.9 33.41 87.52 117.55 181.51 316.5 0.696 -0.976 0.000 1 0 

14 manufactures.of.leather 170, 1999 :2, 12 960944 1827096 2837085 3033436 4053720 6131619 0.328 -0.881 0.016 1 0 

15 Price.natural.gas 241, 1995: 2,12 44.63 139.23 310.18 295.54 389.75 854.2 0.568 0.438 0.001 1 0 

16 NEER   408 ,1980: 1, 12 51.84 100.2 149.34 184.85 245.26 432.39 0.698 -0.748 0.000 1 0 

17 Price.index.of.non.fuel CPI 241, 1995: 2, 12 70.38 81.43 101.03 118.16 153.6 205.84 0.507 -1.142 0.000 1 0 

18 poultry.Price    241, 1995: 2 ,12 15.9 31.18 42.61 52.22 71.63 117.21 0.875 -0.309 0.000 1 0 

19 Price.of.rapseed 241, 1995: 2, 12 1 61 121 121 181 241 0.000 -1.215 0.001 1 0 

20 Price.of.soyabean 361,1985:2,12 58.3 205.4 229.8 281.1 338.8 622.9 1.219 0.318 0.000 1 0 

21 Price.of.sugar   241, 1995: 2 ,12 2.5 4.27 5.51 9.173 15.19 25.5 0.925 -0.664 0.000 1 0 

22 price of urea 241, 1995: 2, 12 1 61 119 119.7 179 239 0.011 -1.207 0.001 1 0 

23 Price.of.tea    241, 1995: 2, 12 44.74 107.62 129.65 165.48 238.87 353.66 0.677 -0.872 0.000 1 0 

24 Share. Prices. 182, 2000: 1 ,12 11.04 40.6 94.02 100.89 129.15 335.6 1.114 0.876 0.000 1 0 

25 Wholesale potato. Prices  LHR 202, 1994: 7, 12 74 227.2 306.5 373.2 460 1710 1.981 5.540 0.000 1 0 

26 Wholesale. Onion. prices LHR 202, 1994: 7, 12 94 215 310.5 395.8 480 2216 2.802 11.960 0.000 1 0 

27 3monthtbill 161, 2001: 1, 12 0.995 6.133 9.1524 8.75 11.870 13.8435 -0.696 -0.550 0.001 1 0 

28 precipitation in Gilgit 576, 1961: 1, 12 0 1.3 5.7 11.08 13.7 127 3.015 11.764 0.000 0 0 

29 Precipitation in Drosh  456, 1971: 1, 12 0  12.35  33.80  48.6 69.5 253.2 1.366 1.650 0.000 0 0 

30 Precipitation in Chitral 468, 1970: 1, 12 0 3.8 19.2 37.61 58.45 262.1 1.780 3.720 0.000 0 0 
JB= Jarque-Bera, EK= Excess Kurtosis, SD= Standard deviation. Annual unit root test comprising of ADF, KPSS, PP and seasonal unit root test  comprises of OCSB, CH. The KPSS test is used with the null hypothesis 

that x has a stationary root. The "adf", the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and the Phillips-Perron test states the null hypothesis that x has a unit root against a stationary root alternative. The ch", the Canova-Hansen 
(1995) test states null hypothesis of deterministic seasonality and the test="ocsb", Osborn-Chui-Smith-Birchenhall (1988) states null hypothesis that a seasonal unit root exists). We resolve the disagreements among the 

tests by the rule “if one test show unit root, there is unit root. KPSS test: Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin Test, ADF test Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test, CH test: Canova-Hansen Test, PP: Phillips-Perron Test , 
ocsb", the Osborn-Chui-Smith-Birchenhall  
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Graphical View of Quarterly Data 

 

 
Figure 6.1: Quarterly Time series date with outliers   
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Graphical View of monthly Data 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.2 (a): Monthly Time series date with outliers 
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Graphical View of Monthly Time Series Data (Contd…) 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 (b): Monthly Time series date with outliers 
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Graphical View of Monthly Time Series Data (Contd…) 

 

 

 
Figure 6.2 (c): Monthly Time series date with outliers 
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Graphical View of Monthly Time Series Data (Contd…) 

 
Figure 6.2 (d): Monthly Time series date with outliers 

6.3.4 Analytical Framework 

The analytical framework is based on the three-stage outlier detection 

procedure as undertaken by Chen and Liu (1993). The initial SARIMA (p, d, q) 

(P,D,Q)s model identification is done by extended use of the Box and Jenkins (1976) 
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the MLE method. The general multiplicative SARIMA (p,d,q)(P,D,Q)s model can be 

written as  

                                   (6.1) 

A suitable time series model is identified using the minimum residual standard 

error along with smallest Schwarz Information criteria (SIC) criterion. The results 

from the estimation of the selected model i.e. parameter estimates, their standard 

errors, residual‟s standard errors, skewness and kurtosis of residuals are listed in 

Table 6.3.4.1 (page 216) for quarterly series and Table 6.3.4.2 (page 217) for series 

for monthly series. Majority of the series show significant evidence of excess kurtosis 

and skewness. The Jarque Berra (JB) test indicates that the initial model estimation 

(without outliers) leads to the residuals for which the assumption of Gaussian error is 

not appropriate. However, after outlier detection and intervention model, most of the 

series obtain remarkably low Jarque Berra statistic and our assumption of Gaussian 

error term seems plausible. 

Considering Table 6.3.4.1, it is evident that if the results from the initial 

identified model are compared with those obtained involving the outliers via Three-

stage Chen and Liu (1993) procedure, the error variance of the originally identified 

model are clearly greater than those which are obtained under the intervention 

analysis. Not only the values of estimated parameters change but also the standard 

error of all parameters reduces whether in autoregressive (AR) or moving average 

(MA) or ARIMA. The neglect of potential structural breaks has led not only to excess 

kurtosis and skewness of residuals but also to significant JB test results. For example, 

the results of the series CMR yielded a JB statistics of 85.5 which clearly show the 

non-Gaussian residuals. However, after the „with-outlier‟ analysis this statistics 

yielded a result of 5.96, which is reduced. In all these series JB statistics fall 
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remarkably in „with-outlier‟ analysis and in majority cases it supports the possibility 

of Gaussian residuals. Hence, we may generalize that in the presence of outliers, the 

time series under observation may suffer from excess kurtosis. Excess kurtosis 

generally makes standard statistical theory based on Gaussian distribution redundant. 

The results under the Chen and Liu procedure for joint estimation of outliers 

give significant evidence of outliers and structural breaks in all series. These outliers 

are identified at a critical value of 3.5. The outliers thus identified, explain a 

substantial proportion of volatility in majority of the series. The proportion of 

variation explained by outliers, as suggested by Balke and Fomby (1994) is calculated 

as: 

                                                *
     ̂ 

      
+ (6.2) 

Where  ̂ is the fitted value of y obtained from the model without outliers and y is the 

raw series. 

The last column of Table 6.3.4.1 gives the proportion of variation explained 

by outliers. It is evident that the outliers for a series may have explained as low as 

0.663% of total variation and for some other series may have explained as high as 

100% of the total variation. In case of CMR series the proportion of variation 

explained due to outliers is about 28.7% which points out the importance of outliers/ 

breaks in capturing and explaining the dynamics of the time series under 

consideration. Thus the identification and estimation of possible outliers along with 

other features of time series are very important and necessary. 

Among the outliers identified, AO are most frequently identified outliers, 

while only few TC are detected in all series. In contrast, the LS are only identified at 

two points in time. In general, clustering of outliers within series and across series has 

been noted. Moreover, there are several instances where different series have outliers 
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at or near the same date. Surprisingly, the types of outliers in these series at the 

matching dates are generally similar except few cases and in these exceptional cases; 

it is the IO being identified in place of the other common type. 

Table 6.3.4.2 gives the detailed analysis of monthly series using the joint 

estimation method of Chen and Liu (1993). For majority of series, including outliers 

in the model results in residuals yielding insignificant Jarque Bera test indicating 

Gaussian distribution. All of the series on monthly frequency have significant 

evidence of outliers and structural breaks. Among the outliers identified, AO are most 

frequently identified, several LS are detected while few TC are identified. 

Table 6.3.4.3 (page 222) and 6.3.4.4 (page 222) presents the outliers found in 

each series, the type and the size of outliers as well as the date at which they have 

occurred. While presenting the outliers in chronological order, it is easier to show the 

patterns of outliers across time as well as across series. There appear to be a clustering 

of outliers within series and across series as indicated in Table 6.3.4.3 and 6.3.4.4. It 

has been well documented in literature that majority of outliers are associated with 

business cycle particularly recession. However, since all business cycles are not same, 

so, is the behavior of outliers during these cycles and it requires in depth analysis of 

these cycles. These joint occurrences point toward another possibility that this similar 

behavior could be due to some political and economic events occurring in the country. 

The clustering of outliers across time is not evident in all series, however, 

there are few series like NEER in 1981(Q2, Q3), market rate during 2008(Q1, Q4) 

then in 2010(Q1, Q3), and Trade balances 2009(Q3, Q4) have experienced clusters of 

outliers in successive quarters. Within the clusters of outliers, the types of outliers 

identified may also vary. The clustering of outliers across time indicates the well 

documented increase in volatility of interest rates during these periods as evident in 
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Table 6.3.4.3. The general tendency, from the results of Table 6.3.4.3, can be noted 

that AO are most frequently identified in macroeconomic variables of Pakistan, while 

only few TC are identified. Whereas, the LS is only identified at 2003.3 only in one 

series i.e. trade balances. 
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Table 6.3.4.1: Model With and Without Outliers/ Structural Breaks for Quarterly Time Series: 

 
 without outliers with outliers 

Proportion of variation 

explained by outliers variable n Model identified Estimates S.E 
Residual 

S.E 

Excess 

Kurtosis of 

residual 

Skewness 

of residuals 
JB Model identified Estimates S.E 

Residual 

S.E 

Excess 

Kurtosis of 

residual 

Skewness of 

residuals 
JB 

End of period market rate 211 C+(0,1,0)(1,0,0)4 

C=.528 

φ4=.317 

.179 

.081 
0.204E+01 3.554 0.988 37.002 

C+(0,1,0)(1,0,0)4 

with 8 outliers 

C=.443 

φ4=.259 

.1215 

.0757 
0.137E+01 0.680 0.497 55.993 0.019 

CMR 211 
(1,1,1)(1,0,0)4 

 

θ1= .817 

Φ1= .468 

φ4=.317 

.089 

.128 

.087 

0.162E+01 2.903 -0.569 85.477 
(1,1,1)(1,0,0)4 With 4 

outliers 

θ1= .937 

Φ1=.438 

φ4= .345 

.028 

.082 

.08 

0.138E+01 0.711 0.208 5.964 0.287 

NEER 143 (0,1,0)(0,0,0)4   0.154E+02 87.335 8.440 47143.762 
(0,1,0)(0,0,0)4 with 3 

outlier 
  0.621E+01 0.755 -0.313 5.734 0.007 

Real Effective Exchange 

Rate 
122 (1,1,0)(0,0,0)4 Φ1=.367 .084 0.441E+01 0.297 -0.016 0.454 

(1,1,0)(0,0,0)4 

with 1 outlier 
Φ1=.320 .086 0.418E+01 0.276 0.060 0.460 0.014 

Growth rate of Foreign 

Exchange 
209 C+(1,0,1)(0,0,1)4 

C= .931 

θ1= -.328 

θ4=-.279 

Φ1=-.202 

.354 

.281 

.082 

.279 

2.01E+00 3.373 1.046 137.135 
C+(1,0,1)(0,0,1)4 With 4 

outliers 

C=.485 

θ1= .399 

θ4= -.404 

Φ1= .161 

.180 

.203 

.080 

.207 

1.71E+00 1.329 0.216 17.00 0.189 

Growth rate of Reserve 

Money 
212 C+(1,0,0)(0,0,1)4 

C=.022 

θ4=.650 

Φ1=.839 

.007 

.067 

.048 

0.381-01 1.967 -0.761 54.635 
C+(1,0,0)(0,0,1)4 

With 2 outliers 

C= .021 

θ4=.607 

Φ1= .850 

.007 

.070 

.047 

0.345E-01 -0.512 -0.057 2.432 0.375 

Growth rate of m1 131 (3,0,2)(0,0,0)4 

θ1= -1.359 

θ2=-.360 

Φ1=-.425 

Φ2=.755 

Φ3=.480 

.030 

.032 

.081 

.055 

.084 

0.669E-01 21.491 2.349 2641.498 
(3,0,2)(0,0,0)4 with 5 

outliers 

θ1=-1.365 

θ2= -.365 

Φ1= -.423 

Φ2=.758 

Φ3=.478 

.041 

.043 

.088 

.053 

.093 

0.393E-01 1.749 -0.619 25.065 0.126 

Growth rate of m2 130 C+(1,0,1)(0,0,1)4 

C=.010 

θ1= -.212 

θ4=.846 

Φ1=.929 

.004 

.087 

.054 

.032 

0.171E-01 1.064 0.391 9.441 
C+(1,0,1)(0,0,1)4 

with one outlier 

C=.011 

θ1= -.181 

θ4=.893 

Φ1=.917 

.004 

.090 

.046 

.032 

0.167E-01 0.524 0.143 1.93 0.263 

inflation 210 C+(2,0,1)(1,0,1)4 

C=.006 

θ1=.312 

θ4=.154 

Φ1=1.540 

Φ2=-.594 

Φ4=-.384 

.002 

.204 

.115 

.169 

.157 

.096 

0.145E-01 3.346 -0.090 98.251 
(2,0,1)(1,0,1)4 

With 5outliers 

C= .002 

θ1= .6224 

θ4=.444 

Φ1=1.823 

Φ2=-.839 

Φ4=-.535 

.001 

.109 

.097 

.066 

.062 

.070 

0.111E-01 0.030 0.343 4.121 0.379 

6 M govt. T-bill rate 76 
(2,1,0)(0,0,0)4 

 

Φ1=.409 

Φ2=-.220 

.112 

.112 
0.112E+01 0.692 0.235 2.218 

(2,1,0)(0,0,0)4 With 2 

outliers 

Φ1=.548 

Φ2=-.286 

.111 

.111 
0.941E+00 0.215 0.261 0.876 0.717 

Growth rate of MP 131 C+(1,0,1)(0,0,0)4 

C=.012 

θ1= .379 

Φ1=.775 

.006 

.130 

.088 

0.564E-01 1.270 0.291 10.646 
C+(1,0,1)(0,0,0)4 

With 4 outliers 

C=.016 

θ1= .238 

Φ1=.640 

.007 

.153 

.120 

0.485E-01 0.464 0.094 1.369 0.778 

Growth rate of WPI 193 
(1,1,1)(1,0,1)4 

 

θ1=-.505 

θ4=.899 

Φ1=-.153 

Φ4=.031 

.181 

.039 

.210 

.091 

0.222E-01 2.926 0.098 69.162 
(1,1,1)(1,0,1)4 

With 3outliers 

θ1=.7741 

θ4=.831 

Φ1=.916 

Φ4=-.183 

.089 

.052 

.054 

.092 

0.194E-01 1.118 0.108 10.431 0.257 

trade balances 97 (3,1,0)(1,0,0)4 

Φ1=-.303 

Φ2= .723 

Φ3=.171 

Φ4=-.582 

.087 

.073 

.092 

.083 

0.374E+03 6.004 -0.321 147.377 
(3,1,0)(1,0,0)4 

With 6 outliers 

Φ1=-.643 

Φ2= .628 

Φ3=.414 

Φ4=-.540 

.082 

.086 

.083 

.087 

0.221E+03 0.517 -0.286 2.406 0.39662 

 
  

                                                           
62The excess kurtosis of residuals, skewness of residuals and the JB test for contaminated series are significant however, after identification and estimation of outlier the results are better than before. 
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Table 6.3.4.2: Data Analysis and Model Selection for Monthly Series Using Chen and Liu Joint Estimation Method 

 Series models estimates SE RMSE diagnostic tests residual statistics outliers 

ln(beverages) (2,1,3)(0,1,1) 

ar1: 0.023 0.111 se: 0.040 Ljung-Box: 17.44 skewness: 0.52 TC01(0794,  7.09) 

ar2: 0.779 0.099 RMSE:  Box-Pierce: 0.802 excess kurtosis:1.15  TC02(0597,  4.87) 

ma1: 0.779 0.107 0.625   JB test(p-value): 1.60 (P:0.445 ) TC03(0986,  4.83) 

ma2: 0.822 0.087    AIc: 503.02 TC04(0994,  3.82) 

ma3: 0.381 0.051    BIC: -6.24361 LS01(0594,  5.16) 

ma12: -0.92 0.038      LS02(1008, -3.20) 

          LS03(0694,  3.04) 

ln(aluminum) (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 

ar1: -.299 7.87E-02 se  Ljung-Box: 29.47 skewness: -0.328 AO01(0506,3.58) 

     0.479E-01 Box-Pierce: 0 excess kurtosis: 3.357     LS01(1208,-3.47) 

    RMSE:    JB test(p-value): 3.347 (P: 0.188)   AO02(0809,3.2) 

     0.226E-02   AIc: -474.308   

        BIC: -5.984   

banana (0,1,0)(0,1,1) 

ma12:  

3.32E-02 

se : 0.129 Ljung-Box: 31.08 skewness: -0.121 TC01(0498,5) 

-0.865 
 

Box-Pierce: 0.79 excess kurtosis: 3.77 AO01(1198,4.92) 

   RMSE    JB test(p-value): 6.108 (P:0.847 ) AO02(1102,-4.01) 

   0.165E-01   AIc: -268.076   

      BIC: -4.0259   

barley prices (0,1,1)(0,1,1) 

ma1: 0.299 0.063 se  Ljung-Box: 20.19 skewness: 0.288 AO01(0909,-4.98) 

ma12: -.985  0.011 0.511E-01 Box-Pierce: 0 excess kurtosis: 3.394 LS01(1008,-4.52) 

    RMSE:    JB test(p-value): 4.583(P:0.101 )   

     0.262E-02   AIc: -671.954   

        BIC: -5.869   

ln(CBR) (2,1,0)(0,1,1) 

ar1: 0.815 7.92E-02 se 0.101 Ljung-Box: 25.84 skewness: 0.117 AO01(0603,-5.31) 

ar2: 0.523 7.89E-02 RMSE:  Box-Pierce: 0.61 excess kurtosis: 3.814   AO02(0703,3.42) 

ma12: -.802 9.63E-02  0.103E-01   JB test(p-value): 3.858(P:0.145 )   

        AIc: -209.477   

        BIC: -4.428   

ln(metal CPI) (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 
ar1: -.359 4.92E-02 

se  Ljung-Box: 34.92 skewness: 0.089 LS01(0798,-7.26) 

0.390E-01 Box-Pierce:  1.28 excess kurtosis: 3.375 AO01(0506,4.58) 

RMSE:  
  JB test(p-value): 2.542(P:0 

281 ) LS02(1008, -4.41) 

0.152E-02   AIc: -1307.407 AO03(0809,4.41) 

   BIC: -6.3944 LS03(0388,3.97) 

          AO04(0410,3.76) 

food cpi (1,1,0)(0,0,0) ar1: -.394 5.93E-02 

se  Ljung-Box: 22.67 skewness: 0.1958 LS01(1008,-5.22) 

0.263E-01 Box-Pierce: 0 excess kurtosis: 3.344   

RMSE    JB test(p-value): 2.703(P:0.259)   

 0.691E-03   AIc: -1063.352   

    BIC: -7.2402   
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Table 6.3.4.2 (Contd…) 
Series models estimates SE RMSE diagnostic tests residual statistics outliers 

ln(Price.of.gasoline) (2,1,1)(0,0,0)+C 

C: 0.129E-01 0.006 se 0.954E-01 Ljung-Box: 30.79 skewness: -0.122 TC01(1208,-4.12) 

ar1: 0.254 0.275 RMSE 0.910E-02 Box-Pierce: 0 excess kurtosis: 3.469 LS01(1108,-4.33) 

ar2: 0.169 7.61E-02     JB test(p-value): 2.753(0.252) LS02(1008,-3.73) 

ma1: 0.352  0.277     AIc: -439.717   

        BIC: -4.5689    

ln(gold pk) (0,1,1)(0,0,0)+C 

ma1: 0.284 7.42E-02 se 0.338E-01 Ljung-Box: 24.77 skewness: 0.443 AO01(0506,5.38) 

c: 0.124E-01 0.003 RMSE 0.114E-02 Box-Pierce: 3.24 excess kurtosis: 3.444 AO02(1008,4.42) 

        JB test(p-value): 6.70(P:0.035 )   

        AIc: -653.754   

        BIC: -6.678   

ln(kse index) (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 
AR1: -.746E-

01 
6.40E-02 

se 0.848E-01 Ljung-Box: 18.44 skewness: -0.046 LS01(1208,-5.23) 

RMSE 0.719E-02 Box-Pierce:  0 excess kurtosis: 3.426 LS02(0598,-4.67) 

    JB test(p-value): 1.90(P: 0.387) AO01(1098,-4.48) 

    AIc: -505.738   

    BIC: -4.862   

ln(Price. Lead ) (1,1,0)(0,0,0) ar1: -.295 6.17E-02 

se 0.641E-01 Ljung-Box: 14.54 skewness: -0.474 AO01(1208,-5.56) 

RMSE 0.410E-02 Box-Pierce: 0.03 excess kurtosis: 4.625 TC01(0606,-4.06) 

    JB test(p-value): 35.12(P:0 )   

    AIc: -634.521   

    BIC: -5.439   

ln(wheat prices) (0,1,1)(0,0,0) MA1: 0.279 6.20E-02 

se 0.618-01 Ljung-Box: 18.92 skewness: 0.327 TC01(0610,-4.02) 

RMSE 0.382E-02 Box-Pierce: 0 excess kurtosis: 4.044   

    JB test(p-value): 15.12(P: 0)    

    AIc: -652.788   

    BIC: -5.529   

L(jet fuel prices) (1,1,0)(0,0,0) ar1: -.242 6.26E-02 

se 0.805E-01 Ljung-Box: 20.82 skewness: -0.242 LS01(1105,-4.65) 

RMSE 6.48E-03 Box-Pierce: 0.13 excess kurtosis: 3.103 LS02(1008,-3.91) 

 
  JB test(p-value): 2.41(p:0.299 ) AO01(1208,-3.82) 

    AIc: -524.088   

    BIC: -4.964   

precipitation in Drosh (2,1,1)(0,1,1) 

AR1: -0.133 4.97E-02 se 32.398 Ljung-Box:  skewness 0.418 AO01(1004,  6.26) 

AR2: -7.71E-02 4.85E-02 RMSE: 1049.61 14.89 (P 0.783) excess kurtosis: 3.612 AO02(0307,  4.57) 

MA1: -0.985 5.61E-04  Box-Pierce:  JB test(p-value):   AO03(0177,  4.40) 

MA12: -0.985 0.56063  0 19.55(p: 0) AO04(0192,  4.50) 

      AIc: 4393.487 AO05(0388,  4.22) 

      BIC: 7.083 AO06(0108,  3.86) 

          AO07(0374, -3.37) 
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Table 6.3.4.2 (Contd…) 
Series models estimates SE RMSE diagnostic tests residual statistics outliers 

L(manufactures.of.leather) (0,1,1)(0,1,1) 

MA1: -.495 7.01E-02 se 0.149 Ljung-Box: 17.33   skewness: -0.527 AO01(0208,-4.73) 

MA12:  7.30E-02 RMSE 0.221E-01 Box-Pierce: 0 excess kurtosis: 3.153 AO02(0207,-3.73) 

-0.708       JB test(p-value): 7.275(P:0.026) LS01(1207,3.48) 

        AIc: -139.007   

        BIC: -3.681   

L(Price.of.natural.gas) (0,1,1)(0,1,1) 

MA1: 0.164 6.55E-02 se 0.136 Ljung-Box: 26.83 skewness: -0.284 

NO OUTLIERS DETECTED 

MA2: -.991 9.07E-03 RMSE Box-Pierce: 0 excess kurtosis: 3.99 

    1.86E-02   JB test(p-value): 12.39 (P: 0.002) 

        AIc: -225.155 

        BIC: -3.948 

ln(NEER) (0,1,1)(0,0,0)+ C 

ma1: 0.448 0.044 se 0.014 Ljung-Box: 18.48 skewness: -0.091 AO01(0599,8.49) 

C: -.46E-02 0.001 RMSE 0.185E-03 Box-Pierce: 0.20 excess kurtosis: 3.617 AO02(0608,5.09) 

      JB test(p-value): 6.897(P:0.03) TC01(1196,-4.45) 

      AIc: -2334.665 TC02(1195,-4.21) 

      BIC: -8.496 TC03(1100,3.67) 

          LS01(0898,-3.61) 

nonfuel- CPI (1,1,0)(0,0,0) AR1: -.478 5.67E-02 

se 0.213E-01 Ljung-Box:  35.02 skewness: -0.104 LS01(1008,-5.97) 

RMSE: 0.452E-03 Box-Pierce: 0 excess kurtosis: 3.405 AO01(0506,4.25) 
    JB test(p-value): 2.032(p-:0.362 ) AO02(1208,-4.41) 

    AIc: -1161.250 AO03(0809,3.97) 

    BIC: -7.5905 AO04(0410,3.74) 

ln(poultry price) (1,1,0)(0,1,1) 

ar1: -.70 4.74E-02 se 0.130E-01 Ljung-Box: 19.97 skewness: 0.0342 TC01(0699,9.92) 

ma1: -.926 7.51E-02 RMSE 0.168E-03 Box-Pierce: 1.22 excess kurtosis: 3.392 LS01(1195,9.67) 

   
 

  JB test(p-value): 1.454 (p:0.483) LS02(0798,5.7) 

      AIc: -1302.334 TC02(0608,-6.23) 

      BIC: -8.517 LS03(1100,5.08) 

 
  

 
    LS04(0314,-4.07) 

          TC03(1196.4.87) 

Ln(rapeseed) (1,1,0)(0,0,0) AR1: -.305 6.15E-02 

se 0.509E-01 Ljung-Box: 27.07  skewness: 0.240 AO01(0704,5.7) 

  Box-Pierce: 0.31 excess kurtosis: 4.028 TC01(0999,5.79) 

RMSE   JB test(p-value): 12.67 (P:0.002) TC02(1197,4.14) 

2.59E-03   AIc: -743.0133 LS01(0595,-3.68) 

    BIC: -5.8617   

Ln(Price.of.soyabean) (1,1,0)(0,0,0) AR1 :-.355  4.93E-02 

Se: 0.461E-01 
Ljung-Box: 33.89 SKEWNESS: -0.158 TC01(0688,  5.70) 

KURTOSIS:  4.119 TC02(0793,  3.99)  

RMSE:0.213E-02 
Box-Pierce:0.04 Jbtest(p-value): 19.88 (P:0) LS01(1008, -5.16) 

AIC   LS02(0804, -4.36)  

 
  -1185.553 LS03(0909, -3.96)  

 
  BIC  LS04(0305,  3.88) 

 
  -6.0451  LS05(0109,  3.81) 
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Table 6.3.4.2 (Contd…) 

Series models estimates SE RMSE diagnostic tests residual statistics outliers 

ln(sugar) (1,1,0)(0,0,0) AR1: -.275 6.21E-02 

se 0.723E-01 Ljung-Box: 21.49 skewness: 0.043 LS01(0202, -3.83) 

RMSE 0.523E-02 Box-Pierce: 2.51 excess kurtosis: 3.098    

    JB test(p-value): 0.168(p:0.919 )   

    AIc: -577.842   

    BIC: -5.217   

ln(urea) (0,1,1)(0,0,0) 

MA1: 0.451 5.76E-02 

se 0.740E-01 Lj-Box: 39.76 skewness: 0.199 AO01(0900, -4.18) 

RMSE 0.548E-02 (chi:23 excess kurtosis: 3.4021 AO02(0101,  3.86) 

 
 Box-Pierce: 0 JB test(p-value): 3.104(p:0.212) TC01(1211, -4.18) 

   AIc: -560.419 TC02(0403, -3.51) 

   BIC: -5.058 LS01(1008, -6.79)  

    

 

    LS02(1108, -5.83) 

          LS03(0508,  4.79) 

Ln (TEA) (2,1,0)(0,0,0) 

ar1: -.215 6.28E-02 se 0.693E-01 Ljung-Box: 29.22 skewness: 0.109 TC01(0598, -4.12) 

ar2: 0.270 6.35E-02 RMSE Box-Pierce: 2.72 excess kurtosis: 3.675   

    4.80E-03   JB test(p-value): 5.012(p:0.082)   

        AIc: -597.186   

        BIC: -5.283   

ln(share prices) (0,1,0)(0,0,0)+C c: 0.188E-01 0.00541 

se 0.726E-01 Ljung-Box: 19.60 skewness: -0.259 LS01(1208,-6.42) 

RMSE 0.527E-02 Box-Pierce: 0 excess kurtosis: 4.183   

    JB test(p-value): 12.44(P:0.002)   

    AIc: -433.792   

    BIC: -5.199   

ln(potato LHR) (1,2,1)(0,1,1) 

ar1: -.166 7.61E-02 se 0.173 Ljung-Box: 40.82 skewness: 0.013 AO01(0100,8.78) 

ma1:-.985 7.97E-02 RMSE Box-Pierce: 5.30 excess kurtosis: 2.703 LS01(0706,-6.06) 

ma12:-.994 1.118 3.00E-02   JB test(p-value): 0.681(P:0.711) LS02(0699,3.56) 

        AIc: -80.523, BIC: -3.351 LS03(0798,3.11) 

ln(onion LHR) (1,0,1)(1,0,0)+C 

ar1: -.746 5.27E-02 se0.223 Ljung-Box: 24.53 skewness: 0.048 LS01(0305,4.86) 

ar12: -.170 7.36E-02 RMSE Box-Pierce: 0 excess kurtosis: 2.585   

ma1: 0.475 7.13E-02 4.97E-02   JB test(p-value): 1.510(P: 0.47)   

C: 5.493   0.121     AIc: -25.988, BIC: -2.89   

3month t bill (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 

ar1: -.557 6.57E-02 se 0.245 Ljung-Box: 32.36 skewness: -0.051 AO01(0809,-10.60) 

    RMSE: 0.603E-01 Box-Pierce: 0 excess kurtosis: 6.428 AO03(0302, -4.25) 

        JB test(p-value): 72.53(P:0 ) TC01(0701,  4.61) 

        AIc: 17.447 TC02(0903, -4.02) 

        BIC: -2.481 LS01(0103, -7.40) 

          LS02(0705,  7.15) 

          LS03(0202, -5.82) 

          LS04(0403, -5.07);  

          LS05(0708,  4.53) 

          LS06(0901, -3.89) 

          LS07(0505,  3.62) 
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Table 6.3.4.2 (Contd…) 

Series models estimates SE RMSE diagnostic tests residual statistics outliers 

precipitation in Chitral (3,0,1)(0,1,1) 

ar1: 0.907 7.93E-02 se  Ljung-Box:  skewness:0.372 AO01(1004,  8.40) 

ar2: -0.067 6.50E-02 26.162 29.75 excess kurtosis: 4.05 AO02(1100,  8.16) 

ar3:-0.020 4.91E-02 RMSE:  Box-Pierce:  JB test(p-value):  AO03(0307,  6.62) 

ma1:0.970 6.61E-02 684.481 0 30.7(p:0) AO04(0572,  5.19) 

ma12:-0.978 9.97E-02      AO05(0393,  5.47) 

 

    

 

AIc: 4323.33 AO06(0388,  5.22) 

 

    

 

BIC: 6.71 AO07(0475,  4.53) 

 

    

 

  AO08(0991,  3.94) 

 

    

 

  AO09(0396,  3.66) 

 

    

 

  TC01(1290,  4.73) 

 

    

 

  TC02(0192,  4.09) 

          TC03(0397,  3.99) 

precipitation in Gilgit (1,1,1)(0,1,1) 

AR1:-0.055 4.26E-02 Se Ljung-Box:  skewness:1.073 AO01(1087, 11.46);  

MA1:-0.995 4.31E-03 8.802 14.07(p: 0.867) excess kurtosis:4.87 AO02(0479, 12.79); 

MA12:-0.935 2.48E-02 RMSE:  Box-Pierce:  JB test(p-value):  AO03(0567,  9.01);  

    77.483 0.91(p 0.634) 181.5(p : 0.634) AO04(0897,  8.85);  

        AIc: :4108.585 AO05(0499,  8.46); 

    

BIC: :4.62  AO06(0503,  8.41);  

     

AO07(0589,  6.47); 

     

 AO08(0481,  9.31);  

     
AO09(0508,  7.08);  

     
AO10(0568,  6.43);  

    
 AO11(0373,  7.34);  

    
 AO12(0992,  6.45);  

     
TC01(0498,  5.28);  

     
TC02(0396,  5.17); 

     
AO13(0876,  5.05);  

     
AO14(0578,  5.30);  

     
AO15(0584,  5.11); 

     
 AO16(0572,  4.68);  

     

AO17(0575,  4.41);  

     
AO18(0381,  4.43);  

     
AO19(0778,  3.70); 

     
 AO20(0793,  3.66);  

     
AO21(0596,  4.41);  

     
AO22(0405,  4.67);  

     
AO23(0487,  3.59);  

          AO24(0674,  3.72);  
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Table 6.3.4.3: Outlier Dates and Magnitude by Variables for Quarterly measured data 

Details of outliers 

S.NO Variable Type index Date Size t-value S.NO Variable Type index Date Size t-value 

1 

End of 

period 

market rate 

AO 110 Q2 1999 5.419 4.08 
6 

Growth rate of 
Foreign exchange 

AO 120 Q4 2001 -6.848 -4.49 

IO 115 Q3 2000 5.325 3.88 TC 145 Q1 2008 7.685 8.65 

AO 120 Q4 2001 -6.827 -5.14 7 REER TC 7 Q3 1981 14.241 3.88 

TC 145 Q1 2008 8.934 9.39 
8 T-bill rate 

AO 1 Q4 1998 -3.682 -4.6 

IO 148 Q4 2008 -5.282 -3.63 AO 9 Q4 2000 3.126 3.9 

IO 149 Q1 2009 -5.012 -3.63 9 Growth rate of M2 IO 62 Q3 1992 0.059 3.56 

TC 153 Q1 2010 -5.025 -5.04 

10 NEER 

IO 17 Q1 1979 163.4 26.31 

AO 155 Q3 2010 8.894 5.88 TC 26 Q2 1981 28.995 4.9 

2 
Growth rate 

of M1 

IO 60 Q1 1992 0.142 3.62 TC 27 Q3 1981 31.495 5.32 

IO 83 Q4 1997 0.179 4.55 

11 Trade balances 

IO 69 Q1 1993 -902.105 -4.09 

IO 118 Q3 2006 0.487 12.37 LS 111 Q3 2003 329.892 6.52 

IO 120 Q1 2007 0.153 3.88 TC 125 Q1 2007 958.847 7.84 

IO 122 Q3 2007 -0.275 -6.98 TC 129 Q1 2008 -1888 15.47 

3 
Growth rate of 

Reserve money 

IO 116 Q4 2000 -0.158 -4.58 IO 135 Q3 2009 910.249 4.02 

IO 148 Q4 2008 -0.157 -4.56 AO 136 Q4 2009 -757.085 -3.92 

4 CMR 

AO 5 Q1 1993 3.915 4.02 

12 
Growth rate of 

WPI 

IO 15 Q3 1975 -0.085 -4.4 

AO 7 Q3 1998 -4.871 -4.84 IO 146 Q2 2008 0.088 4.55 

TC 19 Q3 2001 -1.154 -3.66 IO 148 Q4 2008 -0.093 -4.82 

TC 33 Q1 2005 1.839 5.86 

13 

Growth rate of 

manufacturing 

production 

TC 5 Q3 1984 0.169 3.91 

5 inflation 

IO 15 Q3 1975 -0.075 -6.76 IO 13 Q1 2000 -0.186 -3.84 

IO 19 Q3 1976 -0.044 -3.91 IO 27 Q3 2003 0.173 3.57 

AO 27 Q3 1978 0.026 5.51 TC 30 Q2 2004 0.191 4.43 

TC 43 Q3 1982 -0.034 -4.81 

 
 

 IO 146 Q2 2008 0.049 4.42 

 Table 6.3.4.4: Outlier Dates and Magnitude of Variables for Monthly Time Series 

variable model index time estimate 
std. 

ERROR 

t-

VALUE 
type variable model index time estimate 

std. 

ERROR 
t-VALUE type 

tea (2,1,0)(0,0,0) 40 5, 1998 -0.246 0.060 -4.12 TC share prices 
(0,1,0)(0,0,0)+

C 
108 12, 2008 -0.468 0.073 -6.42 LS 

urea (0,1,1)(0,0,0) 

165 10, 2008 -0.503 0.074 -6.79 LS 

potato lhr (1,2,1)(0,1,1) 

67 1, 2000 1.000 0.114 8.78 AO 

166 11, 2008 -0.432 0.074 -5.83 LS 145 7, 2006 -1.063 0.175 -6.06 LS 

160 5, 2008 0.316 0.066 4.79 LS 60 6, 1999 0.622 0.175 3.56 LS 

203 12, 2011 -0.243 0.058 -4.18 TC 49 7, 1998 0.545 0.175 3.11 LS 

68 9, 2000 -0.162 0.039 -4.18 AO onion LHR 
(1,0,1)(1,0,0)+

C 
129 3, 2005 0.749 0.154 4.86 LS 

72 1, 2001 0.150 0.039 3.86 AO 3month t bill (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 104 8, 2009 -1.346 0.127 -10.6 AO 
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99 4, 2003 -0.204 0.058 -3.51 TC 

  

100 4, 2009 -1.141 0.127 -8.98 AO 

sugar (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 85 2, 2002 -0.267 0.070 -3.83 LS 25 1, 2003 -1.587 0.214 -7.4 LS 

nonfuel- CPI (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 

165 10, 2008 -0.115 0.019 -5.97 LS 55 7, 2005 1.534 0.214 7.15 LS 

136 5, 2006 0.049 0.012 4.25 AO 14 2, 2002 -1.289 0.222 -5.82 LS 

167 12, 2008 -0.048 0.012 -4.14 AO 28 4, 2003 -1.086 0.214 -5.07 LS 

175 8, 2009 0.046 0.012 3.97 AO 7 7, 2001 0.859 0.186 4.61 TC 

183 4, 2010 0.043 0.012 3.74 AO 91 7, 2008 0.972 0.214 4.53 LS 

rapeseed (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 

114 7, 2004 0.174 0.030 5.7 AO 15 3, 2002 -0.558 0.131 -4.25 AO 

56 9, 1999 0.250 0.043 5.79 TC 33 9, 2003 -0.749 0.186 -4.02 TC 

34 11, 1997 0.179 0.043 4.14 TC 9 9, 2001 -0.835 0.215 -3.89 LS 

4 5, 1995 -0.179 0.049 -3.68 LS 53 5, 2005 0.776 0.214 3.62 LS 

poultry prices (1,1,0)(0,1,1) 

53 6, 1999 0.091 0.009 9.92 TC 
price index of 

Beverages 
(1,1,0)(0,0,0) 

114 7, 1994 0.215 0.037 5.88 TC 

10 11, 1995 0.104 0.011 9.67 LS 148 5, 1997 0.164 0.037 4.49 TC 

42 7, 1998 0.060 0.011 5.7 LS 

precipitation 
in Chitral 

(3,0,1)(0,1,1) 

418 10, 2004 219.960 26.193 8.4 AO 

161 6, 2008 -0.057 0.009 -6.23 TC 371 11, 2000 213.590 26.178 8.16 AO 

70 11, 2000 0.054 0.011 5.08 LS 447 3, 2007 173.770 26.247 6.62 AO 

230 3, 2014 -0.043 0.011 -4.07 LS 29 5, 1972 135.870 26.203 5.19 AO 

22 11, 1996 0.045 0.009 4.87 TC 279 3, 1993 143.360 26.197 5.47 AO 

jet fuel prices (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 

130 11, 2005 -0.364 0.078 -4.65 LS 219 3, 1988 136.840 26.196 5.22 AO 

165 10, 2008 -0.306 0.078 -3.91 LS 64 4, 1975 118.620 26.192 4.53 AO 

167 12, 2008 -0.191 0.050 -3.82 AO 261 9, 1991 103.210 26.165 3.94 AO 

wheat prices (0,1,1)(0,0,0) 185 6, 2010 -0.213 0.053 -4.02 TC 252 12, 1990 93.058 19.687 4.73 TC 

lead prices (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 
167 12, 2008 -0.214 0.039 -5.56 AO 265 1, 1992 80.508 19.686 4.09 TC 

137 6, 2006 -0.221 0.055 -4.06 TC 327 3, 1997 78.542 19.707 3.99 TC 

Price of 

gasoline 
(2,1,1)(0,0,0) 

167 12, 2008 -0.363 0.088 -4.12 TC 315 3, 1996 95.980 26.202 3.66 AO 

166 11, 2008 -0.410 0.095 -4.33 LS Precipitation in (2,1,1)(0,1,1) 406 10, 2004 200.650 32.072 6.26 AO 
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165 10, 2008 -0.356 0.096 -3.73 LS 
Drosh  

435 3, 2007 146.970 32.138 4.57 AO 

food cpi (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 165 10, 2008 -0.128 0.024 -5.22 LS 73 1, 1977 141.140 32.075 4.4 AO 

banana (0,1,0)(0,1,1) 

39 4, 1998 0.581 0.116 5 TC 253 1, 1992 144.090 32.054 4.5 AO 

46 11, 1998 0.439 0.089 4.92 AO 207 3, 1988 135.330 32.053 4.22 AO 

94 11, 2002 -0.355 0.088 -4.01 AO 445 1, 2008 124.300 32.166 3.86 AO 

PRECIPITATI

ON 

Gilgit(LEVEL
S) 

(1,1,1)(0,1,1) 

322 10, 1987 99.044 8.641 11.46 AO 39 3, 1974 -108.330 32.105 -3.37 AO 

220 41,979 110.680 8.654 12.79 AO 
barley prices (0,1,1)(0,1,1) 

176 9, 2009 -0.154 0.031 -4.98 AO 

77 51,967 78.645 8.724 9.01 AO 165 10, 2008 -0.225 0.050 -4.52 LS 

440 81,997 76.702 8.664 8.85 AO 

metal CPI (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 

42 7, 1988 -0.266 0.037 -7.26 LS 

460 41,999 73.481 8.689 8.46 AO 256 5, 2006 0.104 0.023 4.58 AO 

509 52,003 73.468 8.731 8.41 AO 285 10, 2008 -0.162 0.037 -4.41 LS 

341 51,989 56.028 8.661 6.47 AO 295 8, 2009 0.100 0.023 4.41 AO 

244 41,981 80.665 8.667 9.31 AO 38 3, 1988 0.146 0.037 3.97 LS 

569 52,008 62.362 8.813 7.08 AO 303 4, 2010 0.085 0.023 3.76 AO 

89 51,968 56.054 8.716 6.43 AO 
gold pk (0,1,1)(0,0,0) 

66 5, 2006 0.109 0.020 5.38 AO 

147 31,973 63.559 8.661 7.34 AO 95 10, 2008 0.089 0.020 4.42 AO 

381 91,992 55.750 8.647 6.45 AO 

KSE index (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 

206 12, 2008 -0.442 0.085 -5.23 LS 

448 41,998 34.234 6.482 5.28 TC 79 5, 1998 -0.395 0.085 -4.67 LS 

423 31,996 35.251 6.824 5.17 TC 84 10, 1998 -0.258 0.058 -4.48 AO 

188 81,976 43.672 8.650 5.05 AO 

manufactures 

of leather 
(0,1,1)(0,1,1) 

109 2, 2008 -0.574 0.122 -4.73 AO 

209 51,978 45.952 8.670 5.3 AO 97 2, 2007 -0.450 0.121 -3.73 AO 

281 51,984 44.233 8.660 5.11 AO 107 12, 2007 0.421 0.121 3.48 LS 

137 51,972 40.693 8.691 4.68 AO 

NEER 
(0,1,1)(0,0,0)+

C 

233 5, 1999 0.061 0.007 8.49 AO 

173 51,975 38.266 8.679 4.41 AO 342 6, 2008 0.036 0.007 5.09 AO 

243 31,981 38.350 8.659 4.43 AO 203 11, 1996 -0.048 0.011 -4.45 TC 

211 71,978 31.957 8.647 3.7 AO 191 11, 1995 -0.045 0.011 -4.21 TC 
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391 71,993 31.670 8.651 3.66 AO 

  

251 11, 2000 0.039 0.011 3.67 TC 

425 51,996 40.395 9.158 4.41 AO 224 8, 1998 -0.044 0.012 -3.61 LS 

532 42,005 40.812 8.747 4.67 AO 

aluminum (1,1,0)(0,0,0) 

43 5, 2006 0.102 0.029 3.58 AO 

316 41,987 31.068 8.653 3.59 AO 74 12, 2008 -0.158 0.046 -3.47 LS 

162 61,974 32.201 8.655 3.72 AO 82 8, 2009 0.091 0.029 3.2 AO 

Ln(Price.of.so
yabean) 

(1,1,0)(0,0,0) 

41 61,988 0.218 0.038 5.7 TC 
CBR (2,1,0)(0,1,1) 

18 6, 2003 -0.448 0.084 -5.31 AO 

-285 10, 2008 -0.224 0.043 -5.16 LS 19 7, 2003 0.289 0.084 3.42 AO 

-235 8, 2004 -0.189 0.043 -4.36 LS 

-102 71,993 0.153 0.038 3.99 TC 

-296 9, 2009 -0.172 0.043 -3.96 LS 

-242 32,005 0.169 0.043 3.88 LS 

-288 12,009 0.166 0.043 3.81 LS 
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The clusters of outliers across series are also observed during the analysis 

indicating that there may be common sources for these grouped outliers. The dates 

2008.1 and 2008.4 have three series with outlier associated with them. There are 

numerous instances of joint occurrences of outliers in two series. It is interesting to 

note that in majority of the series having a common date of identified outlier, the type 

of outlier identified is also same. However, in exceptional cases, it is the IO being 

identified in place of the other common type. Such as, is the case of the identified LS 

at 2003 in the series of trade balances this date has been identified as IO under growth 

rate of manufacturing production. More of such cases have been noted at 1993.1, 

2000.4, 2003.3 and 2007.1. This may have been an issue of biased initial model 

identification, estimation and outlier detection or an incidence of misidentification as 

the graphical view of the series indicates possible LS. Moreover, it gives support to 

the issue of misidentification or confusion between level shift and innovative outlier 

when the series actually has a level shift. It may be a shortfall in the Chen and Liu 

procedure as mentioned by Sanchez and Pena (2003). However, it needs further 

exploration. Hence, along with the statistical exploration of the issue, evidence 

between the occurrence of these outliers and their historical and economic perspective 

may prove helpful. 

The outlier detection procedure when applied to the quarterly data under 

observation results in a number of outlier identified. Say, for the series of CMR four 

outliers have been identified. Two additive outliers (AO) at 1993 Q1 and 1998 Q3 

while two transient change (TC) at 2001.3 and 2005.1 are found significant. For the 

TC the value of δ=0.8 is used. The intervention model for the quarterly CMR data can 

be written as follows 
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          (

 

      
)   

            (
 

      
)   

      
 (6.3) 

It is interesting to note that three of these four identified outliers are also being 

identified as suspected discordant observation under other series of this study. 

Moreover, the type of outlier identified on 1998.1 i.e. AO and on 2001.3 as TC are 

identified similar in other series as well. Similarly, considering the analysis of growth 

rate of reserve money, a SARIMA(1,0,0)(0,0,1)4 with constant has been identified. It 

qualifies the portmanteau test for no auto correlation but yields a significant Jarque 

Bera (JB=54.63.5) with excess kurtosis and negative skewness. The outlier detection 

procedure identifies two significant outliers explaining about 37.5% variation in data. 

This outlier detection not only reduces the residual standard error but also grasps the 

excess kurtosis resulting in a reduced JB statistics as 2.43 indicating possible white 

noise residuals. This supplements the argument that, if the existing outliers in the data 

set go unattended, they contribute toward the evidence of excess kurtosis. The 

intervention model for the quarterly growth rate of reserve money is written as  

                                                    

       
                

            (
 

      
)   

            (
 

      
)   

      

 (6.4) 

The two detected outliers, occurring at 2000.4 and 2008.4, are identified as IO 

for the above mentioned series. These two outliers are also identified by other series 

in the analysis as discordant observations. The 2000.4 observation is identified as AO 

in T-bill rate while the 2008.4 observation is identified as an outlier by growth rate of 

WPI and end of period market rate. Similarly, for the other series a number of outliers 

are identified against a critical value of 3.5 which are mentioned in Table 6.3.4.3 

along with their size and time of occurrence. 
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From the Table 6.3.4.4, clustering of outliers across series and across time is 

noted, however, only few cases few cases of clustering of outliers with in series are 

observed. The clustering of outliers within series appears for price of tea at 10
th

 and 

11
th

 month (Oct and Nov) 2008 where both index are identified as LS. For the price 

the price of gasoline, three LS are identified successfully at 10
th

, 11
th

 and 12
th

 months 

(Oct, Nov and Dec) of 2008 and two AO at 6
th

 and 7
th

 months (June and July) 2003 

for CBR tax collection in billion Rs are identified. Moreover, in case of 3 months T-

bill a LS followed by an AO at 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 month of 2002 are identified respectively. 

The clustering of outliers across series is also evident at several points in time. 

At November 1995 poultry price has LS while NEER has TC. For May 1998, tea 

prices are marked as having TC whereas KSE index has LS at that point. On June 

1999 poultry prices indicate TC and potato whole prices (Lahore) show LS. 

November 2000 is marked as LS in poultry prices and TC in NEER. February 2002 is 

a LS point for sugar prices and 3 months T-bill rate. April 2003 is identified as TC by 

Urea prices and LS by 3 months T-bill rate. May 2006 is marked as AO in non-fuel 

CPI, aluminum prices, metal CPI and gold prices. Poultry prices have a TC at June 

2008 which is marked as AO in NEER. October 2008 which is marked as LS by a 

number of variables i-e urea prices, non CPI, jet fuel prices, food CPI, barley prices, 

metal CPI and price of gasoline. However, this point is marked as AO under gold (Pk) 

prices. November 2008 noted as LS for urea prices and price of gasoline. December 

2008 is also noted as an outlier by many series but difference in identified type is 

noted. It marked as AO for non-fuel prices, jet fuel prices and lead prices. While it is 

identified as LS by KSE index, aluminum prices and shares. However price of 

gasoline has identified it as TC. Similarly, an AO is identified in non-fuel CPI, metal 

CPI, aluminum price and 3 months T bill rate at August 2009 and in metal CPI, non-
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fuel CPI at April 2010. In case of precipitation levels of three cities we have noted 

few cluster of outliers across series.AO are noted in Chitral and Drosh at October 

2004, March 2007 and March 1988. A Common outlier is noted at January 1992 but it 

is identified as an AO under Drosh and a TC under precipitation level in Chitral. 

Similarly, an AO is detected at May 1972 by precipitation level in Chitral and 

precipitation level in Gilgit. Lastly, the common outlier at March 1996 is being 

detected as TC for Gilgit precipitation levels and AO for Chitral precipitation levels. 

The clusters of outliers across series indicate the possibility of common cause whereas 

the difference in identified type requires further exploration. The intervention model 

for price of tea can be written as 

                                          (
 

      
)   

        (6.5) 

Price of tea are initially detected to have a SARIMA model as (2,1,0)(0,0,0)12 

with a TC a 1998.05 detected using Chen and Liu (1993) procedure. This point is also 

being detected as an outlier (LS) under KSE index. 

Similarly, an intervention model for jet fuel prices can be written as  

                                           (
 

   
)   

        

        (
 

   
)   

                 
         (6.6) 

It is interesting to observe as that two of these three outliers are being 

identified as discordant observations under other series of the study. Even the type of 

outlier detected here matches with other several series. Other series with a number of 

identified outliers are listed in Table 6.3.4.4. 
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6.4 Comparison of Chen and Liu (1993) Method with Kaiser and 

Maravall (2001) for Outlier Detection 

As identified by Justel et al. (2001), the procedures available in literature 

including Chang et al. (1988) and Tsay (1988) fail to detect multiple outliers due to 

masking effect. The procedure by Chen and Liu (1993) reduces the model parameters 

and outliers. The method suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001) is basically an 

extension of Chen and Liu (1993) by including SLS in the analysis. The procedure is 

based upon the argument of replacing IO by SLS. However these procedures may 

suffer due to smearing effect as identified by Sanchez and Pena (2003). 

Consider the Table 6.3.4.3, we can see a number of detected discordant 

observation identified as IO. We therefore compare the outliers detected under Chen 

and Liu (1993) method with outliers detected under Kaiser and Maravall (2001) to 

identify any confusion between the types of outliers on one hand, and on the other 

explore the swamping effect. 

We have repeated the outlier detection procedure on quarterly measured series 

using the method suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001) with five possible types of 

outliers i.e. AO, IO, LS, TC and SLS. As the starting point, we have used the 

SARIMA model initially identified under the Chen and Liu (1993) procedure. The 

results are summarized in Table 6.3.4.3. From the Table 6.4 (page 233), the number of 

outliers detected under both procedure in the series of T-bill rate and NEER are same, 

however, the types identified are different. Growth rate of WPI has two common 

outliers where one is detected as IO under both procedures. There are other instances 

too where type of outlier along with its time of occurrence matches under both 

procedures. This includes AO in CMR, TC in REER, TC in trade balances and two 

TC in NEER series. There are several cases of common outliers which differ in types. 
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This includes the confusion between LS and IO, LS and AO, AO and IO and TC and 

AO. These confusions are already being noted in simulation studies (conducted in 

early chapters of this study). 

In addition, the number of outliers detected in each series under Chen and Liu 

(1993) is usually greater than those under Kaiser and Maravall (2001) and a large 

proportion of these are IO. This may be the swamping effect on the procedure adopted 

as indicated by Sanchez and Pena (2003). However, it requires statistical and 

historical exploration. 

Looking at the graphical representation of these quarterly measured series, 

majority of the outliers identified are supported by the graphs. In some cases, the 

outliers identified by the Kaiser and Maravall (2001) are also supported. For instance, 

the AO identified in CMR at 1994.1, TC in REER at 1981.2, and TC in trade balances 

at 2010.2 identified through Kaiser and Maravall (2001) seems valid. Similarly, SLS 

identified in growth rate of M1 at 1977 Q4, SLS in Reserve money at 1974.3 and 

1979.Q4, SLS in inflation at 1972.4 and SLS in growth rate of M2 at 1980.2 also 

seems plausible. The difference between the outliers identified under two methods 

indicate the possibility of masking and swamping effect for example in market rate 

series the AO at 2010.3, an AO in inflation at 1978.3, and in manufacturing 

production index TC at 1984.3 are not supported by the graphs representation. Hence, 

supporting evidence from history may prove helpful in determining the validity of 

these outliers. 

6.5 Historical Linkages 

It has been debated in literature that the economic performance of any country 

is dependent upon the effective policies, balance sectorial growth, law and order 

situation and exogenous shocks to the system. According to existing literature 
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Pakistan‟s economic and political conditions have remained subjected to huge 

fluctuations. Frequent shifts in economic management towards nationalization and 

privatization, structural reforms, frequent changes in monetary policy, political 

instability, events in international world including 9/11 event and wars, escalation in 

inflation pressure and several other events are  source of generating shocks. All these 

political, economic and exogenous events have caused different types of outliers and 

structural breaks in different macroeconomic indicators of Pakistan. Studying and 

analyzing these variables keeping in view the effect of these discontinuities is very 

necessary. It not only gives better insight but also enables better and effective 

forecasting and policy analysis. 

A brief overview of various issues of Pakistan Economic Survey and State 

Bank of Pakistan reports regarding macro-economic and political situation shows 

several shocks causing shifts and breaks in macro-economic scenario of the country. 

In last column of Table 6.5 1(page 234) we try to list some potential reasons for each 

statistically identified outlier in economic and historical perspective that occurred at 

or near that date and may be a possible cause for the break/ outliers
63

. 

 

                                                           
63

 Potential causes are searched for outliers detected under series measured on quarterly frequency only. 
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6.4: Comparison of Details of Outliers for Quarterly Series Using Chen and Liu (1993) Method with Kaiser and Maravall (2001) Method 

Details of outliers using Kaiser and Maravall Details of outliers using Chen and Liu 

S.NO Variable Type index Date Size t-value S.NO Variable Type index Date Size t-value 

1 End of period market rate LS 120 2001,Q4 -6.661 -3.566 

1 End of period market rate 

AO 110 Q2 1999 5.419 4.08 

2 Growth rate of M1 

SLS 2 1977,04 0.06779 3.928 IO 115 Q3 2000 5.325 3.88 

AO 85 1998,03 0.14948 4.863 AO 120 Q4 2001 -6.827 -5.14 

AO 117 2006,03 0.46229 15.027 TC 145 Q1 2008 8.934 9.39 

3 Growth rate of RM 
SLS 10 1974,03 -0.04038 -4.281 IO 148 Q4 2008 -5.282 -3.63 

SLS 31 1979,04 0.0559 5.701 IO 149 Q1 2009 -5.012 -3.63 

4 CMR 
AO 88 1994,01 5.216 5.105 TC 153 Q1 2010 -5.025 -5.04 

AO 106 1998,03 5.238 5.128 AO 155 Q3 2010 8.894 5.88 

5 inflation 

SLS 3 1972,04 0.02731 3.83 

2 Growth rate of M1 

IO 60 Q1 1992 0.142 3.62 

TC 5 1973,02 0.06077 4.747 IO 83 Q4 1997 0.179 4.55 

SLS 67 1988,04 -0.01861 -3.884 IO 118 Q3 2006 0.487 12.37 

6 Growth rate of FE No outliers were detected. IO 120 Q1 2007 0.153 3.88 

7 REER 
TC 6 1981,02 14.19 3.724 IO 122 Q3 2007 -0.275 -6.98 

TC 7 1981,03 19.42 5.149 
3 Growth rate of RM 

IO 116 Q4 2000 -0.158 -4.58 

8 T-bill rate 
LS 31 1998,04 -3.659 -4.665 IO 148 Q4 2008 -0.157 -4.56 

TC 39 2000,04 3.04 4.202 

4 CMR 

AO 5 Q1 1993 3.915 4.02 

9 Growth rate of M2 
SLS 12 1980,02 -0.0247 -4.638 AO 7 Q3 1998 -4.871 -4.84 

TC 59 1992,01 0.05165 4.35 TC 19 Q3 2001 -1.154 -3.66 

10 NEER 

LS 17 1979,01 163.4 26.501 TC 33 Q1 2005 1.839 5.86 

TC 26 1981,02 29 4.932 

5 inflation 

IO 15 Q3 1975 -0.075 -6.76 

TC 27 1981,03 31.49 5.357 IO 19 Q3 1976 -0.044 -3.91 

11 Trade balances 

TC 128 2007,04 -1657 -7.076 AO 27 Q3 1978 0.026 5.51 

TC 129 2008,01 -1626 -6.601 TC 43 Q3 1982 -0.034 -4.81 

TC 138 2010,02 -1014 -3.845 IO 146 Q2 2008 0.049 4.42 

12 Growth rate of WPI 

IO 9 1974,01 -0.0566 -3.576 
6 Growth rate of FE 

AO 120 Q4 2001 -6.848 -4.49 

LS 15 1975,03 -0.05298 -4.512 TC 145 Q1 2008 7.685 8.65 

IO 148 2008,04 -0.10185 -5.655 7 REER TC 7 Q3 1981 14.241 3.88 

AO 149 2009,01 -0.09582 -4.693 
8 T-bill rate 

AO 31 Q4 1998 -3.682 -4.6 

13 Growth rate of MP 
No outliers were detected. 

  

AO 39 Q4 2000 3.126 3.9 

9 Growth rate of M2 IO 62 Q3 1992 0.059 3.56 

        
10 NEER 

IO 17 Q1 1979 163.4 26.31 

      
  

TC 26 Q2 1981 28.995 4.9 

        

TC 27 Q3 1981 31.495 5.32 

        

11 Trade balances 

IO 69 Q1 1993 -902.105 -4.09 

        

LS 111 Q3 2003 329.892 6.52 

        

TC 125 Q1 2007 958.847 7.84 

        

TC 129 Q1 2008 -1888 15.47 

        

IO 135 Q3 2009 910.249 4.02 

        

AO 136 Q4 2009 -757.085 -3.92 

        12 Growth rate of WPI 

IO 15 Q3 1975 -0.085 -4.4 

        

IO 146 Q2 2008 0.088 4.55 

        

IO 148 Q4 2008 -0.093 -4.82 

        
13 Growth rate of MP 

TC 5 Q3 1984 0.169 3.91 

        

IO 13 Q1 2000 -0.186 -3.84 

        

IO 27 Q3 2003 0.173 3.57 

RM: Reserve Money, FE: Foreign exchange,  MP: manufacturing production TC 30 Q2 2004 0.191 4.43 
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Table 6.5.1: Outliers in Chronological Order by Variables as a Reflection in History 

Calendar 

yr./ Qtr. 

Macroeconomic 

variable /Type of 

outliers 
Possible Reasons/ Events 

1975 Q3 Inflation(IO), Growth 

rate of WPI(IO) 

World recession, failure of cotton crop, consequence of the 1973 oil price shock. 

1979 Q1 NEER(IO) Subsidies on manufactured goods export. 

1981 Q2 NEER(TC) decline in international oil prices during last year 

1982 Q3 Inflation(TC) Exchange Rate Policy was revised, Pak Rupee depreciated by 20 percent 

1992 Q1 Growth rate of m1(IO) Results of financial sector reforms and liberalization policies 

1992 Q3 Growth rate of m2(IO) discontinuation of credit ceiling system 

1998 Q3 CMR(AO)  Impact of   nuclear tests; State Bank bans opening of new foreign currency accounts and suspends withdrawals during previous 

quarter, balance of payment crises, Two-tier exchange rate system adopted. 

1998 Q4 T-bill rate(AO) imposition of several sanctions by G7 countries, reduction in SBP Repo Rate, frequent injection of funds in money market through 

short-term reverse repos under-taken in the open market operations of the SBP, acceptance of lower amounts in auctions to keep the 

money market comfortably liquid; and suspension of auction of Federal Investment Bonds (FIBs) so as not to lock-up surplus funds of 

money market for long term. 

1999 Q2 End of period market 

rate(AO) 

Reserve money growth increased sharply, Individual investment in NSS has fallen. Possible Impact of exceptional external financing 

on the basis of conversions of frozen FCAs into Special US Dollar Bonds during previous quarter, market based exchange rate system 

adopted. 

2000 Q1 Growth rate of MP(IO) Demand stimulus in the form of credit for the purchase of consumer durables and a sharp increase in exports after the quota restrictions 

were removed. 

2000 Q3 End of period market 

rate(IO) 

 Free floating exchange rate system adopted by SBP, change in exchange rate and monetary policy. 

2000 Q4 Growth rate of Reserve 

money(IO), T-bill 

rate(AO) 

increase in CRR by SBP, agreement with the IMF, active role of leasing companies, Standby Arrangement (SBA) signed with the IMF, 

fall in money supply, Higher international oil prices, larger imports of textile machinery and weak export prices, SBP loosen monetary 

policy to increase credit to industrial sector. 

2001 Q3 CMR(TC) New Local Government system installed,9/11 terrorist attacks, extensive increase in home remittances, fall in demand for petroleum 

(crude and products) ,suspension of the Afghan Transit Trade, shift of IPPs to natural gas 

2001 Q4 Growth rate of FE(AO), 

End of period market 

rate(AO) 

support to US in anti-terrorist campaign, Afghan War, deepening of the world recession and tension with neighboring India, relief on 

debt servicing, approval of external grants, ,poor recoveries by the Federal Bank for Cooperatives, transient structural change in the 

kerb market, Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility (PRGF), Paris club agreement of rescheduling credits.   

2003 Q3 Growth rate of MP(IO), 

trade balances(LS) 

Number of tariff bands reduced to only 4%, $3-billion five-year economic assistance package for Pakistan from US, global oil price 

hike, accommodative monetary policy, improved macroeconomic environment, financial discipline, stable exchange rate and continued 

global economic expansion.  
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2004 Q2 Growth rate of MP(TC) low and fluctuating rate of investment cast serious doubts on the sustainability of growth rates of manufacturing output, Effects on the 

short term interest rate by an unexpectedly large PIB auction, combination of an oil price shock and other recurring (loss of Saudi Oil 

Facility) and one-time (debt pre-payments) factors 

2005 Q1 CMR(TC) global oil price rise, exceptional rise in private sector credit, increased competition in global textile markets  

2006 Q3 Growth rate of m1(IO) Emerging macroeconomic imbalances due to fiscal stimulus in budget, and the resultant demand pressures that partly diluted the 

impact of tight monetary, the government borrowing from the banking system as well as the external sector added excessively to 

money supply. High food inflation, record wheat crop yield 

2007 Q1 trade balances(TC), 

Growth rate of m1(IO) 

fiscal imbalances  

2007 Q3 Growth rate of m1(IO) High international oil prices but drop in CPI inflation, global food crises, rise in the fiscal deficit due to heavy developmental 

investments, effect of massive inflows in the last quarter, Long-term financing for export oriented projects. Attracting international 

capital leading to a large jump in the NFA of the banking system, adding to liquidity in the domestic markets. 

2008 Q1 trade balances(TC), 

Growth rate of FE(TC), 

End of period market 

rate(TC) 

Capital flight after the assassination of Benazir Bhutto and political turmoil. 

2008 Q2 inflation(IO), Growth 

rate of WPI(IO) 

Higher global food and crude oil prices, energy crises and price hike including food items, increased electrical tariffs for industry, 

circular debt issue in energy sector 

2008 Q4 Growth rate of Reserve 

money(IO), Growth rate 

of WPI(IO), End of 

period market rate(IO) 

global energy crises and lagged impact of declining international commodity prices, global recession, aid from IMF, circular debt issue 

in energy sector, macroeconomic imbalances, weak investor confidence, energy shortages, and the continued risk-averse behavior of 

domestic financial institutions. 

2009 Q1 End of period market 

rate(IO) 

global recession, rising militancy along western borders of the country, and mounting inflation and current account deficits  

2009 Q3 trade balances(IO) counter-insurgency operation against Taliban, weak international demand, mild recovery in the global economy, high inflation, security 

uncertainties 

2009 Q4 trade balances(AO) strong improvement in remittances, rising international oil prices and cut in electricity subsidies, high inflation, security uncertainties 

2010 Q1 End of period market 

rate(TC) 

security uncertainties, energy sector circular debt issue, ease in monetary policy, energy shortage and rising production cost, rising of 

international prices, supply shortage, weakening of Pak. rupee 

2010 Q3 End of period market 

rate(AO) 

energy shortage, fall in foreign exchange reserves and Pak. rupee devaluation, build-up of domestic debt, inflationary pressure, increase 

in international commodity prices 
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6.5.1  Reconciling Findings with the Existing Literature 

Although there is a growing literature studying the impact of shocks and 

structural breaks on the macroeconomic conditions of a country but as far as Pakistan 

is concerned we may find studies adjusting the empirical analysis by incorporating 

exogenously determined shocks only. However, no serious attempt has been made so 

far to empirically understand the identification and estimation of outliers on these key 

macro variable in Pakistan. To our knowledge this is the first study empirically 

identifying, estimating and testing the direct impact of outliers and structural breaks 

for Pakistan. Nevertheless, some studies conducted where outliers are pointed out are 

given in Table 6.5.2 for having comparison with our findings. 

Table 6.5.2: Comparison of Present study with other available Studies 
Author/ year Previous studies eork done Findings of the current studies 

 

Waheed, M., 

Alam, T., 

&Ghauri, S. P. 

(2006) 

The study considered the presence of a 

single structural endogenous break and its 

impact on unit root properties. 

Possibility of more than one Structural 

breaks, whether endogenous or 

exogenous is explored. Not only is the 

impact of Structural breaks on unit root a 

part of study but also impact on 

identification of econometric model is 

explored. The type, size and time of 

break occurrences are also studied. 

Salam, A., 

Salam, M., 

&Feridun, M. 

(2007).  

This study uses ARIMA time series 

models for forecasting Pakistan‟s 

inflation. The main focus is to forecast 

the monthly inflation on short-term basis, 

for this purpose, different ARIMA 

models are used and the candid model is 

proposed.  

In examining macroeconomic data any 

type of potential outliers should be taken 

seriously, irrespective of the ultimate 

aim of the model being used.  There is 

evidence that the harm and dangers from 

outliers are not only theoretical. 

Bokhari, S. H., 

& Ansari, I. A. 

(2009) 

Seasonal adjustment procedures used for 

analysis of the financial time series is 

adjusting five important financial series 

compiled by SBP. X-12-ARIMAmethod 

is applied. 

In examining data any type of outliers 

should be taken seriously, no matter 

what the ultimate aim of the model being 

used. Our technique takes care of four 

types of outliers and the type, size and 

time of break occurrences are also 

studied. 
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6.6 Summery and Conclusion 

Using several monetary, financial, and other time series, this study has shown 

that neglecting the presence of outliers affects the estimates, their standard errors and 

also causes excess kurtosis leading to poor statistical analysis. The application of 

Chen and Liu (1993) method for detecting and removing outliers and structural breaks 

reduces the residual‟s excess kurtosis, skewness and JB test remarkably. The analysis 

has identified a number of shocks in 13 quarterly series over the period of 1973.3 to 

2010.3 and 30 monthly series measured over different periods Furthermore, this study 

has tried to link each shock detected in quickly data to a social or economic event that 

occurred at or near that quarter. The clustering of outliers with in series like TC at 

2001.3 and AO at 2001.4 in Government Bond yield, IO at 2009.3 and AO at 

2009.Q4 in trade balances and TC at 1981.2 with TC at 1981.3 in NEER require 

historical and statistical examination. The consecutive occurrence of IO and TC as 

noted in the current analysis of quarterly data may be due to masking
64

 and 

swamping
65

 effects. Similarly, the successive occurrences of two LS in price of tea, 

three successive LS in price of gasoline requires further statistical and historical 

examination for monthly data as well. The joint occurrence of outliers across series 

indicates the existence of some historical events causing the breaks. The differences 

in type identification of outlier across series like LS identified at 2003.3 in trade 

balances and Government Bond Yield but identified as IO in growth rate of 

manufacturing production and the AO identified at 2008.4 in discount rate which 

appears to be IO in growth rate of reserve money, growth rate of WPI and end of 

period market rate may be a result of incidence of misidentification, needs to be 

explored further. Similar differences in type identification among monthly data used I 

                                                           
64 Masking refers to the situation of failure to detection of an outlier due to presence of other outlier. 
65 Swamping refers to the case when a clean observation is classified as an outlier under the presence of another outlier. See Ben-

Gal (2005)  
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the current study are also are noted. It seems important to use the critical information 

being translated in these macroeconomic indicators in form of outliers and structural 

breaks. Connecting the indicated discordant observations with historical evidences 

give better understanding and effective policy building may hence be obtained. Future 

research that could be carried out is making forecast based on cleaned series. This 

should result in better model and forecast. 
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Chapter 7 

Summary, Conclusions and Further Research 

Outliers appearing in various time series differ in types, magnitude and 

impact. The iterative procedure claims to correctly detect the type, index and 

magnitude of outliers in any time series. Therefore, focus is on the performance of 

various test statistics being defined and commonly used in literature, for detecting 

different types of structural breaks and outliers. The objective is to critically analyze 

the performance of these test statistics for detecting additive outlier (AO), innovative 

outlier (IO), level shift (LS), transient change (TC) and seasonal level shift (SLS). We 

have tried to answer the following questions: Which is most suitable detection 

technique for structural breaks? Besides overviewing the existing procedures in 

detecting the outliers, what are commonly observed misspecifications and confusions 

among the types of outliers? Whether simulation analysis gives some idea about the 

possible impacts of outliers on various time series? Which technique is supported by 

the empirical analysis of these detection techniques using quarterly and monthly time 

series for Pakistan data? 

 Conclusions and Implication 

We have examined the outliers and structural breaks impact on time series 

data and identified the best possible model in the presence of various types of 

disturbances. This study extends the analysis in two dimensions; first, by assessing the 

performance of existing methods for outlier detection by using simulation and second, 

conducting empirical analysis.  
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The present study adds to the literature by critically analyzing the performance 

of various test statistics defined for outlier detection in terms of level of significance, 

power of a test and their sampling distribution. Then assessment of the performance 

of existing methods of estimation is done for linear time series models in the presence 

of outliers by observing sampling distribution of parameter estimates. Identifying the 

problems of misidentification, masking and swamping in the existing methods was 

also our keen interest. These objectives are achieved by assessing the performance of 

test statistics defined for detecting AO, IO, LS, TC, and SLS respectively under 

different scenario using simulations. In addition, we have evaluated their impacts 

empirically for time series data of Pakistan. To establish this case the study uses 

quarterly and monthly macroeconomic, financial and metrological data of Pakistan. 

This study has also attempted to explore the nature and extent of confusion between 

LS, AO and IO, and between SLS and IO in various time series models. Further, the 

magnitude of TC that can be ignored and the appropriate critical values for AO, IO, 

LS, TC and SLS for different sample sizes are determined. This study also explores 

the swamping and masking effects of outliers by comparing the Chen and Liu (CL) 

method with Kaiser and Maravall (2001) procedure for multiple outliers. 

The outlier detection procedure as suggested by Tsay (1988), Chen and Liu 

(1993) and Kaiser and Maravall (2001) are briefly highlighted. Functional forms of 

outliers for various time series models, their basic definitions, specification, and 

impact on autocorrelation function and estimates of parameters is also discussed. The 

mathematical overview of different types of outliers in various time series models is 

presented. The existing literature indicates that various types of outliers have varying 

impact on different time series models. The present study has, therefore, attempted to 

study the impact of AO, IO, LS, TC and SLS on the  residuals, parameters estimation 
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and ACF of some most commonly encountered time series models i.e. AR(1), AR(2), 

MA(1), ARMA(1,1), SAR(1) and SMA(1). 

After this, most relevant literature is reviewed covering various methods used 

to deal with outliers and structural breaks with special focus on iterative method of 

outlier detection. The review also includes studies which have empirically observed 

and estimated outliers and their impacts on time series variables. Focusing on the 

evolution of procedures for detection of outliers and structural breaks, a survey of 

existing techniques is presented for outlier detection by considering various 

approaches adopted for outlier detection in linear and nonlinear time series models. 

The current study revolves around diagnostic approaches. The multivariate models are 

studied as the multivariate models and the short time series models. The second 

branch i.e. nonlinear time series models are further split in to outlier detection 

methods for nonlinear models and outlier detection methods for bilinear models. 

Various methods and approaches developed in this regard are reviewed identifying 

their respective motivations and distinguishing their advantages and disadvantages in 

a comparative manner. The existing empirical literature on outlier detection in 

macroeconomic time series is also overviewed which suggests that structural breaks 

and outliers affect identification, estimation, inferences and forecasting. However, 

there is lack of empirical literature identifying the performance of various types of 

outliers in commonly used time series models responding to different parameters. It 

would be interesting to investigate the causes, role and impact of various outliers in 

time series data for Pakistan. 

Furthermore,  we have analyzed the properties of these test statistics under 

finite sample behavior in a simulated AR(1), AR(2), MA(1), ARMA(1,1), SMA(1) 

and SAR(1) processes in detail by estimating the impact on parameter and calculating 
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the type, index and magnitude of outliers. Their level of significance and critical 

values and power of the test statistics are used to serve the purpose and to have a 

better insight of these test statistics. Detailed discussion for detecting AO, IO, LS and 

TC in a simulated AR (1), AR (2), MA (1) and ARMA (1, 1) entails the patterns noted 

under calculations of empirical level of significance, empirical critical values, 

empirical power of test statistics, the sampling distribution of estimator of parameters 

of observed time series in the presence of one outlier and behavior of δ in detection of 

transient change. Later, we have studied the performance of seasonal level shifts 

(SLS) detection in seasonal time series namely SAR (1) and SMA (1). The critical 

analysis of the behavior of test statistics for detecting various types of outliers is 

motivated by evaluating the performance of the test statistics based upon the outlier 

test criteria under null hypothesis and alternate hypothesis. Under null hypothesis of 

no outliers, vulnerability to spurious outlier is tested by means of empirical level of 

significance. Empirical level of significance is calculated and compared with the 

generally desired level of significance (0.05). Seriousness of outlier in terms of their 

sensitivity in detection is determined by calculating empirical critical values in order 

to evaluate the appropriateness of the cut-off points. The empirical level of 

significance and empirical cut-off points are, in general, noted to be higher than those 

theoretically claimed. Moreover, both statistics are noted to be function of n, c, ω and 

model parameter. Analysis under alternative hypothesis judges the test statistics on 

the basis of power of a test by measuring the probability of rejecting the null 

hypothesis when in fact it is false and should be rejected. This analysis is supported 

by discovering the vulnerability to masking of outliers during detection process by 

following the misspecification frequencies. The efficiency of test statistics is observed 

on the basis of correct index detection. Performance under alternate hypothesis is 
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noted satisfactory for large n, large outlier size and sensitive cut-off points. The 

sampling distribution of estimator for the parameter of contaminated series is 

explored for different types of outliers and is noted to be biased, skewed and away 

from normality in the presence of outlier of any type. The behavior of the decaying 

parameter in correctly detecting TC is critically evaluated. It has been identified that 

the decaying parameter performs satisfactory only in a small range and may require 

nonlinear estimation. This study also explores the swamping and masking effects of 

outliers by comparing the Chen and Liu (CL) method with Kaiser and Maravall 

(2001) procedure for multiple outliers. 

The analysis focuses on the SLS suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001). 

We have tried to study the behavior of the test statistic for seasonal level shift (SLS). 

In order to observe that if the existence of SLS is really confused with that of IO in all 

patterns of time series data this study contributes to this debate by providing new 

evidence based on a thorough analysis of the behavior of test statistics for SLS i.e. 

     by considering various aspects under H0 and H1 like empirical level of 

significance, empirical critical values and empirical rejection frequency. The analysis 

has brought into notice that the impact of SLS on the sampling distribution of  ̂  (the 

estimator of SAR (1) parameter) and  ̂  (the estimator of SMA (1) parameter). The 

analysis is conducted on quarterly time series data and all possible values of 

        in a SARIMA (0, 0, 0) (1, 0, 0)4  and (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 1)4 model respectively. 

It is concluded that the innovative outlier (IO) shall not be discarded from the list of 

types of outliers when considering the automatic outlier detections. However, careful 

in-depth analysis is required for identifying the true types of outliers present in any 

time series. The analysis conducted in Chapter five has explored the confusion 

between LS, AO and IO, and between SLS and IO in various time series models. 
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The debate also includes empirical investigation of outliers for Pakistan using 

a number of variables measured on quarterly and monthly frequency. 

The empirical analysis of quarterly and monthly data for several macro-

economic variables of Pakistan, conducted in chapter 7, comprises of descriptive 

statistics, outlier identification, and estimation of their type, time and dynamic impact. 

These results are based on the empirical models identified under the assumption of no 

outliers, and then detection of outliers is conducted through the three stage iterative 

procedure as suggested by Chen and Liu (1993) and finally an intervention model is 

estimated. It also includes empirical analysis for the detection of seasonal level shift 

in macroeconomic, financial and metrological time series of Pakistan through the 

method suggested by Kaiser and Maravall (2001). Application of the outlier detection 

procedures on data consisting of variables of Pakistan helps in identifying the 

discordant observations that distorts the analysis and may lead to wrong policy 

prescription. It highlights the weaker areas of these procedure faced in terms of 

identification of such aberrant observations which are not supported by the historical 

evidence. The selected data comprises of annual, quarterly and monthly frequency in 

order to check the performance of the procedures under study for different scenario. 

The comparison is also done between the outliers detected using Chen and Liu (1993) 

method with outliers detected using Kaiser and Maravall (2001) procedure. The 

economic and social situation of Pakistan and significance of structural break analysis 

are discussed and statistically identified outliers are linked with possible events 

history. Using several monetary, financial, and other time series, this study has shown 

that neglecting the presence of outliers affects the estimates, their standard errors and 

causes excess kurtosis leading to poor statistical analysis. The application of Chen and 

Liu (1993) method for detecting and removing outliers and structural breaks reduces 
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the residual‟s excess kurtosis, skewness and reduces the value of JB test remarkably. 

The analysis has identified a number of shocks in all series, and it is important to use 

the critical information being translated in these macroeconomic indicators in the 

form of outliers and structural breaks. Connecting the indicated discordant 

observations with historical evidences give better understanding and effective policy 

building may hence be obtained. 

Making forecast based on cleaned series resulting in better model and forecast 

should be explored in future. High frequency data like weekly and daily can be used 

for analysis of outlier and structural breaks. Examples from other social and natural 

sciences data set can be used for this purpose. Moreover, behavior of the usual test 

statistics for outlier detections may be studied for nonlinear model. 
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Appendix A
66

 

Appendix of detailed analysis of test statistics for outlier detection in AR (1) process 
67

 

Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of one outlier 
1. Case of AO 

Table 4.3.1(a-4): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of AO 

c=3, w=3sigma 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26 

 

T=51   T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 433 0.082 0.138 0.160 0.1 459 0.090 0.101 0.135 0.1 447 0.093 0.078 0.121 

0.2 488 0.168 0.132 0.214 0.2 487 0.180 0.097 0.204 0.2 488 0.190 0.080 0.206 

0.4 504 0.332 0.131 0.357 0.4 556 0.357 0.092 0.369 0.4 544 0.372 0.075 0.379 

0.6 553 0.511 0.127 0.527 0.6 612 0.559 0.085 0.566 0.6 634 0.567 0.069 0.572 

0.8 653 0.719 0.111 0.727 0.8 750 0.758 0.070 0.761 0.8 719 0.773 0.054 0.775 

0.9 756 0.826 0.092 0.831 0.9 794 0.866 0.054 0.867 0.9 801 0.878 0.041 0.879 

 

Table 4.3.1(a-5): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of AO 

c=3.5, w=3sigma 

  n=50 
 

n=100 
 

n=150 

  T=26 

 

T=51   T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 241 0.083 0.139 0.162 0.1 275 0.090 0.096 0.131 0.1 312 0.093 0.081 0.123 

0.2 254 0.162 0.138 0.213 0.2 283 0.179 0.099 0.204 0.2 308 0.186 0.081 0.203 

0.4 293 0.325 0.132 0.351 0.4 321 0.361 0.093 0.373 0.4 395 0.375 0.073 0.382 

0.6 338 0.505 0.128 0.521 0.6 436 0.553 0.084 0.559 0.6 457 0.564 0.070 0.568 

0.8 496 0.720 0.105 0.727 0.8 557 0.758 0.068 0.761 0.8 559 0.773 0.052 0.775 

0.9 554 0.827 0.093 0.833 0.9 611 0.867 0.054 0.869 0.9 663 0.878 0.041 0.879 

 

Table 4.3.1(a-6): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of AO 

c=4,w=3sigma 

  n=50  n=100  n=150 

  T=26  T=51   T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 129 0.080 0.139 0.161 0.1 152 0.096 0.099 0.138 0.1 176 0.092 0.079 0.121 

                                                           
66

 Tables in all analysis with label (e, f, g) are not included for space saving. 
67 CID= correct Index detection, JB-P= JB test p value, SK= Skewness, Kurt= Kurtosis, AE=At everywhere 
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0.2 126 0.164 0.137 0.214 0.2 147 0.182 0.098 0.206 0.2 167 0.187 0.081 0.204 

0.4 129 0.327 0.132 0.353 0.4 177 0.364 0.094 0.376 0.4 213 0.375 0.075 0.383 

0.6 158 0.510 0.124 0.525 0.6 243 0.555 0.085 0.562 0.6 273 0.568 0.067 0.572 

0.8 259 0.717 0.107 0.725 0.8 353 0.757 0.069 0.760 0.8 369 0.773 0.054 0.774 

0.9 290 0.831 0.092 0.836 0.9 401 0.867 0.053 0.869 0.9 450 0.877 0.044 0.878 

2. For IO 

Table 4.3.1(b-4): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of IO 

w=3sigma, c=3 

  n=50   n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 415 0.095 0.135 0.165 0.1 463 0.097 0.099 0.138 0.1 438 0.093 0.082 0.124 

0.2 421 0.187 0.139 0.233 0.2 452 0.196 0.096 0.219 0.2 506 0.198 0.081 0.214 

0.4 445 0.378 0.134 0.401 0.4 465 0.386 0.088 0.396 0.4 469 0.395 0.077 0.402 

0.6 431 0.576 0.115 0.587 0.6 447 0.587 0.079 0.592 0.6 449 0.593 0.063 0.597 

0.8 451 0.771 0.090 0.776 0.8 466 0.784 0.062 0.786 0.8 484 0.792 0.048 0.794 

0.9 451 0.867 0.071 0.870 0.9 490 0.882 0.049 0.883 0.9 482 0.889 0.039 0.890 

 

Table 4.3.1(b-5): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of IO 

w=3sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26 
 

T=51   T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 247 0.096 0.135 0.166 0.1 290 0.101 0.102 0.143 0.1 299 0.102 0.081 0.130 

0.2 224 0.191 0.135 0.234 0.2 261 0.199 0.098 0.222 0.2 286 0.203 0.080 0.218 

0.4 260 0.395 0.127 0.415 0.4 271 0.394 0.092 0.404 0.4 347 0.394 0.073 0.400 

0.6 249 0.577 0.110 0.588 0.6 303 0.590 0.079 0.595 0.6 294 0.593 0.066 0.597 

0.8 228 0.766 0.098 0.772 0.8 264 0.785 0.062 0.788 0.8 295 0.790 0.050 0.792 

0.9 234 0.871 0.071 0.874 0.9 275 0.885 0.047 0.886 0.9 296 0.889 0.039 0.890 

 

Table 4.3.1(b-6): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of IO 

w=3sigma, c=4 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26 

 

T=51   T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 86 0.102 0.135 0.169 0.1 133 0.100 0.103 0.144 0.1 141 0.094 0.082 0.125 

0.2 101 0.192 0.135 0.235 0.2 130 0.199 0.096 0.221 0.2 143 0.196 0.080 0.212 

0.4 92 0.381 0.130 0.403 0.4 150 0.390 0.090 0.400 0.4 171 0.396 0.074 0.403 

0.6 89 0.580 0.116 0.591 0.6 134 0.588 0.080 0.593 0.6 142 0.595 0.066 0.598 

0.8 92 0.769 0.090 0.774 0.8 127 0.785 0.062 0.787 0.8 152 0.791 0.053 0.792 

0.9 109 0.869 0.074 0.872 0.9 145 0.885 0.046 0.886 0.9 148 0.889 0.039 0.890 
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3. For LS 

Table 4.3.1(c-4): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of LS 

w=3sigma, c=3 

  n=50 
 

n=100 
 

n=150 

  T=26 
 

T=51   T=76 

0.1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.2 462 0.81037 0.053 0.8121 0.1 571 0.825 0.0368 0.826 0.1 596 0.829 0.0286 0.8298 

0.4 473 0.8284 0.050 0.8298 0.2 595 0.839 0.0332 0.8398 0.2 588 0.841 0.027 0.841 

0.6 491 0.8523 0.045 0.8535 0.4 632 0.863 0.0297 0.863 0.4 593 0.866 0.023 0.867 

0.8 500 0.8741 0.042 0.8751 0.6 620 0.885 0.0292 0.885 0.6 658 0.889 0.0225 0.889 

0.9 465 0.8939 0.051 0.8953 0.8 559 0.911 0.0320 0.911 0.8 607 0.915 0.0246 0.915 

0.1 473 0.9149 0.0539 0.9165 0.9 196 0.929 0.0371 0.9296 0.9 510 

 

    

 

Table 4.3.1(c-5): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of LS 

w=3sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26 

 

T=51   T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 216 0.813 0.0536 0.8145 0.1 502 0.8235 0.0363 0.8243 0.1 585 0.827 0.0297 0.8276 

0.2 241 0.827 0.0502 0.8287 0.2 476 0.83805 0.0332 0.8387 0.2 619 0.842 0.0265 0.8427 

0.4 249 0.852 0.0430 0.85274 0.4 456 0.8628 0.0304 0.8634 0.4 596 0.8667 0.0230 0.8670 

0.6 289 0.872 0.0445 0.8728 0.6 441 0.88456 0.0294 0.8851 0.6 554 0.8888 0.0238 0.889 

0.8 283 0.894 0.0535 0.8955 0.8 376 0.9095 0.0333 0.9102 0.8 464 0.9136 0.0254 0.914 

0.9 279 0.915 0.0598 0.9165 0.9 334 0.9270 0.0393 0.9279 0.9 386 0.933561 0.0274 0.934 

 

Table 4.3.1(c-6): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of LS 

w=3sigma, c=4 

  n=50 
 

n=100 
 

n=150 

  T=26 

 

T=51   T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 85 0.811 0.054 0.813 0.1 257 0.8255 0.0353 0.8262 0.1 512 0.8277 0.0271 0.8282 

0.2 90 0.826 0.0478 0.828 0.2 222 0.8383 0.0332 0.8389 0.2 463 0.8428 0.0270 0.8432 

0.4 114 0.850 0.0493 0.851 0.4 250 0.8621 0.0289 0.8626 0.4 424 0.8663 0.0233 0.8667 

0.6 120 0.871 0.0441 0.872 0.6 217 0.8848 0.0271 0.8853 0.6 312 0.8892 0.0220 0.8895 

0.8 111 0.895 0.050 0.896 0.8 200 0.9083 0.0329 0.9089 0.8 251 0.9145 0.0244 0.9148 

0.9 8 0.912711 0.070048 0.915345 0.9 152 0.926903 0.03541 0.927578 0.9 201 0.9351 0.0273 0.9355 
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4. For TC 

Table 4.3.1(d-4): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of TC 

w=3sigma, c=3 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26 

 

T=51   T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 517 0.205 0.137 0.247 0.1 626 0.153 0.101 0.183 0.1 609 0.139 0.082 0.162 

0.2 490 0.274 0.133 0.304 0.2 538 0.246 0.098 0.265 0.2 540 0.231 0.078 0.244 

0.4 444 0.422 0.126 0.440 0.4 487 0.413 0.092 0.423 0.4 487 0.41 0.075 0.417 

0.6 419 0.572 0.112 0.583 0.6 467 0.5898 0.079 0.595 0.6 444 0.594 0.063 0.597 

0.8 504 0.753 0.096 0.759 0.8 518 0.773 0.065 0.776 0.8 510 0.782 0.051 0.784 

0.9 530 0.852 0.081 0.856 0.9 547 0.877 0.050 0.879 0.9 558 0.883 0.040 0.884 

 

Table 4.3.1(d-5): Sampling distribution of   ̂in the presence of TC 

w=3sigma c=3.5 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26 

 

T=51   T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 294 0.2105 0.140 0.253 0.1 394 0.16 0.105 0.191 0.1 440 0.141 0.081 0.163 

0.2 279 0.275 0.134 0.305 0.2 353 0.244 0.0999 0.264 0.2 418 0.232 0.082 0.246 

0.4 274 0.419 0.128 0.438 0.4 311 0.410 0.094 0.421 0.4 324 0.409 0.071 0.415 

0.6 238 0.579 0.115 0.591 0.6 287 0.593 0.08 0.598 0.6 287 0.589 0.067 0.592 

0.8 280 0.751 0.093 0.756 0.8 339 0.776 0.064 0.78 0.8 352 0.782 0.052 0.784 

0.9 318 0.845 0.085 0.849 0.9 368 0.875 0.051 0.876 0.9 401 0.883 0.041 0.884 

 

Table 4.3.1(d-6): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of one outlier in the presence of TC 

w=3sigma, c=4 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26 
 

T=51   T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 136 0.209 0.141 0.252 0.1 195 0.157 0.096 0.184 0.1 240 0.142 0.086 0.166 

0.2 133 0.275 0.132 0.305 0.2 184 0.238 0.095 0.257 0.2 227 0.229 0.082 0.243 

0.4 126 0.418 0.127 0.436 0.4 145 0.41 0.091 0.42 0.4 173 0.411 0.077 0.419 

0.6 120 0.581 0.115 0.5926 0.6 140 0.59 0.080 0.595 0.6 133 0.597 0.065 0.60 

0.8 139 0.750 0.098 0.757 0.8 165 0.772 0.064 0.775 0.8 170 0.782 0.053 0.78 

0.9 164 0.849 0.082 0.853 0.9 194 0.873 0.049 0.875 0.9 211 0.882 0.041 0.883 
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2. Empirical Critical Values 

Table 4.3.3(c-1)): Empirical Critical Values, c=4  (N=5000)68 

 
n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR(1) T=26 T=51 T=76 

 
90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 

φ=0.1 5.033 5.261 5.261 4.489 4.631 4.803 4.425 4.50 4.693 

φ=0.2 4.320 4.495 4.625 4.595 4.766 4.971 4.455 4.72 4.956 

φ=0.4 4.416 4.454 4.454 4.513 4.611 4.778 4.483 4.547 4.90 

φ=0.6 4.329 4.380 4.380 4.365 4.531 4.742 4.494 4.694 5.174 

φ=0.8 4.524 4.531 4.532 4.729 4.893 4.90 4.608 4.727 4.881 

φ=0.9 4.636 4.787 4.830 4.506 4.609 4.615 4.387 4.547 4.924 

3. Empirical Power of Test 

a. For AO 

Table 4.3.4 (a-1): Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, C=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi=0.1 0.428 0.429 IO:469; TC:32;LS:0;no outlier: 70 0.478 0.481 IO: 442; TC: 45; LS: 0; no outlier: 32 0.504 0.51 IO: 419; TC:51; LS:5; no outliers: 15 

phi=0.2 0.517 0.518 IO:408; TC:16;LS:1;no outlier: 57 0.59 0.593 IO: 593; TC:29; LS: 2; no outlier: 30 0.627 0.629 IO: 315; TC:35; LS:3; no outliers: 18 

phi=0.4 0.717 0.718 IO: 224; TC: 12; LS: 0; no outlier: 46 0.8 0.803 IO: 166; TC: 14; LS:2; no outliers: 15 0.81 0.812 IO:157; TC: 16; LS: 4; no outliers: 11 

phi=0.6 0.845 0.845 IO: 104; TC: 22; LS: 2; no outlier: 27 0.902 0.904 IO: 56; TC:28; LS: 3; no outliers: 9 0.917 0.918 IO: 45; TC: 29; LS: 3; No outliers: 5 

phi=0.8 0.936 0.936 IO: 16; TC: 41; LS: 1; no outlier: 6 0.929 0.929 IO: 4; TC: 65; LS: 1; no outlier: 1 0.943 0.943 IO: 2; TC: 53; LS: 1; no outliers: 1 

phi=0.9 0.925 0.925 IO: 13; TC: 56; LS: 1; no outlier: 5 0.937 0.937 IO: 7; TC: 55;LS: 1; no outliers: 0 0.95 0.95 IO: 2; TC: 47; LS: 1; no outliers: 0 

 

Table 4.3.4 (a-2):Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, C=3.5 

 n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.428 0.429 IO: 400; TC: 25; LS: 1; no outliers: 145 0.474 0.474 IO: 412; TC: 30; LS: 1; no outliers: 83 0.405 0.405 IO: 405; TC: 39; LS: 3;  no outliers: 87 

0.2 0.504 0.504 IO: 318; TC: 21; LS: 1; no outliers: 156 0.555 0.556 IO: 323; TC: 25; LS: 1; no outliers:95 0.57 0.572 IO: 323; TC: 27; LS: 0; no outliers: 78 

0.4 0.644 0.644 IO: 215; TC: 10; LS: 0; no outliers: 131 0.753 0.754 IO: 174; TC: 16; LS: 2; no outliers: 54 0.767 0.77 IO: 165; TC: 8; LS: 0; no outliers: 57 

0.6 0.825 0.825 IO: 88; TC: 8; LS: 2; no outliers: 77 0.888 0.888 IO: 62; TC: 19; LS: 4; no outliers: 27 0.887 0.887 IO:54; TC:29; LS: 1; no outliers: 29 

0.8 0.902 0.902 IO: 20; TC: 42; LS: 0; no outliers: 36 0.93 0.93 IO: 10; TC: 49; LS: 0; no outliers: 11 0.938 0.938 IO: 7; TC: 48; LS: 0; no outliers: 7 

0.9 0.925 0.925 IO: 7; TC: 51; LS: 0; no outliers: 17 0.951 0.951 IO: 5; TC: 43; LS: 0; no outliers: 1 0.955 0.955 IO: 2; TC: 41; LS: 0; no outliers: 2 

                                                           
68

 On using 5000 iterations the results for c=4 have very little impact as compared to N=1000 iterations done earlier. 
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Table 4.3.4 (a-6):Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma, c=4 

 n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.063 0.064 IO: 61; TC: 8; LS: 0; no outliers: 867  0.074 0.075 IO: 64; TC: 16; LS: 0; no outliers: 845 0.087 0.088 IO:81; TC:9; LS: 2; no outliers: 820 

0.2 0.059 0.059 IO: 53; TC: 16; LS: 0; no outliers: 872  0.089 0.09 IO: 47; TC: 12; LS: 0; no outliers: 851 0.105 0.109 IO:52; TC:11; LS: 1; no outliers: 827 

0.4 0.081 0.081 IO: 45; TC: 4; LS: 0; no outliers: 870 0.133 0.135 IO: 32; TC: 13; LS: 0; no outliers: 820 0.155 0.156 IO: 48; TC: 13; LS: 0; no outlier: 783 

0.6 0.122 0.122 IO: 29;TC: 7; LS: 0; no outliers: 842 0.186 0.187 IO: 42; TC: 18; LS: 0; no outliers: 753 0.221 0.222 IO: 37; TC: 19; LS: 0; no outlier: 722 

0.8 0.218 0.219 IO: 15; TC: 26; LS: 0; no outliers: 740 0.297 0.298 IO: 16; TC: 43; LS:1; no outliers: 642 0.313 0.313 IO:8; TC:49; LS: 2; no outliers: 628 

0.9 0.256 0.257 IO: 5; TC: 29; LS: 1; no outliers: 708  0.336 0.338 IO: 6; TC:57; LS: 2; no outliers: 597 0.393 0.396 IO:7; TC: 49; LS: 1; no outliers: 546 

b. For IO 

Table4.3.4(b-1): Relative frequency of correct detection of IO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

c=3, w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 
at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.54 0.541 AO: 364; TC: 62; LS:2, no outliers: 31 0.536 0.538 AO: 376; TC: 60; LS:3, no outliers: 23 0.518 0.519 AO: 380; TC: 76; LS:5, no outliers: 20 

0.2 0.569 0.569 AO: 292; TC: 117; LS:0, no outliers: 22 0.599 0.6 AO: 275; TC: 105; LS:2, no outliers: 18 0.552 0.554 AO: 310; TC: 121; LS:2, no outliers: 13 

0.4 0.575 0.576 AO: 137; TC: 252; LS:1, no outliers: 34 0.558 0.563 AO: 157; TC: 255; LS:5, no outliers: 20 0.577 0.58 AO: 157; TC: 247; LS:3, no outliers: 13 

0.6 0.504 0.505 AO: 64; TC: 399; LS:3, no outliers: 29 0.517 0.517 AO: 71; TC:379; LS:2, no outliers: 31 0.479 0.482 AO: 78; TC: 422; LS:2, no outliers:16 

0.8 0.729 0.73 AO: 14; TC: 209; LS:12, no outliers: 35 0.727 0.727 AO: 36; TC: 207; LS:7, no outliers: 23 0.706 0.712 AO: 32; TC: 229; LS:5, no outliers: 22 

0.9 0.692 0.693 AO: 17; TC: 165; LS:92, no outliers: 33 0.735 0.739 AO: 16; TC: 171; LS:51, no outliers: 23 0.776 0.785 AO:16; TC: 154; LS:32, no outliers: 13 

 

Table4.3.4(b-2):Relative frequency of correct detection of IO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.494 0.494 AO: 342; LS: 0; No outliers: 110; TC: 54 0.494 0.496 AO: 355; LS: 1; No outliers: 71; TC:77 0.511 0.511 AO: 361; LS: 0; No outliers: 71; TC:57 

0.2 0.573 0.573 AO: 251; LS: 0; No outliers: 109; TC: 67 0.522 0.524 AO: 302; LS: 0; No outliers: 75; TC: 99 0.568 0.571 AO: 258; LS: 0; No outliers: 74; TC:97 

0.4 0.544 0.544 AO: 122; LS: 0; No outliers: 117; TC: 217 0.541 0.542 AO: 149; LS: 0; No outliers: 82; TC: 227 0.547 0.548 AO: 140; LS: 1; No outliers: 85; TC:226 

0.6 0.466 0.466 AO: 65; LS: 0; No outliers: 110; TC: 359 0.46 0.462 AO: 54; LS: 0; No outliers: 74; TC: 410 0.47 0.474 AO: 67; LS: 0; No outliers: 62; TC:397 

0.8 0.6 0.6 AO: 24; LS: 8; No outliers: 138; TC: 230 0.678 0.679 AO: 21; LS: 2; No outliers: 69; TC: 229 0.699 0.699 AO: 27; LS: 2; No outliers: 59; TC:213 

0.9 0.662 0.663 AO: 9; LS: 82; No outliers: 109; TC: 137 0.339 0.339 AO: 8; LS: 24; No outliers: 47; TC: 50 0.742 0.743 AO: 15; LS: 20; No outliers: 59; TC:163 

 

  



 

vii 
 

Table4.3.4(b-3):Relative frequency of correct detection of IO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

c=4, w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.367 0.367 AO: 300; LS: 0; No outliers: 300; TC: 33 0.433 0.433 AO: 314; LS: 0; No outliers: 22; TC: 42 0.495 0.495 AO: 283; LS: 0; No outliers: 184; TC: 38 

0.2 0.447 0.447 AO: 198; LS: 0; No outliers: 289; TC: 66 0.468 0.468 AO: 238; LS: 0; No outliers: 208; TC: 86 0.502 0.502 AO: 222; LS: 0; No outliers: 206; TC: 70 

0.4 0.457 0.457 AO: 91; LS: 0; No outliers: 286; TC: 166 0.506 0.506 AO: 119; LS: 0; No outliers: 176; TC: 199 0.479 0.479 AO: 131; LS: 0; No outliers: 171; TC: 219 

0.6 0.402 0.403 AO: 43; LS: 0; No outliers: 273; TC: 2811 0.438 0.438 AO: 57; LS: 0; No outliers: 183; TC: 322 0.383 0.384 AO: 50; LS: 0; No outliers: 200; TC: 366 

0.8 0.541 0.541 AO: 16; LS: 6; No outliers: 284; TC: 153 0.593 0.593 AO: 10; LS: 2; No outliers: 226; TC: 169 0.607 0.608 AO: 17; LS: 1; No outliers: 179; TC: 195 

0.9 0.575 0.575 AO: 10; LS:62; No outliers: 261; TC: 92 0.627 0.627 AO: 9; LS: 31; No outliers: 186; TC: 147 0.671 0.671 AO:9; LS: 17; No outliers: 179; TC: 124 

c. For LS 

Table4.3.4(c-1):Relative frequency of correct detection of LS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, 1000iterations       c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.809 0.833 AO: 25; IO: 2; No outliers: 138; TC: 2 0.866 0.915 AO: 49; IO: 0; No outliers: 34; TC: 2 0.87 0.942 AO: 40; IO: 1; No outliers: 13; TC:4 

0.2 0.827 0.844 AO: 29; IO: 4; No outliers: 117; TC: 6 0.878 0.922 AO: 36; IO: 1; No outliers: 36; TC: 5 0.882 0.956 AO: 28; IO: 1; No outliers: 11; TC: 4 

0.4 0.869 0.88 AO: 14; IO: 3; No outliers: 99; TC: 4 0.916 0.949 AO: 26; IO: 1; No outliers: 19; TC:5 0.926 0.97 AO: 20; IO: 0; No outliers: 8; TC: 2 

0.6 0.899 0.901 AO: 14; IO: 26; No outliers: 57; TC: 2 0.938 0.959 AO: 9; IO: 2; No outliers: 208; TC: 10 0.95 0.977 AO: 10; IO: 0; No outliers: 9; TC: 4 

0.8 0.836 0.843 AO: 3; IO: 60; No outliers: 35; TC: 18 0.931 0.944 AO: 8; IO: 17; No outliers: 20; TC:11 0.958 0.969 AO: 8; IO: 3; No outliers: 11; TC: 9 

0.9 0 0 no iteration done at phi: 0.9 with LS 0.577 0.583 AO: 7; IO: 51; No outliers: 16; TC: 27 0.899 0.906 AO: 9; IO: 44; No outliers: 7; TC: 34 

 

Table4.3.4(c-2):Relative frequency of correct detection of LS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.65 0.651 AO: 16; IO: 4; No outliers: 328; TC: 1 0.755 0.775 AO: 23; IO:1; No outliers: 201; TC: 0 0.835 0.881 AO: 27; IO:0; No outliers: 92; TC: 0 

0.2 0.679 0.685 AO: 19; IO: 3; No outliers: 292; TC:1 0.769 0.787 AO: 23; IO:0; No outliers: 189; TC: 1 0.854 0.089 AO: 21; IO:0; No outliers: 87; TC: 1 

0.4 0.676 0.679 AO: 10; IO: 1; No outliers: 209; TC: 3 0.847 0.863 AO: 17; IO: 0; No outliers: 118; TC: 2 0.886 0.91 AO: 14; IO:0; No outliers: 75; TC: 1 

0.6 0 0 iteration failed 0.879 0.884 AO: 15; IO: 0; No outliers: 98; TC: 3 0.918 0.935 AO: 10; IO:1; No outliers: 53; TC:1 

0.8 0 0 iteration failed 0.887 0.893 AO: 12; IO: 16; No outliers: 63; TC: 16 0.93 0.939 AO:9; IO:2; No outliers: 72; TC:8 

0.9 0 0 iteration failed 0.432 0.434 AO: 7; IO: 49; No outliers: 34; TC: 19 0.179 0.179 AO: 2; IO:7; No outliers: 11; TC:7 

 

  



 

viii 
 

Table4.3.4(c-3):Relative frequency of correct detection of LS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.436 0.436 AO: 5;IO: 3; No outliers: 555; TC: 1 0.562 0.566 AO: 9;IO: 0; No outliers: 424; TC: 1 0.676 0.684 AO: 19; IO: 0; No outliers: 297; TC: 0 

0.2 0.501 0.501 AO: 1;IO: 3; No outliers: 495; TC: 0 0.633 0.635 AO: 8;IO: 0; No outliers: 353; TC: 4 0.705 0.711 AO: 9;IO: 0; No outliers: 280; TC: 0 

0.4 0.554 0.555 AO: 6;IO:10; No outliers: 428; TC: 1 0.695 0.698 AO: 3;IO: 2; No outliers: 294; TC: 3 0.719 0.724 AO: 7; IO: 0; No outliers: 269; TC: 0 

0.6 0.637 0.638 AO: 1;IO: 11; No outliers: 347; TC: 3 0.729 0.729 AO: 6;IO: 1; No outliers: 263; TC: 1 0.805 0.811 AO:5;IO: 0; No outliers: 180; TC: 4 

0.8 0.423 0.423 AO: 1;IO: 40; No outliers: 187; TC: 16 0.611 0.613 AO: 6;IO: 15; No outliers: 153; TC: 10 0.829 0.832 AO: 6;IO: 0; No outliers: 151; TC: 11 

0.9 0 0 iteration failed 0 0 iteration failed 0.775 0.778 AO:4;IO: 39; No outliers: 154; TC: 25 

d. For TC 

Table4.3.4(d-1):  Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency), c=3 

w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.838 0.844 AO: 14; IO: 109; LS: 2; No outliers:31 0.898 0.905 AO: 3; IO: 86; LS: 0; No outliers:6 0.907 0.914 AO: 5; IO: 73; LS: 0; No outliers:8 

0.2 0.745 0.75 AO: 16; IO: 189; LS:1; No outliers: 44 0.813 0.82 AO: 11; IO: 146; LS: 0; No outliers:23 0.848 0.854 AO: 9; IO: 122; LS: 1; No outliers:14 

0.4 0.587 0.588 AO: 33; IO: 332; LS: 0; No outliers: 47 0.66 0.664 AO: 38; IO: 278; LS: 2; No outliers:12 0.676 0.678 AO: 28; IO: 262; LS: 2; No outliers:30 

0.6 0.39 0.391 AO: 58; IO: 486; LS: 3; No outliers: 62 0.413 0.414 AO: 81; IO: 472; LS: 3; No outliers:30 0.414 0.416 AO: 78; IO: 482; LS: 7; No outliers:17 

0.8 0.515 0.518 AO: 89; IO: 338; LS: 3; No outliers: 52 0.56 0.561 AO: 108; IO: 316; LS: 3; No outliers:12 0.582 0.584 AO: 110; IO: 294; LS: 2; No outliers:10 

0.9 0.632 0.632 AO: 106; IO: 216; LS: 20; No outliers: 26 0.688 0.688 AO: 93; IO: 197; LS: 8; No outliers:14 0.685 0.686 AO: 112; IO: 174; LS: 19; No outliers:9 

 

Table4.3.4(d-2):  Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency), c=3.5 

w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.764 0.466 AO:9; IO: 99; LS: 0; No outliers:126 0.868 0.873 AO:7; IO: 79; LS: 1; No outliers:40 0.884 0.888 AO:10; IO: 79; LS: 0; No outliers:23 

0.2 0.697 0.698 AO:15; IO: 162; LS: 0; No outliers:125 0.824 0.824 AO:7; IO: 122; LS: 0; No outliers:47 0.847 0.85 AO:10; IO: 108; LS: 0; No outliers:32 

0.4 0.498 0.498 AO:33; IO: 322; LS: 0; No outliers:147 0.653 0.653 AO:27; IO: 247; LS: 1; No outliers:72 0.662 0.667 AO:24; IO: 249; LS:2; No outliers:58 

0.6 0.367 0.367 AO:45; IO:447; LS: 1; No outliers:140 0.383 0.383 AO:70; IO: 453; LS: 1; No outliers:93 0.399 0.4 AO:69; IO: 446; LS:3; No outliers:82 

0.8 0.459 0.459 AO:88; IO: 324; LS:1; No outliers:128 0.551 0.552 AO:107; IO: 263; LS: 1; No outliers:77 0.604 0.606 AO:82; IO: 252; LS: 3; No outliers:57 

0.9 0.589 0.589 AO:90; IO: 208; LS: 11; No outliers:102 0.668 0.669 AO:86; IO: 180; LS: 6; No outliers:59 0.669 0.669 AO:95; IO: 190; LS:2; No outliers:44 

 

  



 

ix 
 

 

Table4.3.4(d-3):  Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency), c=4 

w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.615 0.615 AO: 5; IO: 105; LS: 0; No outliers:275 0.802 0.802 AO: 5; IO: 77; LS: 0; No outliers:116 0.87 0.874 AO: 5; IO: 59; LS: 0; No outliers:62 

0.2 0.573 0.573 AO:9; IO: 153; LS: 0; No outliers:265 0.719 0.719 AO: 2; IO: 140; LS: 0; No outliers:139 0.766 0.769 AO: 8; IO:112; LS: 0; No outliers:111 

0.4 0.439 0.439 AO: 9; IO: 255; LS: 0; No outliers:297 0.543 0.543 AO: 18; IO: 241; LS: 0; No outliers:198 0.566 0.566 AO:19; IO: 254; LS: 0; No outliers:161 

0.6 0.293 0.293 AO: 34; IO: 357; LS: 0; No outliers:316 0.331 0.331 AO: 37; IO: 384; LS: 0; No outliers:248 0.359 0.359 AO:53; IO:394; LS: 0; No outliers:194 

0.8 0.391 0.391 AO: 57; IO: 281; LS: 1; No outliers:270 0.488 0.488 AO: 70; IO: 256; LS: 0; No outliers:186 0.506 0.507 AO:91; IO: 241; LS: 0; No outliers:161 

0.9 0.494 0.494 AO: 53; IO: 206; LS: 11; No outliers:236 0.61 0.61 AO: 69; IO: 157; LS: 4; No outliers:160 0.63 0.631 AO: 85; IO: 169; LS:3; No outliers:112 

4. The detection pattern of various types of outliers when actually TC with   decaying parameter is present 

Table 4.3.5(a): Behavior of TC with   variation, w=5sigma 

c=3, n=50 c=3, n=100 c=3, n=150 

delta 0 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&TC 445 520 705 853 939 976 AO&TC 483 642 804 889 961 983 AO&TC 522 643 801 906 966 985 

IO 477 411 246 117 53 18 IO 470 332 186 97 36 16 IO 455 333 187 90 33 13 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS 5 7 3 5 1 1 LS 6 9 2 2 0 2 

LS 9 2 3 1 1 1 LS&IO 0 0 1 2 0 0 LS&IO 1 0 0 1 1 0 

LS&IO 0 1 0 4 0 0 LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 NO OUTLIER 42 19 6 7 2 0 NO OUTLIER 16 15 10 1 0 0 

NO OUTLIER 69 66 46 25 7 5 TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

              delta 0.1 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 258 341 382 424 396 397 AO 305 359 396 387 403 380 AO 333 374 394 418 377 386 

AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&LS 1 1 0 0 0 0 

AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&TC 0 1 0 0 0 0 

IO 387 373 288 155 72 50 IO 378 390 232 124 67 24 IO 352 368 252 123 55 19 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS 5 5 6 1 0 1 LS 13 9 3 0 2 2 

LS 5 2 1 1 0 1 LS&IO 0 0 1 1 1 1 LS&IO 0 2 2 1 1 0 

LS&IO 0 1 0 2 0 0 LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 NO OUTLIER 37 29 24 6 5 3 NO OUTLIER 18 19 11 0 1 1 

NO OUTLIER 56 57 41 29 8 12 TC 275 217 341 481 524 591 TC 283 226 338 458 564 592 

TC 294 226 288 389 524 540 

              delta 0.2 



 

x 
 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 181 245 290 315 313 293 AO 195 245 335 328 307 319 AO 211 281 345 304 285 290 

AO&LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&LS 0 0 1 0 0 0 

IO 341 376 341 201 99 52 AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO 310 373 309 166 91 45 IO 243 378 284 193 74 49 

LS 2 3 2 0 0 2 LS 2 5 4 1 3 0 LS 8 6 8 0 3 0 

LS&IO 0 0 0 0 1 1 LS&IO 0 1 1 0 0 0 LS&IO 0 0 1 1 0 1 

LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NO OUTLIER 56 58 50 29 11 6 NO OUTLIER 31 33 23 16 5 3 NO OUTLIER 23 21 6 12 1 0 

TC 420 318 317 455 576 646 TC 462 343 328 489 594 633 TC 515 314 355 490 637 660 

                     delta 0.3 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 125 150 205 253 220 247 AO 105 141 223 249 257 216 AO 115 170 253 267 235 259 

AO&LS 0 0 0 0 2 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&LS 0 1 1 1 0 0 AO&LS 0 2 0 0 0 1 

IO 305 352 396 258 138 81 AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO 236 337 427 244 134 71 IO 190 306 407 235 111 60 

LS 2 1 4 6 1 5 LS 6 5 6 6 1 2 LS 2 5 5 4 2 1 

LS&IO 0 0 1 0 0 1 LS&IO 0 0 0 1 0 0 LS&IO 0 0 0 1 0 0 

LS&TC 0 1 1 0 1 0 LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 1 0 0 0 0 0 

NO OUTLIER 60 56 57 45 22 17 NO OUTLIER 21 28 33 14 14 3 NO OUTLIER 18 13 13 12 4 1 

TC 508 440 336 438 616 649 TC 632 488 310 485 594 708 TC 674 504 322 481 648 678 

                     delta 0.4 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 63 72 110 164 190 174 AO 59 63 143 194 190 190 AO 48 78 132 185 183 162 

AO&LS 0 0 0 1 0 0 AO&IO 1 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 1 0 0 

AO&TC 0 0 0 0 1 0 AO&LS 0 0 0 3 0 1 AO&LS 1 3 0 1 0 0 

IO 264 320 441 358 193 137 AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO 219 269 452 326 151 104 IO 192 242 448 305 171 99 

LS 3 1 2 1 4 7 LS 1 5 2 2 2 3 LS 5 9 6 2 1 4 

LS&IO 0 0 0 0 1 0 LS&IO 0 0 0 0 1 0 LS&IO 0 0 0 2 0 0 

LS&TC 1 1 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 0 1 1 0 0 0 

NO OUTLIER 55 54 46 42 33 19 NO OUTLIER 26 27 27 22 14 5 NO OUTLIER 20 24 20 17 8 6 

TC 614 552 401 434 578 663 TC 694 636 376 453 642 697 TC 734 643 393 487 637 729 

                     delta 0.5 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 36 36 57 115 138 151 AO 21 32 78 128 142 140 AO 17 33 83 131 139 148 

AO&LS 0 0 1 2 0 1 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&LS 0 1 5 2 0 0 AO&LS 0 1 2 2 0 1 



 

xi 
 

IO 183 245 426 458 245 160 AO&TC 0 0 0 1 0 0 AO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 1 0 IO 162 204 366 407 235 116 IO 120 181 353 425 211 145 

LS 2 4 0 1 2 10 LS 2 0 6 3 0 8 LS 3 1 4 1 1 3 

LS&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS&IO 0 0 0 0 1 0 LS&IO 0 0 0 2 0 1 

LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 0 1 1 0 0 0 LS&TC 0 2 0 0 0 0 

NO OUTLIER 46 50 63 45 38 26 NO OUTLIER 13 31 29 25 16 12 NO OUTLIER 8 11 25 20 7 4 

TC 733 665 453 379 576 652 TC 802 731 515 434 606 724 TC 852 771 533 419 642 698 

                      

Table 4.3.5(b): Behavior of TC with   variation, w=3sigma 

c=3, n=50,  c=3, n=100 c=3, n=150 

0 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&LS 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&TC 207 254 330 454 583 681 AO&TC 254 313 413 534 671 748 AO&TC 291 332 464 560 679 758 

IO 224 195 162 131 95 71 IO 271 213 183 160 105 67 IO 282 238 176 149 107 75 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LS 31 25 23 17 19 22 LS 58 52 29 29 26 31 LS 79 69 52 32 29 38 

LS&IO 3 3 7 14 11 11 LS&IO 3 10 20 15 17 11 LS&IO 9 13 18 33 29 13 

LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NO OUTLIER 535 523 478 384 292 215 NO OUTLIER 414 412 355 262 181 143 NO OUTLIER 339 348 290 226 156 116 

TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.1 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 155 174 201 213 245 272 AO 191 214 227 267 297 348 AO 207 224 248 271 301 333 

AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&LS 1 2 3 2 0 0 AO&LS 2 1 3 4 2 3 AO&LS 9 11 4 3 1 2 

AO&TC 0 0 0 0 2 5 AO&TC 0 0 0 3 1 8 AO&TC 0 0 1 1 1 7 

IO 214 183 178 159 108 91 IO 195 222 213 147 93 90 IO 198 236 214 176 146 117 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO&TC 1 0 0 1 0 0 

LS 23 25 20 14 16 26 LS 56 44 39 36 23 20 LS 64 65 47 41 29 34 

LS&IO 4 3 5 7 10 2 LS&IO 2 8 9 15 23 12 LS&IO 2 9 18 29 20 20 

LS&TC 3 0 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 3 1 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 3 0 1 0 0 0 

NO OUTLIER 470 510 469 407 329 295 NO OUTLIER 410 405 364 300 218 156 NO OUTLIER 364 358 314 234 173 116 

TC 130 103 124 198 290 309 TC 141 105 145 228 343 363 TC 152 97 153 244 329 371 

0.2 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 138 138 164 184 234 232 AO 155 201 199 210 243 282 AO 178 217 225 218 250 286 

AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&LS 2 3 3 6 1 1 AO&LS 10 6 15 6 2 0 AO&LS 5 7 12 10 2 2 

AO&TC 0 0 0 0 3 4 AO&TC 0 0 2 0 1 5 AO&TC 0 0 1 1 4 3 



 

xii 
 

IO 152 183 196 162 126 103 IO 125 169 227 192 135 96 IO 109 189 237 179 147 116 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 1 

LS 22 23 18 14 15 28 LS 51 52 30 31 23 28 LS 73 64 55 43 32 45 

LS&IO 0 0 3 5 2 5 LS&IO 0 1 7 15 15 13 LS&IO 1 4 12 27 24 16 

LS&TC 2 1 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 1 3 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 7 1 0 0 1 0 

NO OUTLIER 490 502 469 454 366 304 NO OUTLIER 400 394 387 318 268 215 NO OUTLIER 367 359 308 270 179 164 

TC 194 150 147 175 253 323 TC 258 174 133 228 313 361 TC 260 159 150 252 361 367 

0.3 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 112 116 157 171 179 202 AO 126 154 190 196 224 239 AO 125 171 208 204 240 243 

AO&IO 0 0 0 0 1 0 AO&IO 1 1 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 1 0 1 

AO&LS 4 8 6 6 0 0 AO&LS 5 6 15 11 8 2 AO&LS 10 13 19 9 5 6 

AO&TC 0 0 0 0 6 2 AO&TC 0 0 0 1 2 2 AO&TC 0 0 1 1 2 7 

IO 126 146 214 173 131 95 IO 104 164 216 195 134 113 IO 124 140 242 226 167 150 

IO&TC 0 0 1 0 0 0 IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO&TC 0 0 2 2 0 0 

LS 24 15 15 12 20 28 LS 58 35 33 35 22 35 LS 65 75 60 50 32 54 

LS&IO 0 0 1 11 8 6 LS&IO 0 1 4 10 12 17 LS&IO 2 0 3 18 11 11 

LS&TC 1 3 0 0 0 0 LS&TC 11 4 2 0 1 0 LS&TC 8 11 0 0 2 0 

NO OUTLIER 508 526 469 432 364 

 

NO OUTLIER 392 391 395 348 310 229 NO OUTLIER 324 325 308 269 223 177 

TC 225 186 137 195 291 334 TC 303 244 145 204 287 363 TC 342 265 157 220 318 351 

0.4 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 76 88 114 139 174 164 AO 92 123 170 156 173 168 AO 119 123 190 177 184 215 

AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 2 2 1 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&LS 2 5 9 6 2 4 AO&LS 3 13 13 19 5 4 AO&LS 5 17 27 15 13 7 

AO&TC 0 0 0 0 3 3 AO&TC 0 0 0 0 4 0 AO&TC 0 0 0 2 2 4 

IO 122 153 197 181 151 118 IO 118 141 202 212 189 145 IO 119 141 190 244 185 164 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO&TC 0 0 0 0 1 3 IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LS 18 18 13 15 22 25 LS 31 43 38 36 20 50 LS 43 64 53 55 40 48 

LS&IO 0 0 1 3 6 1 LS&IO 1 1 0 9 9 15 LS&IO 0 1 0 6 20 8 

LS&TC 7 5 1 0 1 0 LS&TC 14 10 2 0 0 0 LS&TC 13 16 4 2 2 2 

NO OUTLIER 486 463 493 468 394 378 NO OUTLIER 380 368 366 377 328 261 NO OUTLIER 271 298 356 296 259 203 

TC 289 268 172 188 247 307 TC 359 299 208 191 271 354 TC 430 340 180 203 295 349 

0.5 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 45 47 89 114 109 136 AO 68 87 112 143 145 138 AO 91 99 137 145 188 154 

AO&IO 0 1 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 1 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AO&LS 2 3 8 14 4 3 AO&LS 5 10 21 25 15 9 AO&LS 6 10 32 26 18 9 

AO&TC 0 0 0 1 4 5 AO&TC 0 0 0 1 3 2 AO&TC 0 1 1 0 1 8 

IO 107 151 209 192 165 136 IO 130 131 164 219 178 140 IO 131 134 195 235 193 168 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO&TC 0 0 0 1 0 1 IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 2 

LS 11 6 12 12 14 27 LS 20 15 35 26 31 47 LS 45 37 50 64 31 56 
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LS&IO 0 0 0 2 3 7 LS&IO 0 1 1 4 6 5 LS&IO 0 3 2 1 6 9 

LS&TC 6 7 4 1 0 0 LS&TC 9 19 5 1 0 0 LS&TC 24 19 9 1 4 3 

NO OUTLIER 475 469 475 474 434 380 NO OUTLIER 339 363 388 384 355 306 NO OUTLIER 259 268 313 330 259 228 

TC 354 316 203 190 267 306 TC 429 374 274 196 266 352 TC 444 429 261 198 300 363 

0.6 

phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 phi 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 

AO 36 49 64 66 92 129 AO 61 64 79 105 127 131 AO 54 68 123 141 149 163 

AO&IO 0 0 0 1 0 0 AO&IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO&IO 0 2 1 0 0 0 

AO&LS 2 1 6 10 11 5 AO&LS 8 7 17 28 11 12 AO&LS 3 6 21 32 21 13 

AO&TC 0 0 0 0 1 2 AO&TC 0 0 0 0 2 5 AO&TC 0 0 0 0 5 5 

IO 96 137 162 228 193 158 IO 116 143 161 240 197 161 IO 125 143 159 271 196 181 

IO&TC 0 0 0 0 0 0 IO&TC 0 0 0 0 1 0 IO&TC 0 0 0 0 1 0 

LS 13 8 11 15 26 43 LS 14 21 28 30 33 56 LS 35 31 37 43 36 59 

LS&IO 0 0 0 0 3 2 LS&IO 1 0 0 1 7 8 LS&IO 3 1 1 2 4 11 

LS&TC 6 5 5 0 0 1 LS&TC 18 24 5 2 0 0 LS&TC 19 19 16 1 1 0 

NO OUTLIER 426 462 477 467 469 398 NO OUTLIER 237 317 361 379 341 282 NO OUTLIER 209 242 295 310 309 249 

TC 421 338 275 213 205 262 TC 545 424 349 215 281 345 TC 552 488 347 200 278 319 

PART2- CASE OF AR (2) 

Table 4.4(a): Upper quantiles for false detection of (AO+IO+LS+TC)/1000(empirical critical values) 

c=3 c=3.5 c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 

phi1=-0.5, phi2=0.3 3.7 3.85 4.19 3.63 3.8 4.2 3.66 3.84 4.21 3.98 4.15 4.3 4.08 4.19 4.64 4.14 4.24 4.54 4.58 4.75 5.04 4.39 4.6 4.67 4.49 4.7 5.17 

phi1=0.3, phi2=0.2 3.6 3.8 4.18 3.64 3.83 4.22 3.62 3.82 4.25 4.03 4.2 4.53 4.07 4.25 4.6 4.02 4.15 4.58 4.52 4.86 5.14 4.43 4.63 4.85 4.35 4.42 4.92 

 

Table 4.4(b): Empirical Level of Significance (Relative frequency of detection=(AO+IO+LS+TC)/1000 AE calculated under H0) 

c=3 c=3.5 c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150   n=50 n=100 n=150   n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76   T=26 T=51 T=76 

phi1=-0.5, phi2=0.3 0.1632 0.28 0.381 phi1=-0.5, phi2=0.3 0.0324 0.063 0.0824 phi1=-0.5, phi2=0.3 0.0064 0.0076 0.0128 

phi1=0.3, phi2=0.2 0.1594 0.2682 0.352 phi1=0.3, phi2=0.2 0.0368 0.0584 0.0848 phi1=0.3, phi2=0.2 0.0066 0.0116 0.012 
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Table 4.4(c-1): Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, C=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.8224 0.8228 

AO&LS:0,IO:613,LS:1,LS&IO:1,LS&T

C:2,NO outlier:87,TC:182 0.8616 0.863 

AO&LS:1,IO:487,LS:6,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,

NO outlier:23,TC:168 0.8714 0.8724 

AO&LS:1,IO:447,LS:1,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:

1,NO outlier:13,TC:174 

phi1=0.3, 
phi2=0.2 0.6518 0.6534 

AO&LS:7,IO:1443,LS:9,LS&IO:0,LS&T
C:3,NO outlier:184,TC:87 0.7434 0.7458 

AO&LS:2,IO:1083,LS:10,LS&IO:1,LS&TC
:6,NO outlier:82,TC:87 0.7572 0.7604 

AO&LS:6,IO:1018,LS:10,LS&IO:0,LS&T
C:7,NO outlier:63,TC:94 

 

Table 4.4(c-2):Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.7902 0.7908 

AO&LS:0,IO:627,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&T

C:0,NO outlier:278,TC:141 0.8526 0.8532 

AO&LS:0,IO:454,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&

TC:0,NO outlier:118,TC:159 0.862 0.862 

AO&LS:0,IO:392,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:

1,NO outlier:118,TC:178 

phi1=0.3, 
phi2=0.2 0.6016 0.6018 

AO&LS:1,IO:1389,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&T
C:1,NO outlier:534,TC:65 0.7122 0.7132 

AO&LS:1,IO:1062,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&
TC:3,NO outlier:286,TC:79 0.7394 0.7402 

AO&LS:5,IO:1000,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC
:2,NO outlier:230,TC:60 

 

Table 4.4(c-3):Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.7032 0.7032 

AO&LS:0,IO:587,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS

&TC:0,NO outlier:777,TC:120 0.8072 0.8074 

AO&LS:0,IO:437,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS

&TC:0,NO outlier:385,TC:141 0.8222 0.8224 

AO&LS:0,IO:434,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:

0,NO outlier:303,TC:151 

phi1=0.3, 
phi2=0.2 0.5096 0.5098 

AO&LS:0,IO:1223,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS
&TC:0,NO outlier:1178,TC:50 0.6354 0.6354 

AO&LS:0,IO:985,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS
&TC:0,NO outlier:786,TC:51 0.6844 0.6852 

AO&LS:2,IO:876,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:
2,NO outlier:642,TC:50 

 

Table 4.4(c-9):Relative frequency of correct detection of LS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 
phi2=0.3 0.7938 0.7962 

IO:261,NO 
outlier:744,AO:6,LS&IO:0,TC:8 0.8842 0.8872 

IO:236,NO 
outlier:316,AO:6,LS&IO:0,TC:6 0.9132 0.9186 

IO:212,NO 
outlier:180,AO:7,LS&IO:0,TC:8 

phi1=0.3, 

phi2=0.2 0.5542 0.5546 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,IO:643,LS&IO:0,LS&T

C:0,NO outlier:1549,TC:34 0.6914 0.694 

AO:5,AO&LS:0,IO:493,LS&IO:0,LS&T

C:0,NO outlier:1003,TC:29 0.7602 0.7622 

AO:13,AO&LS:2,IO:386,LS&IO:2,LS&T

C:0,NO outlier:768,TC:18 
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Table 4.4(c-10):Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR2 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.8746 0.8864 

AO:16,IO:503,LS:2,LS&IO:1,NO 

outlier:46 0.9348 0.9462 

AO:11,IO:253,LS:0,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:5 0.956 0.9702 AO:3, IO:146, LS:0,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:0 

phi1=0.3, 
phi2=0.2 0.4584 0.4606 

AO:33,AO&LS:3,IO:2376,LS:26,LS&I
O:1,LS&TC:2,NO outlier:256 0.6488 0.656 

AO:29,AO&LS:1,IO:1582,LS:9,LS&IO
:1,LS&TC:4,NO outlier:94 0.734 0.7434 

AO:25,AO&LS:3,IO:1180,LS:12,LS&IO:0
,LS&TC:4,NO outlier:59 

 

Table 4.4(c-11):Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR2 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.8504 0.8592 

AO:15,IO:470,LS:1,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:218 0.917 0.9298 

AO:7,IO:314,LS:0,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:30 0.9486 0.9666 AO:2,IO:161,LS:0,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:4 

phi1=0.3, 
phi2=0.2 0.4054 0.4064 

AO:12,AO&LS:1,IO:2230,LS:7,LS&IO
:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:717 0.609 0.6114 

AO:6,AO&LS:0,IO:1527,LS:2,LS&I
O:0,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:407 0.7104 0.7154 

AO:17,AO&LS:2,IO:1145,LS:5,LS&IO:1,
LS&TC:0,NO outlier:253 

 

Table 4.4(c-12):Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR2 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.7708 0.775 

AO:11,IO:442,LS:0,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:672 0.901 0.9126 

AO:6,IO:293,LS:0,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:138 0.9438 0.96 

AO:6,IO:171,LS:0,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:23 

phi1=0.3, 
phi2=0.2 0.3424 0.3424 

AO:4,AO&LS:0,IO:1810,LS:1,LS&I
O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:1473 0.5324 0.5332 

AO:5,AO&LS:0,IO:1347,LS:1,LS&I
O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:981 0.63 0.6324 

AO:8,AO&LS:0,IO:1009,LS:2,LS&IO:0,
LS&TC:0,NO outlier:819 

 

Table 4.4(c-13):Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 
phi2=0.3 0.4248 0.437 

TC:425,AO&IO:1,AO&LS:4,AO&TC:0,IO:74

0,IO&TC:0,LS:24,LS&IO:14,LS&TC:30,NO 
outlier:1577 0.444 0.4694 

TC:603,AO&IO:2,AO&LS:12,AO&TC:1,I

O:725,IO&TC:1,LS:63,LS&IO:22,LS&TC
:45,NO outlier:1179 0.4574 0.4988 

TC:620,AO&IO:1,AO&LS:20,AO&TC:2,IO:7

54,IO&TC:1,LS:99,LS&IO:37,LS&TC:67,NO 
outlier:905 

phi1=0.3, 

phi2=0.2 0.3158 0.3318 

TC:292,AO&IO:3,AO&LS:34,AO&TC:0,IO:8

92,IO&TC:1,LS:74,LS&IO:3,LS&TC:31,NO 

outlier:2011 0.3616 0.3912 

TC:347,AO&IO:3,AO&LS:60,AO&TC:0,I

O:840,IO&TC:0,LS:138,LS&IO:7,LS&TC

:56,NO outlier:1593 0.3586 0.4124 

TC:462,AO&IO:4,AO&LS:73,AO&TC:1,IO:8

59,IO&TC:1,LS:215,LS&IO:7,LS&TC:72,NO 

outlier:1244 
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Table 4.4(c-14):Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 
phi2=0.3 0.2796 0.2828 

TC:233,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,I

O:497,IO&TC:0,LS:2,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:4
,NO outlier:2847 0.3408 0.3482 

TC:279,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:468,IO&T
C:0,LS:6,LS&IO:6,LS&TC:14,NO outlier:2485 0.3536 0.3638 

TC:338,AO&IO:1,AO&LS:4,AO&TC:0,IO:516,IO

&TC:0,LS:12,LS&IO:8,LS&TC:25,NO 
outlier:2277 

phi1=0.3, 

phi2=0.2 0.1906 0.1946 

TC:127,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:9,AO&TC:0,I

O:607,IO&TC:0,LS:19,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:

10,NO outlier:3255 0.2346 0.2438 

TC:139,AO&IO:1,AO&LS:26,AO&TC:0,IO:558,IO&

TC:0,LS:26,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:20,NO outlier:3011 0.26 0.2714 

TC:180,AO&IO:1,AO&LS:33,AO&TC:0,IO:535,I

O&TC:0,LS:49,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:34,NO 

outlier:2809 

 

Table 4.4(c-15):Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 
at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.1652 0.1662 

TC:84,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:247,IO

&TC:0,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:3,NO outlier:3835 0.196 0.198 

TC:127,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:263,

IO&TC:0,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:3620 0.2102 0.214 

TC:162,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:275,I

O&TC:0,LS:2,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:6,NO 

outlier:3484 

phi1=0.3, 

phi2=0.2 0.0996 0.1008 

TC:48,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:4,AO&TC:0,IO:285,IO

&TC:0,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:4156 0.1246 0.1252 

TC:69,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:8,AO&TC:0,IO:281,I
O&TC:0,LS:4,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:3,NO 

outlier:4009 0.146 0.1482 

TC:70,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:3,AO&TC:0,IO:289,I
O&TC:0,LS:5,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:3,NO 

outlier:3889 

 

Table 4.4(c-16):Relative frequency of correct detection of IO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 
at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.3452 0.3698 

AO&IO:2,AO&LS:13,AO:483,AO&TC:0,IO&
TC:0,LS:39,LS&IO:17,LS&TC:45,NO 

outlier:2276,TC:276 0.347 0.398 

AO&IO:4,AO&LS:22,AO:640,AO&TC:0,I
O&TC:1,LS:100,LS&IO:30,LS&TC:67,NO 

outlier:1738,TC:408 0.3434 0.4076 

AO&IO:4,AO&LS:30,AO:683,AO&TC:1,IO&TC:1,L

S:148,LS&IO:46,LS&TC:95,NO outlier:1416,TC:538 

phi1=0.3, 

phi2=0.2 0.2194 0.2366 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:43,AO:692,AO&TC:0,IO&
TC:0,LS:70,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:47,NO 

outlier:2199,TC:765 0.2226 0.2488 

AO&IO:4,AO&LS:66,AO:858,AO&TC:1,I
O&TC:1,LS:146,LS&IO:4,LS&TC:59,NO 

outlier:1740,TC:877 0.2168 0.2544 

AO&IO:2,AO&LS:96,AO:905,AO&TC:0,IO&TC:2,L

S:233,LS&IO:7,LS&TC:70,NO outlier:1368,TC:1045 
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Table 4.4(c-17):Relative frequency of correct detection of IO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.2152 0.2226 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:2,AO:232,AO&TC:0,IO&

TC:0,LS:7,LS&IO:3,LS&TC:8,NO 

outlier:3529,TC:105 0.2386 0.2524 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:6,AO:314,AO&TC:0,IO&TC

:0,LS:17,LS&IO:12,LS&TC:11,NO 

outlier:3248,TC:130 0.2354 0.2552 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:6,AO:346,AO&TC:0,IO&T

C:0,LS:17,LS&IO:8,LS&TC:27,NO 

outlier:3126,TC:194 

phi1=0.3, 

phi2=0.2 0.1438 0.1486 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:12,AO:371,AO&TC:0,IO

&TC:0,LS:12,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:13,NO 

outlier:3448,TC:401 0.145 0.1534 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:24,AO:418,AO&TC:0,IO&T

C:0,LS:26,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:23,NO 

outlier:3278,TC:462 0.1498 0.1626 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:30,AO:509,AO&TC:0,IO&T

C:0,LS:43,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:31,NO 

outlier:3067,TC:506 

 
Table 4.4(c-18):Relative frequency of correct detection of IO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.102 0.104 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO:86,AO&TC:0,IO&TC:0

,LS:0,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:4368,TC:24 0.1124 0.1136 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:1,AO:145,AO&TC:0,IO&TC:0,L

S:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:4246,TC:38 0.1256 0.1288 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:2,AO:148,AO&TC:0,IO&TC:0,LS:

2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:4152,TC:51 

phi1=0.3, 

phi2=0.2 0.0724 0.0732 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:6,AO:136,AO&TC:0,IO&TC:

0,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:2,NO 

outlier:4337,TC:151 0.0784 0.0804 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:4,AO:215,AO&TC:0,IO&TC:0,L

S:3,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:4,NO outlier:4170,TC:202 0.0816 0.0834 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:5,AO:235,AO&TC:0,IO&TC:0,LS:

5,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:4,NO outlier:4109,TC:225 

 

Table 4.4(c-19):Relative frequency of correct detection of LS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.5216 0.551 

AO:156,AO&LS:1,IO:675,LS&IO:9,LS&TC:9,NO 

outlier:1328,TC:67 0.63 0.6844 

AO:272,AO&LS:0,IO:579,LS&IO:16,LS&TC:24,

NO outlier:614,TC:73 0.691 0.762 

AO:284,AO&LS:1,IO:481,LS&IO:15,LS&TC:15,N

O outlier:340,TC:54 

phi1=0.3, 

phi2=0.2 0.4064 0.4514 

AO:220,AO&LS:19,IO:596,LS&IO:28,LS&TC:4,

NO outlier:1737,TC:139 0.5332 0.6414 

AO:294,AO&LS:18,IO:388,LS&IO:30,LS&TC:5,

NO outlier:872,TC:186 0.6094 0.7902 

AO:304,AO&LS:8,IO:212,LS&IO:14,LS&TC:4,N

O outlier:351,TC:156 

 
Table 4.4(c-20):Relative frequency of correct detection of LS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 0.3338 0.345 

AO:60,AO&LS:0,IO:445,LS&IO:3,LS&TC:3,NO 

outlier:2730,TC:34 0.4608 0.4794 

AO:118,AO&LS:0,IO:366,LS&IO:9,LS&TC:4,

NO outlier:2068,TC:38 0.545 0.581 

AO:153,AO&LS:1,IO:345,LS&IO:9,LS&TC:10,N

O outlier:1548,TC:29 

phi1=0.3, 

phi2=0.2 0.2348 0.243 

AO:68,AO&LS:4,IO:380,LS&IO:10,LS&TC:1,NO 

outlier:3255,TC:67 0.3636 0.3906 

AO:110,AO&LS:7,IO:239,LS&IO:13,LS&TC:1

,NO outlier:2597,TC:80 0.4588 0.5204 

AO:142,AO&LS:12,IO:160,LS&IO:19,LS&TC:3,N

O outlier:1975,TC:87 
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Table 4.4(c-25):Sampling Distribution of estimates of parameters in the presence of AO, c=3 

w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P 

phi1=-0.5, phi2=0.3 4867 -0.391 0.133 0.413 3.3504 0.016 2.51E-06 4925 -0.441 0.095 0.451 3.161 -0.021 0.0556 4926 -0.458 0.077 0.465 3.089 -0.028 0.311 

phi1=0.3, phi2=0.2 4775 0.214 0.139 0.255 3.1428 -0.082 0.00734 4852 0.250 0.098 0.269 3.072 0.0093 0.5656 4862 0.266 0.080 0.278 3.003 0.002 0.998 

 

Table 4.4(c-26): Sampling Distribution of estimates of parameters in the presence of AO, c=3.5 

w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P 

phi1=-0.5, phi2=0.3 4687 -0.3905 0.1305 0.412 3.1605 0.0186 0.0591 4843 -0.4397 0.0953 0.450 3.231 -0.073 0.0004 4846 -0.4581 0.077 0.4643 3.001 -0.086 0.0451 

phi1=0.3, phi2=0.2 4460 0.211 0.1384 0.2525 3.1246 -0.0424 0.0938 4689 0.2504 0.1003 0.270 3.0964 -0.055 0.106 4744 0.2671 0.081 0.2785 3.08 0.0014 0.5301 

 

Table 4.4(c-37): Sampling Distribution of estimates of parameters in the presence of AO, c=3 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P 

phi1=-0.5, phi2=0.3 3055 -0.445 0.139 0.467 3.174 -0.140 0.000 3097 -0.474 0.095 0.483 3.148 -0.070 0.013 3133 -0.482 0.078 0.488 3.046 -0.103 0.010 

phi1=0.3, phi2=0.2 2591 0.262 0.145 0.299 3.220 0.078 0.001 2695 0.275 0.100 0.293 3.067 0.086 0.029 2672 0.285 0.082 0.297 2.999 -0.006 0.987 

 

Table 4.4(c-38): Sampling Distribution of estimates of parameters in the presence of AO, c=3.5 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P 

phi1=-0.5, phi2=0.3 2042 -0.446 0.140 0.468 3.232 -0.052 0.001 2305 -0.474 0.098 0.484 3.024 -0.050 0.329 2396 -0.482 0.078 0.488 2.998 -0.095 0.023 

phi1=0.3, phi2=0.2 1649 0.259 0.145 0.297 3.176 -0.001 0.040 1792 0.280 0.102 0.298 3.028 0.043 0.423 1899 0.286 0.082 0.297 3.104 0.058 0.081 

 

Table 4.4(c-40): Sampling Distribution of estimates of parameters in the presence of IO, c=3 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P 

phi1=-0.5, phi2=0.3 2143 -0.492 0.139 0.511 3.302 -0.126 0.000 2220 -0.495 0.099 0.505 3.043 -0.129 0.001 2190 -0.494 0.078 0.500 3.156 -0.071 0.009 

phi1=0.3, phi2=0.2 2358 0.294 0.143 0.327 3.099 0.016 0.325 2449 0.297 0.099 0.313 3.068 0.050 0.220 2415 0.296 0.080 0.307 2.997 0.003 0.995 
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Table 4.4(c-41): Sampling Distribution of estimates of parameters in the presence of IO, c=3.5 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR1 CID estimate SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimate SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimate SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P 

phi1=-0.5, 

phi2=0.3 
1312 -0.490 0.140 0.510 3.278 -0.098 0.000 1471 -0.494 0.098 0.503 3.055 -0.059 0.174 1475 -0.497 0.079 0.503 3.070 -0.102 0.008 

phi1=0.3, 

phi2=0.2 
1442 0.291 0.148 0.327 3.264 0.026 0.001 1509 0.296 0.101 0.313 3.042 0.090 0.029 1608 0.296 0.081 0.307 3.128 0.141 0.000 

 

Table 4.4(c-43): Sampling Distribution of estimates of parameters in the presence of LS, c=3 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P 

phi1=-0.5, phi2=0.3 2978 0.115     0.074 0.137 4.427 1.010 0.000 3427 0.087 0.044 0.097 4.580 0.868 0.000 3646 0.078 0.035 0.085 3.773 0.729 0.000 

phi1=0.3, phi2=0.2 2583 0.576 0.119 0.589 3.131 0.334 0.000 2959 0.546 0.082 0.552 3.057 0.214 0.000 3201 0.536 0.067 0.540 3.112 0.213 0.000 

 

Table 4.4(c-44): Sampling Distribution of estimates of parameters in the presence of LS, c=3.5 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

AR1 CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt skewness JB-P 

phi1=-0.5, phi2=0.3 1950 0.115 0.072 0.136 4.395 0.989 0.000 2531 0.087 0.045 0.098 4.104 0.841 0.000 2888 0.078 0.034 0.085 3.958 0.794 0.000 

phi1=0.3, phi2=0.2 1571 0.576 0.118 0.588 2.909 0.263 0.000 2043 0.545 0.083 0.551 2.992 0.248 0.000 2422 0.535 0.064 0.539 2.944 0.195 0.000 
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Appendix B 

Appendix for MA (1)
69

 

Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of one outlier 
2. Case of AO 

Table 4.5.1(a-3): Sampling distribution of  ̂in the presence of AO 

w=5sigma,c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimate SE RMSE SK Kurt JB-P CID estimate SE RMSE SK Kurt JB-P CID estimate SE RMSE SK Kurt JB-P 

0.1 681 0.06 0.14 0.16 3.49 -0.09 0.00 780 0.08 0.10 0.13 3.41 0.16 0.00 769 0.08 0.08 0.12 3.15 -0.01 0.63 

0.2 693 0.13 0.14 0.20 3.78 0.06 0.00 768 0.17 0.10 0.20 3.02 0.09 0.51 788 0.17 0.08 0.19 3.39 0.02 0.04 

0.4 710 0.26 0.20 0.33 266.6 11.67 0.00 815 0.31 0.09 0.32 3.86 0.29 0.00 874 0.34 0.08 0.35 3.15 0.03 0.56 

0.6 726 0.36 0.13 0.38 18.18 1.42 0.00 901 0.45 0.10 0.46 34.7 3.05 0.00 935 0.49 0.08 0.49 50.5 3.19 0.00 

0.8 723 0.43 0.12 0.45 24.56 1.97 0.00 934 0.55 0.09 0.56 50.1 4.41 0.00 974 0.60 0.07 0.61 51.0 4.59 0.00 

0.9 683 0.47 0.15 0.50 51.89 5.46 0.00 927 0.59 0.11 0.60 46.4 5.34 0.00 978 0.66 0.14 0.68 24.5 4.55 0.00 

CID= correct Index detection, JB-P= JB test p value, SK=Skewness, Kurt= Kurtosis 

 

Table 4.5.1(a-4): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of AO 

w=3sigma,c=3 

  n=50   n=100   n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P 

0.1 439 0.09 0.16 0.18 11.48 0.83 0.00 0.1 455 0.09 0.10 0.14 2.83 0.12 0.17 0.1 456 0.10 0.09 0.13 3.27 -0.14 0.04 

0.2 439 0.16 0.15 0.22 3.29 -0.17 0.02 0.2 479 0.18 0.10 0.21 3.11 -0.01 0.78 0.2 466 0.19 0.08 0.21 3.48 0.03 0.01 

0.4 477 0.34 0.17 0.38 17.84 2.08 0.00 0.4 533 0.36 0.10 0.38 3.19 -0.02 0.44 0.4 554 0.38 0.08 0.39 2.79 -0.07 0.27 

0.6 563 0.50 0.18 0.53 16.33 2.70 0.00 0.6 628 0.53 0.12 0.55 23.07 2.76 0.00 0.6 648 0.56 0.07 0.56 14.03 0.99 0.00 

0.8 583 0.65 0.27 0.70 26.08 3.47 0.00 0.8 718 0.75 0.24 0.78 5.64 2.00 0.00 0.8 714 0.81 0.25 0.84 3.71 1.54 0.00 

0.9 601 0.68 0.26 0.73 8.03 2.37 0.00 0.9 665 0.86 0.29 0.91 2.21 1.00 0.00 0.9 600 0.98 0.28 1.01 1.17 0.24 0.00 

 

  

                                                           
69 CID= correct Index detection, JB-P= JB test p value, SK=Skewness, Kurt= Kurtosis, AE=At Everywhere 
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Table 4.5.1(a-5): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of AO 

w=3sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50   n=100   n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P 

0.1 269 0.09 0.16 0.18 3.26 0.05 0.21 0.1 290 0.10 0.10 0.14 2.96 0.00 0.97 0.1 286 0.09 0.08 0.12 3.42 -0.02 0.02 

0.2 253 0.18 0.17 0.25 9.81 0.93 0.00 0.2 282 0.19 0.11 0.21 3.09 -0.02 0.83 0.2 323 0.19 0.08 0.21 3.20 -0.06 0.30 

0.4 305 0.34 0.18 0.38 16.81 1.87 0.00 0.4 347 0.37 0.10 0.38 3.40 0.04 0.03 0.4 374 0.38 0.07 0.39 3.03 0.09 0.50 

0.6 335 0.50 0.20 0.54 15.22 2.62 0.00 0.6 449 0.54 0.12 0.56 31.28 3.81 0.00 0.6 521 0.56 0.09 0.56 39.92 3.92 0.00 

0.8 384 0.64 0.25 0.69 8.65 2.34 0.00 0.8 575 0.75 0.24 0.79 5.27 1.89 0.00 0.8 598 0.84 0.27 0.88 2.76 1.25 0.00 

0.9 347 0.69 0.26 0.74 7.30 2.26 0.00 0.9 540 0.86 0.29 0.91 2.25 1.02 0.00 0.9 541 0.97 0.28 1.01 1.17 0.25 0.00 

3. Case of IO  

Table 4.5.1(b-3): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of IO, c=4 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50   n=100   n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE SK Kurt JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE SK Kurt JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE SK Kurt JB-P 

0.1 727 0.09 0.15 0.18 6.57 0.32 0.00 0.1 788 0.11 0.10 0.15 2.76 -0.03 0.27 0.1 821 0.10 0.08 0.13 3.17 -0.03 0.51 

0.2 698 0.21 0.14 0.25 3.89 0.28 0.00 0.2 805 0.21 0.10 0.23 3.02 0.01 0.98 0.2 826 0.20 0.08 0.21 3.33 -0.04 0.10 

0.4 742 0.42 0.18 0.46 16.08 2.39 0.00 0.4 791 0.41 0.10 0.42 3.15 0.04 0.55 0.4 820 0.40 0.08 0.41 3.00 0.04 0.86 

0.6 707 0.66 0.25 0.71 6.88 1.95 0.00 0.6 785 0.63 0.18 0.65 15.41 3.21 0.00 0.6 824 0.62 0.14 0.64 22.35 4.00 0.00 

0.8 692 0.99 0.24 1.02 1.73 -0.12 0.00 0.8 783 1.05 0.23 1.07 1.57 -0.39 0.00 0.8 784 1.08 0.22 1.10 1.93 -0.73 0.00 

0.9 719 1.04 0.14 1.05 51.05 3.02 0.00 0.9 755 1.06 0.10 1.07 3.16 -0.63 0.00 0.9 803 1.07 0.09 1.08 3.52 -0.94 0.00 

 

Table 4.5.1(b-4): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of IO, c=3 

w=3sigma,c=3 

  n=50   n=100   n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P 

0.1 452 0.11 0.23 0.26 289.44 12.47 0.00 0.1 473 0.10 0.10 0.14 3.59 -0.23 0.00 0.1 462 0.10 0.08 0.13 3.19 0.06 0.33 

0.2 453 0.20 0.16 0.26 11.89 0.83 0.00 0.2 453 0.20 0.10 0.23 3.10 0.06 0.58 0.2 455 0.20 0.08 0.22 2.95 0.01 0.95 

0.4 432 0.42 0.20 0.46 16.41 2.46 0.00 0.4 469 0.40 0.10 0.42 3.67 0.21 0.00 0.4 445 0.40 0.07 0.41 2.93 -0.07 0.57 

0.6 419 0.68 0.26 0.73 5.09 1.62 0.00 0.6 452 0.64 0.19 0.67 12.48 2.95 0.00 0.6 445 0.62 0.12 0.63 29.94 4.37 0.00 

0.8 381 0.99 0.23 1.02 1.91 -0.11 0.00 0.8 415 1.04 0.23 1.07 1.60 -0.36 0.00 0.8 447 1.08 0.22 1.10 1.78 -0.68 0.00 

0.9 407 1.03 0.13 1.03 4.37 -0.60 0.00 0.9 442 1.06 0.10 1.07 2.91 -0.50 0.00 0.9 455 1.07 0.09 1.08 3.28 -0.84 0.00 
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Table 4.5.1(b-5): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of IO, c=3.5 

w=3sigma,c=3.5 

  n=50   n=100   n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P 

0.1 238 0.10 0.16 0.19 4.30 0.28 0.00 0.1 299 0.10 0.11 0.15 3.30 0.09 0.07 0.1 316 0.10 0.09 0.13 3.04 -0.09 0.51 

0.2 223 0.21 0.15 0.26 10.03 0.92 0.00 0.2 284 0.21 0.11 0.23 3.03 0.04 0.88 0.2 288 0.20 0.08 0.22 3.13 -0.13 0.17 

0.4 269 0.43 0.21 0.47 19.35 2.92 0.00 0.4 258 0.41 0.10 0.42 3.15 -0.07 0.41 0.4 291 0.40 0.08 0.41 3.47 0.08 0.01 

0.6 267 0.68 0.27 0.73 5.12 1.60 0.00 0.6 273 0.63 0.17 0.65 14.45 3.09 0.00 0.6 281 0.62 0.14 0.64 24.67 4.18 0.00 

0.8 188 1.01 0.23 1.04 2.01 -0.24 0.00 0.8 268 1.04 0.23 1.06 1.51 -0.34 0.00 0.8 274 1.09 0.22 1.11 1.94 -0.77 0.00 

0.9 214 1.04 0.13 1.04 3.88 -0.49 0.00 0.9 273 1.06 0.10 1.06 3.02 -0.53 0.00 0.9 268 1.08 0.09 1.08 3.32 -0.78 0.00 

4. Case of LS 

Table 4.5.1(c-3): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of LS 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P 

0.1 413 0.91 0.02 0.91 3.61 -0.72 0.00 0.1 579 0.92 0.02 0.92 2.99 -0.45 0.00 0.1 647 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.07 -0.49 0.00 

0.2 470 0.92 0.02 0.92 3.74 -0.76 0.00 0.2 607 0.93 0.02 0.93 2.84 -0.35 0.00 0.2 695 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.09 -0.28 0.00 

0.4 525 0.92 0.02 0.92 4.71 -0.86 0.00 0.4 640 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.92 -0.68 0.00 0.4 734 0.94 0.01 0.94 3.20 -0.44 0.00 

0.6 526 0.92 0.02 0.92 4.20 -0.91 0.00 0.6 643 0.93 0.01 0.94 3.79 -0.54 0.00 0.6 707 0.94 0.01 0.94 3.06 -0.39 0.00 

0.8 459 0.92 0.02 0.92 3.55 -0.69 0.00 0.8 603 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.84 -0.65 0.00 0.8 642 0.93 0.01 0.93 3.71 -0.58 0.00 

0.9 415 0.91 0.02 0.92 5.40 -0.97 0.00 0.9 544 0.93 0.02 0.93 4.28 -0.73 0.00 0.9 625 0.93 0.01 0.93 4.26 -0.75 0.00 

 

Table 4.5.1(c-4): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of LS 

w=3sigma,c=3 

  n=50   n=100   n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P 

0.1 463 0.81 0.05 0.81 4.05 -0.82 0.00 0.1 555 0.83 0.04 0.83 2.96 -0.32 0.00 0.1 609 0.83 0.03 0.83 3.36 -0.47 0.00 

0.2 449 0.83 0.05 0.83 3.50 -0.63 0.00 0.2 582 0.84 0.03 0.84 3.22 -0.48 0.00 0.2 602 0.84 0.03 0.84 3.28 -0.48 0.00 

0.4 463 0.84 0.05 0.85 4.37 -0.88 0.00 0.4 615 0.86 0.03 0.86 3.62 -0.47 0.00 0.4 626 0.86 0.02 0.86 3.06 -0.49 0.00 

0.6 459 0.85 0.04 0.85 3.81 -0.70 0.00 0.6 592 0.86 0.03 0.86 3.40 -0.54 0.00 0.6 584 0.86 0.02 0.86 3.31 -0.49 0.00 

0.8 416 0.84 0.05 0.84 3.78 -0.73 0.00 0.8 571 0.85 0.03 0.85 4.03 -0.66 0.00 0.8 597 0.86 0.03 0.86 3.30 -0.38 0.00 

0.9 395 0.84 0.05 0.84 3.67 -0.66 0.00 0.9 538 0.85 0.03 0.85 3.73 -0.63 0.00 0.9 543 0.85 0.03 0.85 3.91 -0.69 0.00 
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Table 4.5.1(c-5): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of LS 

w=3sigma,c=3.5 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimate SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimate SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimate SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P 

0.1 199 0.81 0.05 0.82 4.14 -0.82 0.00 0.1 517 0.82 0.04 0.82 2.94 -0.32 0.00 0.1 575 0.83 0.03 0.83 3.30 -0.41 0.00 

0.2 252 0.83 0.05 0.83 4.10 -0.66 0.00 0.2 497 0.84 0.03 0.84 3.38 -0.50 0.00 0.2 600 0.84 0.03 0.84 3.27 -0.48 0.00 

0.4 238 0.84 0.04 0.84 3.17 -0.61 0.00 0.4 468 0.85 0.03 0.85 3.47 -0.57 0.00 0.4 601 0.86 0.02 0.86 3.86 -0.64 0.00 

0.6 254 0.85 0.05 0.85 4.26 -0.88 0.00 0.6 448 0.86 0.03 0.86 3.68 -0.55 0.00 0.6 561 0.86 0.02 0.86 3.34 -0.38 0.00 

0.8 211 0.84 0.05 0.84 4.46 -0.95 0.00 0.8 397 0.85 0.03 0.85 3.45 -0.53 0.00 0.8 551 0.86 0.03 0.86 3.08 -0.32 0.00 

0.9 171 0.83 0.05 0.84 4.41 -0.78 0.00 0.9 351 0.85 0.03 0.85 3.27 -0.52 0.00 0.9 512 0.85 0.03 0.85 3.01 -0.39 0.00 

5. Case of TC 

Table 4.5.1(d-3): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of TC 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50   n=100   n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P 

0.1 728 0.31 0.12 0.33 3.26 -0.32 0.00 0.1 868 0.24 0.10 0.26 2.99 -0.07 0.65 0.1 921 0.20 0.08 0.22 2.77 -0.06 0.23 

0.2 681 0.36 0.11 0.38 2.97 -0.34 0.00 0.2 842 0.30 0.09 0.32 2.91 -0.19 0.05 0.2 869 0.27 0.08 0.28 3.10 -0.18 0.05 

0.4 691 0.43 0.11 0.45 3.09 -0.37 0.00 0.4 801 0.40 0.08 0.41 2.86 -0.25 0.00 0.4 843 0.39 0.07 0.39 3.06 -0.07 0.63 

0.6 648 0.48 0.10 0.49 3.47 -0.49 0.00 0.6 731 0.47 0.08 0.48 3.07 -0.40 0.00 0.6 757 0.46 0.06 0.46 3.22 -0.17 0.03 

0.8 539 0.51 0.10 0.52 3.33 -0.39 0.00 0.8 630 0.50 0.07 0.51 3.07 -0.46 0.00 0.8 667 0.50 0.06 0.51 3.00 -0.14 0.20 

0.9 489 0.52 0.10 0.52 3.20 -0.48 0.00 0.9 584 0.51 0.07 0.51 2.91 -0.10 0.37 0.9 610 0.51 0.06 0.51 2.96 -0.21 0.03 

 

Table 4.5.1(d-4): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of TC 

w=3sigma,c=3 

  n=50   n=100   n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P 

0.1 535 0.21 0.14 0.25 3.00 -0.18 0.06 0.1 612 0.16 0.10 0.18 3.08 -0.18 0.06 0.1 626 0.14 0.08 0.16 3.02 -0.23 0.01 

0.2 494 0.27 0.13 0.30 2.83 -0.19 0.03 0.2 568 0.24 0.10 0.26 3.18 -0.26 0.00 0.2 546 0.22 0.08 0.24 2.77 -0.07 0.23 

0.4 452 0.39 0.12 0.40 2.95 -0.26 0.00 0.4 493 0.37 0.08 0.38 2.83 -0.11 0.20 0.4 487 0.36 0.07 0.37 3.26 -0.17 0.02 

0.6 410 0.46 0.10 0.47 3.03 -0.23 0.01 0.6 449 0.45 0.08 0.46 3.17 -0.30 0.00 0.6 428 0.45 0.06 0.45 3.08 -0.17 0.08 

0.8 348 0.50 0.09 0.51 3.09 -0.26 0.00 0.8 358 0.49 0.07 0.50 2.92 -0.15 0.14 0.8 328 0.49 0.06 0.49 2.89 -0.11 0.26 

0.9 310 0.50 0.11 0.51 3.52 -0.51 0.00 0.9 276 0.50 0.07 0.51 2.98 -0.23 0.01 0.9 323 0.50 0.06 0.50 3.05 -0.09 0.45 
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Table 4.5.1(d-5): Sampling distribution of  ̂ in the presence of TC 

w=3sigma,c=3.5 

  n=50   n=100   n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P MA1 Θ CID estimates SE RMSE Kurt SK JB-P 

0.1 302 0.20 0.14 0.25 3.21 -0.19 0.02 0.1 377 0.16 0.10 0.19 2.73 -0.18 0.02 0.1 455 0.14 0.08 0.16 2.98 0.03 0.94 

0.2 286 0.27 0.13 0.30 3.02 -0.34 0.00 0.2 360 0.24 0.10 0.26 2.85 -0.10 0.27 0.2 411 0.22 0.07 0.23 3.02 -0.01 0.98 

0.4 271 0.38 0.12 0.40 2.84 -0.16 0.07 0.4 300 0.37 0.09 0.38 3.06 -0.30 0.00 0.4 321 0.36 0.07 0.36 3.14 -0.13 0.18 

0.6 236 0.45 0.11 0.46 3.06 -0.28 0.00 0.6 263 0.45 0.08 0.45 2.73 -0.18 0.01 0.6 267 0.45 0.06 0.45 3.21 -0.16 0.05 

0.8 185 0.49 0.10 0.50 2.72 -0.18 0.01 0.8 205 0.49 0.07 0.50 2.80 -0.18 0.03 0.8 186 0.49 0.06 0.50 3.04 -0.25 0.01 

0.9 161 0.50 0.10 0.51 2.92 -0.29 0.00 0.9 152 0.50 0.07 0.50 2.85 -0.10 0.25 0.9 172 0.50 0.06 0.50 3.04 -0.02 0.92 

6. Empirical critical values; Case of no outliers 

Table 4.5.3(c): Empirical Critical Values(Upper quantiles for false detection) 

c=3 c=3.5 c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 Θ T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.99 

0.1 3.57 3.67 4.13 3.58 3.71 4.26 3.59 3.73 4.13 4.22 4.44 4.47 3.94 4.07 4.46 4.14 4.34 4.63 4.22 4.22 4.22 4.55 4.63 4.63 4.98 5.30 5.30 

0.2 3.64 3.79 4.10 3.55 3.74 4.12 3.58 3.77 4.40 3.82 4.10 4.23 3.83 3.94 4.92 4.00 4.14 4.29 4.49 4.49 4.49 4.74 4.75 4.75 4.35 4.39 4.39 

0.4 3.45 3.60 4.11 3.49 3.71 4.27 3.57 3.71 4.13 4.03 4.08 4.08 3.77 4.07 4.36 3.88 4.02 4.09 4.23 4.23 4.23 4.47 4.49 4.49 4.45 4.48 4.48 

0.6 3.53 3.72 4.28 3.50 3.68 4.08 3.64 3.85 4.24 3.91 4.14 4.22 3.86 4.10 4.21 3.86 4.22 4.53 4.72 4.72 4.72 3.44 4.30 4.30 5.67 5.67 5.67 

0.8 3.55 3.76 4.07 3.45 3.66 3.98 3.53 3.74 4.13 4.04 4.07 4.07 4.19 4.35 4.62 3.90 4.09 4.60 4.29 4.29 4.29 4.77 4.77 4.77 4.41 4.49 4.49 

0.9 3.48 3.65 3.90 3.44 3.60 4.02 3.52 3.75 4.05 4.07 4.10 4.10 3.74 3.82 3.94 4.10 4.25 5.07 4.20 4.20 4.20 4.21 4.21 4.21 4.33 4.47 4.47 

7. Power of test statistics                      with one outlier 

1. Case of AO 

Table 4.5.4(a-1): Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 Θ T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.434 0.436 

AO&LS:0,IO:457,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,N

O outlier:65,TC:40 0.497 0.503 

IO:426,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:3,NO 

OUTLIER:26,TC:41 0.527 0.531 

AO&LS:0,IO:413,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:5,NO 

outlier:19,TC:32 

0.2 0.532 0.533 

AO&LS:1,IO:382,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,N

O outlier:56,TC:26 0.626 0.63 

IO:310,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO 

OUTLIER:25,TC:32 0.65 0.653 

AO&LS:2,IO:279,LS:4,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:2,NO 

outlier:18,TC:42 

0.4 0.684 0.685 
AO&LS:0,IO:222,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,N
O outlier:50,TC:40 0.771 0.773 

IO:165,LS:4,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:2,NO 
OUTLIER:17,TC:39 0.79 0.794 

AO&LS:0,IO:155,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:11,TC:39 

0.6 0.809 0.809 

AO&LS:0,IO:109,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,N

O outlier:35,TC:45 0.882 0.882 

IO:59,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO 

OUTLIER:6,TC:50 0.897 0.898 

AO&LS:0,IO:44,LS:5,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:1,NO 

outlier:0,TC:51 

0.8 0.83 0.831 
AO&LS:1,IO:63,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,N
O outlier:36,TC:66 0.913 0.913 

IO:22,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO 
OUTLIER:3,TC:59 0.893 0.893 

AO&LS:0,IO:23,LS:5,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:5,TC:72 

0.9 0.815 0.815 

AO&LS:0,IO:55,LS:4,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:2,N

O outlier:41,TC:81 0.903 0.904 

IO:20,LS:3,LS&IO:3,LS&TC:0,NO 

OUTLIER:2,TC:68 0.887 0.888 

AO&LS:0,IO:29,LS:13,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:5,TC:63 
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Table 4.5.4(a-2): Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 Θ T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.405 0.405 

AO&IO:0,IO:416,IO&TC:0,LS:0,LS&TC:0,N

O outlier:151,TC:28 0.449 0.449 

AO&LS:0,IO:430,IO&TC:0,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,N

O Outlier:85,TC:36 0.523 0.526 

IO:365,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:2,N

O Outlier:79,TC:27 

0.2 0.497 0.498 

AO&IO:1,IO:354,IO&TC:0,LS:0,LS&TC:1,N

O outlier:121,TC:25 0.551 0.553 

AO&LS:0,IO:330,IO&TC:0,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,N

O Outlier:84,TC:32 0.594 0.598 

IO:289,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,N

O Outlier:76,TC:36 

0.4 0.662 0.662 

AO&IO:0,IO:178,IO&TC:0,LS:0,LS&TC:0,N

O outlier:120,TC:40 0.751 0.751 

AO&LS:0,IO:157,IO&TC:0,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:2,N

O Outlier:56,TC:33 0.761 0.762 

IO:155,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,N

O Outlier:49,TC:31 

0.6 0.707 0.707 

AO&IO:0,IO:114,IO&TC:0,LS:1,LS&TC:0,N

O outlier:130,TC:48 0.876 0.876 

AO&LS:1,IO:53,IO&TC:0,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO 

Outlier:23,TC:43 0.906 0.907 

IO:33,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO 

Outlier:21,TC:37 

0.8 0.771 0.771 

AO&IO:0,IO:52,IO&TC:1,LS:3,LS&TC:1,NO 

outlier:123,TC:49 0.891 0.891 

AO&LS:0,IO:23,IO&TC:0,LS:3,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outlier:17,TC:65 0.91 0.91 

IO:11,LS:2,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outlier:5,TC:70 

0.9 0.767 0.767 

AO&IO:0,IO:52,IO&TC:0,LS:5,LS&TC:1,NO 

outlier:122,TC:53 0.893 0.893 

AO&LS:0,IO:17,IO&TC:1,LS:6,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:1,NO 

Outlier:17,TC:63 0.887 0.888 

IO:22,LS:6,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outlier:16,TC:68 

 

Table 4.5.4(a-3): Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.318 0.318 

AO&LS:0,IO:346,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outlier:319,TC:17 0.387 0.387 

IO:376,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO 

outtlier:219,TC:17 0.419 0.419 

AO&LS:0,IO:328,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO 

outlier:229,TC:23 

0.2 0.385 0.385 
AO&LS:0,IO:292,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
Outlier:307,TC:16 0.476 0.476 

IO:272,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
outtlier:231,TC:20 0.514 0.514 

AO&LS:1,IO:256,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:210,TC:19 

0.4 0.51 0.51 

AO&LS:0,IO:176,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outlier:290,TC:24 0.627 0.627 

IO:165,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

outtlier:184,TC:24 0.716 0.716 

AO&LS:0,IO:127,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:126,TC:31 

0.6 0.596 0.596 
AO&LS:0,IO:101,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
Outlier:274,TC:29 0.793 0.793 

IO:61,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
outtlier:98,TC:48 0.855 0.856 

AO&LS:0,IO:42,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:63,TC:38 

0.8 0.605 0.605 

AO&LS:1,IO:60,LS:1,LS&TC:1,NO 

Outlier:274,TC:58 0.855 0.855 

IO:23,LS:2,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO 

outtlier:63,TC:56 0.906 0.906 

AO&LS:0,IO:10,LS:2,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:23,TC:58 

0.9 0.587 0.587 
AO&LS:0,IO:39,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
Outlier:317,TC:57 0.861 0.861 

IO:13,LS:2,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:1,NO 
outtlier:68,TC:54 0.9 0.9 

AO&LS:0,IO:24,LS:5,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:17,TC:54 
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Table 4.5.4(a-4): Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.2 0.209 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:2,IO:194,LS:15,LS

&IO:0,LS&TC:7,NO outlier:503,TC:70 0.206 0.24 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:2,AO&TC:0,IO:213,IO&TC:1,

LS:24,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:30,NO outlier:395,TC:93 0.235 0.279 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:2,IO:218,LS:47,LS&I

O:2,LS&TC:33,NO outlier:302,TC:116 

0.2 0.223 0.234 
AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,IO:193,LS:9,LS&
IO:1,LS&TC:10,NO outlier:500,TC:53 0.266 0.302 

AO&IO:2,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:191,IO&TC:0,
LS:32,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:22,NO outlier:362,TC:87 0.272 0.314 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:6,IO:181,LS:45,LS&I
O:1,LS&TC:29,NO outlier:303,TC:121 

0.4 0.29 0.294 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:7,IO:140,LS:9,LS&

IO:0,LS&TC:10,NO outlier:463,TC:77 0.35 0.362 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:13,AO&TC:0,IO:148,IO&TC:0,

LS:21,LS&IO:3,LS&TC:16,NO outlier:348,TC:88 0.395 0.434 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:8,IO:146,LS:39,LS&I

O:5,LS&TC:15,NO outlier:241,TC:112 

0.6 0.394 0.401 
AO&IO:0,AO&LS:5,IO:113,LS:18,LS
&IO:2,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:378,TC:82 0.482 0.496 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:13,AO&TC:0,IO:99,IO&TC:1,
LS:20,LS&IO:4,LS&TC:5,NO outlier:265,TC:96 0.522 0.553 

AO&IO:3,AO&LS:12,IO:90,LS:36,LS&I
O:6,LS&TC:2,NO outlier:194,TC:104 

0.8 0.421 0.425 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:4,IO:70,LS:20,LS&

IO:2,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:361,TC:118 0.537 0.543 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:4,AO&TC:1,IO:73,IO&TC:1,L

S:23,LS&IO:15,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:200,TC:138 0.535 0.548 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:3,IO:107,LS:27,LS&I

O:19,LS&TC:3,NO outlier:161,TC:132 

0.9 * * * * * * * * * 

* Failed to converge 

 

Table 4.5.4(a-5): Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.118 0.118 

AO&LS:0,IO:125,LS:2,LS&TC:

2,NO outlier:725,TC:28 0.14 0.142 

AO&LS:1,IO:125,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:4

,NO outlier:684,TC:41 0.125 0.139 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:1,IO:129,IO&TC:0,LS:6,LS&IO:0,

LS&TC:14,NO outlier:651,TC:60 

0.2 0.139 0.139 
AO&LS:0,IO:98,LS:1,LS&TC:4
,NO outlier:739,TC:19 0.155 0.158 

AO&LS:5,IO:109,LS:9,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:8
,NO outlier:684,TC:27 0.183 0.19 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:1,IO:118,IO&TC:0,LS:8,LS&IO:0,
LS&TC:13,NO outlier:623,TC:47 

0.4 0.188 0.188 

AO&LS:3,IO:90,LS:4,LS&TC:2

,NO outlier:682,TC:31 0.226 0.233 

AO&LS:2,IO:100,LS:2,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:5

,NO outlier:618,TC:39 0.267 0.282 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:3,IO:83,IO&TC:0,LS:6,LS&IO:0,L

S&TC:4,NO outlier:569,TC:52 

0.6 0.231 0.231 
AO&LS:1,IO:55,LS:1,LS&TC:0
,NO outlier:660,TC:52 0.332 0.336 

AO&LS:5,IO:61,LS:5,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:2,
NO outlier:525,TC:66 0.403 0.407 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:2,IO:65,IO&TC:0,LS:6,LS&IO:1,L
S&TC:1,NO outlier:435,TC:82 

0.8 0.279 0.279 

AO&LS:1,IO:44,LS:2,LS&TC:1

,NO outlier:610,TC:63 0.448 0.45 

AO&LS:0,IO:46,LS:7,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:0,

NO outlier:394,TC:101 0.459 0.464 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:1,IO:63,IO&TC:0,LS:6,LS&IO:11,

LS&TC:0,NO outlier:351,TC:104 

0.9 0.244 0.244 

AO&LS:4,IO:34,LS:3,LS&TC:3

,NO outlier:640,TC:72 0.409 0.415 

AO&LS:2,IO:60,LS:8,LS&IO:5,LS&TC:0,

NO outlier:427,TC:83 0.377 0.384 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:3,IO:113,IO&TC:1,LS:14,LS&IO:

16,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:391,TC:77 
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Table 4.5.4(a-6): Relative frequency of correct detection of AO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.044 0.044 

AO&LS:0,IO:60,LS:0,LS&TC:1,NO 

outlier:885,TC:10 0.064 0.064 

AO&LS:0,IO:63,LS:1,LS&IO:1,LS

&TC:2,NO outlier:856,TC:13 0.06 0.061 

AO&LS:0,IO:62,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&

TC:3,NO outlier:861,TC:12 

0.2 0.063 0.063 
AO&LS:0,IO:53,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:870,TC:14 0.082 0.084 

AO&LS:0,IO:53,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS
&TC:0,NO outlier:846,TC:17 0.107 0.11 

AO&LS:1,IO:62,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&
TC:3,NO outlier:805,TC:19 

0.4 0.082 0.083 

AO&LS:0,IO:45,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:854,TC:17 0.111 0.111 

AO&LS:0,IO:50,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS

&TC:0,NO outlier:817,TC:20 0.134 0.137 

AO&LS:5,IO:43,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&

TC:2,NO outlier:788,TC:22 

0.6 0.085 0.086 
AO&LS:2,IO:29,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:859,TC:24 0.184 0.184 

AO&LS:2,IO:32,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS
&TC:0,NO outlier:736,TC:43 0.223 0.223 

AO&LS:1,IO:35,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&
TC:0,NO outlier:704,TC:34 

0.8 0.116 0.116 

AO&LS:0,IO:35,LS:2,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:818,TC:29 0.244 0.244 

AO&LS:2,IO:17,LS:7,LS&IO:0,LS

&TC:1,NO outlier:659,TC:70 0.311 0.312 

AO&LS:2,IO:29,LS:4,LS&IO:3,LS&

TC:0,NO outlier:577,TC:73 

0.9 0.106 0.106 
AO&LS:1,IO:27,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:823,TC:42 0.247 0.247 

AO&LS:0,IO:29,LS:2,LS&IO:4,LS
&TC:0,NO outlier:642,TC:76 0.304 0.307 

AO&LS:0,IO:38,LS:4,LS&IO:11,LS
&TC:0,NO outlier:588,TC:52 

2. Case of IO  

Table 4.5.4(b-1): Relative frequency of correct detection of IO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 Θ T=26 T=51 T=76 

0.1 at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.2 0.537 0.537 

AO&LS:0,AO:372,LS:4,LS&TC:1,N

O outlier:33,TC:53 0.51 0.511 

AO&LS:0,AO:382,LS:4,LS&TC:2,

NO outlier:28,TC:73 0.53 0.533 

AO&LS:1,AO:375,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:2,NO 

outlier:13,TC:74 

0.4 0.588 0.589 
AO&LS:0,AO:292,LS:1,LS&TC:0,N
O outlier:23,TC:95 0.565 0.567 

AO&LS:1,AO:299,LS:4,LS&TC:0,
NO outlier:12,TC:117 0.601 0.603 

AO&LS:0,AO:274,LS:6,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:4,NO 
outlier:10,TC:103 

0.6 0.679 0.68 

AO&LS:1,AO:120,LS:2,LS&TC:0,N

O outlier:19,TC:178 0.655 0.66 

AO&LS:1,AO:127,LS:2,LS&TC:1,

NO outlier:17,TC:192 0.643 0.645 

AO&LS:2,AO:149,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:13,TC:189 

0.8 0.789 0.79 
AO&LS:0,AO:23,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:37,TC:149 0.786 0.789 

AO&LS:1,AO:25,LS:3,LS&TC:0,
NO outlier:21,TC:161 0.778 0.781 

AO&LS:0,AO:34,LS:7,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:14,TC:164 

0.9 0.934 0.936 

AO&LS:0,AO:0,LS:3,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:43,TC:18 0.948 0.952 

AO&LS:0,AO:1,LS:1,LS&TC:0,N

O outlier:25,TC:21 0.959 0.964 

AO&LS:0,AO:4,LS:1,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:16,TC:14 

Θ=0.9 0.965 0.966 

AO&LS:0,AO:2,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:29,TC:2 0.963 0.971 

AO&LS:0,AO:1,LS:1,LS&TC:0,N

O outlier:25,TC:2 0.954 0.968 

AO&LS:0,AO:0,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:29,TC:3 

 

Table 4.5.4(b-2): Relative frequency of correct detection of IO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.482 0.482 AO:346,LS:1,NO outlier:117,TC:54 0.485 0.485 AO:344,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:93,TC:78 0.487 0.487 AO&LS:0,AO:358,LS:2,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:83,TC:69 

0.2 0.545 0.545 AO:268,LS:0,NO outlier:107,TC:80 0.539 0.539 AO:280,LS:0,LS&TC:2,NO outlier:71,TC:108 0.551 0.551 AO&LS:0,AO:263,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:84,TC:101 
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0.4 0.618 0.619 AO:106,LS:0,NO outlier:99,TC:176 0.636 0.636 AO:104,LS:2,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:73,TC:185 0.647 0.648 AO&LS:1,AO:117,LS:2,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:65,TC:166 

0.6 0.726 0.726 AO:25,LS:0,NO outlier:133,TC:116 0.737 0.739 AO:19,LS:2,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:93,TC:147 0.753 0.756 AO&LS:0,AO:35,LS:0,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:56,TC:152 

0.8 0.86 0.86 AO:1,LS:0,NO outlier:122,TC:17 0.878 0.879 AO:0,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:100,TC:21 0.903 0.905 AO&LS:1,AO:0,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:76,TC:18 

0.9 0.897 0.898 AO:0,LS:1,NO outlier:100,TC:1 0.934 0.934 AO: 0, LS: 0, LS&TC: 0, NO outlier: 66, TC: 0 0.897 0.901 AO&LS:0,AO:0,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:99,TC:0 

 

Table 4.5.4(b-3): Relative frequency of correct detection of IO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.429 0.429 AO:256,NO outliers:273,TC:42 0.438 0.438 AO:302,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:210,TC:50 0.44 0.441 AO&LS:0,AO:315,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:174,TC:70 

0.2 0.441 0.441 AO:190,NO outliers:302,TC:67 0.512 0.512 AO:221,LS:2,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:190,TC:74 0.496 0.497 AO&LS:0,AO:236,LS:1,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:171,TC:94 

0.4 0.543 0.543 AO:66,NO outliers:257,TC:134 0.57 0.57 AO:86,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:209,TC:135 0.56 0.56 AO&LS:0,AO:104,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:179,TC:156 

0.6 0.574 0.574 AO:18,NO outliers:293,TC:115 0.614 0.614 AO:26,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:214,TC:145 0.681 0.681 AO&LS:1,AO:21,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:175,TC:122 

0.8 0.68 0.68 AO:0,NO outliers:308,TC:12 0.766 0.767 AO:1,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:215,TC:16 0.775 0.775 AO&LS:0,AO:0,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:215,TC:9 

0.9 0.718 0.718 AO:0,NO outliers:280,TC:2 0.754 0.755 AO:0,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:244,TC:1 0.802 0.802 AO&LS:0,AO:0,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:197,TC:1 

 

Table 4.5.4(b-4): Relative frequency of correct detection of IO at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma,c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.218 0.229 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:4,AO&TC:0,AO:182

,LS:9,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:15,NO 

outlier:481,TC:79 0.198 0.212 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:4,AO&TC:0,AO:210,IO&TC:0,

LS:20,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:27,NO outlier:390,TC:136 0.196 0.23 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:6,AO:228,IO&TC:0,LS:42,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:34,NO outlier:302,TC:157 

0.2 0.219 0.227 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:4,AO&TC:0,AO:155
,LS:12,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:13,NO 

outlier:483,TC:106 0.199 0.221 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:7,AO&TC:0,AO:181,IO&TC:0,

LS:31,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:21,NO outlier:390,TC:148 0.213 0.255 

AO&IO:3,AO&LS:8,AO:209,IO&TC:0,LS:36,

LS&IO:3,LS&TC:31,NO outlier:297,TC:158 

0.4 0.235 0.245 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:3,AO&TC:0,AO:86,
LS:17,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:511,TC:135 0.238 0.271 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:9,AO&TC:0,AO:136,IO&TC:1,

LS:22,LS&IO:4,LS&TC:14,NO outlier:377,TC:166 0.24 0.285 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:16,AO:153,IO&TC:1,LS:45,

LS&IO:4,LS&TC:8,NO outlier:315,TC:172 

0.6 0.293 0.315 

AO&IO:2,AO&LS:6,AO&TC:0,AO:36,
LS:22,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:3,NO 

outlier:494,TC:120 0.323 0.356 

AO&IO:3,AO&LS:14,AO&TC:0,AO:54,IO&TC:0,

LS:34,LS&IO:3,LS&TC:4,NO outlier:403,TC:129 0.302 0.372 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:20,AO:84,IO&TC:1,LS:37,

LS&IO:7,LS&TC:6,NO outlier:299,TC:173 

0.8 0.351 0.375 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:2,AO&TC:1,AO:1,L

S:6,LS&IO:3,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:578,TC:34 0.386 0.434 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:7,AO&TC:1,AO:11,IO&TC:0,L
S:10,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:2,NO outlier:496,TC:37 0.42 0.507 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:2,AO:20,IO&TC:0,LS:13,L
S&IO:0,LS&TC:2,NO outlier:418,TC:38 

0.9 0.404 0.427 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,AO:2,L

S:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
outlier:560,TC:8 0.438 0.507 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,AO:2,IO&TC:0,LS
:7,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:476,TC:6 0.452 0.557 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:0,AO:2,IO&TC:0,LS:8,LS&
IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:422,TC:10 
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3.  Case of LS 

Table 4.5.4(c-1): Relative frequency of correct detection of LS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.803 0.826 
AO&LS:0,IO:3,AO:29,LS&IO:5,NO 
outlier:135,TC:2 0.861 0.914 

AO&LS:0,IO:1,AO:45,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,
NO outlier:37,TC:2 0.87 0.935 AO&LS:0,IO:2,AO:55,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:6,TC:2 

0.2 0.815 0.839 

AO&LS:0,IO:3,AO:29,LS&IO:5,NO 

outlier:122,TC:2 0.889 0.929 

AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:31,LS&IO:6,LS&TC:0,

NO outlier:30,TC:4 0.882 0.964 AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:27,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:6,TC:2 

0.4 0.849 0.861 
AO&LS:0,IO:4,AO:19,LS&IO:3,NO 
outlier:109,TC:4 0.897 0.936 

AO&LS:0,IO:1,AO:23,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,
NO outlier:32,TC:7 0.921 0.965 AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:18,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:9,TC:7 

0.6 0.887 0.897 

AO&LS:0,IO:12,AO:12,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:74,TC:5 0.897 0.947 

AO&LS:0,IO:1,AO:7,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,N

O outlier:38,TC:6 0.917 0.969 AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:16,LS&IO:3,NO outlier:9,TC:3 

0.8 0.802 0.827 

AO&LS:2,IO:11,AO:6,LS&IO:4,NO 

outlier:141,TC:9 0.876 0.924 

AO&LS:0,IO:1,AO:20,LS&IO:4,LS&TC:1,

NO outlier:41,TC:9 0.874 0.957 

AO&LS:1,IO:1,AO:11,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:22,TC:8 

0.9 0.782 0.796 

AO&LS:1,IO:14,AO:18,LS&IO:1,NO 

outlier:161,TC:9 0.87 0.928 

AO&LS:1,IO:0,AO:7,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,N

O outlier:55,TC:9 0.855 0.962 

AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:17,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:13,TC:8 

 

Table 4.5.4(c-2): Relative frequency of correct detection of LS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.653 0.66 IO:3,AO:11,LS&IO:3,NO outlier:322,TC:1 757 781 AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:36,LS&IO:2,NO outlier:180,TC:1 0.808 0.86 IO:0,AO:36,LS&IO:2,NO outlier:99,TC:3 

0.2 0.704 0.71 IO:3,AO:15,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:272,TC:0 790 815 AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:21,LS&IO:2,NO outlier:159,TC:3 0.834 0.885 IO:1,AO:18,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:93,TC:2 

0.4 0.721 0.722 IO:3,AO:7,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:266,TC:1 822 839 AO&LS:0,IO:1,AO:13,LS&IO:2,NO outlier:144,TC:1 0.883 0.914 IO:0,AO:10,LS&IO:3,NO outlier:71,TC:2 

0.6 0.697 0.705 IO:5,AO:11,LS&IO:2,NO outlier:274,TC:3 823 841 AO&LS:1,IO:1,AO:9,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:141,TC:6 0.877 0.894 IO:0,AO:7,LS&IO:4,NO outlier:95,TC:0 

0.8 0.643 0.648 IO:6,AO:3,LS&IO:3,NO outlier:334,TC:6 775 799 AO&LS:1,IO:1,AO:9,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:184,TC:5 0.845 0.881 IO:0,AO:8,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:109,TC:2 

0.9 0.606 0.614 IO:11,AO:6,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:361,TC:8 751 772 AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:12,LS&IO:2,NO outlier:209,TC:5 0.807 0.854 IO:0,AO:3,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:133,TC:10 

 

Table 4.5.4(c-3): Relative frequency of correct detection of LS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.408 0.409 IO:1,AO:6,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:583,TC:0 0.576 0.579 
AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:10,LS&IO:0,NO 
outlier:410,TC:1 0.647 0.664 AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:8,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:327,TC:0 

0.2 0.464 0.466 IO:4,AO:3,LS&IO:2,NO outlier:524,TC:1 0.603 0.609 

AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:11,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:380,TC:0 0.692 0.702 AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:10,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:287,TC:1 

0.4 0.517 0.517 
IO:1,AO:7,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:473,TC:1 

0.638 0.638 
AO&LS:1,IO:0,AO:3,LS&IO:0,NO 
outlier:356,TC:2 0.73 0.737 AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:8,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:254,TC:0 
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0.6 0.508 0.509 IO:8,AO:7,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:472,TC:3 0.634 0.634 

AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:7,LS&IO:1,NO 

outlier:356,TC:2 0.704 0.71 AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:3,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:287,TC:0 

0.8 0.443 0.444 
IO:8,AO:4,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:539,TC:5 

0.595 0.598 
AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:3,LS&IO:0,NO 
outlier:393,TC:6 0.64 0.65 AO&LS:0,IO:0,AO:2,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:347,TC:1 

0.9 0.398 0.398 
IO:5,AO:2,LS&IO:0,NO outlier:583,TC:12 

0.537 0.541 

AO&LS:0,IO:2,AO:5,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:448,TC:4 0.617 0.623 AO&LS:2,IO:1,AO:5,LS&IO:1,NO outlier:364,TC:4 

 

Table 4.5.4(c-4): Relative frequency of correct detection of LS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.448 0.572 
AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:11,AO:72,LS&IO:6,NO outlier:332, 
TC:7 0.554 0.931 

AO&LS:1,IO:4,AO:47,LS&IO:0,NO outlier: 
11,TC:6 0.609 0.988 IO:0,AO:12,NO outlier:0,TC:0 

0.2 0.439 0.568 

AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:11,AO:56,LS&IO:4,NO outlier:356, 

TC:4 0.582 0.928 

AO&LS:0,IO:1,AO:41,LS&IO:2,NO 

outlier:23,TC:5 0.601 0.985 IO:0,AO:12,NO outlier:0,TC:3 

0.4 0.454 0.562 
AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:9,AO:34,LS&IO:8,NO outlier:371, 
TC:15 0.614 0.918 

AO&LS:0,IO:2,AO:38,LS&IO:2,NO 
outlier:36,TC:4 0.626 0.984 IO:1,AO:12,NO outlier:0,TC:3 

0.6 0.44 0.534 

AO&LS:1,AO&TC:1,IO:14,AO:22,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:409,TC:19 0.589 0.889 

AO&LS:0,IO:9,AO:15,LS&IO:6,NO 

outlier:63,TC:18 0.583 0.985 IO:2,AO:8,NO outlier:1,TC:4 

0.8 0.393 0.482 
AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:20,AO:13,LS&IO:1,NO 
outlier:456,TC:27 0.564 0.891 

AO&LS:3,IO:11,AO:8,LS&IO:0,NO 
outlier:79,TC:8 0.594 0.987 IO:5,AO:5,NO outlier:1,TC:2 

0.9 0.368 0.451 

AO&LS:6,AO&TC:0,IO:24,AO:21,LS&IO:1,NO 

outlier:480,TC:17 0.535 0.889 

AO&LS:0,IO:11,AO:13,LS&IO:0,NO 

outlier:70,TC:17 0.542 0.99 IO:3,AO:3,NO outlier:1,TC:3 

4. Case of TC 

Table 4.5.4(d-1): Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.844 0.851 

AO&LS:0,IO:122,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:19,AO:8 0.895 0.902 

AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:91,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:6,AO:1 0.909 0.916 

AO&LS:0,IO:69,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:3,AO:11 

0.2 0.763 0.766 

AO&LS:0,IO:177,LS:0,LS&TC:1,NO 

outlier:44,AO:12 0.822 0.828 

AO&LS:0,AO&TC:1,IO:148,LS:2,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:11,AO:10 0.87 0.874 

AO&LS:0,IO:107,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:6,AO:13 

0.4 0.648 0.649 

AO&LS:0,IO:275,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:55,AO:21 0.687 0.689 

AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:265,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:18,AO:26 0.728 0.731 

AO&LS:0,IO:225,LS:3,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:23,AO:18 

0.6 0.528 0.53 

AO&LS:4,IO:359,LS:2,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:70,AO:35 0.597 0.601 

AO&LS:4,AO&TC:0,IO:308,LS:5,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:46,AO:36 0.609 0.617 

AO&LS:1,IO:302,LS:2,LS&TC:2,NO 

outlier:25,AO:51 

0.8 0.434 0.437 

AO&LS:1,IO:360,LS:0,LS&TC:1,NO 

outlier:131,AO:70 0.51 0.516 

AO&LS:2,AO&TC:0,IO:338,LS:2,LS&TC:1,NO 

outlier:76,AO:65 0.53 0.54 

AO&LS:11,IO:333,LS:7,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:46,AO:63 

0.9 0.42 0.422 

AO&LS:1,IO:358,LS:2,LS&TC:1,NO 

outlier:155,AO:61 0.464 0.47 

AO&LS:8,AO&TC:0,IO:353,LS:4,LS&TC:0,NO 

outlier:104,AO:61 0.473 0.484 

AO&LS:13,IO:341,LS:3,LS&TC:1,NO 

outlier:79,AO:79 
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Table 4.5.4(d-2): Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.768 0.769 

IO:100,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:120, 

AO:11 0.869 0.872 AO&LS:0,IO:82,LS:0,NO outlier:41,AO:5 0.889 0.893 

AO&LS:0,IO:76,LS:0,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:27, 

AO:3 

0.2 0.681 0.681 
IO:169,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:134, 
AO:15 0.799 0.804 AO&LS:1,IO:131,LS:0,NO outlier:56,AO:8 0.838 0.844 

AO&LS:1,IO:104,LS:0,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:39, 
AO:11 

0.4 0.562 0.562 

IO:254,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:168, 

AO:16 0.704 0.706 AO&LS:0,IO:195,LS:1,NO outlier:79,AO:19 0.722 0.724 

AO&LS:0,IO:193,LS:1,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:67, 

AO:14 

0.6 0.454 0.455 
IO:329,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:187, 
AO:29 0.539 0.54 

AO&LS:1,IO:295,LS:0,NO outlier:132, 
AO:32 0.598 0.599 

AO&LS:1,IO:259,LS:2,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:102, 
AO:37 

0.8 0.381 0.385 

IO:323,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:244, 

AO:48 0.428 0.428 

AO&LS:3,IO:333,LS:0,NO outlier:202, 

AO:34 0.487 0.487 

AO&LS:2,IO:297,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:166, 

AO:47 

0.9 0.327 0.327 
IO:298,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:334, 
AO:40 0.393 0.397 

AO&LS:2,IO:296,LS:1,NO outlier:253, 
AO:51 0.429 0.434 

AO&LS:9,IO:288,LS:3,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:217, 
AO:49 

 

Table 4.5.4(d-3): Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.625 0.625 IO:98,NO outlier:271,AO:6 0.802 0.803 AO&LS:0,IO:61,NO outlier:129,AO:7 0.861 0.075 AO&LS:0,IO:57,NO outlier:75,AO:4 

0.2 0.557 0.557 IO:121,NO outlier:318,AO:4 0.725 0.725 AO&LS:0,IO:107,NO outlier:157,AO:11 0.762 0.129 AO&LS:0,IO:103,NO outlier:129,AO:5 

0.4 0.468 0.468 IO:211,NO outlier:309,AO:12 0.599 0.599 AO&LS:0,IO:184,NO outlier:198,AO:19 0.65 0.153 AO&LS:1,IO:184,NO outlier:153,AO:11 

0.6 0.355 0.355 IO:270,NO outlier:352,AO:23 0.471 0.471 AO&LS:0,IO:235,NO outlier:269,AO:25 0.479 0.24 AO&LS:2,IO:247,NO outlier:240,AO:32 

0.8 0.247 0.247 IO:265,NO outlier:460,AO:28 0.347 0.348 AO&LS:0,IO:246,NO outlier:369,AO:37 0.392 0.328 AO&LS:0,IO:234,NO outlier:328,AO:43 

0.9 0.246 0.246 IO:227,NO outlier:511,AO:16 0.324 0.325 AO&LS:1,IO:233,NO outlier:414,AO:27 0.347 0.39 AO&LS:0,IO:237,NO outlier:390,AO:26 

 

Table 4.5.4(d-4): Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

MA1 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.411 0.426 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:1,IO:104,LS:3,LS&T

C:8,NO outlier:408,AO:50 0.496 0.55 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:2,IO:110,LS:13,LS&TC:1

4,NO outlier:248,AO:62 0.514 0.582 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:2,IO:113,LS:28,LS&IO:0,L

S&TC:16,AO:59,TC:582 

0.2 0.353 0.378 
AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,IO:119,LS:9,LS&T
C:3,NO outlier:448,AO:43 0.426 0.47 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:11,IO:130,LS:15,LS&TC:
15,NO outlier:300,AO:59 0.419 0.475 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:8,IO:145,LS:26,LS&IO:0,L
S&TC:20,AO:67,TC:475 

0.4 0.266 0.283 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:7,IO:154,LS:6,LS&T

C:8,NO outlier:478,AO:64 0.3 0.339 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:11,IO:174,LS:16,LS&TC:

16,NO outlier:361,AO:83 0.328 0.377 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:20,IO:187,LS:22,LS&IO:1,

LS&TC:14,AO:83,TC:377 

0.6 0.226 0.236 
AO&IO:0,AO&LS:8,IO:160,LS:6,LS&T
C:2,NO outlier:540,AO:48 0.251 0.278 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:18,IO:186,LS:20,LS&TC:
7,NO outlier:418,AO:73 0.25 0.301 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:42,IO:187,LS:30,LS&IO:1,
LS&TC:6,AO:80,TC:301 
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0.8 0.155 0.175 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:11,IO:177,LS:8,LS&T

C:4,NO outlier:583,AO:41 0.176 0.207 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:25,IO:184,LS:12,LS&TC:

12,NO outlier:502,AO:58 0.182 0.234 

AO&IO:1,AO&LS:56,IO:155,LS:25,LS&IO:1,

LS&TC:11,AO:83,TC:234 

0.9 0.123 0.137 
AO&IO:1,AO&LS:19,IO:160,LS:11,LS&
TC:1,NO outlier:624,AO:47 0.138 0.181 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:32,IO:128,LS:14,LS&TC:
6,NO outlier:582,AO:57 0.164 0.22 

AO&IO:0,AO&LS:49,IO:173,LS:23,LS&IO:0,
LS&TC:4,AO:77,TC:220 

7. Table 4.5.5Behavior of   in Transient Change 

 

delta=0.0                                         Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0 0 
AO:0,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:435,IO:503,LS:2
,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:60 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:462,IO:489,LS:8,LS&I
O:5,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:36 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:530,IO:442,LS:5,LS&I
O:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:22 

0.2 0 0 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:526,IO:413,LS:4

,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:57 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:559,IO:408,LS:7,LS&I

O:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:25 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:629,IO:345,LS:11,LS&

IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:15 

0.4 0 0 
AO:0,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:682,IO:261,LS:0
,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:57 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:747,IO:226,LS:4,LS&I
O:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:22 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:759,IO:221,LS:4,LS&I
O:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:15 

0.6 0 0 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:737,IO:202,LS:5

,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:56 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:791,IO:176,LS:3,LS&I

O:2,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:28 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:816,IO:161,LS:7,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:16 

0.8 0 0 
AO:0,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:713,IO:203,LS:2
,LS&IO:3,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:79 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:799,IO:162,LS:6,LS&I
O:3,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:30 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:814,IO:154,LS:11,LS&
IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:21 

0.9 0 0 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:687,IO:213,LS:4

,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:95 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:756,IO:171,LS:8,LS&I

O:7,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:58 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:781,IO:179,LS:7,LS&I

O:5,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:28 

 

Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

Θ 

at 

T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:404,IO:453,LS:1,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:142 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:470,IO:421,LS:3,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:106 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:499,AO&TC:411,IO:1,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:89,NO outlier:0 

0.2 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:455,IO:395,LS:1,LS&I

O:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:148 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:541,IO:359,LS:1,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:99 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:632,AO&TC:297,IO:2,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:69,NO outlier:0 

0.4 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:590,IO:265,LS:1,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:144 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:710,IO:202,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:88 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:728,AO&TC:206,IO:4,LS:1,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:61,NO outlier:0 

0.6 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:657,IO:195,LS:1,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:147 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:738,IO:168,LS:3,LS&IO:

4,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:87 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:779,AO&TC:162,IO:5,LS:2,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:52,NO outlier:0 

0.8 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:616,IO:169,LS:1,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:214 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:712,IO:160,LS:3,LS&IO:

1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:124 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:752,AO&TC:150,IO:2,LS:5,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:91,NO outlier:0 

0.9 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:594,IO:170,LS:3,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:233 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:668,IO:159,LS:6,LS&IO:

2,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:165 0 0 

AO:0,AO&LS:759,AO&TC:131,IO:1,LS:5,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:104,NO outlier:0 
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  delta=0.1                                   Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.295 0.296 

AO:250,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:

387,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:65 0.27 0.271 

AO:305,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:382,LS:9,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:33 0.29 0.292 

AO:338,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:340,LS:10,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:20 

0.2 0.269 0.27 

AO:326,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:

358,LS:3,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:42 0.25 0.253 

AO:345,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:373,LS:6,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:23 0.21 0.21 

AO:354,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:407,LS:6,L

S&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:22 

0.4 0.246 0.246 

AO:355,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:

342,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:54 0.277 0.278 

AO:409,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:286,LS:3,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:24 0.282 0.285 

AO:391,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:301,LS:6,L

S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:16 

0.6 0.306 0.307 

AO:373,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:

255,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:65 0.328 0.33 

AO:388,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:1,IO:245,LS:4,

LS&IO:3,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:28 0.332 0.336 

AO:420,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:225,LS:3,L

S&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:15 

0.8 0.306 0.307 

AO:379,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:

220,LS:5,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:88 0.336 0.337 

AO:400,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:214,LS:1,

LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:47 0.378 0.38 

AO:384,AO&LS:2,AO&TC:0,IO:201,LS:5,L

S&IO:2,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:26 

0.9 0.302 0.302 

AO:360,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:

240,LS:2,LS&IO:3,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:93 0.327 0.328 

AO:382,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:221,LS:7,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:62 0.327 0.333 

AO:397,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:212,LS:9,L

S&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:47 

Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.367 0.286 

AO:233,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:331,LS:0,

LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:149 0.287 0.287 

AO:246,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:361,LS:1,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:105 0.281 0.282 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:328,IO:4,LS:0,LS

&IO:0,LS&TC:77,NO outlier:282 

0.2 0.296 0.227 
AO:269,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:356,LS:0,
LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:148 0.188 0.188 

AO:334,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:354,LS:1,
LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:122 0.187 0.189 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:388,IO:4,LS:2,LS
&IO:0,LS&TC:79,NO outlier:189 

0.4 0.266 0.25 

AO:303,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:305,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:142 0.258 0.258 

AO:376,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:281,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:85 0.31 0.31 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:252,IO:0,LS:2,LS

&IO:0,LS&TC:72,NO outlier:310 

0.6 0.286 0.278 
AO:324,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:222,LS:1,
LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:175 0.321 0.324 

AO:362,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:242,LS:0,
LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:71 0.346 0.346 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:210,IO:1,LS:0,LS
&IO:0,LS&TC:73,NO outlier:346 

0.8 0.302 0.273 

AO:301,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:201,LS:1,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:224 0.308 0.31 

AO:371,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:173,LS:2,

LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:143 0.34 0.342 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:197,IO:1,LS:3,LS

&IO:0,LS&TC:110,NO outlier:342 

0.9 0.27 0.259 
AO:292,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:172,LS:0,
LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:276 0.304 0.304 

AO:298,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:217,LS:3,
LS&IO:3,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:174 0.352 0.353 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:187,IO:1,LS:4,LS
&IO:0,LS&TC:121,NO outlier:353 
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delta=0.2                                                                                     Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.407 0.411 

AO:202,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:

330,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:54 0.479 0.48 

AO:186,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:305,L

S:4,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:24 0.515 0.511 

AO:197,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:255,LS

:6,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:26 

0.2 0.313 0.314 

AO:252,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:

370,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:62 0.354 0.355 

AO:243,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:366,L

S:3,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:33 0.327 0.324 

AO:289,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:357,LS

:6,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:19 

0.4 0.3 0.3 

AO:286,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:2,AO&TC:0,IO:

344,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:65 0.293 0.295 

AO:292,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:377,L

S:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:33 0.31 0.308 

AO:313,AO&LS:2,AO&TC:0,IO:352,LS

:5,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:18 

0.6 0.317 0.317 

AO:292,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:

313,LS:4,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:74 0.358 0.361 

AO:308,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:288,L

S:1,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:40 0.376 0.373 

AO:329,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:270,LS

:7,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:15 

0.8 0.347 0.348 

AO:304,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:

232,LS:3,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:112 0.346 0.348 

AO:333,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:1,IO:257,L

S:5,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:55 0.383 0.381 

AO:307,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:277,LS

:3,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:28 

0.9 0.332 0.332 

AO:261,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:2,AO&TC:0,IO:

263,LS:2,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:139 0.364 0.371 

AO:278,AO&LS:2,AO&TC:0,IO:277,L

S:3,LS&IO:2,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:67 0.385 0.378 

AO:305,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:248,LS

:5,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:56 

Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.523 0.367 
AO:166,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:299,LS:1,L
S&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:166 0.434 0.436 

AO:191,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:290,L
S:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:81 0.476 0.476 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:256,IO:1,LS:0,
LS&IO:1,LS&TC:68,NO outlier:476 

0.2 0.425 0.297 

AO:182,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:344,LS:1,L

S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:176 0.289 0.292 

AO:241,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:349,L

S:3,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:114 0.316 0.316 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:370,IO:4,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:73,NO outlier:316 

0.4 0.31 0.268 

AO:247,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:330,LS:0,L

S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:155 0.258 0.258 

AO:283,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:369,L

S:0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:90 0.302 0.302 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:323,IO:2,LS:4,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:96,NO outlier:302 

0.6 0.273 0.286 

AO:257,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:264,LS:0,L

S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:192 0.317 0.317 

AO:283,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:281,L

S:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:117 0.336 0.336 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:279,IO:1,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:100,NO outlier:336 

0.8 0.271 0.303 

AO:234,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:227,LS:0,L

S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:236 0.324 0.326 

AO:268,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:246,L

S:0,LS&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:159 0.333 0.333 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:260,IO:2,LS:1,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:138,NO outlier:333 

0.9 0.268 0.271 

AO:227,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:223,LS:1,L

S&IO:1,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:277 0.323 0.325 

AO:253,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:216,L

S:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:205 0.35 0.351 

AO:2,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:231,IO:2,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:165,NO outlier:351 
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delta=0.9                                                                Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.927 0.938 

AO:8,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:10,

LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:43 0.974 0.999 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0

,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 0.981 1 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,L

S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 

0.2 0.93 0.938 
AO:7,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:10,
LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:44 0.987 0.999 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0
,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 0.985 1 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,L
S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 

0.4 0.917 0.922 

AO:6,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:23,

LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:48 0.976 0.99 

AO:2,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:7,LS:0

,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:1 0.985 0.995 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:3,LS:1,L

S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 

0.6 0.878 0.884 
AO:8,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:37,
LS:4,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:66 0.956 0.969 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:27,LS:
0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:4 0.969 0.979 

AO:3,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:18,LS:0,
LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 

0.8 0.81 0.82 

AO:6,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:72,

LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:99 0.917 0.936 

AO:3,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:43,LS:

0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:18 0.962 0.972 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:21,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:6 

0.9 0.804 0.816 
AO:13,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:62
,LS:7,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:102 0.924 0.944 

AO:2,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:31,LS:
0,LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:23 0.94 0.955 

AO:4,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:35,LS:1,
LS&IO:0,LS&TC:1,NO outlier:4 

Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.83 0.834 
AO:8,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:8,LS:0,LS&IO:
0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:150 0.966 0.991 

AO:2,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:3,LS:0,L
S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:4 0.977 0.999 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,L
S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 

0.2 0.875 0.878 

AO:3,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:6,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:113 0.985 0.996 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,L

S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:3 0.985 1 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,L

S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 

0.4 0.829 0.829 
AO:4,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:29,LS:0,LS&I
O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:138 0.958 0.966 

AO:2,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:5,LS:0,L
S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:27 0.974 0.991 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:4,LS:0,L
S&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:4 

0.6 0.769 0.772 

AO:7,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:57,LS:2,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:162 0.935 0.941 

AO:3,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:14,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:42 0.968 0.98 

AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:11,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:9 

0.8 0.706 0.71 

AO:7,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:60,LS:0,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:223 0.888 0.897 

AO:4,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:29,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:70 0.933 0.951 

AO:1,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:16,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:32 

0.9 0.658 0.659 

AO:11,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:63,LS:0,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:267 0.804 0.818 

AO:4,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:40,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:137 0.902 0.919 

AO:3,AO&LS:1,AO&TC:0,IO:25,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,LS&TC:0,NO outlier:52 
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  delta=1.0                                                                   Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

Θ at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 

0 0 AO:28,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:5,LS:0,LS

&IO:0,LS&TC:850,NO outlier:117 

0 0 AO:41,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:926,NO outlier:32 

0 0 AO:40,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:948,NO outlier:11 

0.2 

0 0 AO:27,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS

&IO:0,LS&TC:854,NO outlier:118 

0 0 AO:29,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:934,NO outlier:36 

0 0 AO:40,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:2,LS:0,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:952,NO outlier:6 

0.4 

0 0 AO:19,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:5,LS:0,LS

&IO:0,LS&TC:886,NO outlier:90 

0 0 AO:14,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:2,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:941,NO outlier:43 

0 0 AO:14,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:976,NO outlier:10 

0.6 

0 0 AO:17,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:6,LS:0,LS

&IO:0,LS&TC:863,NO outlier:114 

0 0 AO:22,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:938,NO outlier:39 

0 0 AO:14,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:970,NO outlier:15 

0.8 

0 0 AO:17,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:10,LS:0,LS

&IO:0,LS&TC:849,NO outlier:124 

0 0 AO:8,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:7,LS:0,LS&IO:0,

LS&TC:936,NO outlier:49 

0 0 AO:5,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:2,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:973,NO outlier:20 

0.9 

0 0 AO:14,AO&IO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:8,LS:0,LS

&IO:0,LS&TC:826,NO outlier:152 

0 0 AO:18,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:2,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:916,NO outlier:64 

0 0 AO:10,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:974,NO outlier:15 

Relative frequency of correct detection of TC at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

 n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 Θ at T AE70 erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

0.1 

0 0 AO:8,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS&I
O:0,LS&TC:640,NO outlier:351 

0 0 AO:22,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&IO:0,
LS&TC:574,NO outlier:150 

0 0 AO:33,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&I
O:0,LS&TC:865,NO outlier:102 

0.2 

0 0 AO:15,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:2,LS:0,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:683,NO outlier:300 

0 0 AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&IO:0,

LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 

0 0 AO:24,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:878,NO outlier:98 

0.4 

0 0 AO:8,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:7,LS:0,LS&I
O:0,LS&TC:717,NO outlier:268 

0 0 AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&IO:0,
LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 

0 0 AO:11,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS&I
O:0,LS&TC:893,NO outlier:95 

0.6 

0 0 AO:8,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:6,LS:0,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:712,NO outlier:274 

0 0 AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&IO:0,

LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 

0 0 AO:9,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:900,NO outlier:90 

0.8 

0 0 AO:13,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:10,LS:0,LS

&IO:0,LS&TC:651,NO outlier:326 

0 0 AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&IO:0,

LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 

0 0 AO:8,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:882,NO outlier:110 

0.9 

0 0 AO:7,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:14,LS:0,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:630,NO outlier:349 

0 0 AO:0,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&IO:0,

LS&TC:0,NO outlier:0 

0 0 AO:5,AO&LS:0,AO&TC:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&IO:

0,LS&TC:850,NO outlier:145 

                                                           
70 AE: At Everywhere 
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Appendix C 

Appendix of detailed analysis of test statistics for SLS detection in SAR (1) process  

Table 5.3.1 (c): Sampling distribution of sar1-hat  ̂  in the presence of SLS  

w=5sigma,c=4 

n=50 n=100 n=150 

T=26 T=51 T=76 

SAR(1) 
CID estimates SE 

RMS

E SAR(1) 
CID estimates SE 

RMS

E SAR(1) 
CID estimates SE RMSE 

   0.1 2993 0.73 0.07 0.73 SPhi=0.1 4093 0.75 0.05 0.76 SPhi=0.1 4545 0.76 0.04 0.76 

   0.2 3103 0.75 0.06 0.75 SPhi=0.2 4038 0.77 0.04 0.77 SPhi=0.2 4581 0.78 0.04 0.78 

   0.4 3382 0.78 0.06 0.78 SPhi=0.4 4134 0.81 0.04 0.81 SPhi=0.4 4509 0.81 0.03 0.82 

  0.6 3539 0.81 0.06 0.81 SPhi=0.6 4111 0.84 0.04 0.84 SPhi=0.6 4442 0.85 0.03 0.85 

  0.8 3595 0.85 0.06 0.85 SPhi=0.8 4095 0.88 0.04 0.88 SPhi=0.8 4265 0.89 0.03 0.89 

  0.9 2805 0.89 0.05 0.89 SPhi=0.9 581 0.91 0.03 0.91 SPhi=0.9 4178 0.92 0.03 0.92 

 

Table 5.3.1 (d): Sampling distribution of sar1-hat  ̂  in the presence of SLS  

w=3sigma,c=3 w=3sigma,c=3.5  

  n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

  T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 

SAR(1) CID estimate SE RMSE CID estimates SE RMSE CID estimates SE RMSE CID estimates SE RMSE CID estimates SE RMSE CID estimates SE RMSE 

0.1 3438 0.55 0.11 0.56 3770 0.56 0.08 0.57 3815 0.57 0.06 0.57 2313 0.55 0.11 0.56 3770 0.56 0.08 0.57 3840 0.57 0.06 0.57 

0.2 3260 0.59 0.1 0.6 3791 0.6 0.07 0.61 3802 0.61 0.06 0.61 2147 0.59 0.1 0.6 3625 0.6 0.07 0.61 3821 0.61 0.06 0.61 

0.4 3027 0.66 0.09 0.66 3680 0.67 0.07 0.68 3783 0.68 0.05 0.68 1849 0.66 0.1 0.66 3226 0.67 0.07 0.68 3736 0.68 0.05 0.68 

0.6 2143 0.73 0.09 0.73 3329 0.75 0.06 0.75 3594 0.75 0.05 0.76 1689 0.73 0.09 0.73 2513 0.75 0.06 0.75 3132 0.75 0.05 0.76 

0.8  *  *  *  * 1987 0.84 0.05 0.84 949 0.84 0.04 0.84 1131 0.82 0.08 0.82 1865 0.84 0.05 0.84 2116 0.84 0.04 0.84 

0.9  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 1451 0.9 0.04 0.9 655 0.9 0.03 0.9 

* Failed to converge 

 

Table 5.3.1 (e): Sampling distribution of sar1-hat  ̂  in the presence of SLS  

w=3sigma,c=4 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26 

 

T=51   T=76 

AR(1) CID estimates SE RMSE AR(1) CID estimates SE RMSE AR(1) CID estimates SE RMSE 

SPhi=0.1 934 0.55 0.11 0.56 SPhi=0.1 3270 0.56 0.08 0.57 SPhi=0.1 3752 0.57 0.06 0.57 

SPhi=0.2 849 0.59 0.10 0.60 SPhi=0.2 2814 0.60 0.07 0.61 SPhi=0.2 3826 0.61 0.06 0.61 

SPhi=0.4 798 0.66 0.10 0.66 SPhi=0.4 1976 0.67 0.07 0.68 SPhi=0.4 3273 0.68 0.05 0.68 

SPhi=0.6 752 0.73 0.09 0.73 SPhi=0.6 1341 0.75 0.06 0.75 SPhi=0.6 2157 0.75 0.05 0.75 
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SPhi=0.8 692 0.82 0.07 0.82 SPhi=0.8 943 0.83 0.05 0.84 SPhi=0.8 1165 0.84 0.04 0.84 

SPhi=0.9 290 0.88 0.06 0.88 SPhi=0.9 841 0.90 0.04 0.90 SPhi=0.9 449 0.90 0.03 0.90 

 

Table 5.3.2(b):  Empirical Critical Values of Test Statistics for SLS 

Upper quantiles for correct detection of SLS (empirical critical values) 

c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR(1) T=26 T=51 T=76 

  90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 

SPhi=0.1 4.29 4.29 4.29 4.06 4.06 4.06 4.37 4.37 4.37 

SPhi=0.2 4.31 4.31 4.31 4.14 4.14 4.14 4.22 4.22 4.22 

SPhi=0.4 4.13 4.13 4.13 4.36 4.38 4.38 4.36 4.36 4.36 

SPhi=0.6 4.31 4.31 4.31 4.38 4.38 4.38 4.79 4.79 4.79 

SPhi=0.8 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.24 4.24 4.24 4.79 4.84 4.84 

SPhi=0.9 4.09 4.09 4.09 4.43 4.68 4.72 4.49 4.49 4.49 

 

Table 5.3.3(c):  Empirical Power or  Empirical Rejection Frequency of Test Statistics for SLS 

Relative frequency of correct detection of SLS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma,c=4 

  n=50 n=100  n=150 

SAR(1) T=26 T=51  T=76   

  at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

SPhi=0.1 0.43 0.43 AO:5,IO:835,LS:1,NO Outlier:1990,TC:8 0.76 0.79 

AO:7,AO&IO:1,IO:276,LS:2,NO 

Outlier:776,TC:12 0.90 0.95 

NO Outlier:170,TC:9,AO:9,IO:49,LS:1, 

LS&TC:0 

SPhi=0.2 0.43 0.43 AO:4,IO:963,LS:7,NO Outlier:1874,TC:8 0.73 0.74 

AO:12,AO&IO:1,IO:372,LS:4,NO 

Outlier:874,TC:15 0.90 0.93 

NO Outlier:240,TC:6,AO:8,IO:100, 

LS:2,LS&TC:0 

SPhi=0.4 0.39 0.39 AO:4,IO:1452,LS:5,NO Outlier:1606,TC:4 0.65 0.66 

AO:8,AO&IO:0,IO:858,LS:7,NO 

Outlier:819,TC:11 0.82 0.84 

NO Outlier:376,TC:14,AO:8,IO:384, 

LS:4,LS&TC:0 

SPhi=0.6 0.34 0.34 AO:5,IO:1814,LS:6,NO Outlier:1451,TC:4 0.54 0.55 
AO:17,AO&IO:0,IO:1385,LS:15,NO 
Outlier:847,TC:10 0.69 0.70 

NO Outlier:516,TC:13,AO:9,IO:975, 
LS:5,LS&TC:0 

SPhi=0.8 0.25 0.25 

AO:16,IO:2311,LS:12,NO 

Outlier:1387,TC:5 0.37 0.37 

AO:8,AO&IO:0,IO:2219,LS:17,NO 

Outlier:882,TC:5 0.46 0.46 

NO Outlier:702,TC:15,AO:20,IO:1938 

,LS:15,LS&TC:0 

SPhi=0.9 0.17 0.17 
AO:16,IO:1960,LS:10,NO 
Outlier:1157,TC:4 0.03 0.03 

AO:5,AO&IO:0,IO:402,LS:4,NO 
Outlier:132,TC:2 0.29 0.29 

NO Outlier:784,TC:12,AO:29,IO:2701, 
LS:20,LS&TC:1 

 

Table 5.3.3(d): Empirical Power or Empirical Rejection Frequency of Test Statistics for SLS 

Relative frequency of correct detection of SLS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

SPhi (1) T=26 T=51 T=76 

 

at T at AE erroneous detection  at T at AE erroneous detection at T at AE erroneous detection 

0.1 0.64 0.79 

AO:69,AO&IO:0,IO:292,LS:32,LS&TC:

6,NO outlier:555, SLS&LS:5,TC:71 0.752 0.986 

AO:28,AO&IO:1,IO:19,LS:4,LS&IO:0,LS&T

C:0,NO outlier:0,SLS&LS:0,TC:16 0.76 1.00 

AO:1,AO&IO:0,AO&TC:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS

&TC:0,NO outlier:0,SLS&LS:0,TC:2 
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0.2 0.60 0.72 

AO:79,AO&IO:0,IO:341,LS:41,LS&TC:

3,NO outlier:822, SLS&LS:2, TC:102 0.752 0.973 

AO:33,AO&IO:4,IO:48,LS:12,LS&IO:0,LS&

TC:2,NO outlier:11,SLS&LS:0,TC:23 0.76 1.00 

AO:2,AO&IO:0,AO&TC:0,IO:2,LS:0,LS&IO:0,LS

&TC:0,NO outlier:0,SLS&LS:0,TC:6 

0.4 0.49 0.57 
AO:92,AO&IO:2,IO:631,LS:63,LS&TC:
4,NO outlier:1265,SLS&LS:3,TC:97 0.708 0.908 

AO:64,AO&IO:3,IO:184,LS:36,LS&IO:0,LS
&TC:4,NO outlier:85,SLS&LS:2,TC:82 0.75 0.98 

AO:20,AO&IO:5,AO&TC:0,IO:32,LS:15,LS&IO:0,
LS&TC:0,NO outlier:2,SLS&LS:0,TC:27 

0.6 0.30 0.32 

AO:60,AO&IO:2,IO:679,LS:83,LS&TC:

8,NO outlier:1222,SLS&LS:5,TC:58 0.566 0.692 

AO:139,AO&IO:7,IO:575,LS:131,LS&IO:1,L

S&TC:12,NO outlier:548,SLS&LS:5, TC:120 0.67 0.87 

AO:100,AO&IO:10,AO&TC:0,IO:281,LS:76,LS&I

O:0,LS&TC:3,NO outlier:94,SLS&LS:0,TC:98 

0.8  *  * 
* 

0.241 0.278 
AO:165,AO&IO:6,IO:808,LS:176,LS&IO:1,LS&
TC:8,NO outlier:903,SLS&LS:6, TC:116 0.13 0.16 

AO:74,AO&IO:3,AO&TC:1,IO:333,LS:95,LS&IO:
2,LS&TC:8, NO outlier:260,SLS&LS:7,TC:74 

* Failed to converge 

 

Table 5.3.3(e): Empirical Power or Empirical Rejection Frequency of Test Statistics for SLS 

Relative frequency of correct detection of SLS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma,c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100  n=150  

SAR(1) T=26 T=51 T=76  

  at T at all erroneous detection  at T at all erroneous detection at T at all erroneous detection 

SPhi:0.1 0.43 0.48 
AO:19,AO&IO:0,IO:223,LS:4,LS&TC:0,
NO outlier :2349,SLS&LS:1,TC:17 0.7508 0.9752 

AO:11,AO&IO:2,IO:28,LS:1,LS&IO:0,LS&TC
:0, No Outlier:71,SLS&LS:0,TC:11 0.77 1.00 

LS&TC:0,AO:3,AO&IO:0,AO&SLS:0,IO:1,LS:0,
LS&IO:0,SLS&LS:0,NO Outlier:0,TC:1 

SPhi:0.2 0.38 0.42 

AO:40,AO&IO:1,IO:288,LS:9,LS&TC:0,

NO outlier :2560,SLS&LS:0,TC:26 0.7192 0.9264 

AO:25,AO&IO:1,IO:49,LS:2,LS&IO:0,LS&TC

:0, No Outlier:267,SLS&LS:0,TC:24 0.76 1.00 

LS&TC:0,AO:4,AO&IO:0,AO&SLS:0,IO:7,LS:0,

LS&IO:0,SLS&LS:0,NO Outlier:1,TC:3 

SPhi:0.4 0.29 0.31 
AO:15,AO&IO:1,IO:409,LS:10,LS&TC:1
,NO outlier :2993, SLS&LS:1,TC:32 0.6186 0.7504 

AO:40,AO&IO:4,IO:154,LS:12,LS&IO:0,LS&
TC:1, No Outlier:999, SLS&LS:1,TC:37 0.74 0.97 

LS&TC:1,AO:16,AO&IO:0,AO&SLS:0,IO:29,LS:
9,LS&IO:0,SLS&LS:0,NO Outlier:86,TC:18 

SPhi:0.6 0.22 0.23 

AO:28,AO&IO:0,IO:561,LS:29,LS&TC:

1,NO outlier :3195,SLS&LS:0,TC:21 0.4304 0.4764 

AO:56,AO&IO:5,IO:382,LS:38,LS&IO:1,LS&

TC:5, No Outlier:2067,SLS&LS:1,TC:63 0.59 0.72 

LS&TC:1,AO:57,AO&IO:5,AO&SLS:0,IO:223,L

S:35,LS&IO:1,SLS&LS:2,NO Outlier:1026,TC:66 

SPhi:0.8 0.12 0.12 
AO:32,AO&IO:0,IO:520,LS:38,LS&TC:0
,NO outlier :2436,SLS&LS:0,TC:21 0.2244 0.2414 

AO:75,AO&IO:3,IO:759,LS:80,LS&IO:0,LS&
TC:2, No Outlier:2820,SLS&LS:2, TC:52 0.29 0.32 

LS&TC:3,AO:108,AO&IO:3,AO&SLS:0,IO:661,L
S:95,LS&IO:0,SLS&LS:3,NO Outlier:2430,TC:73 

SPhi:0.9 

* * * 

0.1356 0.1454 

AO:73,AO&IO:0,IO:753,LS:73,LS&IO:0,LS&

TC:1, No Outlier:2535,SLS&LS:2,TC:47 0.07 0.07 

LS&TC:1,AO:35,AO&IO:3,AO&SLS:1,IO:314,L

S:44,LS&IO:0,SLS&LS:1,NO Outlier:1049,TC:35 

*Failed to converge 

 

Table 5.3.3(f): Empirical Power or Empirical Rejection Frequency of Test Statistics for SLS 

Relative frequency of correct detection of SLS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma,c=4 

  n=50 n=100  n=150  

AR(1) T=26 T=51 T=76  

  at T AE erroneous detection  at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

SPhi=0.1 0.16 0.17 

AO:5,AO&IO:0,IO:131,LS:2,NO 

outlier:4003,TC:10 0.65 0.80 

AO:7,AO&IO:1,IO:16,LS:0,NO 

Outlier:979,SLS&LS:0,TC:11 0.75 1.00 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,IO:1,LS:0,NO 

Outlier:9,SLS&LS:0,TC:1 

SPhi=0.2 0.14 0.15 

AO:5,AO&IO:0,IO:133,LS:1,NO 

outlier:4113,TC:4 0.56 0.66 

AO:14,AO&IO:0,IO:22,LS:0,NO 

Outlier:1651,SLS&LS:0,TC:5 0.76 0.98 

AO:4,AO&IO:0,IO:6,LS:0,NO 

Outlier:102,SLS&LS:0,TC:3 

SPhi=0.4 0.11 0.12 

AO:11,AO&IO:1,IO:224,LS:3,NO 

outlier:4167,TC:6 0.37 0.41 

AO:10,AO&IO:1,IO:110,LS:6,NO 

Outlier:2836,SLS&LS:0,TC:12 0.65 0.79 

AO:16,AO&IO:0,IO:27,LS:0,NO 

Outlier:985,SLS&LS:0,TC:16 



 

xl 
 

SPhi=0.6 0.09 0.09 

AO:7,AO&IO:0,IO:312,LS:3,NO 

outlier:4233,TC:2 0.22 0.23 

AO:18,AO&IO:0,IO:246,LS:4,NO 

Outlier:3587,SLS&LS:0,TC:13 0.40 0.44 

AO:17,AO&IO:0,IO:153,LS:4,NO 

Outlier:2619,SLS&LS:0,TC:22 

SPhi=0.8 0.07 0.07 
AO:9,AO&IO:0,IO:342,LS:5,NO 
outlier:4295,TC:4 0.11 0.11 

AO:17,AO&IO:0,IO:409,LS:15,NO 
Outlier:3999,SLS&LS:1,TC:13 0.15 0.16 

AO:34,AO&IO:1,IO:376,LS:14,NO 
Outlier:3739,SLS&LS:1,TC:25 

SPhi=0.9 0.02 0.02 

AO:1,AO&IO:0,IO:172,LS:6,NO 

outlier:1937,TC:1 0.08 0.08 

AO:31,AO&IO:0,IO:431,LS:21,NO 

Outlier:4113,SLS&LS:0,TC:11 0.04 0.04 

AO:28,AO&IO:0,IO:221,LS:11,NO 

Outlier:1879,SLS&LS:0,TC:8 

Confusion between IO and SLS: Cases where there is an IO, how many IO and SLS noted  

Table 5.3.4(a): Cases where there is an IO w=3sigma, how many IO and SLS noted everywhere. When there is actually IO 

C=3 C=3.5 C=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150   n=50 n=100 n=150  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS  IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS  IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS 

SPhi=0.1 1095 44 1099 87 1140 136 SPhi=0.1 631 11 671 9 671 16 SPhi=0.1 308 1 350 0 352 3 

SPhi=0.2 997 55 1027 69 1058 102 SPhi=0.2 608 2 629 15 616 28 SPhi=0.2 274 0 278 1 313 8 

SPhi=0.4 513 29 30 46 510 71 SPhi=0.4 497 4 507 11 537 24 SPhi=0.4 269 3 265 1 294 1 

SPhi=0.6 zero zero     SPhi=0.6 384 12 25 2 427 26 SPhi=0.6 194 2 203 2 204 2 

SPhi=0.8 zero zero     SPhi=0.8 106 11   68 11 SPhi=0.8 54 4 178 6 175 2 

SPhi=0.9 zero zero     SPhi=0.9       SPhi=0.9   33 0 129 15 
 

Table 5.3.4(b): Cases where there is an IO w=5sigma, how many IO and SLS noted everywhere. When there is actually IO 

C=3 C=3.5 C=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150   n=50 n=100 n=150  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS  IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS  IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS 

SPhi=0.1 2333 5 2223 15 2156 14 SPhi=0.1 2148 4 2169 3 2156 14 SPhi=0.1 1773 0 1823 2 1811 1 

SPhi=0.2 1984 12 1658 14 1566 14 SPhi=0.2 1808 4 1624 5 1566 14 SPhi=0.2 1596 0 1437 2 1358 3 

SPhi=0.4 1160 9 930 5 857 12 SPhi=0.4 1135 4 896 7 857 12 SPhi=0.4 996 0 782 1 779 0 

SPhi=0.6 611 11 427 3 412 3 SPhi=0.6 650 3 455 1 412 3 SPhi=0.6 548 1 406 1 349 0 

SPhi=0.8 259 7 160 5 115 4 SPhi=0.8 232 7 139 1 115 4 SPhi=0.8 210 1 136 2 113 0 

SPhi=0.9 126 4 74 2 64 2 SPhi=0.9 92 1 14 1 64 2 SPhi=0.9 92 1 63 0 48 2 
 

Table 5.3.4(c): Cases where there is an IO w=3sigma, how many IO and SLS noted everywhere. When there is actually IO 

C=3 C=3.5 C=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150   n=50 n=100 n=150  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS  IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS  IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS 

STheta=0.1 1058 57 1125 81 1171 114 STheta=0.1 652 4 634 17 689 25 STheta=0.1 301 0 327 0 353 1 

STheta=0.2 967 43 994 68 1061 79 STheta=0.2 586 10 632 15 609 29 STheta=0.2 287 0 303 0 303 3 

STheta=0.4 808 47 876 79 943 72 STheta=0.4 498 5 524 16 604 14 STheta=0.4 272 0 295 1 263 1 

STheta=0.6 820 49 1093 43 693 28 STheta=0.6 441 9 492 17 543 11 STheta=0.6 214 0 234 0 293 1 

STheta=0.8 708 45 774 71 902 67 STheta=0.8 401 5 477 6 498 7 STheta=0.8 217 1 202 1 202 0 
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STheta=0.9 668 58 819 90   STheta=0.9 368 8 417 11 470 5 STheta=0.9 179 0 186 0 188 2 
 

Table 5.3.4(d): Cases where there is an IO w=5sigma, how many IO and SLS noted everywhere. When there is actually IO 

C=3 C=3.5 C=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150   n=50 n=100 n=150  n=50 n=100 n=150 

AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 AR1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

 IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS  IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS  IO SLS IO SLS IO SLS 

STheta=0.1 2378 7 2212 15 2179 12 STheta=0.1 2111 2 2099 2 2042 1 STheta=0.1 1836 0 1875 2 1792 1 

STheta=0.2 2048 13 1781 5 1611 9 STheta=0.2 1855 3 1663 3 1536 2 STheta=0.2 1585 0 1412 1 1417 1 

STheta=0.4 1387 6 1092 3 1068 5 STheta=0.4 1239 2 1016 1 1041 2 STheta=0.4 1112 0 978 1 908 1 

STheta=0.6 1035 11 885 5 786 7 STheta=0.6 962 0 780 4 780 2 STheta=0.6 805 0 747 0 716 0 

STheta=0.8 965 8 839 8 751 11 STheta=0.8   796 1 731 1 STheta=0.8 746 0 676 0 688 2 

STheta=0.9 900 15 813 9 864 7 STheta=0.9   754 2 780 3 STheta=0.9 668 0 637 1 609 1 
Appendix of detailed analysis of test statistics for SLS detection in SMA (1) process  

Table 5.4.2(b): Empirical Critical Values of Test Statistics for SLS in SMA(1) model 

Upper quantiles for correct detection of SLS (empirical critical values) Upper quantiles for correct detection of SLS (empirical critical values) 

c=3.5 c=4 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 n=50 n=100 n=150 

 MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 T=26 T=51 T=76 

θ 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99% 

0.1 4.000 4.014 4.016 3.913 3.971 4.034 4.133 4.377 4.759 3.750 3.750 3.750 4.339 4.339 4.339 4.339 4.339 4.339 

0.2 4.059 4.327 4.403 4.142 4.192 4.269 3.987 4.149 4.271 3.390 3.390 3.390 4.074 4.074 4.074 4.074 4.074 4.074 

0.4 4.078 4.210 4.253 4.250 4.320 4.352 3.909 4.051 4.352 4.168 4.168 4.168 4.214 4.214 4.214 4.214 4.214 4.214 

0.6 3.919 3.986 4.021 3.998 4.408 4.897 4.029 4.234 4.365 3.880 3.880 3.880 4.527 4.527 4.527 4.527 4.527 4.527 

0.8 4.051 4.111 4.121 4.138 4.459 4.471 4.259 4.335 4.381 4.546 4.546 4.546 4.297 4.297 4.297 4.297 4.297 4.297 

0.9 3.957 4.152 4.197 4.010 4.172 4.322 3.947 3.983 4.082 4.590 4.590 4.590 4.258 4.258 4.258 4.258 4.258 4.258 

 

Table 5.4.3(a): Empirical Power or Empirical Rejection Frequency of Test Statistics for SLS in SMA(1) 

Relative frequency of correct detection of SLS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=5sigma, c=3 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T at EW erroneous detection at T at EW erroneous detection at T at EW erroneous detection 

θ=0.1 0.9256 0.9992 IO:3,LS:1,NO OUTLIER:0 0.9376 1 AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 0.9392 1 AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 

θ=0.2 0.9262 0.9992 IO:3,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:1 0.9406 1 AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 0.9508 1 AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 

θ=0.4 0.9504 0.9944 IO:12,LS:12,NO OUTLIER:4 0.9562 0.9996 AO&IO:0,IO:2,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 0.964 1 AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 

θ=0.6 0.9622 0.986 IO:45,LS:13,NO OUTLIER:12 0.9534 0.986 AO&IO:2,IO:65,LS:3,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 0.9652 0.993 AO&IO:0,IO:30,LS:4,NO OUTLIER:1,TC:0 

θ=0.8 0.9508 0.9782 IO:79,LS:20,NO OUTLIER:10 0.8856 0.9318 AO&IO:4,IO:321,LS:12,NO OUTLIER:4,TC:0 0.7998 0.8644 AO&IO:3,IO:670,LS:3,NO OUTLIER:2,TC:0 

θ=0.9 0.9378 0.968 IO:130,LS:13,NO OUTLIER:17 0.8002 0.871 AO&IO:5,IO:627,LS:5,NO OUTLIER:7,TC:1 0.5444 0.6598 AO&IO:9,IO:1679,LS:4,NO OUTLIER:6,TC:3 
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Table 5.4.3(b): Empirical Power or  Empirical Rejection Frequency of Test Statistics for SLS in SMA(1) 

Relative frequency of correct detection of SLS at index T (or Empirical Rejection Frequency) 

w=3sigma 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T at EW erroneous detection everywhere at T at EW erroneous detection at T at EW erroneous detection 

θ=0.1 0.763 0.986 

AO:7,AO&IO:0,IO:20,LS:11,LS&TC:0,N

O OUTLIER:27,TC:6 0.7838 0.9998 

AO:1,IO:0,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

OUTLIER:0,AO&IO:0,TC:0,: 1 0.784 

AO:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outliers:0,AO&IO:0,TC:0 

θ=0.2 0.769 0.979 

AO:4,AO&IO:0,IO:30,LS:19,LS&TC:0,N

O OUTLIER:45,TC:6 0.781 0.9998 

AO:0,IO:0,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO 

OUTLIER:0,AO&IO:0,TC:0,: 1 0.785 

AO:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outliers:0,AO&IO:0,TC:0 

θ=0.4 0.740 0.943 

AO:7,AO&IO:1,IO:75,LS:54,LS&TC:1,N

O OUTLIER:135,TC:13 0.784 0.9994 

AO:0,IO:1,LS:1,LS&TC:0,NO 

OUTLIER:1,AO&IO:0,TC:0,: 1 0.790 

AO:0,IO:0,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outliers:0,AO&IO:0,TC:0 

θ=0.6 0.713 0.878 

AO:11,AO&IO:0,IO:185,LS:74,LS&TC:1,

NO OUTLIER:332,TC:7 0.77 0.9672 

AO:1,IO:74,LS:17,LS&TC:0,NO 

OUTLIER:70,AO&IO:0,TC:2,: 0.992 0.792 

AO:0,IO:25,LS:2,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outliers:12,AO&IO:0,TC:2 

θ=0.8 0.652 0.786 

AO:8,AO&IO:0,IO:348,LS:122,LS&TC:1,

NO OUTLIER:578,TC:12 0.534 0.702 

AO:2,IO:862,LS:58,LS&TC:0,NO 

OUTLIER:544,AO&IO:17,TC:7,: 0.610 0.434 

AO:4,IO:1329,LS:40,LS&TC:0,NO 

Outliers:550,AO&IO:15,TC:10 

θ=0.9 0.609 0.741 

AO:12,AO&IO:0,IO:453,LS:110,LS&TC:0

,NO OUTLIER:712,TC:8 0.393 0.5716 

AO:3,IO:1371,LS:46,LS&TC:1,NO 

OUTLIER:688,AO&IO:22,TC:11,: 0.385 0.173 

AO:4,IO:2281,LS:48,LS&TC:3,NO 

Outliers:701,AO&IO:26,TC:14 
 

Table 5.4.3(c): Empirical Power or  Empirical Rejection Frequency of Test Statistics for SLS in SMA(1) 

w=5sigma,c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T at EW erroneous detection at T at EW erroneous detection at T at EW erroneous detection 

θ=0.1 0.913 0.997 AO:0,IO:3,LS:1,NO OUTLIER:9 0.942 1 AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 0.941 1 AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 

θ=0.2 0.916 0.995 AO:0,IO:5,LS:2,NO OUTLIER:14 0.944 0.999 AO&IO:0,IO:1,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 0.945 1 AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 

θ=0.4 0.941 0.993 AO:0,IO:13,LS:4,NO OUTLIER:17 0.958 0.999 AO&IO:0,IO:1,LS:1,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 0.966 1 AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO OUTLIER:0,TC:0 

θ=0.6 0.958 0.984 AO:0,IO:30,LS:6,NO OUTLIER:44 0.95 0.986 AO&IO:0,IO:37,LS:2,NO OUTLIER:27,TC:1 0.961 0.993 AO&IO:0,IO:22,LS:1,NO OUTLIER:11,TC:0 

θ=0.8 0.945 0.971 AO:1,IO:78,LS:10,NO OUTLIER:57 0.881 0.922 AO&IO:1,IO:279,LS:8,NO OUTLIER:98,TC:0 0.8 0.861 AO&IO:4,IO:571,LS:5,NO OUTLIER:112,TC:1 

θ=0.9 0.925 0.954 AO:0,IO:120,LS:18,NO OUTLIER:91 0.803 0.869 AO&IO:3,IO:533,LS:1,NO OUTLIER:118,TC:0 0.546 0.652 AO&IO:8,IO:1594,LS:4,NO OUTLIER:129,TC:1 

 

Table 5.4.3(d): Empirical Power or  Empirical Rejection Frequency of Test Statistics for SLS in SMA(1) 

w=3sigma,c=3.5 

  n=50 n=100 n=150 

MA1 T=26 T=51 T=76 

  at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection at T AE erroneous detection 

θ=0.1 0.740 0.947 
AO:1,IO:15,LS:6,NO 
OUTLIER:237,TC:6 0.776 0.999 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,IO:1,LS:0,LS&TC:0,NO 
OUTLIER:0,TC:0 0.782 1 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO 
OUTLIER:0,SLS&LS:0,TC:0 

θ=0.2 0.719 0.924 

AO:2,IO:38,LS:11,NO 

OUTLIER:322,TC:6 0.791 0.999 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,IO:1,LS:3,LS&TC:0,NO 

OUTLIER:0,TC:0 0.799 1 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO 

OUTLIER:0,SLS&LS:0,TC:0 

θ=0.4 0.690 0.864 

AO:3,IO:47,LS:34,NO 

OUTLIER:593,TC:6 0.786 0.997 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,IO:1,LS:5,LS&TC:0,NO 

OUTLIER:10,TC:0 0.796 0.999 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,IO:0,LS:0,NO 

OUTLIER:1,SLS&LS:0,TC:0 
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θ=0.6 0.653 0.774 

AO:1,IO:92,LS:46,NO 

OUTLIER:984,TC:5 0.774 0.964 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,IO:28,LS:17,LS&TC:0,NO 

OUTLIER:134,TC:0 0.796 0.990 

AO:0,AO&IO:0,IO:7,LS:0,NO 

OUTLIER:41,SLS&LS:0,TC:1 

θ=0.8 0.553 0.652 
AO:4,IO:176,LS:50,NO 
OUTLIER:1502,TC:7 0.514 0.654 

AO:0,AO&IO:9,IO:391,LS:24,LS&TC:1,NO 
OUTLIER:1297,TC:6 0.441 0.57 

AO:1,AO&IO:11,IO:635,LS:8,NO 
OUTLIER:1494,SLS&LS:0,TC:1 

θ=0.9 0.503 0.603 

AO:3,IO:228,LS:49,NO 

OUTLIER:1704,TC:2 0.367 0.49 

AO:3,AO&IO:3,IO:667,LS:23,LS&TC:0,NO 

OUTLIER:1852,TC:2 0.163 0.308 

AO:0,AO&IO:12,IO:1271,LS:19,NO 

UTLIER:2151,SLS&LS:1,TC:3 

 

Table 5.4.1 (b): Sampling distribution of sma1-hat  ̂  in the presence of SLS  

w=3sigma,c=3 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26 

 

T=51   T=76 

MA1 CID    ̂   SE RMSE MA1 CID    ̂   SE RMSE MA1 CID    ̂   SE RMSE 

θ=0.1 0.76 0.439 0.124 0.456 θ=0.1 0.784 0.418 0.079 0.426 θ=0.1 0.784 0.412 0.063 0.417 

θ=0.2 0.77 0.491 0.129 0.508 θ=0.2 0.781 0.469 0.078 0.475 θ=0.2 0.785 0.462 0.061 0.467 

θ=0.4 0.75 0.600 0.141 0.616 θ=0.4 0.784 0.582 0.079 0.587 θ=0.4 0.790 0.578 0.060 0.581 

θ=0.6 0.74 0.728 0.170 0.747 θ=0.6 0.777 0.717 0.115 0.726 θ=0.6 0.794 0.706 0.072 0.710 

θ=0.8 0.70 0.870 0.196 0.892 θ=0.8 0.612 0.945 0.195 0.965 θ=0.8 0.528 0.980 0.189 0.998 

θ=0.9 0.68 0.923 0.196 0.943 θ=0.9 0.521 1.057 0.159 1.068 θ=0.9 0.330 1.103 0.107 1.108 
*CID: correct Index detection 

Table 5.4.1 (c): Sampling distribution of sma1-hat  ̂  in the presence of SLS  

w=5sigma,c=3.5 

  n=50 

 

n=100 

 

n=150 

  T=26 

 

T=51   T=76 

MA1 CID    ̂   SE RMSE MA1 CID    ̂   SE RMSE MA1 CID    ̂   SE RMSE 

θ=0.1 0.914 0.574 0.116 0.586 θ=0.1 0.942 0.558 0.072 0.562 θ=0.1 0.941 0.550 0.055 0.553 

θ=0.2 0.918 0.608 0.120 0.619 θ=0.2 0.945 0.594 0.072 0.598 θ=0.2 0.945 0.591 0.056 0.594 

θ=0.4 0.943 0.680 0.119 0.690 θ=0.4 0.958 0.676 0.071 0.679 θ=0.4 0.966 0.674 0.054 0.676 

θ=0.6 0.964 0.743 0.117 0.753 θ=0.6 0.956 0.762 0.086 0.767 θ=0.6 0.963 0.764 0.064 0.766 

θ=0.8 0.960 0.799119 0.123 0.809 θ=0.8 0.917 0.856 0.127 0.865 θ=0.8 0.868 0.888 0.129 0.897 

θ=0.9 0.946 0.821733 0.143 0.834 θ=0.9 0.873 0.905 0.148 0.917 θ=0.9 0.717 0.982 0.151 0.994 

 

Table 5.4.1 (d): Sampling distribution of sma1-hat  ̂  in the presence of SLS  

w=3sigma,c=3.5 

  n=50   n=100   n=150 

  T=26   T=51   T=76 

MA1 CID    ̂   SE RMSE MA1 CID    ̂   SE RMSE MA1 CID    ̂   SE RMSE 

θ=0.1 0.742 0.433 0.125 0.451 θ=0.1 0.791 0.417 0.076 0.423 θ=0.1 0.782 0.411 0.061 0.416 

θ=0.2 0.722 0.488 0.129 0.505 θ=0.2 0.786 0.470 0.078 0.477 θ=0.2 0.799 0.464 0.063 0.468 

θ=0.4 0.697 0.601 0.138 0.617 θ=0.4 0.776 0.583 0.080 0.588 θ=0.4 0.796 0.578 0.061 0.581 

θ=0.6 0.667 0.728 0.170 0.747 θ=0.6 0.768 0.716 0.111 0.725 θ=0.6 0.796 0.707 0.072 0.711 

θ=0.8 0.582 0.867 0.196 0.889 θ=0.8 0.562 0.949 0.194 0.969 θ=0.8 0.497 0.977 0.189 0.995 

θ=0.9 0.539 0.923 0.199 0.944 θ=0.9 0.43 1.056 0.158 1.067 θ=0.9 0.266 1.101 0.110 1.107 
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Appendix D 

R-Programmes (it’s only a part of one program to show what I’ve written in R) 

#---------------------------------- 

# Program to simulate Time Series # 2013-April 
#---------------------------------- 

setwd("C:/Users/urooj/Desktop/R data") 

#-------------------------------- 
# Libraries 

#-------------------------------- 

 library(zoo) 
 library(stats) 

 library(leaps) 

 library(mgcv) 
 library(tseries) 

 library(TSA) 

 library(graphics) 
 library(sandwich) 

library(quantmod) 

 library(astsa) 
 library(data.table) 

 library(MASS) 

 library(gmodels) 
library(lattice) 

library(moments) 

######################  
sink("TSAY combine outliers ma1.out", append=TRUE, split=TRUE) 

####################### 

# Variables Initialization 
m21<-0  

 m7.god <- 0 

cut.off=3 
theta.val <- c(0.1,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,0.9) 

for(theta in theta.val) { 

#---------------------# Execution 
 N=1000 

  n<-50 

 m1=array(0,dim=c(N,2))  
 m2=array(0,dim=c(N,1))  

 m3=array(0,dim=c(2,n))  

 m4=array(0,dim=c(2,n))  

 A=array(0,dim=c(n,1,N)) 

  for(i in 1:N){  

   print(i) 
   a=rnorm(n,0,1)  

   sd=var(a)^0.5 

   x1=array(0,dim=c(n,1))  
   l=(n/2)+1  

###---Introducing LS-----###    

 #for (i in l:n){x1[i]=10*sd} 
  # x1[l:n] <- 5*sd    # "change-point" starting at the middle of the series 

###---Introducing AO-----### 

 x1[l]=5*sd  
###---Introducing IO-----### 

 #x1[l]=5*sd 

 #a=a+x1 
###---Introducing TC----### 

 #delta=0.6 
 #for (i in l:n){x1[i]=(10*sd)*(delta^(i-l))} 

###----end of outlier introduction----### 

   x1=ts(x1)  
###------observed time series for IO case----------## 

   #y=arima.sim(list(order = c(1,0,1), ar = phi, ma=theta), n = n, rand.gen = rnorm)  

   z=x1+y # observed time series  
   #par(mfrow=c(2,2))  

   #plot(z, main=(expression(MA(1)~~~theta[1]==theta)))  

   m1=(arima(z, order = c(0, 0, 1), seasonal = list(order = c(0, 0, 0),  
          period = NA),method="ML",xreg = NULL, include.mean = FALSE,  

                  transform.pars = FALSE, fixed = NULL,init = NULL))  

   #tsdiag(m1)  
   m2=m1$coef 

   #acf(m1$resid);    #Box.test(residuals(m1), lag=24, fitdf=1, type="Ljung") 

   print(rbind(m2)) 
resid = residuals(m1) 
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#lines(resid,col="green") 

#------------------------------ 

   m3=detectAO(m1,alpha = 0.05,cut-off=cut.off)  

   m4=detectIO(m1,alpha = 0.05,cut-off=cut.off) 

   m5=detectLS(m1,alpha = 0.05,cut-off=cut.off) 
   m6=detectTC(m1,alpha = 0.05,cut-off=cut.off) 

   x<-m3  

   y<-m4 
   v<-m5 

   g<-m6  

   m7<-foo.xymax(x,y,v,g) 
  #m7.tmp <- m7 

  m7.tmp <- data.frame(c(m7, theta)) 

  names(m7.tmp) <- c("Max", "Index", "Where", "theta") 
    }#for(i in 1:N) 

}  #for(phi in phi.val) 

######################  
#-------- Post Processing 

m7.god <- m7.god[2:dim(m7.god)[1],] 

na.mes <- colnames(m7.god) 
colnames(m7.god) <- NULL; rownames(m7.god) <- NULL 

m7.god <- as.data.frame(m7.god) 

names(m7.god) <- na.mes 
#head(m7.god) 

m7.god 

######################  
###----frequency distribution of estimated coefficints----### 

m21<-m21[2:dim(m21)[1],] 
rownames(m21) <- NULL; colnames(m21) <- NULL 

m21 <- as.data.frame(m21) 

names(m21) <- c('ma1', 'theta') 
m21  

######################  

###----frequency distribution of estimated where(break type)----### 
 xtabs(~Where+theta, data=m7.god) 

###----frequency distribution of correct identified break ----######--------at T---------- 

xtabs(~Where+theta,Index==l, data=m7.god) 
######################  

 ###----frequency distribution of identified break time(Index )----### 

xtabs(~Index+theta, data=m7.god) 
  ###-------- Histogram of m7.god$Max by Where-------### 

library(lattice) 

histogram( ~ Max | Where, data=m7.god) 

#hist(max,right=FALSE,xlab="lambda",ylab= "Frequency", main= "Frequency distribution of lambda") 

  ###----------upper percentile of AO coefficients--------### 

summaryBy(Max ~ theta+Where+Index, data =m7.god,  
  FUN = function(x) { quantile(x, c(.90, .95, .99),na.rm=TRUE,type=9)} ) 

######################  

summaryBy(Max ~ theta+Where, data =m7.god,  
  FUN = function(x) { quantile(x, c(.90, .95, .99),na.rm=TRUE,type=9)} ) 

m72<-m7.god[m7.god$Where=="AO",] 

densityplot( ~ Max | as.factor(theta), data = m72, layout = c(2, 3),  xlab = "Max(AO)") 
sink() 

######################  

Program for SLS in MA(1) model 

rm(list=ls(all=TRUE)) 

#---------------------------------- 

# Program to simulate Time Series 2013-April 
# Input: Change value of iterations 

# "N=" 

#---------------------------------- 
setwd("C:/Users/urooj/Desktop/R data") 

#-------------------------------- 

# Libraries 
#-------------------------------- 

 library(zoo) 

 library(stats) 
 library(leaps) 

 library(mgcv) 

 library(tseries) 
 library(TSA) 

 library(graphics) 

 library(sandwich) 
 library(longmemo) 

 library(afmtools) 
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 library(quantmod) 

 library(astsa) 

 library(data.table) 

 library(MASS) 

 library(gmodels) 
library(lattice) 

library(moments) 

library(FitAR) 
library(polynom) 

#-------------------------------- 

# Functions 
#-------------------------------- 

detectAO<-function (object, alpha = 0.05,cut-off)  

{ 
  resid = residuals(object) 

  piwt = ARMAtoMA(ar = -object$mod$theta, ma = -object$mod$phi,  

                  lag.max = length(resid) - 1) 
  piwt = c(1, piwt) 

  omega = filter(c(0 * resid[-1], rev(resid)), filter = piwt,  

                 sides = 1, method = "convolution") 
  omega = omega[!is.na(omega)] 

  rho2 = 1/cumsum(piwt^2) 

  omega = omega * rho2 
   lambda2T = omega/sigma/sqrt(rho2) 

  lambda2T = rev(lambda2T) 

#lines(lambda2T) 
  #cut-off = qnorm(1 - alpha/2/length(lambda2T)) 

  #cut-off=3 
  out = abs(lambda2T) > cut-off 

  ind = seq(lambda2T)[out] 

  lambda2 = lambda2T[out] 
  ifelse ((length(ind) != 0),print(rbind(ind, lambda2)),print("No AO detected")) 

} 

detectIO<-function (object, alpha = 0.05, cut-off)  
{ 

  resid = residuals(object) 

  lambda1T = resid/sigma 
#lines(lambda1T,col="brown") 

  #cut-off = qnorm(1 - alpha/2/length(lambda1T)) 

#cut-off=3 
  out = abs(lambda1T) > cut-off 

  ind = seq(lambda1T)[out] 

  lambda1 = lambda1T[out] 

print(rbind(ind=0,lambda1=0))} 

   invisible(list(lambda1 = lambda1, ind = ind)) 

} 
piwt = ARMAtoMA(ar = -object$mod$theta, ma = -object$mod$phi,  

                  lag.max = length(resid) - 1) 

  piwt = c(1, piwt) 
delta=0.6 

deltat<-c() 

for (j in 1:n){ 
deltat[j]=delta^(j-1)} 

#deltat 

omega = filter(c(0 * resid[-1], rev(resid)), filter = beeta,  
                 sides = 1, method = "convolution") 

  omega = omega[!is.na(omega)] 

 rhoTC2 = 1/cumsum(beeta^2) 
omega = omega * rhoTC2 

  sigma = sqrt(pi/2) * mean(abs(resid), na.rm = TRUE) 

  lambda4T = omega/sigma/sqrt(rhoTC2) 
  lambda4T = rev(lambda4T) 

#lines(lambda4T,col="orange") 

  #cut-off = qnorm(1 - alpha/2/length(lambda4T)) 
 # cut-off=3 

  out = abs(lambda4T) > cut-off 

  ind = seq(lambda4T)[out] 
  lambda4 = lambda4T[out] 

ifelse ((length(ind)!= 0),print(rbind(ind, lambda4)),print("No TC detected")) 

if (length(ind)==0){ 
print(rbind(ind=0,lambda4=0))} 

    #list(lambda4 = lambda4, ind = ind) 

 invisible(list(lambda4 = lambda4, ind = ind)) 
} 

detectSLS<-function (object, alpha = 0.05,cut-off)  
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{ 

 resid = residuals(m1) 

   piwt = ARMAtoMA(ar = -object$mod$theta, ma = -object$mod$phi,  

                  lag.max = length(resid) - 1) 

   piwt = c(1, piwt) 
 ###---gama weights for seasonal outlier 

 w<-rep(c(1,-1/3,-1/3,-1/3),length=(length(piwt))) 

 omega = filter(c(0 * resid[-1], rev(resid)), filter = Gamat,  
                 sides = 1, method = "convolution") 

   omega = omega[!is.na(omega)] 

   rho5 = 1/cumsum(Gamat^2) 
   omega = omega * rho5 

   sigma = sqrt(pi/2) * mean(abs(resid), na.rm = TRUE) 

  lambda5T = omega/sigma/sqrt(rho5) 
   lambda5T = rev(lambda5T) 

 #lines(lambda5T) 

  #cut-off = qnorm(1 - alpha/2/length(lambda5T)) 
   #cut-off=3 

   out = abs(lambda5T) > cut-off 

   ind = seq(lambda5T)[out] 
   lambda5 = lambda5T[out] 

   print(rbind(ind=0,lambda5=0))} # inorder to incorporate the "No SLS detected" situation in table  

   invisible(list(lambda5 = lambda5, ind = ind)) 
} 

foo.xymax <- function(x,y,v,g,h) {  

  ifelse(  
      unlist(x[1]) > unlist(y[1])& unlist(x[1]) > unlist(v[1])& unlist(x[1]) > unlist(g[1])& unlist(x[1]) > unlist(h[1])  

     ,val.out <- data.frame(Max=unlist(x[1]), Index=unlist(x[2]), Where="AO")  
  ,ifelse( 

 unlist(y[1]) > unlist(x[1])& unlist(y[1]) > unlist(v[1])& unlist(y[1]) > unlist(g[1])& unlist(y[1]) > unlist(h[1])  

 ,val.out <- data.frame(Max=unlist(y[1]), Index=unlist(y[2]), Where="IO") 
  ,ifelse( 

 unlist(v[1]) > unlist(x[1])& unlist(v[1]) > unlist(y[1])& unlist(v[1]) > unlist(g[1])& unlist(v[1]) > unlist(h[1]) 

 ,val.out <- data.frame(Max=unlist(v[1]), Index=unlist(v[2]), Where="LS") 
 ,ifelse( 

 unlist(g[1]) > unlist(x[1])& unlist(g[1]) > unlist(y[1])& unlist(g[1]) > unlist(v[1])& unlist(g[1]) > unlist(h[1]) 

  ,val.out <- data.frame(Max=unlist(g[1]), Index=unlist(g[2]), Where="TC") 
,ifelse( 

 unlist(h[1]) > unlist(x[1])& unlist(h[1]) > unlist(y[1])& unlist(h[1]) > unlist(v[1])& unlist(h[1]) > unlist(g[1]) 

  ,val.out <- data.frame(Max=unlist(h[1]), Index=unlist(h[2]), Where="SLS") 
,ifelse( 

 unlist(g[1]) == unlist(x[1])& unlist(g[1]) > unlist(y[1])& unlist(g[1]) > unlist(v[1])& unlist(g[1]) > unlist(h[1]) 

     & unlist(x[1]) > unlist(y[1])& unlist(x[1]) > unlist(v[1])& unlist(x[1]) > unlist(h[1]) 

 ,val.out <- data.frame(Max=0, Index=0, Where="NO OUTLIER") 

     ) 

    ) 
 ) 

  )  

) 
  return(val.out)  

} 

######################  
sink("TSAY combine outliersgrSLS sma18.out", append=TRUE, split=TRUE) 

####################### 

# Variables Initialization 
m21<-0  

 m8.god <- 0 

cut.off<-3 
 phi=c(0) 

 theta=0 

 sphi=0 
stheta.val <- c(0.1,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,0.9) 

for(stheta in stheta.val) { 

#--------------------- 
# Execution 

 N=5000 

  n<-150 
 m1=array(0,dim=c(N,2))  

 m2=array(0,dim=c(N,1))  

 m3=array(0,dim=c(2,n))  
 m4=array(0,dim=c(2,n))  

 A=array(0,dim=c(n,1,N)) 

 print(cut.off) 
print(n) 

 for(i in 1:N){  
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   print(i) 

   a=rnorm(n,0,1)  

   sd=var(a)^0.5 

   x1=array(0,dim=c(n,1))  

   l=(n/2)+1  
###---Introducing SLS-----###    

 s=4 # season or number of observation in a year 

 k=n/s 
 ###---Introducing SLS as per eq:3.7 of paper kaiser and Marvall(2001)-----### 

 x1[l]=5*sd    

 for(i in 1:f){ 
  x1[l+i*s]=5*sd 

 for(j in 1:(s-1)){ 

  x1[l+j]=-1/(s-1) 
  x1[l+j+i*s]=-1/(s-1) } 

}# "change-point" at every i*s point  

x1=ts(x1)  
#plot(x1, type= "l") 

###----Simulating SARIMA---### 

 y<-sarima.sim(model=list(d =0, ds = 0, phi = phi, theta = theta, sphi = sphi, stheta = stheta, period = 4), n = n, rand.gen = 
rnorm)  

  z<-x1+y # observed time series  

   #par(mfrow=c(2,1))  
   z=ts(z, start = 1, frequency = 1)  

   sarima.fit<-arima(z,order=c(0,0,0), seasonal=list(order=c(0,0,1), 

  period=4),method="ML",xreg = NULL, include.mean = FALSE, 
   transform.pars = FALSE, fixed = NULL,init = NULL) 

m1=sarima.fit 
   #tsdiag(m1)  

   m2=m1$coef 

 m2  
#------------------------------ 

   m3=detectAO(m1,alpha = 0.05,cut-off=cut.off)  

   m4=detectIO(m1,alpha = 0.05,cut-off=cut.off) 
   m5=detectLS(m1,alpha = 0.05,cut-off=cut.off) 

   m6=detectTC(m1,alpha = 0.05,cut-off=cut.off) 

   m7=detectSLS(m1,alpha = 0.05,cut-off=cut.off) 
}   

#------------------------ 

if(length(m7$lambda5) > 1 ) { 
     mat.tmp <- matrix( 

                       c( 

                         m7$lambda5[which.max(abs(m7$lambda5))] 

                         , m7$ind[which.max(abs(m7$lambda5))] 

                        ) 

                        ,nrow=2, ncol=1 
                     ) 

    rownames(mat.tmp) <- c("lambda5","ind") 

    m7 <- mat.tmp 
  } else if(length(m7$lambda5) == 0 ) { 

       mat.tmp <- matrix(c(0,0),nrow=2, ncol=1) 

       rownames(mat.tmp) <- c("lambda5","ind") 
       m7 <- mat.tmp 

 

  } else 
m7 

if(length(m5$lambda3) > 1 ) { 

     mat.tmp <- matrix( 
                       c( 

                         m5$lambda3[which.max(abs(m5$lambda3))] 

                         , m5$ind[which.max(abs(m5$lambda3))] 
                        ) 

                        ,nrow=2, ncol=1 

                     ) 
    rownames(mat.tmp) <- c("lambda3","ind") 

    m5 <- mat.tmp 

  } else if(length(m5$lambda3) == 0 ) { 
       mat.tmp <- matrix(c(0,0),nrow=2, ncol=1) 

       rownames(mat.tmp) <- c("lambda3","ind") 

       m5 <- mat.tmp 
  } else 

m5 

if(length(m4$lambda1) > 1 ) { 
     mat.tmp <- matrix( 

                       c( 
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                         m4$lambda1[which.max(abs(m4$lambda1))] 

                         , m4$ind[which.max(abs(m4$lambda1))] 

                        ) 

                        ,nrow=2, ncol=1 

                     ) 
    rownames(mat.tmp) <- c("lambda1","ind") 

    m4 <- mat.tmp 

  } else if(length(m4$lambda1) == 0 ) { 
       mat.tmp <- matrix(c(0,0),nrow=2, ncol=1) 

       rownames(mat.tmp) <- c("lambda1","ind") 

     m4 <- mat.tmp 
  } else 

m4 

if(length(m3$lambda2) > 1 ) { 
     mat.tmp <- matrix( 

                       c( 

                         m3$lambda2[which.max(abs(m3$lambda2))] 
                         , m3$ind[which.max(abs(m3$lambda2))] 

                        ) 

                        ,nrow=2, ncol=1 
                     ) 

    rownames(mat.tmp) <- c("lambda2","ind") 

    m3 <- mat.tmp 
  } else if(length(m3$lambda2) == 0 ) { 

       mat.tmp <- matrix(c(0,0),nrow=2, ncol=1) 

  } else 
m3 

   x<-m3  
   y<-m4 

   v<-m5 

   g<-m6 
   h<-m7  

     }#for(i in 1:N) 

}  #for(phi in phi.val) 
######################  

#-------- Post Processing 

#-------------------------------------- 
#----- Final result of iterations-------###  

m8.god <- m8.god[2:dim(m8.god)[1],] 

na.mes <- colnames(m8.god) 
colnames(m8.god) <- NULL; rownames(m8.god) <- NULL 

m8.god <- as.data.frame(m8.god) 

names(m8.god) <- na.mes 

#head(m8.god) 

m8.god 

######################  
###----frequency distribution of estimated coefficints----### 

m21<-m21[2:dim(m21)[1],] 

rownames(m21) <- NULL; colnames(m21) <- NULL 
m21 <- as.data.frame(m21) 

names(m21) <- c('sma1', 'stheta') 

m21  
######################  

 ###----frequency distribution of identified break time(Index )----### 

xtabs(~Index+stheta, data=m8.god) 
  ###-------- Histogram of m8.god$Max by Where-------### 

library(lattice) 

histogram( ~ Max | Where, data=m8.god) 
#hist(max,right=FALSE,xlab="lambda",ylab= "Frequency", main= "Frequency distribution of lambda") 

  ###----------upper percentile of AO coefficients--------### 

summaryBy(Max ~ stheta+Where+Index, data =m8.god,  
  FUN = function(x) { quantile(x, c(.90, .95, .99),na.rm=TRUE,type=9)} ) 

######################  

summaryBy(Max ~ stheta+Where, data =m8.god,  
  FUN = function(x) { quantile(x, c(.90, .95, .99),na.rm=TRUE,type=9)} ) 

m72<-m8.god[m8.god$Where=="SLS",] 

densityplot( ~ Max | as.factor(stheta), data = m72, layout = c(2, 3),   
            xlab = "Max(SLS)") 

##for h0 

summaryBy(Max ~ stheta,data =m72,  
  FUN = function(x) { quantile(x, c(.90, .95, .99),na.rm=TRUE,type=9)} ) 

######################  

#------------------------------ End of program ------------------------------ 


